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Dr. of Science (Economics), Prof., Institute of Industrial Economics NAS of Ukraine,
Donetsk,
V. V. Dementiev,
Dr. of Science (Economics), Prof., Donetsk National Technical University

PROBLEMS OF INNOVATION IN THE LIGHT OF EVOLUTIONARY THEORY
specific scale of local entrepreneurs’ values. Investments
in innovation are not their primary need, and technical
and technological backwardness of the enterprises is not
a critical issue. All of these can be sacrificed in favour of
other, more important priorities.
The matter thus is not in the lack of money for
innovation. At least the question could be put this way:
why were not even the most abundant financial resources
of pre-crisis “mast years” used efficiently, and was not
money allocated for the production modernization and
productivity increase? Why, do even those businesses
which now have a high level of output liquidity and,
consequently, good financial opportunities have no
innovations or remain under-invested?
But before these questions can be answered, it is
necessary to refer to the methodology of researching the
issue.

The world financial crisis has vividly demonstrated
acute problems in the innovative development of the former
Soviet Republics (the USSR). The state with the innovation
there is depressing, if you look at it from the standpoint of
American and European leaders, and disastrous — when
compared with the Asian Dragons (South Korea, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Taiwan) and China (Table 1).
It cannot be stated that very few people understand
the importance of innovative development. Just on the
contrary: this idea is accepted by almost everybody —
from presidents to ordinary citizens. There have been
adopted the laws on innovation. The development of
innovative policies and programs at the national and
regional levels turned into a particular genre of standardsetting activities. There were held parliamentary hearings
on the issue. However, neither Russia nor Ukraine, the
two largest economies in the former Soviet Union 1, in
spite of good starting points, are not currently and,
apparently, will not become in the nearest future, the
innovation leading countries.
The reason which is often mentioned in analytical
documents of various kinds is the lack of financial
resources for innovation, caused by the complex
processes of market transformations. However, such
explanation gives rise to doubt.
Indeed, despite certain differences in the policies
of the former Soviet republics, their common economic
characteristic is a very low level of expenditure for
producing new goods, developing and introducing new
technologies. Yet this does not mean that resources
necessary for this are not available. For example, the
business costs for innovation are comparable, if not yield,
to expenditures for maintaining political parties, football
clubs, bribes, etc. 2 This proves not a lack of funds, but a

Methodology
Innovation is usually understood as the introduction
of new products, new technologies and other types of
activities that promote knowledge transfers and adapt
production processes. From the standpoint of the
economic theory of the firm, innovation requires learning
about how to transform technologies and access markets
in ways that generate higher quality, lower cost products
(Lazonic 2006, p. 30).
Mainstream economics — the neoclassical
economic theory — considers innovation through the
prism of the optimizing firm. But the optimizing firm
cannot be innovative simply because the innovative firm
transforms some of those technological capacities or
opportunities and market prices that the optimizing firm
takes as given (Lazonic, 2006, p. 31). Therefore the

1
In the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic there were concentrated approximately
70% of the former Soviet Union population and almost 80% of all industrial fixed assets.
2
For example, in the pre-crisis 2008, all enterprises of Ukraine spent about $240 million on research and development, while the total
annual budget of only two of the leading Ukrainian football clubs — Shakhtar Donetsk and Dynamo Kiev — exceeded $ 140 million.
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example, the survival of enterprises in the specific context
of the ongoing redistribution of property), but do not
create necessary prerequisites for solving more general
problems (for example, their successful competition with
the world’s innovation leaders who operate under
conditions of well-protected property rights).
The evolutionary methodology is appropriate here,
because variability and population theory of natural
selection by Charles Darwin can be considered as one
version of a more general form of historical explanation,
and the population mode of explanation can be applied
not only to organic species, but to the historical objects
as well (Toulmin 1972; Witt 2008). It is only important
to take into account that it is used not to explain any
changes in time, but only those when “... we are interested
in how open, complex systems become adapted to their
environments, how variety evolves from common origins,
and how design accumulates over time, Darwinism
specifies both the necessary and sufficient conditions to
explain these phenomena.” (Stoelhorst 2008, p. 358).
Our study is just the case, because:
open, complex systems — domestic enterprises —
adapt to their environment;
variety of organizational routines arises from the
general situation of initial anarchy of the post-socialist
accumulation;
selected routines for enterprises accumulated over
time and led to the formation of the current situation.
Hence the second task is to explore, using the tools
of evolutionary theory, how the institutions-rules that
prevent innovation have been formed, and on that basis
to substantiate what it is necessary to set the further
evolution of the rules on track needed for the innovative
development of the economy.

canonical economic theory does not give a satisfactory
explanation to the phenomenon of innovative activity.
Further, if we take into account the circumstances of
time and place, usually ignored by neoclassics, it is easy to
notice that the skills base used by enterprises to transform
technologies and to get access to the markets may
significantly vary even within the same type of industrial
activity in the same historical period, leading to various
innovative results, so that innovations naturally occurring in
the same institutional environment can just as naturally be
absent in the other. Moreover, even in one and the same
industry in one country the institutional environment that
produces good results in a given period of time may get in
the way of getting them in another period.
At the present time in Russia and Ukraine in
almost all sectors there has formed such an economic
order that rejects innovation. So the first task set in
this article is, using the tools of institutional theory, to
investigate (in the context of innovation) the features
of this order, i.e. specificity of those structured
interactions among people that were formed on the
basis of institutes-rules (organizational routines) with
their inherent mechanisms of coercion. In other words,
this task is to analyse the situation in which economic
actors operate “within the rules”.
But in the long run, the institutions-rules themselves
are not anything unchangeable, static (Hamilton 1970); they
are also variable, inherited and selected in the sense that:
(1) the source must be causally involved in the production
of the copy; (2) the copy must possess the capacity to
replicate and be like its source in other relevant respects;
(3) the process that generates the copy must obtain the
information that makes the copy similar to its source from
that same source (Hodgson and Knudsen 2006, p. 484).
From the evolution theory standpoint, they represent
one of the properties (factors) of fitness. One — because
there may be other properties defining the ability of
companies to survive under these time and place
circumstances. Ultimately, those can survive who, other
things being equal, acquire properties — choose the
standards of conduct — that are relevant to external
environment. This choice may be lucky or not.
In biological evolution by natural selection it is
possible to inherit the properties that solve the local
problem of individual genotypes transfer, but also interfere
with the reproduction of species as a whole and lead to
its extinction3. The same way the public life may follow
unsuccessful rules that help solve local problems (for

The Institutional Model
In the market economy the goods are not produces
unless they have effective demand. Since innovation at
domestic enterprises “will not go” in the former Soviet
Republics, it means that there is no effective demand for
them on the part of a business, or at least this demand is
suppressed.
Businesses’ demand for innovations is a demand
for them from the side of the dominant owners of assets.
At the domestic enterprises they are presented, as a rule,
by physical (not legal) persons. Since commonly the
property has not been detached from the management
yet, it is usual that the owners and/or affiliates are at the

As noted by P. Samuelson: «Sexual selection … describes cases in which male birds evolve to have ever more elaborate tails, which
may serve no functional use and indeed may degenerate into dysfunctional baggage; yet this odd process can even accelerate if females for
whatever reason are preprogrammed to exercise mating choice toward ever-bigger tails». And further: «... there is something perverse and
pathological about sexual selection, in which what makes for individual fitness in the sense of differential survivability of genotypes within
the species can be definitely conducive to group unfitness. Those tails thus can grow indefinitely until they cause the species to be rare
or go extinct» (Samuelson 1993, p. 144).
3
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associated with the risk of investment in research and
development, new equipment and technology, and involves
relatively broad time horizons of economic planning, since
such investments can usually provide returns only in the
long run. Therefore, the basic condition for innovative
development is the availability of stable, “long rules” ensuring
that economic gains resulting from investments in
knowledge, and further in new machinery and technology,
will not be confiscated, stolen, withdrawn legally, etc., and
business based on innovation, will not be taken away.
The second, currently predominant path is the rental
maximization of the economic profit. Its essence is that
a source of profit is an understatement, compared to the
market of free competition, of prices per a unit of
resources used, inflated prices for final products, refusal
to bear the full burden of social costs (the understatement
of tax and other payments from income), or the refusal
to share the profits received with other claimants. In this
case the owner assigns the rent, i.e. income that exceeds
the contribution of the owner and his own production
factors in the creation of the social product.
The condition of the rental, yet, in fact, the predatory
way of making profit is the advantage of having access
to resources of the economic power, making economic
actors agree to those conditions that are dictated to them
by the owner of assets (Takata 1995). This power can
be based on the market monopoly, power of money,
political, administrative, criminal power, etc. It is the
availability of private economic power that is the main
competitive advantage which allows receiving the rent
and makes the coercion, necessary for this, possible.
The private economic power is the most valuable
resource of domestic enterprises. Thanks to its availability
the owner’s assets gain the capacity to generate rental income.
But not every business owner and the owner of not every
business can receive such income. They are available only
to that owner, who dominates inside the enterprise, and
only to the company which may “impose” its own terms to
the suppliers of resources and/or to the product consumers.
That is, in order to make a profit, not enough to be the
owner of the assets, one should possess the power.
Within these realities the development of engineering
and technology, improvement of production engineering,
etc. are not the main conditions for receiving a profit. Only
minimal maintenance of its technical and economic level is
necessary to create products that are in demand on the world
or domestic markets. The main prerequisite for getting profit
is power, while production, engineering and technologies
are auxiliary (required but not sufficient) conditions.
So, the owner of the assets has to choose (whether

same time top managers (strategic controllers) of the
enterprise 4. This phenomenon has been called “the
physical bodies’ economy” (in the Russian-language
literature) and “family and clan capitalism” (Roth 2005),
which means the concentration of economic power at
the enterprises in the hands of some individuals and their
families, exercising supreme control over the commodity
production and the distribution of incomes from its sales.
The owner of the assets in the post-Soviet countries,
like many other economic subjects, seeks to maximize private
utility (taking into account restrictions from the risks,
acceptable standards of behaviour, etc.), or, in other words,
the personal income. This is his causa finalis and, accordingly,
the purpose of managing the company under his control. In
relation to this objective everything else (innovations, new
equipment and technology, productivity, profitability of
production, its environmental characteristics, etc.) is of
secondary character and is accepted only in so far as it
contributes to the maximization of his personal income.
Personal income of the owner’s assets is derived
from the profit from the company controlled, remaining
after paying taxes, other compulsory payments, dividends
to minority shareholders, etc. Therefore, the initial point
to explain the lack of demand for innovation from the
assets owners is the analysis of the main sources of and
ways to maximize the profit of enterprises and further
— a personal income of the owner.
According to the canonical economic theory there
is no economic profit on the markets dominated by perfect
competition. Maximum the owner can count on is a socalled “normal profit of entrepreneur”, which is a part of
economic costs. The condition for getting economic
benefit is the possession of some competitive advantage.
In the market economy, if we exclude the natural
monopolies, arbitrage transactions, and fraud, there are two
basic ways of creating competitive advantages for companies
to obtain economic profit. Moreover, these ways are to a
certain extent mutually exclusive and incompatible.
The first way is innovative. The company receives
an economic benefit, as it forms special production
capacities, ensuring lesser quantities of physical
production costs (lower resource consumption) per a
unit of output compared to other producers in the
industry, or releasing the goods with such characteristics
that competitors do not possess. This way is based on
the creating technical, technological and organizational
advantages by an entrepreneur over other producers. In
this case, the source of profits that he receives is a
temporary monopoly of the innovator.
An innovative way to create economic benefits is

4
For example, a study carried out by the Corporate Governance Rating Service Standard & Poor’s in pre-crisis 2007 showed that the
boards of directors at the 75 Russian largest public companies, meeting the formal criteria for independence (non-affiliated directors),
occupy a total of 20% of the seats. See: Corporate Governance: Transparency And Disclosure By Russian Companies 2007: High
Turnover In Top 10 // http://www.standardandpoors.com/ratingsdirect.
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system in the form of financing political parties’ activity
and promoting their representatives in the government
structures, corruption to make profitable decisions,
acquisition, takeover and seizure of enterprises that have
influence on the costs and benefits of doing business;
the establishment of new business structures whose
purpose is not production, but release of the owner’s
income from the control; the staff capable either to
exercise power or to serve the authority; the formation
of ideological influence on the political and economic life
and the ideological justification for the power claims; the
creation of the system for private violence in the form of
its own security structures and/or criminals.
The result of investment in power was the formation
of a particular economic order (and on its base — political
and social organisation) as a set of sustainable socioeconomic relations and forms of doing business, by which
the economic profit is created and then extracted and
assigned to the asset owners. The key element, the
supporting structure of such economic order is relationships
of dominance and power that are formed in the economy.
In such institutional conditions investment in
innovation faces several challenges.
The first problem is the narrow time horizons of
economic planning and short-term interests — what we
have called the “short rules”. In the world of private power
domination no one, neither at the individual level nor at
the firm level, is protected against arbitrariness, against
the situation when his incomes, property, position at the
enterprise, and finally, personal freedom, will be lost. The
famous phrase by J.M. Keynes that in the long run we
are all dead sounds especially topical in these conditions.
From this follows the dominance of short-term interests
and “investment myopia”. In the short run, while the
rules remain unchanged, profit or personal income can
be securely received only by being embedded into a power
system, but not through investment in innovation.
The second problem is the availability of alternative
sources of income and, consequently, low costs in the
form of missed profits from investments in innovation.
It makes no sense to invest in research and development,
design and implementation of new technology, creating
new products and bearing the associated risks, when the
same amount of income can be received by an alternative
way. Moreover, technical and technological
backwardness is not an existential threat to the domestic
business. So far it is much more afraid of the prosecutor
than of its own technical and technological backwardness
or low competitiveness of output.
The third problem is the high transaction costs of
innovation. They are associated with the fact that the
organizational structure of the business controlled by the
owner is focused on performing special tasks —
establishing economic power, concealing the property
rights and income, — and is poorly adapted to the

he realizes this or not): either innovative profit, or rent; or
reduction of resource consumption per a unit of output,
or imposing “correct” prices on suppliers and consumers;
or investment in new products and methods for their
production or investment in the system of economic power.
Choosing the owner of the assets as a rational
individual is determined by the relative return on an
investment unit in different ways of making profit. The
lack of effective demand for innovations means that the
current structure of costs and benefits of doing business
is such that investments in alternative ways of making
profit give greater returns than innovative. Here’s why.
First of all, we should note the lack of reliable
protection of property rights due to the deficit of effective
public (legislative, executive and judicial) authorities, the
government’s inability to enforce contracts. In practice,
this means the presence of arbitrary rules (“short rules”)
as a factor in economic life, availability of opportunities
to share income and assets not in accordance with the
contribution to social welfare, but in accordance with
the power (monetary, political, administrative, criminal),
which some peoples or group of persons possess.
On the basis of the arbitrary rules there is shaped
the asymmetry of economic power, which means its
surplus in some individuals and economic structures and
its deficit in other people. This excess of power, allowing
dictating prices and transactions conditions, can manifest
itself as: the market power, based on the monopoly of
the business entity, the corporate power, when some
companies through participation in the property and
otherwise take over other companies, the administrative
power within businesses, dictating the terms and
conditions of remuneration, the order and direction of
the profits distribution, the government power of the law
enforcement and judicial bodies used for private purposes;
the physical force power of the legal security structures
and criminality.
With this economic order, to make a profit the owner
must either have the power himself, or be under the
protection of the person who possesses such power, or,
finally, buy the services of the authority. Competition for
new technology and product quality — the basic condition
for the innovative economy — is supplanted and replaced
with competition for sources of power, resulting in its
ever-increasing concentration.
The desire for power in these conditions is dictated
not only by positive goals to increase personal income, but
also by protective purposes. Without access to the resources
of power under “short rules” conditions it is quite problematic
to do business and even to keep it. Thus, to some extent,
the owner of assets has no choice: to invest in power or
not. Without such investments it becomes impossible to
maintain his position as the owner, to receive income from
the assets controlled, and, often, to exist securely.
Investments in power are investments in: the political
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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innovation processes. There is no organizational structure
of managing the process of innovation promotion and
innovation management in the domestic business. This
structure is dominated not by the long-term production
development needs, but by the short-term financial
interests. Production management is detached from
financial flows management and occupies a subordinate
position. It is difficult to find such large private companies,
where the right hand of the owner is not a director of
finance, but a production director or a chief engineer. Any
promotion of investment through those networks, within
which the modern business operates, simply drowns in
the abundance of organizational problems and related costs.
The fourth problem is the staff resistance. The
current economic system makes the demand for such
personnel, the key feature of whom is either the ability to
exercise power and subjugate the people, or the ability to
maintain power and ability to serve to those in power,
and often, both abilities together. The rent-oriented
behaviour model, based on the private power, is
reproduced at all levels of governance: from top managers
to workers. And the value of individual income is
determined not by a contribution to the added value
creation, not by the labour cost, no by qualifications,
but, above all, by the place occupied in the managerial
hierarchy of companies. Just as in the economy as a
whole, the system of income distribution within the
business structures depends not on the ability to generate
new technical and technological solutions, but on the place
in the power hierarchy and the proximity to its centres.
In addition, there exists a banal resistance to the
innovators on a personal level, because they represent a
threat to the existing distribution of jobs and income in
the corporation. In the existing situation in the personnel
scheme there are no people able to generate and promote
technical innovation; they are rejected by the system.
The fifth problem is the lack of scientific
infrastructure for innovation. Effective functioning of
innovation systems assumes interaction among businesses
and research institutes and universities, availability of the
skilled and mobile personnel, able to perceive and transmit
new knowledge and skills (National Innovation Systems
1997). However, deriving the rent by understating the
costs of education and scientific research (on which it
seemed painless to save) resulted in the lack of investment
required for the reproduction of scientific research and
training scientific and technical personnel. In the end,
there remains no one to generate innovation and implement
them “in metal”. Business proved to be not ready to bear
the costs necessary for the maintenance and development
of innovation infrastructure.
Thus, the first principle of the existing economic
order determines how a profit is received. This is ensured
by the private economic power (based on the monetary,
political, administrative, criminal power), which under
10

conditions of “short rules” brings more income than
innovations. Let us now consider how this profit is
assigned to the owner of the business and becomes his
personal income, and how it affects the economic order.
Here comes into force the second principle of the
current economic order — secrecy. All domestic business
in the former Soviet republics is a great and “terrible
commercial secret”. The entrepreneur can safely declare
that his business is based on innovation, new products
and technologies. But he will not declare the fact that the
basis for getting profit is the power and understatement
of others’ income, and, moreover, he will not show the
real levers of power and personal income it allows
capturing (as the French philosopher M . Foucault once
remarked on this occasion, power is of clear and
undisguised nature only in prison and in a mental asylum).
For the same reason, in order to survive and earn income
in the world of clan capitalism it is necessary to possess
two essential qualities: power and secrecy. For the more
overt are the rights of property and income, the easier it
is to take them away, the more vulnerable they are.
As it has been already mentioned, the personal income
of the owner, as the absolute aim of his business, is formed
from the profit remaining after its distribution. The challenge
is, therefore, not only in inflating prices and minimizing
production costs, but also in minimizing the required
payments from company profits to the state and minority
shareholders (only in Ukraine there are about 18 million
such people). The best way to minimize the payment from
profits, and thereby maximize revenue for the owner is to
withdraw profits from the controlled enterprise and,
further, to hide the person who assigns it.
The most advantageous form of maximizing the
dominant owner’s individual income is not withdrawing
them directly from the profit of a controlled manufacturing
enterprise, but from the income of intermediary firms,
which hold major trade and financial flows. It occurs
according to a well-known scheme: the company products
are sold to such firms at lower (insider) prices and they
are subsequently resold (often repeatedly) and the income
is settled on the accounts of intermediaries.
This explains the paradox that, when the economy
based on private property, a huge number of enterprises
(in Russia — about 30% of their overall quantity, in
Ukraine — about 40%) remain unprofitable for a long
time and none abandons them. The matter is that the
company’s official (reported) profit is not necessary to
the assets’ owner; moreover, it prevents him from
maximizing his utility. Or he gets his personal income,
concealing the actually created profit and “pumping” it
in any way in his pockets, or if the company profits is
withdrawn by embedding it in a vertical hierarchy of
commercial structures, the owner assigns the income
(the income is shared with him) of controlled by these
entities of financial flows.
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to ensure overall growth of the economy, such actions
have resulted in rent-oriented owners-oligarchs (family
clans), driven by the “short rules”, and in unprecedented
for the peacetime economic collapse conditioned by their
actions. One of the mechanisms that ensured such
transformations has been transfer pricing due to price
differences in time and space.
First, prices released in the earlier formed monetary
“overhang” led to hyperinflation — the rapid growth of prices
over time. Persons with the authority to conclude contracts
on behalf of companies have been able to use the material
and financial resources at their disposal for personal gain, in
effect, to privatize them by establishing double (transfer)
prices: current prices — to conclude formal contracts, and
actual prices (including inflation for the period of the
contract) — for the informal, shadow contracts.
Secondly, elimination of the state monopoly on
foreign trade has made available to decision makers the
income from the difference in commodity prices in the
space — on the domestic and external markets. Products
that had the largest price gaps and were in demand on
the foreign markets were above all cheap in the planned
economy of the former USSR energy resources, raw
materials and construction materials. Revenues from the
difference in prices for these commodities were
appropriated by setting double (transfer) prices: for the
domestic market — to clinch formal contracts, and for
foreign markets (taking into account the price difference
in space) — for non-official, shady contracts.
Understatement of income from the implementation
of formal contracts was used by top managers to make
payments to suppliers of material resources, employees
and the government, while unaccounted difference between
official and real incomes — for personal enrichment, and
investments in property privatization, development of the
infrastructure of intermediaries who organize the shadow
profits withdrawal, and protective investments in power.
Such a redistribution of income, in effect, meant the
appropriation of unpaid labour in the huge dimensions,
which resulted, on the one hand, in the impoverishment of
the working masses, as well as (due to shortage of taxes)
of budget and retirees, and, on the other hand — in the
rapid enrichment of top managers, the concentration in
their hands of property and income from its use.
A right to sign contracts in the planned economy
originally belonged to the people occupying an appropriate
place in the management hierarchy established in the
planned economy (senior managers). Under the conditions
when the mass privatization began, it was necessary to
confirm this right again. To do this, there was used insider
information, informal connections and shadow incomes,
invested in the property rights acquisition. Then logically
it was necessary to consolidate them through defensive
investments in power, because in such circumstances
only “might makes rights”(Umbeck 1981).

As a result of investment in strengthening the
economic power and concealing the mechanisms of
gaining income there arises such an economic order that
rejects the innovation. Even if the owner wants to invest
in it, he will face a number of obstacles, which are
generated by the economic order created by him. This
order is associated high cost of innovative activity, which
has the effect of rejection of innovations by domestic
businesses and explains the lack of effective demand from
enterprises.
Thus, we emphasize again that the main obstacle to
innovative activity is not shortage of funds or lack of
attention to the state regulation of innovation processes.
The stumbling block for innovation is economic and
political institutes of the society, the asymmetry of
economic power and the economic order growing on its
basis. What is the condition of the rental path to profit
gaining — the private economic power — is
simultaneously a major obstacle to innovation
development. The benefits of private economic power
for the rental way of maximizing the income are the cost
for the path of innovation. Therefore the problem of
changing the businesses’ attitudes to innovation is
primarily the problem of changing the existing economic
order and its institutes.
The Evolutionary Model
The current economic order has developed
gradually. It grew out of the anarchy of the early years
of market transformations, “the war of all against all”
(according to Hobbes), when a planned socialist
economic system had been already broken, and no one
really knew how to build a new system of the market
economy. The destruction of the old official ideology,
which gave priority to public interests over the private
and group ones and denied the exploitation of a man by a
man, led to the rapid and widespread dissemination of
opportunistic behaviour and to prevalence of personal
selfish interests.
If in the planned economy the high implementation
standard was the priority, now the economic initiative
popped in the first place. This process was attended by
the creation of the corresponding new forms of social
interaction, structuring the relationship among the
participants of the economic process, and the dying out
of the former forms.
During the transition from the planned to marketbased coordination mechanism in the Russian Federation
and Ukraine there have been adopted decisions on price
liberalization, privatization of the state property and
elimination of state monopoly on foreign trade.
However, instead of the expected formation of a
class of effective private owners, operating on the basis
of stable market rules in the environment of free
competition and are able to meet consumer demand and
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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investing in aggression (taking action to seize somebody’s
property) (Wä rneryd 1993). In these circumstances the
property remains potentially insecure, because there is
always a danger that the more successful actions of the
aggressive competitor would lead to its loss (a typical
example is measures for large-scale revision of privatization
that followed the victory of the Orange Revolution in
Ukraine in 2004). This, along with price uncertainty, and
other specific risks of the transitional economy, creates
those “short rules”, which were discussed above in the
institutional model, which reproduce the high risks of
the property rights infringement, while innovation requires
long rules and cooperation, rather than only rivalry, of
the economic actors (what was called “co-opetition”
(Brandenburger and Nalebuff 1996)). In contemporary
conditions “... innovation in industries is the result of the
interaction of different actors (firms, universities, public
agencies, financial organizations…) that have collaborative
relationships of formal and informal types” (Malerba 2007,
p. 677) and, for example, in such innovative areas of
business as pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
cooperation of large, small and new firms is pervasive
(Malerba 2007, p. 685).
The root of all these problems is selfish behaviour
of the dominant owners in the transition to the market
economy and the associated ineffectiveness of anarchy 6.
It is a well-known fact that if individuals make independent
selfish decisions, social optimum is usually not achieved
and the resulting equilibrium in dominant strategies
(where the choice of one individual does not depend on
the decisions of another) is not Pareto-optimal. In other
words, the “invisible hand” of Adam Smith in such
circumstances does not work.
The last statement does not contradict the
presumption that the competition of economic entities,
acting in their own interests, may help increase their own
and the general welfare. The matter is that the people’s
own interests are not necessarily selfish.
This thesis requires a special explanation.
Economists have long noted that individuals often
extend the scope of their own interests to the objects
that are outside themselves and their families, giving time
and money to what is usually characterized as public
goods (national defence, donation, charity, etc.). There
is nothing unusual, strange in this. On the contrary, “...
theory and data now being advanced are more compatible
with the view that true altruism —acting with the goal of
benefitting another — does exist and is a part of human
nature” (Piliavin and Charng 1990).
The economic theory of rational choice explains

The opportunity to extract revenue from the transfer
pricing was for the new owners similar to acquiring
control over the gold-bearing lodes: without any special
concern about the production development, investments
in new technological solutions, etc., it was possible to
receive the rate of return unattainable for innovation.
Therefore, the history of voucher privatization is so
reminiscent of the gold rush in California (the USA) in
the XIX century. Then, in the initial conditions of anarchy
the masses of people tried to “stake out a claim” to obtain
ownership of the previously abandoned wealth and,
starting the production, to get rich quickly, but the real
benefits from this were derived by those who have found
effective ways of exploitation of the gold miners’ labour.
During the period of mass privatization the people
also tried a variety of behaviours that they believed could
provide them with equal participation in the former
common state property, but ultimately, by the end of this
period, there have been selected and inherited the patterns
of egoistic behaviour of insider-managers acting through
the appropriation of unpaid labour of others. Expressed
in terms of the dichotomy “innovative-conservative”, the
innovators of the rent-oriented way of gaining profit won
(economically).
However, it was a Pyrrhic victory, reminiscent of
the dead-end branch of gender selection in biology, where
the increased individual adaptability leads to the
degradation of the species.
First, the selected model of the planned economy
transformation resulted in the predominance of enterprises
specializing in manufacturing products of low degree
processing, which enjoyed steady demand in the foreign
markets, while the world’s dominating innovative companies
manufacture high-tech products of high degree processing.
Secondly, the privatized enterprises that fell under
control of the dominant new owners are their personal
“klondikes”, but created not by nature, but by unpaid
people’s labour, and therefore necessarily based on the
opposition of the owner and employees, while successful,
innovative enterprises are always creative teams of the
people working together, not of individual actors: “The
innovation process is collective, as the transformation of
technological and market environment requires integration
of the large numbers of people with specialized
knowledge and skills. So these people are involved in
cooperative relationship for developing and using
productive resources” (Lazonic 2006, p. 23).
Third, the evolutionarily stable strategy5, growing out
of the primary chaos of the selfish individuals’ fight for
the initially abandoned wealth is a strategy that involves

5
A strategy is considered stable if in a population where everyone except a very small minority of mutants play it, its expected payoff
is greater than that of the mutants strategy (Wä rneryd 1993, p. 12).
6
In the game theory there is known a so-called “price of anarchy”, which determines the loss of efficiency as the ratio of socially
optimal welfare to the welfare of the Nash equilibrium when players act selfishly (Roughgarden 2005).
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formation of regional and national innovation systems —
a set of interrelated institutes that determine the capabilities
to create, save and share the relevant knowledge, skills
and artefacts. Specialists in the field indicate that the
development of such innovative systems requires a special
mode of actions, which stresses the role of joint research
and other technical collaboration among enterprises and
public sector institutions, emphasizes the high level of copatenting, co-publications and personnel mobility, the
implementation of intellectual property rights, labour
market policy and exchange programmes that promote
such collaboration”(National Innovation Systems 1997).
Thus the economic order conducive to innovation is
the order providing not only competition, but also
collaboration of economic agents, which together generate,
select and inherit the “long rules” of interactions, while its
foundation is the organizational identification of various
community levels based on the manifestations of altruism.
The current economic order unfavourable to
innovation is the order, rejecting the cooperation of
economic agents, which themselves generate, select and
inherit the “short rules” of interaction, and its basis is the
family-clan private economic power, based on the
manifestations of egoism.

altruism in terms of diversity of the human behaviour motives.
For example, according to G. Margolis, inside a person there
seem to exist two individuals: S-Smith (from “self-interest”)
and G-Smith (from “group interest”) (Margolis 1981). For
such a “society”, consisting of two people, there can be
developed the rules of rational distribution of resources,
adherence to which can explain the people’s observed
behaviour (for example, their participation in voting,
inexplicable from the standpoint of the usual comparison of
benefits with costs) (Margolis 1981, p. 267).
H. Simon explains altruism in terms of bounded
rationality and susceptibility to learning (docility7): “At the
social level, the gradual change and selection of culture traits
are producing patterns of information, advice, and resulting
behavior that enhance the average fitness of members of
the society; and because of docility, social evolution often
induces altruistic behavior in individuals that has net
advantage for average fitness in the society” (Simon 1993,
p. 157). In the modern society, altruism often takes the
form of loyalty towards the organization or organizational
identification — “... a powerful altruistic force conditioning
both participants’ goals and the cognitive models they form
of their situations. Appropriate attention to altruism, especially
organizational identification, substantially changes the theory
of the firm and, consequently, theories of the economy”
(Simon 1993, p. 160).
This aspect is perceived by the modern theory of
the innovative firm, which pays special attention to the
organizational integration — the set of relationships that
create incentives for people to apply their skills and efforts
to achieve organizational goals (Lazonic, 2006, p. 34).
We mean not banal cash bonuses, but developing new
forms of labour cooperation related to the broader
foundations of the social organization — the desire to
develop internal corporate spirit and corporate loyalty 8.
Organizational identification is not limited to the
corporate level, and can manifest itself as a phenomenon
of a higher level of community, which is necessary for the

The Areas of Transition to Innovative
Development
The main condition for the transition to an innovative
way of development is the transformation of the existing
economic order through coercion of the dominant owners
(strategic controllers) of enterprises to show the instinct
of mutual assistance in economic activity, creating such
conditions that give chances of survival to the economic
agents’ behaviour, based on the “long rules” interactions.
To do this, first of all, It is necessary to alter their socioeconomic environment and/or move their activity within
the framework of other — innovative — “populations of
organizations”9.

7
“Docility” by Simon is “… the tendency to depend on suggestions, recommendations, persuasion, and information obtained through
social channels as a major basis for choice” (Simon 1993, p. 156).
8
A typical example in this respect are the East Asian traditions of governance, where the corporate officials regard themselves as the
members of one big family and associate with it more than just the execution of routine duties. In its time the success of these models made
the U.S. and European countries reconsider their approaches to corporate governance, so that there appeared even the special phenomenon,
named Japanization/Toyotaism of management (Wood 1991).
9
In the context of the problems studied it is important to understand why altruism survives in the nature. If you follow the logic of natural
selection, within each population of individuals the altruists’ genes should be replace by the egoists’ genes: as selfish people benefit from
altruistic behaviour of others, they are more likely to leave offspring. Nevertheless, altruism and cooperation continue to exist and develop.
The solution to this puzzle was offered by a theory of multilevel selection. Its basic idea is that the frequency of altruists in a structured
population is determined by two factors: individual selection within subpopulations (groups), unfavourable for the altruists-cooperators,
and group selection that is conducive to cooperative subpopulations. In other words: “Selfishness beats altruism within groups. Altruistic
groups beat selfish groups” (Wilson and Wilson 2007, p. 345).
Transferring the idea of multilevel selection in the sphere of economic life, “selfish enterprises”, operating within groups rejecting
cooperation, can be compelled to change the mode of actions, activating the rivalry of these groups with subpopulations of economic
entities that are engaged in cooperative behaviour (to increase the influence of the group selection factor) or converting these enterprises
into cooperative subpopulation (to teach by imitation).
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the normal business activities. The consequence of
low wages is the lack of skilled labour force and
engineers; the consequence of lower tariffs for
transportation is a crisis of rail freight transportation
system etc.
Third, science and technology in the world do not
stand still. On the one hand, reduction of the physical
costs of production as a result of using innovative
technologies outstrips the possibility of domestic
enterprises to retain the depressed prices for resources.
On the other hand, the introduction of new equipment
and technologies leads to creating products with such
characteristics that the domestic economy is no longer
able to produce. As a result, there is observed a gradual
decline in the quality of the domestic products “niche”
and the threat of its displacement from the global markets
in general is becoming increasingly real.
The desire to survive in such conditions pushes the
owners of enterprises in the innovative way of
development. It is important to support them in this in
time with the help of economic incentives and other
measures (taxes, credits, new technical regulations and
standards, etc.). For example, in the field of taxation it
may be the redistribution of tax burden from mobile
factors of production (capital and labour) to resource
and environmental charges.
Yet this is not enough. It is necessary to learn to
form “long rules” for interactions, overcoming family
and clan selfishness and “investment myopia”. This can
be done by means of indicative planning (national,
regional, local) with built-in incentive to achieving
development targets. Such planning proceeding from the
notion of a fundamental divergence between short-term
business aspirations and long-term investment interests
of the society, between individual and collective rationality,
can reduce uncertainty in the economic life. But in this
case it is important not only the visible end result — the
long-term objectives of economic development, reducing
risks for businesses — but also the communicative
process of joint decision-making, improving the
institutional environment, generating organizational
identification at different levels of community and
building trust between counterparties through a
permanent open interaction of the government, business
and trade unions 10.
In poorly developed democratic institutions, when
the state has considerable political and administrative
impact on the economy, it also acts as one of the main
factors of uncertainty that the business is trying to take
control. Therefore, in the current realities the transition
to innovative development requires not forceful

This problem can be solved by the government
incentives of the domestic companies’ exit on the
foreign commodity and financial markets (by means of
foreign exchange regulations, customs and tax policy,
etc.), where there are other, more innovation-friendly
rules than at home. The accumulated experience shows
that their increased participation in international trade
has a positive innovation effect. Empirical studies based
on the data of business activities in several economies
in transition showed that “... policy measures that
facilitate foreign direct investment and international trade
enhance domestic welfare through greater innovative
activities of domestic firms” (Gorodnichenko, Svejnar
and Terrell 2009, p. 29), and the best innovative results
are demonstrated by the private exporting firms having
access to external funding (Ayyagari, Demirg üç -Kunt
and Maksimovic 2007, p. 26)
Even a simple implementation of the requirements
of foreign exchange trade regulators contributes to the
growing transparency of domestic companies, forcing
them to dispose of non-core assets, improve the
structure of capital ownership, develop new models of
corporate governance. As evaluated by Standard &
Poor’s, basing on the data of 90 largest Russian public
companies’ activity, the average transparency index for
the Russian domestically operating businesses is 1.31.5 times lower than the index of those listed in London
and New York (Transparency and Disclosure by Russian
Companies 2009).
It is obvious, however, that for objective reasons
not all domestic enterprises can operate in the foreign
markets. Hence altering the prevailing economic order
within the country is also of utmost importance for
innovation.
Partially this problem has been solved by the very
course of the economic development.
First, the potential for gaining profit from the
differences in commodity prices over time and space
has been exhausted to a large extent: inflation is measured
by one-digit numbers, the price gaps between domestic
and export markets have narrowed significantly, while
seemingly safe raw materials business in the context of
the global financial crisis demonstrated its high volatility
and vulnerability. There can be observed a situation of
exhaustion of opportunities to get profit by means of the
former products and activities — a situation that marks
the advent of the phase of the crisis, restructuring and
economic turbulence (Arrighi 1994, p. 235).
Secondly, long-term artificial lowering of prices
for production factors to extract rent results in violating
the conditions of reproducing resources required for

10
The social aspect of joint development of public decisions is developed by the theory of communicative/collaborative planning,
which is characterized as “... respectful, interpersonal discursive practice that is tailored to the needs of liberal and pluralistic societies,
where one social group can not legally impose its preferred decisions on collective problems of other groups” (21, Sager 2009, p. 3).
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extort onerous payments. These thieves are the district
police chiefs, district fire-fighting authorities, district
tax administration, heads of regional utility services, etc.
But if you take over two or three subsidiary companies,
then these low-level gangsters are replaced by the police
chief of Seoul, the head of the Tax Administration of
Seoul, etc. And when you get ten more, you already
deal with the heads of departments in government
ministries. Finally, if you become as big as we are, the
Chairman of the Board of Directors passes all the
intermediate bosses and negotiates directly with the real
boss — the President” (Oh and Varcin 2002, p. 717).
After the financial crisis in 1997 the South Korean
government has taken steps to democratize the system
of the “state-chaebol” through financial liberalization,
involving social organizations in the regulation and
raising social capital. Nevertheless, the government’s
influence on the economy remains strong. Moreover,
the course that is being implemented here does not
imply its weakening in the spirit of neo-liberalism, but
on the contrary, it is considered that “The rich social
capital ... will allow creating a strong government and
strong market” (Lee 2005, p. 301). This indicates that
in the conditions of a developed organizational
identification 12 a strong political and administrative
control over the economy of the state, which is
sometimes even called “mafia” is not a stumbling block
for developing the national innovation system — for
many years now South Korea has been and remains
one of the world innovative leaders.
At the regional level to form a new economic order
based on organizational identification it can be important
to create innovative clusters — regional groupings of
independent businesses in one or more sectors of the
economy — innovative start-ups, small, medium and
large enterprises, as well as research organizations
promoting innovation through intensive interaction,
sharing facilities, exchanging knowledge and
experiences (The Concept of Clusters and Cluster
Policies 2008, p. 5). As noted by the European experts,
such clusters “... are a form of “self-organisation” that
offers competitive advantages. Clusters facilitate both
intense competition and close cooperation, sometimes
described as “co-opetiton”. Geographical proximity is
believed to facilitate the flows of tacit knowledge and
the unplanned interactions that are critical parts of the

separation of business from the government (more
corrupt, and therefore more dangerous, than in
developed countries), which is contrary to its natural
desire to reduce the risks of economic activity and
fraught with weakening the market position with further
hostile takeovers by aggressive competitors, and the
organization of participation in the cooperative
development of ways for economic development
through the mediation of authorities and cooperation of
competitors (“co-opetition”), involvement in decisionmaking processes a wide range of stakeholders, forming
an atmosphere of “synergistic partnership” (Brand and
Gaffikin 2007, p. 283).
In these conditions the technostructure of the
government (politicians, bureaucrats in the centre and
locally) may be used to organize such cooperation and
create conditions conducive to innovation-based
growth. The economic crisis of the recent years has
led to a reduction in posts, savings on the salaries of
officials (or, at least to the need to declare such reduction
and savings), reduced rent payments from the
impoverished companies. The logic of maintaining and
increasing bureaucratic advantages demands expanding
economic activities of the enterprise-country (“Russiacorporation”, “Ukraine-corporation”) at the expense of
restoring the economic growth, which, as the events
of the recent years have proven, may not be sustainable
if they are not innovative by themselves. And such
actions from the part of the state technostructure have
already been observed 11.
In this regard, it should be noted that the situation
with a strong political and administrative influence of
the state on the economy takes place not only in the
former Soviet republics. An example is the Republic of
Korea, where quite recently “... the military government
was the main source for uncertainty in the environment,
which should be brought under control” (Oh and Varcin
2002, p. 717). To reduce this uncertainty, the South
Korean chaebols — business conglomerates owned by
individual families — find it expedient to increase the
economic power through diversification, thereby
strengthening their bargaining position with the state.
Here is how the logic of such actions has been explained
by the chairman of Sunkyung Group Board of directors
(interview, 1995), “When your business is small, the
bureaucrats of all types and levels want to visit you and

An example is the Russian Federation Government’s decision to establish the Russian equivalent of the Silicon Valley — the
technopolis in the village Skolkovo, Moscow region — the construction of which, characteristically, was to be headed not by an official,
but a businessman — the head of Renova Group, Victor Vekselberg (http://finance.rambler.ru/news/economics/ 66030826.html).
12
The level of citizens’ loyalty to the “Korea-corporation” was demonstrated by the events of the financial crisis in 1997. Then South
Korean government appealed to the people to donate their treasures to the needs of the national economy. In response millions of people
from various walks of life lined up in long queues to gold purchase points in order to turn in their jewellery. In a short time they managed
to collect 270 tons of gold, which strengthened the state reserves, helped banks and other financial structures to survive tough times. See:
Economic Crisis and People’s Responses: S. Korean case. — http://www.boostworks.com/?p=200.
11
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But this is only a potential opportunity, and nothing
more. First, the biological basis is the ground for the low
(selfish) the types of cultural and behavioural
superstructures to naturally occur (low levels of
organizational
routines),
encouraging
the
uncompromising rivalry and competition. As for the
higher (altruistic) types, they should be cultivated
purposefully, long and hard.
The consequence of the economic order established
in the former Soviet Republics is their innovation gap
with the developed countries. In order to bridge this gap
it is necessary to create such cultural and behavioural
add-ons and the conditions for disseminating such high
moral standards that will be paying tribute to the economic
agents’ setting not only for the rivalry and competition,
but for cooperation and mutual assistance. These actions
will result in restricting private economic power and
establishing the new economic order, based on
organizational identification and the “long rules” of
economic actors’ interaction.
The time will tell whether all this will become
possible.

innovation process” (The Concept of Clusters and
Cluster Policies 2008, p. 8). The stability of such flows,
in turn, depends on the degree of trust among economic
actors, their willingness to inform others about their
knowledge and skills.
***
Nearly 140 years ago Charles Darwin wrote, “It
must not be forgotten that although a high standard of
morality gives but a light or no advantage to each individual
man and his children over the other men of the same
tribe . . . an increase in the number of well-endowed
men and an advancement in the standard of morality will
certainly give an immense advantage to one tribe over
another” (Darwin 1871, p. 166). Now the standard of
morality common for the former Soviet republics, based
on making selfish interests absolute, have led to the
formation of the economic order, conducive to the private
family-clan economic power, but destructive to
innovation.
Socio-biological aspects of the individual’s
selfishness in relation to the current regime of the physical
entities’ property rights have become the problems for
enterprises and the society.
The periods of economic reforms are accompanied
by social mutations of the institutes-rules that guide the
behaviour of economic agents in a certain direction. As
evidenced by the results of natural experiments in Russia
and Ukraine — the shock transformation of the economy,
when in a short period of time there was totally
destroyed the old economic order — here such social
mutations resulted in the victory of the institutions-rules,
inefficient in regard to innovation. It also emerged that
a direct analogy between replicators in biology (genes)
and economy (institutions-rules, or organizational
routines) does not work. Economic replicators, unlike
biological ones, appeared to be more fragile and easily
destructible.
The economic institutions-rules are epigenetic in
nature and, like any cultural-behavioural
superstructure, are based on a biological basis — in
the sense that they are formed by living beings who
are carriers of genetic information and who are guided
by instincts — innate responses to external and /or
internal stimuli. In this basis there are represented both
selfish, and altruistic genotypes (Nedelcu and Michod
2006). Therefore, in principle, it provides the potential
opportunity to form the high types of cultural and
behavioural add-ons that promote organizational
identification and competitors’ cooperation (social
reciprocity, reciprocal altruism (Alexander 1990)).
These types are based on altruistic behaviour, which
in the human society is transmitted not only genetically,
but through copying, through imitation, memes
(Blackmore 2000).
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Vishnevsky V. P., Dementiev V. V. Problems of
innovation in the light of evolutionary theory
The article examines the features of the economic
order that has been established in the former Soviet
republics and impedes their innovative development. It is
shown that this order, based on the family and clan private
economic power, rejects the cooperation of economic
actors that produce, select and inherit the “short rules”
of interaction. It is proved that, in order to change it, it is
necessary to create conditions for restricting the private
economic power through co-opetition, the formation of
organizational identification and “long rules” of interaction
among the economic actors.
Keywords: innovations, institutes, evolutional theory,
economic order.
Вишневський В. П., Дементьев В. В. Проблеми інновацій в світлі еволюційної теорії
У статті досліджено особливості господарського
порядку, що склався в республіках колишнього СРСР
і перешкоджає їх інноваційному розвитку. Показано,
що цей порядок, заснований на сімейно-клановій приватній економічній владі, відторгає співпрацю економічних суб’єктів, що виробляють, відбирають і наслідують “короткі правила” взаємодії. Обґрунтовано, що для
його зміни потрібно створити умови для обмеження
приватної економічної влади за допомогою співпраці
конкурентів, формування організаційної ідентифікації і
“довгих правил” взаємодії економічних суб’єктів.
Ключові слова: інновації, інститути, еволюційна
теорія, господарський порядок.
Вишневский В. П., Дементьев В. В. Проблемы инноваций в свете эволюционной теории
В статье исследованы особенности хозяйственного порядка, который сложился в республиках бывшего СССР и препятствует их инновационному развитию. Показано, что этот порядок, основанный на
семейно-клановой частной экономической власти,
отторгает сотрудничество экономических субъектов,
которые вырабатывают, отбирают и наследуют “короткие правила” взаимодействия. Обосновано, что для
его изменения требуется создать условия для ограничения частной экономической власти посредством
сотрудничества конкурентов, формирования организационной идентификации и “длинных правил” взаимодействия экономических субъектов.
Ключевые слова: инновации, институты, эволюционная теория, хозяйственный порядок.
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NEOINDUSTRIAL WAYS OF NATIONAL UKRAINIAN AND DONBAS REGIONAL
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PART I
Introduction
During recent decades the world economy has
changed rapidly. Qualitative transformation of the world
market institutional foundations rises. National economies
are actively integrated into a single global mechanism with
a universal system of macroeconomic regulation and
appropriate system of assessment. In fact — there is a
new world, new economy, not like a traditional old
economy of the times of A. Smith’s and D. Ricardo’s
market. What are its specific differences, indeed?
Firstly, there is a rapid development of knowledge
market, a role of high-tech sector, of modern high
technology manufacturing and marketing is constantly
growing, which speeds up the processes of information
space computerization of the economy and all social life.
In the U.S.A. the costs for buying of computer equipment
exceed already the costs for buying of cars, housing and
industrial and commercial construction.
Secondly, a new economy is the quick growth of
market value capitalization of companies by creating their
extensive networks, which carry out groundbreaking
research and development in advanced fields of science
and technology. These, as a rule, small in number of
involved and in amount of capital resources of the
company, in essence, define the industrial face of new
economy.
Thirdly, a new economy is the economy in which
the system of government priorities in science and
technology development primarily is aimed at the
capitalization of costs, which are invested in a person.
Here, the main priority is the policy of promotion of
education level and improvement of population health.
Fourthly, a new economy is the economy that
provides a high rate of fixed capital renewal, invested in
life-supporting sectors of material production and service
infrastructure.
Fifthly, a new economy is the economy that
provides approximately equal conditions for normal life
of every citizen, regardless of the domicile: salary,
housing, employment, access to information and
transport services and suchlike. Megalopolises become

the most acceptable form of urbanization in these
circumstances.
Global structural changes in the world economy
are associated with the transition of developed countries
to the sixth NEOINDUSTRIAL technological structure,
in which a qualitatively new social, resource and high
environmental criteria and standards are inherent. They
are achieved through structural changes in the economy
in general as well as in the individual industries, regions
and companies, which provide technological innovationbased breakthrough. Under the globalization the political
and corporate elites of various countries build their geoeconomic strategies and ways of economy modernization,
which are to ensure their worthy place in the new
hierarchy of interrelationships. With this the developed
countries concentrate the efforts on retaining their
leadership in the global innovative production and securing
technology leadership over other countries.
The fact that industrial products have become more
numerous and have changed and grown more complex
during the 200-year history of this epoch is something
that we are constantly reminded of as consumers and
through the media. The concurrent conversion of the
industrial organisation into a new form of organisation, a
neo-industrial organisation — or rather into a new form
of organising —neo-industrial organising (to stress the
becoming rather than the being aspect of industry)—has
not received Ihe same attention. This can in pail be
explained by old ideas having survived within certain
spheres of society. In large sections of the educational
system, industry is still portrayed as being typified by an
oldfashioned factory with massive, fixed capital and
assembly-line production controlled by multilevel
managerial decisions. This perception—outdated as it is
—does not take into consideration the fact that the
majority of the well-educated staff of many consulting
firms actually work in industryrelated projects. In addition,
industrial robots and computerised procedures have taken
over much of the physical production, which in turn
accounts for the trend towards decreased employment
but increasing production within industry in most
18
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developed countries. Neo-industrial development is
associated with another type of capital-intensiveness in
industry, and with other forms of knowledge, as well as
with other ways of exploiting available resources. In other
words, wc are not experiencing the end of industry, of
industrial production or of capital intensity in industry,
but industry is changing and taking on new. alternative
forms in which production per se is less in focus than
previously [29, p.3].
Concerning analysis of the situation that is prevailed
now in the Ukrainian economy, it is characterized by one
word — CRISIS! Ukraine is on the verge of new tests,
in the maelstrom of global-scale world challenges, that
require the maximum concentration of our joint efforts,
consolidation of all society. Very complex realities require
prompt and effective response from the leadership of
the country, balanced, coordinated actions, aimed at
overcoming the crisis. On the other hand, it is also a kind
of “moment of truth”, which gives us the opportunity to
decide which groundwork can be offered by the
economic science to the country, region and government
in the short and much longer perspective.

and knowledge in society life; increased proportion of
information communications, products and services in
the gross domestic product; the creation of global
information space, which provides effective informative
cooperation of people, their access to the world
informative resources and meeting their needs with
respect to informative goods and services.
In the modern post-industrial society, information
has become the most important value, and the industry
of receipt, processing and transmission of information
has become the leading sector of activity, where with
each year more and more considerable capitals are
invested. According to leading scientists, information
becomes an important strategic resource, the lack of
which leads to considerable losses in the economy.
Therefore, the informatization of society acts as one of
the crucial factors of economic modernization and the
key to the integration of any country in the modern world
community.
In the theories of post-industrialism the questions
of essence, content, ways and methods of socioeconomic transformations in the National and Global scale
acquire a specific interpretation, systemic transformations
in post-socialist countries, transition period to a new
economic system. This is one of the principal differences
between theories of post-industrialism, which leaves its
mark on the functions of these theories as well.
The French scientist Alain Touraine in the work
“post-industrial society” [18] offered not to make any
differences between socio-economic systems along an
axis of contrasting of different types of property and
various social modes of production. Similar thoughts are
expressed in the writings of Daniel Bell [1], where the
author proposed the so-called multi-axis approach to
explaining of the transition from an industrial to a
postindustrial society and characterization of the last. The
main axes in this case are the development of science
and technology, changes in production structure and
employment structure, changes in social structure and
application of knowledge, changes in property relations.
The American scientist Manuel Castells in the work
“The Information Era: Economy, Society and Culture”
[27] lays the differences on the other axis — between
the pre-industrial era, industrialism and the information
civilization. Socio-economic changes take place in the
production and knowledge application. “Information
Society” appears to be a new name of the postindustrial
society in the works of D. Bell. At the core of his approach
is not so much a sequence of replacing each other stages
of social development, as the changes in social structure,
due to increased importance of information, which is
associated with the scientific, theoretical knowledge and
becomes a base of the economy [1, p. 153].
Transformations in connection with the transition from

Technological economic development of Ukraine
and it’s regions
About the urgent need for structural reforms of the
domestic economy, the power and business have been
speaking since the late 90-ies of the last century
[4;5;6;13;14]. Therefore, now almost every Ukrainian
citizen knows that in the country, besides the
constitutional reforms, should be undertaken institutional
ones. It is necessary to reform the state apparatus, to
simplify a regulatory approval system, to adopt a new
tax code, to give serious attention to energy conservation
by implementing the reform of industrial enterprises and
housing and communal services, and finally to build a
legitimate land market [7;9;10;11;12;16]. There is a
necessity of these and many other reforms, no doubt.
However, in the country their implementation hasn’t been
succeeded for nearly twenty years…
Technological economic development provides
economic development through progressive changes,
attracting investments, consistent growth of scientific
and technological sector, knowledge economy.
Development lagging of the theory of technological
structures, disuse of it in the process of state
prognostication and control, lead to distortions in the
trajectories of the country and regions development.
Formation of the post-industrial society in the end of the
XX-th century provided a new historical phase in the
civilization development, in which the main goods of
production became information and knowledge. The
features, that distinguished the information society in the
developed countries, became: increased role of information
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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industrial society to information society, lead to the
isolation and increased social role of the new professional
group, which M. Castells outlined by the concept of
“informational employees” [27, p. 98]. The activity of
the representatives of this socio-professional group and
in the Soviet literature is regarded as a cause of changes
in the economic, social, political and cultural society life.
Castells explains that his term “informational” points “to
attribute of a specific form of social organization, in which
thanks to new technological conditions, emerged in this
historical period, generating, processing and transmission
of information have become the fundamental sources of
productivity and power” [27, p. 99]. In the system of
social division of labor, these employees are concentrated
mainly on the Industry Technologies and Software (ITindustry), where they can fully serve as the participants
of production. In the studies on the new middle-class,
the informational employees play the leading role.
O.I. Shkaratan on the basis of an analysis of foreign
literature has constructed an ideal model of “informational
employee”, highlighting his characterological features. A
specific study was conducted by him, the object of which
were professionals, managers of companies, engaged in
information and communication technology and related
industries [28, p. 16-27]. Their responses were compared
with views of traditional professionals (which existed
before the advent of a new technological structure). As a
result, there was a conclusion that such a socialprofessional group was formed, as a whole.
Differences in definitions of postindustrial society,
knowledge economy, as theoretical constructions and the
reality indicate some debatable issues, related to the formation
and development of post-industrial civilization. The onset
of post-industrial stage and the respective society is
characterized by a process of creation in the service sector
with the increased share of GDP and the concentration in
this human activity sphere of more proportion of involved.
In countries with high level development in the GDP
structure the tertiary sector dominates, and the secondary
one is represented by the processing industry, while the
share of primary sector is small.
In modern economic literature as to industrialization
we can identify such trends in views on the correlation
of information and postindustrial societies: 1) the
information society — is a certain part of the
postindustrial society (Vladislav Inozemtsev[2] and
others), 2) the post-industrial and information societies
are interchangeable factors (M. Connors and others),
3) the information society is a consequence of industrial
development (Daniel Bell [1], J. Martin and others).
Noteworthy is the point of view of N. Kondratiev, who
connects the post-industrial society not so much with
changes in technologies as with a transition to a society,
which is based on post-material, information means.

However, no country in the world has reached this
development yet.
Technology as an important element of the
productive forces always exists in a certain socioeconomic form, which is determined by the prevailing
production relations. Therefore, with all the unity of all
the technological and economic components of social
production the inconsistencies and contradictions
inevitably occur between them. Capital accumulation and
scientific and technological advances change the capital
structure, the level of mechanization increases, and
consequently, the technical pricing structure of capital
changes, which determines the trend of profit rate to
reduction. On this basis, the laws of downward
productivity of capital are derived. Capital accumulation
is a process that combines the economic and technological
changes. As far as technological changes have historically
allocated limits and go through cycles from growth of its
role in economic development to its decay when
approaching the technological limit, then these processes
correspond to processes of increasing and decreasing of
capital productivity ratio. The depth of production decline
and reduction of the capital productivity are determined
essentially by state of the scientific and technological
progress and the degree of usage of its achievements. Such
negative processes occur sharply at a constant technical
basis. And conversely, the scientific and technical progress,
the usage of new technology provides an increasing capital
productivity ratio.
Particularly acute the contradiction becomes when
one or another technological structure is approaching its
limit, exhausting its potential. Therefore, overcoming this
technological limit is reached by the transition to a
qualitatively new technology and technological structure.
As the assessments of the world’s leading scientists
show, now we are exactly on this phase of development
— the transition from the downward long wave of M.
Kondratiev’s cycle (the fifth technological structure) to
the rising wave of new — the sixth technological structure.
Therefore, a number of legitimate questions appears: “Has
not a modern post-industrial, information society
exhausted its potential of breakthrough development? Is
the transition to the new sixth technological structure
put on the agenda, and at the same time the transition to
a new NEOINDUSTRIAL SOCIETY? Will this slogan
be strategically possible for Ukraine:
“FROM INDUSTRIALISM — omitting the
POSTINDUSTRIALISM — to NEOINDUSTRIALIZM?”
Today’s neo-industrial economy thus exhibits many
of the features that have been described in the
futurological books. It is knowledge as well as service
intensive, utilising an information technology that is
developing and spreading at a rapid pace. We believe,
however, that the most radical change in our daily work
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is to be found in the way in which economic activities
are organised. Old routines, roles and rules arc being
transformed into or exchanged for new ones. Knowledge
and conceptions of work and its organisation arc changing.
Large production units arc being replaced and/or
supplemented with flexible organisations.
Temporary organisations and projects are becoming
more common as instruments. Rule systems, traditions
and other institutions, are becoming obsolete in the same
way as in the agrarian society during the traditional
industrialism. There are good reasons for asking whether
those institutions that handled renewal in traditional
industrial societies will also work In a neo-industrial
economy. The changes also suggest that the traditional
relations between work and leisure of industrialism should
be reconsidered [29, p.3].
For example, in less than a year, Russian structures
managed to establish control in two of the largest sectors
in
Ukrainian
business:
metallurgy
and
telecommunications. The Russians will also try to squeeze
the maximum out of Ukraine in other industries. The future
of the acquired assets looks differently. Ukrainian
metallurgy could become a raw material appendage for
foreign countries, while the telecom sector will become
a cash cow for the expansion of Russian business to
other regions of the world. In both cases, however, there
is clearly a common goal —getting the most out of
Ukraine to achieve higher goals in the global economy.
The penetration of Russian capital into the Ukrainian
mining and smelting industry began late in 2007. Then,
shareholders of the Evraz Group Roman Abramovich,
Aleksandr Abramov and Aleksandr Frolov purchased from
Ihor Kolomoiskiy the Petrovskiy Steelworks, three byproduct coke plants and one and a half ore-enrichment plants.
Calling these purchases successful would be
incorrect mainly due to the conflict with the Privat Group,
which did its best to put sticks in the spokes of the wheels
of the governor of Chukotka Abramovich. However, all
the confusion seems to be a thing in the past. Kolomoiskiy
is not as omnipotent as his Russian counterparts plus the
global economic climate has significantly improved. The
surging growth on the global steel market and noticeable
warming of relations between top Russian and Ukrainian
officials led to a continuation of the Russian crusade for
Ukraine’s steel industry. In the very beginning of 2010,
mysterious Russian buyers with the help of
VneshEkonomBank acquired a controlling stake in the
Donbas Industrial Union from Serhiy Taruta and Oleh
Mkrtchan and in May became the owners of OJSC
ZaporizhStal. In the latter case, the new owner risked
crossing the paths of Rinat Akhmetov, who also had plans
of purchasing the Zaporizhzhya steelworks. In addition,
the Donetsk Electro-metallurgical Plant (former Istil) was
sold by Alfa Bank to the Russian group Mechel. Given
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this, there are two active structures clearly visible in the
Ukrainian metallurgy sector — MetInvest owned by Rinat
Akhmetov, who fought back Mariupol Illich Steelworks
from an unfriendly acquisition, and mysterious Russians
who are buying up everything and everyone. Aside from
the interests of the Russians and Akhmetov, there is
KryvorizhStal owned by Lakshmi Mittal. However, this
plant is in the throes of court trials the outcome of which
could influence the alignment of forces. Moreover, the
court trials were initiated by the Prosecutor General’s
Office in the interests of the state, which has become
considerably warmer to Russian business than during
the presidency of Viktor Yushchenko.
Speaking about the motives of the new investors, it
is worth recalling the response of Frolov to the question
about the criteria of Evraz when selecting its targets for
acquisition: “These should be either assets on developed
markets where we will have an opportunity to use our
semi-finished products or assets on developing markets
where cheap steel can be produced.” Clearly, the Ukrainian
metallurgy cannot be ascribed to the first category.
Ukraine produces 30-35 mn t of steel annually and the
share of export accounts for 70-80% of the total output
volume. Semi-finished products, slabs and bars account
for up to 50% of export. The turnover in this industry
are quite impressive. In the record year 2008, steel export
brought Ukraine over US $21 bn. According to the
forecasts of the DerzhZovnishInform center, Ukrainian
steelmakers will earn US $14-14.5 bn from the sale of
exported metal products in 2010.
This 2010 year, the shareholders of Russian telecom
companies basically dominated the Ukrainian market. We
are talking about two companies — the Alfa Group and
JSFC Sistema (which owns MTS Ukraine). At the end
of this summer, the former managed to become the
largest owner of VimpelCom Ltd. with headquarters in
the Netherlands, which Ukraine’s Kyivstar and Beeline
are a part of. It seems that the Sistema managed to
establish relations with the shareholders of Astelit (TM
life:)), the third largest mobile operator in Ukraine. Sistema
has yet to make any major acquisitions, but its influence
on the Ukrainian market could increase by the end of the
year during the privatization of Ukrtelecom.
As a result of a transaction between the Russian
Alfa Group and the Norwegian holding Telenor on the
merger of Kyivstar and Beeline, the positions of the
Scandinavians on our market have weakened significantly.
Earlier, they directly controlled over 50% shares of the
country’s largest operator Kyivstar, while now they
indirectly own only 36.03% of the merged VimpelCom
Ltd. Meanwhile, Alfa remained its largest shareholder with
44.65% of the voting shares. The merger of Beeline and
Kyivstar was not particularly thrilling for the two
remaining market players — Astelit and MTS Ukraine.
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Astelit management even appealed to the Antimonopoly
Committee of Ukraine this past spring requesting it to
additionally study the current trend of market
concentration. The AMC gladly agreed to do so, thereby
putting the deal of the century under threat. However, in
the middle of this summer the relations between Alfa and
Astelit shareholders (the Turkish holding Turkcell and
the Ukrainian SCM of Rinat Akhmetov) apparently
improved when the latter recalled its claim from the AMC.
Noteworthy is that at the same time Alfa became one of
the largest owners of the Turkish holding increasing its
stake in it to 13.22%. Thus, Alfa gained the power to
influence the decision making process of three operators
— Kyivstar, Astelit and Beeline .
ProUA sources claim that in autumn Alfa managed
to find a final compromise with SCM, a minority
shareholder in Astelit, regarding the distribution of radio
frequencies in such a way that none of the parties would
look like a monopoly in this sector. The two sides refused
to comment on such information. However, if this is the
case then the AMC will soon give its final approval to the
merger of Ukrainian assets controlled by Russians and
Norwegians. “If the opposition of competitors dies out,
the regulatory body usually takes this into account,” a source
to proUA. As soon as the Alfa Group strengthened its
position on the Ukrainian market, its offspring VimpelCom
Ltd. began realizing its plans of international expansion.
Last week, it announced the acquisition of holding of
telecom assets of Egyptian businessman Naguib Sawiris
— companies owned by the Weather Investments S.p.
Group, by the Amsterdam-based holding company. The
deal will cost VimpelCom Ltd. US $6.5 bn. In order to pay
such a high price for an acquisition, a company must
naturally earn a decent amount. And where else would a
company manage to do so than on old markets on which
it has had a significant presence? Moreover, the company
has practically managed to successfully create an ideal
environment for monopolization in Ukraine, one of the most
powerful markets, with all the ensuing consequences. For
the average Ukrainian, this can mean only one thing — a
hike in tariffs for voice communication and Internet
services. Notably, the turnover of companies indirectly
associated with the Alfa Group in Ukraine is massive even
by world standards. In Q2 2010, the turnover of
VimpelCom Ltd. united assets in our country was US
$310.6 mn, Astelit — US $89.5 mn. Based on these
indicators, one can assume that the total annual turnover
of the aforementioned Ukrainian companies may exceed
US $1.5 bn. To avoid a slightest turbulence, Alfa’s daughter
company must simply find a common ground with the
second Russian structure on the Ukrainian market —
Sistema (MTS). In this case, the sale of the Ukrainian
state-run communications operator Ukrtelecom
(privatization is scheduled for the end of the year) could
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be the ultimate bargaining chip. Nothing can prevent the
two Russian companies from discussing privately who
acquires this asset in order to not offer too high a price on
tender. Moreover, they can agree to not infringe upon each
other’s interests on the usurped Ukrainian market [30].
Summing up the total results in both the metallurgy
and telecom sectors of Ukraine, it is worth noting that
the Russians must take into account at least one Ukrainian
structure during their active expansion into the country,
namely SCM controlled by Party of Regions MP Rinat
Akhmetov. The Russians must either agree to a
compromise with him or seek common benefits in their
joint businesses. As for average Ukrainians, they are not
likely to feel an improvement in the quality of life after
the intervention of the Russian cousins into the nation’s
key industries. Investors want to see a return on their
investments, which is not likely to happen through an
increase in social standards and wages. Furthermore,
granting Ukraine the status of ‘semi-finished product’
supplier will not increase proceeds to the budget, because
these products are cheaper than those that undergo a
higher level of processing. Meanwhile, interactive
entertainment gaining popularity among Ukrainians by the
day — e.g. Internet, calls to friends and relatives — may
very soon get be more expensive than it was in the past.
Banks cut interest rates and collateral requirements
hoping to secure a successful position in corporate
lending. Ukrainian banks are uwilling to unfreeze lending
to businesses before the end of the year. However, in
order to win future clients they are already starting to
lower interest rates. The volume of corporate loans is
slowly on the rise. According to the NBU, in June the
credit portfolio of corporate clients grew by 0.6% (or
UAH 3 bn), in July — by 1.9% (UAH 7.7 bn) in August
— 1.3% (UAH 6.5 bn). In the January-August period
the loan portfolios of legal entities grew 2.9%. For
comparison, in the first six months of 2010 this indicator
shrank 0.3%. At the same time, financial experts say real
growth in lending to businesses was slightly
higher. Despite this, the performance results of banks
are being “eaten up” as to are forced to cover the unpaid
debts on loans previously issued to borrowers. There
are several factors forcing commercial banks to be more
generous. “The main engine driving the re-activation of
corporate lending is the excess of liquidity. An inflow of
deposits is higher, while lending is still somewhat lagging
behind,” said Director of the Corporate Loans Department
of Alfa-Bank (Ukraine) Svitlana Monastyrska. In addition,
sensing that the crisis is quickly coming to an end banks
are fighting to secure a place in this potentially lucrative
segment. Nevertheless, the number of creditors remains
limited. Subsidiaries of Russian banks being stably
supported by their parent structures are still in the lead in
the Ukrainian banking sector. “At the moment, the most
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active players on this market are Russian banks as a result
of the thawing of relations between the two countries.
In addition our bank such major financial institutions as
Prominvestbank (owned by the Russian
Vneshekonombank), VTB and Alfa-Bank are most active,”
says Deputy Chairman of JSC Sberbank of Russia Marina
Bykova. Russia’s Deputy Prime Minister for Finance
Aleksei Kudrin, who heads the supervisory board of
Vneshtorgbank, the credit portfolio of VTB for loans to
Ukrainian companies alone amounted to approximately
US $3.5 billion. The main competitors are domestic stateowned banks, as well as the affiliates of certain Western
European banks and domesfic majors. However, the
market is getting overcrowded even for such a narrow
circle of creditors. Banks are no longer as willing to dish
out loans as was the case before the financial crisis,
fearing a rise in bad debts. At the same time, there are
not that many wealthy borrowers that can boast a clean
credit history and strong financial performance. According
to banking experts, the most prosperous situation can be
observed in the food and pharmaceutical industries.
“Prospects of receiving loans look good for giants in the
agriculture, food processing and production, machinebuilding and power engineering, transport and
communications sectors. Effective infrastructure projects
will also receive substantial support,” says Manager of
the Loan Management Division of ING Bank (Ukraine)
Oleksiy Mostoviy. In the ranks of credit outsiders. As
was the case earlier, the construction industry remains
an outsider in terms eligibility for loans as the vast majority
of banks try to steer clear from enterprises in this sector.
Banks are most willing to give short-term loans as
working capital up to one year, at most — up to three
years. Gradually, financing of the purchase of fixed assets
is on the rise. “If a company is stable even in times of
crisis, for example, a company operating in the food
industry, has reliable distribution channels and is not
affected by exchange rate risks, we are even ready and
willing to finance investment projects,” says Iryna
Mykhailova, Executive Director of Forum Bank
(Commerzbank Group), which works with key corporate
customers. The shortage of high quality borrowers
forces banks to be more flexible. This primarily affects
the cost of a loan. In 2009, interest rates on loans in
hryvnia were 25-30% per annum. In early spring of 2010,
they dropped to 20-25% and today are 18-20%. The
requirements for maintenance have also changed.
“Initially, real estate that covered a loan twice over or
deposits in the loan currency were the only form of
collateral at the height of the crisis. Today, banks accept
automobiles, equipment and turnover goods as collateral
for a loan. It is now also possible to provide “blank”
overdrafts popular in pre-crisis times and other goods
that carry a minimum credit risk such as tender
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guarantees,” noted experts at VTB Bank. According to
the forecasts of financial experts, the growth rate of the
credit portfolios of legal entities in the banking system
this year will not likely exceed 5-8%. Banks unlikely will
enliven lending to businesses before early next
year. “While 2009-2010 was a period of restructuring of
loans, in 2011 all banks that have coped with bad debts
and survived the peak of the crisis will gradually restore
corporate lending portfolios,” Bykova predicts [31].
The features of such processes more clearly are felt
in the modern information economy. After all, information
and knowledge as a new production resource remove the
questions of limitedness, provide the growth of output,
implement the action of increasing productivity law. D.
Bell notes: “Replacing of the working machines leads not
only to labor savings, but also to investment savings,
because each successive unit of capital is more efficient
and productive, than the previous one. And therefore, less
costs are needed per unit of production” [1, p.164].
Modern information society makes changes in the
nature of technological and economic development.
Industrial economy is characterized not only by the law
of downward capital productivity, but also increased
entropy by using matter and energy. However, it is
possible if the technical-economic level of production
remains unchanged. Qualitatively new technologies are
distinguished by providing a rational and more efficient
usage of energy and matter, that’s why radical
technologies of breakthrough predetermine resource
provision and thus reduce the entropy of production
systems. At the same time, this leads to increased profit
rate, although then may be a gradual decline over a
relatively long period.
The methodology of technological development of
a country is clearly articulated in the writings of the
researcher T. Stouner: “In an agrarian economy the
economic activity was associated mainly with the
production of enough quantity of food, and the limiting
factor usually was the availability of good land. In the
industrial economy, economic activity was mainly the
production of goods and the limiting factor more of all
was the capital. In the information economy the economic
activity — it is mainly the production and usage of
information in order to make all other forms of production
more effective and, thus, to create more material wealth.
The limiting factor is the knowledge available” [2, p.64].
There is a question to determine how these factors will
look like in conditions of neoindustrial economy.
Returning to the theory of Bell, it should be noted
that he has developed a new concept of a sector theory,
which separated, except the third, as well the fourth and
fifth structures: for this he has cut the third sector, having
limited it with transport services and utilities; and trade,
finance, insurance and real estate transactions took to
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the quaternary sector, and the quinary sector included
health, education, recreation, government agencies. This
concept of Bell rouses a number of controversies in the
modern economic world of science, but its study allows
to define more clearly the technological structures and
the corresponding leading technologies in each of them.
Notwithstanding these controversies, D. Bell
formulated the nature of the transition from industrial to
postindustrial society: a new society does not replace
industrial or even agricultural one, but gives a new
dimension, including the sphere of data and information
usage, that are a necessary component of society, that
inevitably becomes more complicated. Thus, society loses
nothing, but increases production capacity, converts it
to a new development level. The transition to a
postindustrial society, and from it — to neoindustrial —
does not deny the existence of the agricultural and mining
sectors. Consequently, we can conclude that neoindustrial
society will not deny the achievements of the information
one. The developed industry converts agriculture and
extractive industries through the introduction of modern
machine technology, complex mechanization and
production automation. This allows to increase
productivity and reduce employment in this area, and to
convert a free labor force to a modern industry.
The transition to a new technological method of
production is accompanied by profound structural
changes in production sectors. Noteworthy are the views
of Jeffrey Sachs, who notes that the division of labor in
the world in terms of technology development is deeper
than ideological differences. A smaller part of the planet
with a population of approximately 15% of its whole
population (developed countries), in practice provides the
rest of the world’s countries with technological
innovations. The second part, which comprises about
half of the whole population, is able to reproduce these
technologies. The rest of the planet, which is populated
with about a third of its whole population, is
technologically divorced — it does not create innovation
itself and does not introduce foreign technologies. The
main problems of such countries are the widely-spread
infectious diseases, low agricultural productivity and
environmental degradation. Accordingly, technological
changes are above their strength. That’s why, the
developed countries are at the peak of post-industrial stage
of development. The information and intelligent
technologies dominate in them, the bulk of computers is
concentrated, a high standard of living is provided.
Elvin Toffler describes the features of a modern
society: “Societies of “first wave” receive their energy from
the living batteries — muscular strength of man and animals
— or from sun, wind and water, the goods of usual
production are made by piece on a by-order basis, what
considerably relates to distribution as well” [3, p. 233]. In

other words, a pre-industrial society is characterized both
by primitive mode of production, and low-level production,
and hence by the appropriate living and working conditions.
Absolutely correct is the statement of Jeffrey Sachs: “To
overcome the gap in technologies is much more
complicated than the gap in the capital.”
Economic views of Joseph Schumpeter define the
elements of institutionalism and neo-classical trend of
science. In “The Theory of Economic Development”
Schumpeter as opposed to Walras explores not the
conditions of economic equilibrium, but develops the
theories of economic development, in the center of which
are those internal factors that cause the economic
development of the system. A special contribution of
Schumpeter to the economic theory consists in that he
explores the factors that cause the balance of the market
system inside. These internal factors become the new
production combinations, which determine the dynamic
changes in the economy: the creation of a new product;
usage of new production technology; usage of new
production organization. Production, according to the
teachings of Schumpeter, can not exist without the
constant revolutionary changes in technology and
production technology. Such constant innovations, which
are implemented in the manufacturing process, are a major
source of profit, which does not exist in a situation of
production. Profit is possible when the economy is in
constant motion, in the process of dynamic development.
(To be continued in № 4, 2011)
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NEUTRAL MARKETS, NON-NEUTRAL INSTITUTIONS AND ECONOMIC EVOLUTION
Introduction
Drastic changes of the past few decades showed
that there were still a lot of economic “things-inthemselves” that could not be comprehended, at least
from the point of view of existing neoclassic paradigm.
For a certain period of time economic, social, political
and mental altering of several well-known nations in the
end of the 20th century was of great interest to traditional
institutional approach. However, recent global economic
downturn, which once again proved ineffectiveness of
existing institutions, has summoned a new training ground
for felicitous institutional analysis.
It is obvious that existing model of economic and
financial performance has too many flaws. Subjective
ratings, structured instruments of investment, narrowmindedness of stock analysts obscure real value of assets.
More importantly, the possibility of continuous
refinancing of existing public and commercial debts
aggravates current situation. There is no point in looking
for a remedy from a disease if it can be palliated by
existing financial ointments while its exasperation is
anticipated in distant future.
The analogy with symptoms and reasons of a disease
is quite prevalent today. Yet, it means a lot to an institutional
approach. Imagine that existing institutions are already
affected by a surreptitious disease while the majority of
“professionals” deem them healthy. It creates a pantomime
of an effective functioning of a system. A few eventually
give credit to the dimensioned internal lock-in effect of
modern financial order when money, as a pivoting element
of any economic system, has lost their initial functions
and have virtually turned into “a credit for unissued credits”.
In a system, which is based on “errant’ cash flows,
warped calculations and behavioral uncertainty, an
economic crisis is inevitable. Every full-scale downturn
of a system can be considered to be a deinstitutionalizing
crunch, which saliently shows ineffectiveness of
functioning institutions and animates an idea of global
shifts in an existing system. In this paper we show that
evolution can hardly be maintained by human actions.
The neutral nature of markets forces institutions to be
selected comparatively inefficiently, due to known lockin effects on technologies effective from the stand of
market process efficacy. The latter will prevail even if
institutions and technologies are not result-effective but

conduce to the expansion of exchanges, thus granting
stable motion to a neutral market mechanism.
Efficiency and neutrality
In economic literature the category “market” is being
more often used in the context of “an efficient competitive
market” or “inefficient monopolistic market”. We also come
across contentious oppositions of market mechanism to
alternative ways of coordination like “the society has to
make a choice between market efficiency and social
justice”. Such an interpretation of one of the most
important economic categories “market” often fails to
establish its true nature and, on the contrary, takes us away
from reasons to the results of any market performance.
A market process is connected with two important
definitions — exchanges and competition. However, in
some models (especially neoclassic ones) the last
category, with the market itself, is virtually brought to
abstractions, having nothing in common with real
economic issues. Moreover, a great number of neoclassic
models doesn’t require explanation of a market process
and (or) competition which makes them applicable to
the description of any type of an economy.
Finally, we deem that the idea of economic efficiency,
which is predominant in neoclassic orthodoxy — Paretoefficiency, has a remote relation to market process, being,
in its core, the efficiency of the result, but not the process.
We comprehend a market as a neutral, spontaneous
mechanism of exchange, coordination and selection.
Positive or negative results of market performance depend
on contemporaneous institutions prevailing in the society.
This statement is consistent with Hodgson’s idea that the
influence of institutions and routines on preferences and
behavior of people is likely to be positive or negative. There
isn’t any vicious circle here: the results are not obliged to
bear any definite characteristics. Our point is that the
impact, made by institutionalized demeanor on preferences
and activities of people cannot be deemed neutral (Hodgson,
1988). On the other hand, markets, as an instrument of
resources’ allocation, are a neutral mechanism that can
lead to expansion of exchanges or their folding. The
direction of any system’s development, based on market
exchanges and, consequently, derived from the functioning
of markets, is defined exactly by non-neutral institutions.
The exchange as in increment of values
The concept of an efficient result does not
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emphasize its attention on exchanges. The exchanges
within this paradigm lead to augment of values, but only
to a certain extent. Oppositely, in the research of market
process efficacy, exchanges claim for a pivoting role;
they are also considered to be productive.
Next, while analyzing the productivity of exchanges,
a “value” category is used. Let us concisely depict what
is assumed under this category in the paper. We accept
fundamental principles of Austrian value theory,
formulated by C. Menger (1871). First, the definition of
a value, resulting in an action, means preference or refusal;
it never stands for equality and (or) indifference.
Secondly, there isn’t any other approach to compare
valuations of different individuals in sundry situations but
to determine whether the investigated alternatives are at
the same level of preference. Consequently, the definition
of a value is a subjective assessment, reflecting value
difference: the preference of an alternative A to alternative
B of exchanging goods (Mises, 1949).
Economic exchange happens only in cases when a
participant, performing the act of an exchange, receives
any augment of value to the value of existing set of goods.
This argument is proved by Menger (1871) from the
assumption that there are two parties. The first one has a
, the second one — a good B
good A with the value
with the value . As a result of their exchange the value
of goods in the possession of the first party will be:
, the second party:
. From
this notion it can be inferred that the exchange process
increased the goods value of every participant by a certain
magnitude. This example shows that the activity
connected with exchanges is not a futile squandering of
time and resources, but a productive work just as the
manufacturing of material goods.
While investigating an exchange it is impossible not
to mention its limits. An exchange will continue until the
value of goods within the possession of every participant
(their subjective valuations) is less than the value of goods
obtainable as the result of an exchange. This thesis is
true for all exchange contractors. Using the symbols of
the example above, it can be said that an exchange happens
for the first party of an exchange and
if
for the second one; or if x>0 and y>0.
As a corollary the following equation can be written:
(1)
where
is the assessment of value after an
exchange,
value assessment before an exchange,
value increment; within all voluntary exchanges
.
Equation (1) serves as a purely illustrative
interpretation of what was said before and describes a
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single act of an exchange. The key indicator here is δ,
characterizing value increment or its difference, and
consequently, the very possibility and reasonability of
an exchange.
Evolutionary imminence
To explain market’s efficacy from the vantage point
of not a result, but process it is necessary to make a few
remarks that are stacked in two theses.
The first thesis is based on stating the fact, that
symmetric (the term “symmetric” and “asymmetric” are
used in relation to disposable information of exchange
subjects) and free exchange of economic goods leads to
increment of values. In other words, the value of goods
before an exchange is less than it is after it.
Usually it is doubtless that a basic market product —
price — has informational nature, though its functions are
not limited by only informational signals (the discussion
about this issue was conducted within the Austrian
Economics). That is why results of a market performance
as a mechanism of coordination and selection depend on
initial conditions of informational distribution and also on
the criteria of its interpretation by economic subjects
involved in the process of exchanges.
An important remark is required here: a market
produces selection and forms signals, used by individuals
while organizing their economic activities in compliance
with initial conditions of informational distribution pointed
out above. Therefore, while analyzing market’s “efficacy”
it is necessary to consider exactly the mentioned factors.
As it has been noted, a market is a neutral and
spontaneous mechanism of coordination and selection.
Deriving from the premise that markets are neutral a rule
can be formulated: in the result of market selection
informational signals obtain the features that were given
by initial distribution of information, whereas initial
conditions depend on social institutional frameworks and
cognitive abilities of individuals. Such selection leads to
results impossible to forecast, but in the direction
determined by initial informational-institutional
frameworks. A minor remark is required here. Initial
institutional conditions are formed spontaneously, often
as a result of insignificant (from the vantage point of
contemporaries) or even absolutely random factors. The
introduction of neo-evolutional theories, connected with
path dependence seems useful here. As shown by the
most prominent representative of this direction of
research B. Arthur insignificant historical events cannot
be eliminated and averaged in the long run, because they
can predetermine the occurring of these or those
consequences (Arthur, 1989). These historical events are
the initial institutional restrictions, which in the result of
inertia of political, technological and institutional structures
(Mokyr, 1992) may, depending on different factors (which
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are going to be investigated below), lead a system to the
situation of expansion or folding of exchanges.
Thus, when analyzing a market, it is indispensible to
depict a vector of selection, which is given by initial
institutional conditions and distribution of information. The
fundamental difference of this approach to neoclassic one
is that we cannot change this vector or denote optimal initial
distribution of information. These processes are evolutionary.
That is why a pivoting role here belongs to learning and
performance of single economic subjects, acting
conformably to their endogenous values criteria.
Comprehension of mechanisms and causes of such dynamic
shifts is an essential condition of probable adjustment of
individual preferences and moreover — economic policy.
On the basis of argued questions a second thesis can be
formulated, explaining the essence of the market process.
According to the second thesis, asymmetric
exchange leads to an undefined result and, in particular,
it may provoke a decrease in aggregated value of goods.
In other words, the value after an exchange may be either
more or less than before it.
As asymmetric exchange leads to an undefined
result, one of the consequences of such an issue is the
closing of markets and stopping of exchanges (Akerlof,
1970). It isn’t lucrative for any of the engaged parties.
Therefore, all of them are interested (although
incommensurably) in decreasing information asymmetry.
As a corollary such situation generates incentives to
search for new ways of creating rules, and in the long
term — institutions, lowering information asymmetry.
Market process efficacy
Efficacy of a process is based on the following statement:
on the one hand every exchange leads to value increment, on
the other one — value increment eventually stimulates new
exchanges. Thus, we can characterize efficacy of a process,
in the first turn, as an ability to multiplicatively increase the
amount of exchanges and in the second turn — as an increase
of value being an aggregated indicator of value increment in
individual transactions.
We should note that a straight quantitative calculation
of gross value can only be conducted indirectly due to
non-additive nature of individual utilities. That is why,
when formulating a criteria of market process efficacy
we can talk only about comparative indicators of value
(what is virtually derived from its definition).
From what was stated above the equation (1) can
be modified in the following way:
(2)
where k — informational compound, characterizing
the symmetry of exchanges. If there is asymmetry of
information, then
. Actually, k might be less than
zero in cases of opportunistic behavior, but we do not include

such exchanges in our analysis. Following this logic, in case
of positive externalities, coefficient k may exceed unity.
Coefficient k is a synthetic indicator. It depends on
learning opportunities (I), external effects of exchange
(positive or negative) (e), existing institutions, which
function is to decrease transaction costs (i); it is also
correlated with an indicator, depicting symmetry of
informational distribution among agents (s):
Thus, along with initial distribution of information
(that we generally don’t know, though neoclassic models
have it as “data”), institutions depict whether a system is
on its way to the expansion of exchanges of their folding.
If we cannot determine whether a given distribution
of resources is efficient ex ante, than what parameters may
and should be included in the model, explaining process
efficacy? Neither a concrete distribution of resources nor
its dynamics is important for the process efficacy. The primal
question here is the following: how do current conditions
influence future exchanges, do they contribute to their
expansion or not? The expansion of exchanges resembles a
chain reaction in physics. However, unlike the latter, where
time and spatial limits of a chain reaction are calculated and
known in advance, evolutionary expansion of economic
exchanges is indefinite in both dimensions.
The efficacy of a process is defined by a vector,
denoting the development of a competitive system, but
not the result of competitive collaboration and exchanges.
If a system moves toward the expansion of exchanges
we can treat it as an effective one; if not, when a relative
folding of exchanges occurs, an economic system
overlaps and decays.
The most important indicator describing the quality
of a current system’s state and the vector of its
development is the condition of institutional structure.
Formally, it can be defined relatively to k magnitude,
reflecting the symmetry of exchanges. Competition is
the key mechanism making it possible to realize the
potential of a market, without accounting for exact
proportions of sellers and buyers at the same moment of
time. Competition also conduces to selection of efficient
institutional constraints, generally comprising an
institutional structure of an economic order.
Equilibrium and market’s efficiency
The usage of the conception of market process
efficacy is, first of all, aimed at explaining the role
institutional restrictions take in functioning of an economic
order, which is based on competition, free exchanges
and entrepreneurial initiative. That is why all arguments
above can be applied only to economies that have market
exchanges within them or, at least, collaboration of
different centralized orders.
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Undoubtedly, the question about the concatenation
of process efficacy and equilibrium is of considerable
importance. As it can be inferred from the logic of
exchanges’ definition and process efficacy, the idea of
equilibrium is exuberant within this context. We can speak
about equilibrium only to characterize misbalance, i.e. in
our case this is a situation when valuations exceedingly
discord. It makes an exchange possible. It is hard to
argue that every exchange is to be completed as a state
of short or long term quiescence. But in a certain period
of time (that might range significantly) market agents
will have to be involved in exchanges once again, (as the
time bestows new incentives of this kind on them) which
were not explicit in the end of preceding exchanges. As a
static market stance, equilibrium is not effective from
the vantage point of process efficacy.
Pareto-efficient equilibrium within perfect
competition illustrates a situation when such a level of
prices is achieved that an infinite number of contracts
can be made according to initial distribution of resources.
But a consecutive question arises: if every act of an
exchange assumes value increment, or otherwise the
exchange is pointless, than how, within perfect
competition in a balanced system, accumulated volume
of values and information is systemized? It is impossible
to answer this question without referring to different
“objective indicators” in the form of initially available
resources, which are basically reproduced in a static
balanced system. But in this case there is no place for
subjective valuations, which are vital for existence of
exchanges, markets and competition. Therefore, all cases
of equilibrium don’t need such “trinkets” as markets or
competition and as a corollary — they cannot be used in
the concept of market process efficacy.
The market process efficacy concept allows to
explain market mechanism as a neutral one. As pointed
out above, markets have neutral nature and, as a process
of exchange, they do not guarantee efficiency of neither
a process nor a result. Besides, being an exchange
mechanism, markets also implement a selection function.
Therefore, a market process should be analyzed from
the arguments of evolutionary theory.
For a long time within the predominant neoclassic
paradigm economic systems were treated via the prism
of static institutional structures. It summoned practical
absence of qualitative institutional changes. And though
there are certain theories of dynamic shifts within
Marxism, mainstream economics does not have such a
theory; in case of its development, it should be based
on the model of institutional changes (North, 1990).
Despite the fact that significant results concerning
modification of statements of the “protective cord”
(Lakatos, 1978) and even the “hard core” of neoclassic
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paradigm were achieved, theory of institutional changes
is still on the periphery of contemporary institutional
economic research. As a result of transformation of
transitive economies specific institutional structures
appear. They hinder application of advantages of
extended market order as one of the most efficient ways
of economic coordination. Markets, which forming was
treated as a panacea for post socialistic countries, have
often showed their inconsistency within radical
economic reforms. The reason for that is not in “market
failures” or even “public failures”. Reasons of
inefficiency of a market mechanism are concealed in
oversimplified comprehension of the market process
and prices as a primary outcome of its performance.
If competition forms market prices than a long term
guideline depicting the very order of economic
organization also competes with alternative demeanor
models. If an institutional structure is in the stage of
forming or shifting than the institutions constructing it
will appear and lock in depending on comparative
efficiency of alternative ways, allowing coordination of
economic activity (Volchik, 1997).
Market appeared long ago. Ancient societies used
markets for both local and intergovernmental exchanges.
As a way of coordination, for a long time markets were
not connected with nations’ welfare growth or involved
in conformable relations. Only the formation of
appropriate institutional structures allowed spontaneous
mechanism of market exchange to transform into an
“invisible hand”, guiding societies to prosperity.
Inefficiency of some and efficiency of other
mechanisms of coordination is revealed as a result of
institutional metacompetition. In economic literature
metacompetition is the competition of institutions: “if there
is any form of economic organization, than it is effective,
because only the most powerful survives in the process
of competitive struggle, i.e. the most effective institutions”
(Kapelushnikov, 1990)
Deteriorating selection of institutions with a
decreasing marginal return, leading to the paradox of
markets’ inefficiency, which can also be contemplated
in presence of public enforcement and power groups, is
also summoned by actions of spontaneous evolutionary
processes (Volchik and Berezhnoy, 2008).
To explain the reasons of stability of paradox of
inefficient markets we bring forward the following
hypothesis: the functioning of mechanisms of
deteriorating selection of institutions within transformation
of economic orders leads to asymmetry of informational
torrents and emergence of selective incentives in groups,
interested in locking in of institutions with deteriorating
marginal return. These processes allow groups with
selective incentives to receive institutional rent and to
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adopt policy aimed at conserving existing suboptimal
institutional structures.
Thus, if we analyze the case of “inefficiency
paradox” from the point of view of proposed process
efficacy concept, a number of important notes can be
made. First, the exchanges with ineffective institutional
in the equation (2), may be
restrictions, i.e. when
Pareto-effective, but in the same time lead to folding of
open markets. Secondly, the stability of such economic
order can be attained via non-economic enforcement to
exchange. Thirdly, when non-economic enforcement is
absent or weakens, a system will strive for the stance
where market exchanges fold; therefore it will be
inefficient under the process efficacy concept.
One of the illustrations of inefficient market
paradoxes, though reversely, is the “QWERTY economy”
effect (David, 1985). The gist of this example is that market
selection might also conduce to adoption of ineffective
technologies (there are more economical keyboard layouts,
like the Dvorak keyboard) from the Pareto-efficiency stand.
Mokyr (1990) explains such a situation by the fact that
introduction of “QWERTY” technology was conjugated
with immense positive external effects. Using the language
of this paper it can be said that k magnitude exceeded one,
what led to expansion of exchanges, connected with the
technology. Consequently such technology is effective from
the stand of process efficacy that is determined by existing
institutional structure.
Historical evidence of bottle-neck and founder’s
effects
The observed case of economic exchanges under
the neutral markets concept shows that depending on
institutional conditions a system may move either toward
expansion or folding of exchanges. This process is
characterized not as much by static stance of institutional
structure, which is denoted by k coefficient, but by
dynamic process of institutional transformation.
It is important to understand that institutional
transformation is not bound to establish effective
institutional structures; it can also lead to substitution of
effective institutions by suboptimal ones. This thesis is
saliently seen throughout the economic history.
One of the vivid examples is the downturn of
Chinese and Japanese economies in 15-16th centuries. It
becomes even more evident if we observe ascension and
descent of rates depicting introduction of technological
innovations in Chinese manufacturing and trade. In the
beginning of the 15th century China was the most
technologically developed civilization in the world (Mokyr,
1990). Key inventions had originated in China hundreds
of years before they appeared in Europe as in the case
with blast furnaces that enabled China to master
metallurgy 200 years B.C. (Dosi, 1997).

The decay of China’s economy commenced from
the policy of deliberate isolation, in other words —
imposing ineffective institutional restrictions. It was also
considerably reflected on the level of used technologies.
Mokir (1990) assumed that the crucial factor of
technological conservatism in China was the fear of rulers
before potentially devastating influence that technological
changes might have on social stability. In China, as in
many other societies, numerous powers, especially
concentrated within town guilds, hindered the
dissemination of technologies. Bureaucrats, satisfied by
existing status-quo, were afraid of emerging social
conflicts (Dosi, 1988). The example of technological and
economic stagnation of China can easily be explained
from the position of market process efficacy. In this case,
ineffective institutional restrictions created multiplicative
effect, which folded exchanges.
We cannot always bestow right definition on institutions
relatively to whether they impede exchanges in certain
historical events or not. Medieval guild can serve as an
example of such an institution. Guilds didn’t always
contribute to growth of distributional coalitions and decrease
of competition and efficiency. On certain stages of economic
development guilds were the only way of institutional
adaptation. The historical argument brought forward by Greif
(1992) evidences that in time of Commercial revolutions an
institution like merchant guilds sustained the expansion of
trade. A merchant guild was a stipulation of trade’s expansion;
its genesis wasn’t provoked by new profits in trading.
Moreover, the time when guilds emerged and as a corollary
— the expansion of trading — was depicted by social and
political factors (Greif, 1992).
The culture and system of traditional institutions
resident in a society is often used to explain (un)successful
economic development. However, such explanation cannot
be always accepted as a sufficient proviso for development
of theories dealing with qualitative dynamics of social
systems. Many explanations of Japanese economic growth
account primarily for specific features of Japanese culture.
Despite that fact for a long time these specific features of
Japanese culture and mentality didn’t allow Japanese
economy to attain any significant results, conserving
archaic production and outrageous poverty (Olson, 1984).
The path dependence concept also explains why in
several societies, with repeating persistence, elites (political
in the first turn) chose worst variants from alternatives
of economic policy. Historical examples of such cases
can be found in works of many contemporary economic
historians, in particular, Nobel Prize winner — D. North
(1994), who analyzed the cases of choice of ineffective
policy during four centuries in Spain.
The process of institutional transformation is
undoubtedly evolutionary and historically stipulated. In
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Fig. 1. Bottle-neck effect

an economy the role of genes belongs to institutions. It
is consistent with traditional evolutionary approach in
economic theory, though sometimes institutions are
superseded by routines. Routines are all normal and
predictable samples of firms’ behavior (Nelson and Winter,
1985). If we allow for an extended interpretation of
“firms’ behavior samples” as rules, structuring repeating
relationships than the finding about genes and routines
can also be projected on institutions.
If we deem economic evolution as a process of
growth of diversity, complexity and productivity of an
economy, triggered by periodic shifts in technologies,
products, organizations and institutions (Maevskiy, 2001),
than the model of “bottle neck effect” may give relevant
explanation of process of institutional transformation.
The importance of sequel of historical events can
be construed via the introduction of such models as “bottle
neck effect” and “founder’s effect”. In biology both
patterns are used as a particular case of a general problem
of “genes drifting”. If we put an analogy between biology
and processes of economic and social lives than this
biological event can be presented in form of large-scale
institutional changes. According to the “bottle neck
effect” (i.e. miniscule populations), it is likely that new
species appear when mutation is bound in generations.
Small populations are more plausible candidates for
microevolution and speciation than large ones, because
mutation seldom binds in large populations. In other
words, if species has many individuals; its prosperity
and propagation requires much more time for it to “evolve”
(millions of generations) unlike species which dwindling
population is in plight (Ayala and Kiger, 1984). The features
peculiar to small populations (in the moment of passing
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

through the bottle neck) will most likely be multiplied in
consecutive evolving of the population (fig. 1). Thus,
appearing numerous populations reproduce genetic
structure of their founders. American zoologist Mayr,
one of the initiators of synthetic evolutionary theory, called
this phenomenon “The founder’s effect” (Mayr, 1988).
The moment of drastic transformation of any economic
order leads to a so called transformational crisis (Polterovich,
2000). During this time there is an abrupt plummeting of
exchanges and deinstitutionalization takes place. The moment
of transition from one economic order to another one is
analogous to the “bottle neck effect” in biology, and therefore
can be named the same while describing economic
processes. Institutions, which are left from old economic
orders and are used to establish new ones, i.e. existing in
the initial moment of development of a new economic system,
gain special meaning for further evolution of this system.
Here the “founder’s effect” takes place.
Evidently, it is practically impossible to change the
vector of development of the economic system that has
just run through the “bottle neck”. If a set of institutions
after occasional and insignificant historical events (Arthur,
1989) turned out to be comparatively ineffective (in the
categories of market process efficacy), than the system
is going to reproduce those ineffective stances until a
new deinstitutionalization appears, which can also be
related to the “bottle neck effect”.
An evident example of selection of ineffective market
institutions comes from the majority of Latin American
countries, which history of the 20th century shows what
may happen as a result of “unfavorable selection” of
institutions and actions of special interest groups,
provoking social sclerosis (Olson, 1984). Much of this
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question that was latter named contemporary mercantilism
was elaborated in works of H. De Soto (1989, 2000).
Informational asymmetry created by a government,
special interest groups or any other “destabilizing factor”,
leads to unfavorable shifts in selection vectors. That is
why while conducting any reforms it is indispensible to
take into account the neutral nature of markets. Within the
asymmetry of distribution of information and incentives a
market will multiplicatively reproduce ineffective situations
(i.e. introduction of market mechanism within conformably
ineffective institutional restrictions leads to conserving of
ineffective exchanges when there is enforcement generated
by special interest groups; or when the enforcement is
absent — to folding of exchanges and closure of markets),
which can be overcome by the process of social evolution
and learning (not education) of actors, which are eventually
the representatives of the population all reforms are
conceived for.
According to Olson, the best thing a society can do
to increase its welfare is to obtain more knowledge. When
we are wrong we bring much hazard. When we are right
and bring forward coherence necessary to withstand
special interests and charlatans, we make an important
endowment into eradication of poverty and progress of
humanity (Olson, 1984).
Conclusion
In this paper we tried to concisely pin down several
questions concerning the effectiveness of market
performance and evolutionary selection of suboptimal
institutions. Neutrality of markets assumes that the
investigation of institutional transformation of economic
orders cannot be carried out without scrupulous attention
to historical context of shifts in question. Institutions are
like oil in a market’s rusty mechanism. The mechanism
will operate even if the oil is poor. But in this case it will
have more breakdowns and depreciate faster. When the
oil is good the mechanism will work just fine and serve
much longer. In this aspect the meaning of history is
revealed through taking into account not only empirical
data of any historical segment but also the sequel of events
and trajectory of economic development. History does
not supersede economic theory but serves as an
indispensible component of theoretical constructions,
especially those of institutional transformation
phenomenon.
The choice of an efficient decision dependent on
preceding path of evolution is easily proved in cases of
constant and diminishing returns. When constant return
takes place previous technological adoptions do not
influence the profitability of innovations. Within a
diminishing return, if an economic subject chooses a
technology in advance, he has to prefer the existing
version of a certified technology, which further

introduction decreases its future lucrative parameters.
That is why in this case there is a possibility to cancel
the choice, leading to a worse path of development. Within
increasing return, on the contrary, a deteriorating selection
is prevalent. If a technology is characterized by different
rates of innovations, the level of ineffectiveness decreases.
Any type of what we call “a crisis” may serve as a
deinstitutionalizing point. This is a period of time when
two important evolutionary effects take place: “bottle
neck” and “founder’s” effects. By analogy with biology,
those phenomena describe the way ineffective institutions
survive during a downfall of exchanges and distortion of
informational distribution and further evolve into stable
populations within a society. The institutions and
technologies that are being selected right now within the
current stage of an economic crisis should be treated
with great care for their populations will most probably
prevail in future. Thus, their characteristics will depict
the very quality of our further lives.
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development, institutional transformation, bottle-neck
effect, founder’s effect.
Вольчик В., Маслов О. Нейтральні ринки, не
нейтральні інститути і економічна еволюція
Стаття аргументує нейтральну природу ринків.
Вона описує ринки нейтральної держави, які розширюються або закриваються під впливом не нейтральних інститутів. Демаркація визначається між ефективністю ринкового процесу і ринковим результатом. Стаття показує неузгодженість існування неокласичних
моделей в їх прагненні зображати рівноважні параметри. Еволюційна природа економік примушує економістів зосередитися на ефективності процесу, який,
можливо, також вів би до виділення підоптимальних
інститутів. Останнє, можливо, стає надзвичайно здоровим і еволюціонує в стійких співтовариствах, якщо
встановлена структура існування сприяє розширенню обмінів. Ці проблеми аналізуються через призму
критичного “ресурсу” і ефекту “засновника”. Порівняльна нездатність економічної еволюції вимагає
ефективності процесу, але не системи в цілому.
Ключові слова: ефективність ринку, природжений розвиток, встановлене перетворення, ефект критичного ресурсу, ефект засновника.
Вольчик В., Маслов А. Нейтральные рынки, не
нейтральные институты и экономическая эволюция
Статья аргументирует нейтральную природу рынков. Она описывает рынки нейтрального государства,
которые расширяются или закрываются под влиянием
не нейтральных институтов. Демаркация выстраивается между эффективностью рыночного процесса и рыночным результатом. Статья показывает несогласованность существования неоклассических моделей в их
стремлении изображать равновесные параметры. Эволюционная природа экономик заставляет экономистов
сосредоточиться на эффективности процесса, который,
возможно, также вел бы к выделению подоптимальных институтов. Последнее, возможно, становится чрезвычайно здравым и эволюционирует в устойчивых сообществах, если установленная структура существования содействует расширению обменов. Эти проблемы анализируются через призму критического “ресурса” и эффекта “основателя”. Сравнительная неспособность экономической эволюции требует эффективности процесса, но не системы в целом.
Ключевые слова: эффективность рынка, прирожденное развитие, установленное преобразование, эффект критического ресурса, эффект основателя.

Volchik V., Maslov A. Neutral markets, nonneutral institutions and economic evolution
The article argues the neutral nature of markets.
It describes the ways neutral markets expand or fold
under the influence of non-neutral institutions. A
demarcation is lined up between efficacy of a market
process and a market result. The paper shows
inconsistency of existing neoclassic models in their
striving to depict equilibrium parameters. The
evolutionary nature of economies compels economists
to concentrate on efficacy of a process which might
also conduce to selection of suboptimal institutions. The
latter may become extremely robust and evolve into
stable populations if an existing institutional framework
contributes to the expansion of exchanges. These issues
are analyzed through the prism of “bottle-neck” and
“founder’s” effects. The comparative inefficiency of
economic evolution claims for effectiveness of a process
but not the general system.
Key words: market efficacy, congenital
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INITIAL DYNAMICS OF FINANCIAL MARKETS IN THE TRANSITION ECONOMIES
IN THE 1990s AND NEW CRITIQUE OF THE BIG BANG POLICY:
HETERODOX APPROACH
1904, ch. 6; Keynes, 1936, ch. 12; Raines and Leathers,
1996; Dequech, 2000a). Such behavior is non-rational,
irrational or “arational” (Dequech, 2000a) and often leads
to various speculative bubbles and fads (Raines and
Leathers, 2000). It is speculative activity that often rules
the roost in the financial markets, rather than “tranquil”
transactions providing mentioned efficient intermediation
of saving for financing growth of the real economy.
These behavioral assumptions have led to the
following Heterodox arguments in favor view that expansion
of financial markets can have adverse influence on real
sector (see generalization in Binswanger, 1999a, p. 9-11).
The “crowding out hypothesis”. Financial assets can
crowd out real productive assets in the form of fixed
capital. More exactly, this capital can be crowded out by
“financial hoarding”. “The term refers to all the financial
funds used for trading financial assets between households,
firms and financial institutions without involving any real
economic activity“ (Binswanger, 1999b). This idea has
been traced to Keynes‘s (1930) distinction between the
industrial and the financial spheres of circulation. The main
point is that under fundamental uncertainty and other
informational problems financial hoarding can be more
preferable for investors than purchases of real assets
bearing returns only in long-term unknowable future.
The “financial dominance hypothesis”. “Important
economic variables, such as interest rates and exchange
rates are increasingly determined by speculative financial
activities, which do not reflect the “real conditions of the
economy”. Therefore, the financial sector increasingly
also “dominates” the real sector as financial activities set
the standard (e.g. the opportunity costs of real
investments) for activities of the real sector”
(Binswanger, 1999a, p. 10). It seems to me that this
hypothesis is the least important among other ones.
The “casino hypothesis”. This hypothesis is based on
the idea that prices of stock do not reflect accurate information
about expected real returns determined by real economic
activity and depend upon financial speculations. Then
“financial markets develop their own speculative growth
dynamics, which may be guided by arational behavior as, in
the words of Keynes, «intelligence is devoted to anticipate

I. Introduction: Orthodox and Heterodox
Economics about Financial Markets in the
Advanced Market Economies
Orthodox economics — mainly, neoclassical approach
— believes that development of financial markets in the
market economy is always beneficial for the real sector.
The main idea is that financial markets provide efficient
intermediation of savings between ultimate lenders and
borrowers and therefore help both to reach optimal allocation
of resources and to increase economic growth. Such
markets provide links between savers, who — according
to their rate of time preference — refrain partially from
current consumption, and investors, who want to invest
due to high marginal productivity of capital and need external
financial resources for it. Furthermore, neoclassical
economics assumes that “financial markets provide correct
signals about the underlying fundamentals (the real economic
variables) as proposed by the efficient markets hypothesis“
(Binswanger, 1999a, p. 1; see also Raines and Leathers,
2000). In short, any possibilities of negative influence of
financial markets on real sector are irrevocably excluded.
Heterodox (Post Keynesian and Institutional)
economics, contrary, proves that, owing to various causes,
the expansion of financial markets can do the harm for the
real sector. Such conclusions are the effect of the fact
that Heterodox economic analysis takes account of
variability of preferences, planning horizons, and, especially,
degree of rationality in the behavior of economic agents.
In particular, Post Keynesian and Institutional approaches
reject the idea of unboundedly rational behavior in the
financial markets (as well as in the other markets) due to
the importance of different informational problems such
as uncertainty of the future, extensiveness and complexity
of information, and also asymmetric information (Ees and
Garretsen, 1993; Lavoie, 1994; Davidson, 1996; Hodgson,
1997; Dequech, 2000a). Such informational problems
preclude optimizing rationality. Sometimes suppliers and
demanders in the financial markets behave according to
the principle of bounded rationality (see about this principle
in Simon, 1959; Dequech, 2000c). But often the actions
of participants of financial markets are governed by such
factors as animal spirits and “folk psychology” (Veblen,

* The author is very grateful to Alex Zorin for long and frequent discussion about issues considered in this paper and for information
about some important articles mentioned in the bibliography.
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utopian idea “that a simplification of financial structures
is a way of achieving greater stability” (1985, p. 53); he
approved also use of less capital-intensive techniques and
orientation toward more “consumptive” (i. e. less
“investment”) economy. Such reforms can hardly be
consistent with technical progress.
The aforementioned arguments do not imply that
financial markets expansion occurs always at cost of the
real sector (Binswanger, 1999a, p. 11). Heterodox
economists do not reject any positive influences of
financial development on economic growth. But
nevertheless, often these influences can be more than
offset by negative impact.
We suppose that both methodology and conclusions
of heterodox economics can be especially topical for the
transition economies of some East European countries and
republics of the former USSR. The point is that the
fundamental features of the transition — intensified by the
big bang policy — affect behavioral patterns of both agents
making portfolio choice and ones who emit securities.
These patterns, in turn, lead to the adverse effects of the
expansion of financial markets in such economies, and
such effects may be even more negative than similar ones
which occur in the advanced market economies.
The present paper devotes to the analysis of both
these patterns and their influence on the dynamics of
financial markets in the 1990s, which are here conflated
with securities markets (so I do not consider banking
system and non-banking financial institutions which are
characterized by peculiar properties). This one is both
theoretical investigation and direct generalization of bitter
experience of initial phases of financial markets expansion
in some unsuccessful transition economies such as
Albania, Russia and so on.
And first of all, using Post Keynesian and
Institutional approaches, I will stress the important
patterns of portfolio choice in the transition economies.
II. Demand in the Financial Markets
in the Transition Economies
The “investor myopia”
In the different economies different economic agents
have different time horizon of planning. Some agents evaluate
consequences of their decisions only over short-time
horizon, other ones can take account of long future. The
former can be called “investor myopia”. The concept of
investor myopia should not be confused with aforementioned
and allied phenomenon of “short-termism”, as Juniper (2000)
has pointed out; the latter concept can be defined as an
excessive discounting of future returns (this phenomenon
will be considered in the next subsection).
The duration of planning horizon, and, hence, both
presence and degree of investor myopia, depends upon
various factors. The matter concerns, for example,
individual psychology, occupation, national way of life etc.
The very important factor is an institutional

what average opinion expects the average opinion to be».
This development is supposed to harm the real economy, as
it is in danger to become the by-product of a casino“
(Binswanger, 1999a, p. 10; see also Keynes, 1936, ch. 12).
This argument concerns only stocks and shares. The point
is that unique role of stocks and shares is a consequence of
fundamental uncertainty regarding real expected returns
“underlying” prices of these financial assets. “The reason
seems to be the high degree of information asymmetry
among the players (e.g. insiders and noise traders) on the
stock market and the uncertainty about the underlying
fundamentals which creates an ideal environment for the
emergence of bubbles“ (Binswanger, 1999b).
The “short-termism hypothesis”. Here the main idea
is that “financial markets attract short-horizon speculative
traders as these markets allow for sequential trading“
(Binswanger, 1999a, p.10) .Therefore prices become very
volatile and allow to make big profits within very short
periods of time. If managers take seriously account of
financial markets evaluations then their way of thinking
becomes also has been infected by “short-termism”. “If
financial markets undervalue long-term investments also
managers will undervalue them as their activities are judged
by the performance of a company”s financial assets,
which may harm the long run perspectives of companies“
(Binswanger, 1999a, p.10).
In principle, it can be proved that financial markets
(more exactly, stock markets) can generate managers‘
short-termism also without speculations. In such case
short-termist behavior of managers “is a consequence
of the interaction between the principal-agent problem
and the characteristics of the financial system and, in
particular, of the existence of a market for corporate
control” (Dickerson et al., 1995, p. 362; this paper has
written in a little more orthodox spirit).
The “financial instability hypothesis”. This is the
most famous argument — put forward by Minsky (1977,
1985, 1986) — which concerns, however, only debt
financial assets. The idea is that economic expansion is
provided by fixed capital investment, and the latter is
financed by debt. “During economic booms, as full
employment is approached, debt commitments start to
outstrip the income flows necessary to service them“
(Binswanger, 1999a, p. 10). Agents become financially
fragile. “Financial fragility in itself is not a constraint to
growth, but it may disrupt the process of expansion”
(Studart, 1995, p. 52). The point is that it creates
prerequisites for deep economic crisis in the form of
debt-deflation (Minsky, 1986). The conception of
“financial instability hypothesis” has generated a lot of
attempts of its formal modeling (Semmler, 1989; Fazzari
and Papadimitrou, 1992; Dymski and Pollin, 1994),
although up to now it is not clearly how to overcome
chronic tendency of market “capitalist” economies to
financial fragility. Minsky himself suggested a somewhat
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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circumstances usually take account of only short future
periods: the evaluation of long-term benefits and costs
seems foolish practice. Therefore transition economies —
particularly, if transition is realized through the big bang
policy — are systems where agents are characterized by
investor myopia. It means that in emerging transition
economies agents make specific portfolio decisions: they
will choose assets and/or transactions bearing return over
short period of time. Assets which promise high return in
the distant future but do not bear any gains over short
time intervals are almost completely non-attractive. It is
one of the most important patterns of portfolio choices in
the transition economies.
Poverty of portfolio-decisions-makers
and their short-termism
As is well known, almost all countries with transition
economies are poor ones. This statement is especially relevant
to the members of the former USSR and some countries of
Eastern Europe like Romania, Bulgaria and Albania. Therefore
the majority of economic agents in the transition economies
suffer from low standards of living. Often they do not
consume even many staple goods. Broadly speaking, it
means that such agents will prefer current consumption
instead of future one. Hence, participants of transition
economies as a rule are characterized by very high rate of
time preferences. They discount “outcomes” belonging
distant future by astronomically high rates. Present goods
and returns bear them very considerable utility.
Needless to say, in such case agents invent various
ways to improve these standards during the quickest
periods of time. One of ways to make it is saving which
further is invested in assets and/or transactions promising
very high gain over short time interval. In such case the
dividing line between consumption/saving decisions and
portfolio ones disappears: changes in financial wealth and
its structure become linked with consumption
considerations. This “non-standard” circumstance is direct
effect of emergence of financial markets in the countries
with low standards of living, i. e. low level of consumption.
So objectives of participants of financial markets in
the transition economies fundamentally deviate from
objectives of financial investors in the developed countries.
In the latter case, of course, consumption can depend
on wealth measured by stock prices index. But this link
has rather psychological nature (Keynes, 1936). In the
former case, however, returns on investments in financial
assets will directly spend on consumption goods in order
to improve standards of living. The discussed (and up to
now unexplored) pattern of portfolio choice can be treated
as a serious distortion in the preferences system of
financial markets participants in the transition economies.
It is such system that generates described short-termism
which by its nature fundamentally differs from shorttermism observed in the developed countries (Juniper,
2000; Dickerson et al., 1995; Singh, 1995, p. 93-95).

environment. The stable and steady institutional system
provides orderliness, coherence (Herr and Westphal,
1991) and coordination of various economic activities of
various agents. For each agent reactions of other agents
become more predictable. In short, institutions reduce
degree of uncertainty (Dequech, 2000b; Sapir, 1999;
Davidson, 1972, 1996; Carvalho, 1992). Furthermore,
without institutions no time-consuming economic activity
can be possible because of extreme degree of uncertainty
precluding any orderliness and coherence.
Needless to say, stable institutional environment helps
attempts to evaluate long future performance. Other things
being equal, the more institutions are stable, the longer
agents’ planning horizons are. “Unequal other things” are
first of all “quality” of institutions. Some institutions —
like forward contract system — strongly contribute to
“long-term orderliness”, other ones — like tax evasion
when it is not occasional phenomena but behavioral norm
— even can prevent account of long-term consequences
of decision-making. It can be very important. But
nevertheless the matter of institutional stability remains
relevant for duration of agents’ planning horizons.
The point is that the transition economies can be
treated by definition as the economies with changing and
unstable institutional environment. I imply both formal and
informal institutions. On the one hand, the State abolishes
a lot of old formal institutions inherent to planned economic
system and tries to create new formal ones constituting
market economy. On the other hand, private agents are
forced gradually to transform informal institutions in the
forms of behavioral norms, traditions, routines, habits etc.
It means that transition economies are characterized by
fundamental shifts in its institutional system (Sapir, 1999).
At that, very often such economies are systems
exhibiting so-called “institutional hiatus”, for example,
when “the old command system had collapsed before
the new coordinating mechanisms of the market economy
could be put in its place and generate effective responses”
(Kozul-Wright and Rayment, 1997, p. 643; see also
Kornai, 1993). The “institutional hiatus” in the transition
economies is inevitable effect of the big bang policy
(Tsang, 1996, Rozmainsky, 1997, 2000), because such
policy by its nature has directed to quickest destruction
of planned system institutions.
The instability of institutional environment —
particularly, if such instability “incarnates” in the form
of institutional hiatus — prevents formation of long-term
planning horizons. Frequent changes in an institutional
environment sharply increase degree of unpredictability
of agents’ actions and reactions and overall economic
conditions as a whole. To a considerable extent, economic
activity is liable to reduce to the “fishing in troubled
waters” which often is nothing but diverse forms of
shadow economy (Rozmainsky, 1997).
It is clearly, that economic agents in such
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The first two described patterns had led to a selection
(in the emerging financial markets of the transition
economies) of extremely risky securities which promised
very high gain.
The lack of skills
As I have mentioned above, the transition economy
is usually the economic system which moves from the
planned economy to the market one. But the planned
economy is the economy without financial markets.
Therefore economic agents have no necessary skills for
rational allocation of its savings, i. e. for rational portfolio
decision-making. What such skills are?
Firstly, portfolio-choice-makers should be able to
comprehend financial health of securities issuers. Such
agents should both possess minimum relevant information
about them, for example, about recent balance sheets
and income statements, and be able to understand and
evaluate it. It is necessary condition for rational behavior
in the sphere of portfolio choice. Otherwise they can be
easily cheated by fraudulent, unscrupulous, dishonest or
simply “fallen in hard times” issuers. In such case their
choice will not be rational and do the harm to them in
some future period. It should be noted that described
things are beyond asymmetric information problems,
although nevertheless the latter is also relevant to it.
Secondly, portfolio-choice-makers should be able
to estimate future movements of macroeconomic
conditions and understand links between them and
situation on the financial markets. For example, if such
agents see that in the near future slump is inevitable they
should realize that expectations of high dividends or high
capital gain cannot be fulfilled. Usually such information
is absent because of a presence of fundamental
uncertainty (Dequech, 2000b).
Thirdly, portfolio-choice-makers should be able to
estimate future dynamics of financial market itself,
particularly when their planning horizon is short. For
example, they should understand that domination of
bearish tendencies in the market is unfavorable for large
purchases of financial assets. This and previous kinds of
skills are also important for (at least, unboundedly) rational
decision-making in the described sphere.
Broadly speaking, portfolio-choice-makers in the
developed countries hardly possess these skills (at least,
completely). But such lack had been filled there by special
institutions. First of all, I mean institution of financial brokers.
These agents help to “ordinary” investors to make portfolio
choice and get fee by using of own special skills and
knowledge. Due to brokers many “ordinary” people have
been insured from fatal errors and mistakes. Another special
institution which can fill lack of knowledge is institution of
investment advisers. Such advisers guide “ordinary”
investors and help them not to make serious mistakes.
However, both brokers and advisers institutions had
appeared much more lately than financial markets. Just
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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as the State regulation of financial transactions, such
institutions are the reflection of maturity of securities
markets. The history of developed countries contains
numerous cases of non-rational speculations (for example,
Tulipmania in Holland).
Participants of financial markets in the transitions
economies are in danger of knowing bitter experience of
developed countries. Inability to make rational financial
decisions makes them victim of insolvent and fraudulent
companies. The described pattern of portfolio choice —
the lack of skills for rational financial behavior — is an
example of “information overload” (Lah and Sušjan, 1999)
and, using more narrow definition, complexity (of
information), which was mentioned above. The latter is a
situation when “… there is a gap between the complexity of
the decision environment and the analytical and computational
capacity of the agent” (Hodgson, 1997, p. 665; see also p.
669-671; Simon 1959; Dequech 2000c). Complexity is one
of the bounds to unboundedly rational behavior (see details
in Hodgson, 1997; Dequech, 2000c). The second main
bound is also aforementioned (fundamental) uncertainty of
the future which was also relevant for considered issue,
although this “bound” matters always in sphere of private
real investment and financial decisions (see Carvalho, 1992).
The lack of rationality as the norm of behavior
Moreover, in the transition economies agents as a
rule may not make fully rational choice at all. The point is
that the rational behavior implies “calculatedness”
(Leibenstein, 1976, p. 72-82), i. e. detailed personal account
of current and future benefits and costs which are
concerned with the decision-making. Only politically,
socially and psychologically independent people with
deliberate objectives, personal responsibility and care for
own material welfare will make rational decision in their
economic life. That is why rationality is not universal feature
of human behavior; it should be treated as the behavioral
norm can be formed by religious, cultural and social
factors. The most famous illustration of last sentence is
Weber (1965) conception of the Protestant ethic influence
on rise of capitalism. Western capitalistic society itself
compels people to be rational, as it implicitly follows from
the famous work of Leibenstein (1976, ch. 5). As Kregel
(1995, p. 168) pointed out, “an economy based on
exchange for private gain in the form of learned behavior,
a particular form of human culture which cannot be
expected to resurface unaided which more than 75 years
in the Soviet Union, and over 40 in most of Eastern Europe
have been spent trying to form ‘New Socialist Man’”.
In other words, the planned economy is the system
which very strongly affects behavioral norms and features
of its participants. The planned economy implies both
political and social dependency of people and low level
of personal responsibility. Many social-and-economic
relations have been based on the State paternalism (Kornai,
1980). In the planned economies people usually had shifted
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A lot of companies which issued its securities had been
characterized by short planning horizon owing to analyzed
causes. These companies tried to make money as quickly
as possible. One of means for it was rapid achievement of
enormous sales of securities for getting money and
speculating in wildcat securities and other assets.
The second one is very deep macroeconomic slump
together with destruction of those formal institutions of
the planned economy which provided enterprises free or
cheap finance. The very main such institutions are, firstly,
access to credits of the State (with zero or negligible
interest) and, secondly, the State system of centralized
wholesale distribution of inputs and outputs which provided
uninterrupted “relations between firms as suppliers of raw
materials and intermediate goods and between firms as
producers of final goods and retailers as the sellers of goods
to the public” (Kregel, 1995, p. 173). The demolition of
both institutions had generated extreme problems with
liquidity in the production sectors of many transition
economies (Kornai, 1993). Financial markets might be
almost only quick means of getting liquidity.
The third one is concerned with informal part of
institutional environment of the transition economies. I
imply here mainly destruction of moral norms. This
destruction took place gradually at later stages of planned
economies development and accelerated sharply in the
beginning of transition. The criminal sector had became
expand very quickly (Rozmainsky 1997; Lah and Su šjan,
1999, p. 592-593). Fraudulent actions in many transition
economies became to treat as morally acceptable. Broadly
speaking, such mentality cannot be transformed within
short time period (Kornai, 1995, ch. 8).
These factors had led to the domination of insolvent
and fraudulent issuers, on the one hand, and preponderance
of supply of junk and wildcat securities and other financial
assets, on the other hand. The mechanism of quick receipt
of liquidity has been very simple. Issuers promised fantastic
interest and dividend incomes (aggressive advertisement
played often enormous role). Initially such incomes should
have been provided, but by very insecure method in the
form of new emission of bonds, stocks, shares and etc. It
is famous Ponzi finance, which here is not consequence of
long economic expansion accompanied increasing financial
fragility (which was described above). It is an effect of just
analyzed behavioral patterns of financial assets issuers.
IV. Heterodox Economics of Initial Financial
Markets Dynamics in the Transition Economies
According to the efficiency market view, analyzed
patterns of issuers’ behavior should have not been cause
of transformation of financial markets into the markets
for junk and wildcat securities. But it is understood that
limits to such transformation could be “installed” only if
demanders for financial assets would be unboundedly
rational. Then junk bonds and similar assets would be
displaced. The above description of basic behavioral

the burden of individual decision-making responsibility
to somebody’s shoulders. As a rule, this “somebody” is
the State or an enterprise of the State. The level of wage,
consumption bundle and other important objects of
economic choice had been determined by the State in
exchange for guaranteeing of staple economic goods and
social maintenance. People had been insured against
starvation, homelessness, bankruptcy, misery,
unemployment. Their personal efforts could not both
make them bankrupt or unemployed and allow them to
enrich. Needless to say, planned economy had led to very
high degree of psychological personal dependence of
people and their very low propensity to innovate in any
spheres of economic life. Non-rational behavior of
participants of the planned economy is a natural
consequence of fundamental properties of such system
(although, on the other hand, rise of this system itself
can be treated as an effect of religious, cultural and social
factors preventing rationality)
To overcome behavioral norms is time-consuming
process (Sapir, 1999, p. 4). Therefore in the beginning
of transition agents did behave not yet fully in the rational
manner, because they had no appropriate habit! It is
clearly that last statement is relevant also for portfolio
decision-making.
The last two described patterns led to the very high
degree of consensus of opinion in the financial markets
and to the phenomenon which was called by J. M. Keynes
(1936) “conventional judgement” (see also Raines and
Leathers, 2000; detailed analysis of different definitions
of “conventions” is contained in Dequech, 1999) and by
Parenteau (1999) “herding”. Each agent tries to follow
the behavior of others and refuses from individual
independent weighing of benefits and costs of own
choice. The issue of extreme “consensus of opinion” in
the financial markets of many transition economies will
be explored in details below.
Furthermore, these two patterns had been cause of
high degree of suggestibility of transitional financial
investors. High suggestibility, other things being equal,
increases effectiveness of advertisement which was used
by many issuers in many transition economies in order
to manipulate demanders for securities.
III. Supply in the financial markets
in the transition economies
Above I have described basic features of the demandside of emerging financial markets in the transition
economies and its distinctions from analogous markets in
the developed economies. The supply-side of such markets
— determined by behavioral patterns of issuers — in the
transition is also specific. First and foremost this specificity
consisted in the tendency of domination (in the described
market) of supply of very risky and very often junk assets.
The following factors have been important.
The first factor is the above-mentioned investor myopia.
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patterns of financial investors proves the opposite
perspective. Demanders in the financial markets behave
as bounded-rational agents in general in the advanced
market economies and as non-rational agents in particular
in transitional economies.
Broadly speaking, high dividend/interest incomes are
always more preferable than low ones. Even if financial
investors are not non-rational but simply over-optimistic,
issuers promising higher incomes crowd out more
“conservative” ones (Boyd and Blatt, 1988, p. 59).
Moreover, when demanders face with complexity (of
information), have no habit of detailed account of all
relevant data and want to get a lot of money as quickly
as possible, such “crowding out” is beyond doubt!
In the beginning of 1990s described events had been
reality of above-mentioned unsuccessful countries. By
means of very aggressive advertisement, insolvent and
fraudulent issuers persuaded potential financial investors
to buy their bonds, papers, stocks etc. The given promises
had been fantastic. And their promises had kept! How? By
means of Ponzi finance! As the “intermediate” result, both
sides of financial market had been satisfied. Suppliers got
quickly required money. Some demanders got the same;
yes, at the expense of other demanders, but owing to
analyzed behavioral patterns full comprehension of it had
been absent. Needless to say, financial turnover grew very
rapidly and expectations became more optimistic; there
was a typical speculative bubble.
It is important that another “crowding out” took
place: financial speculations crowded out physical
investment! Negligible “inducement to invest” (in fixed
capital) was generated not only by deep transformational
recession but also by fantastic gains from such
speculations. It is an above-mentioned “crowding out”
argument in favor of pessimistic view on role of financial
markets in the economy (Binswanger, 1999a).
Above I wrote about “herding” and “consensus of
opinion”. It is very important for deep understanding of
financial crises in the transition economies in the early
1990s. The point is that complexity and uncertainty have
led to inability to behave unboundedly rationally; and
absence of norms and habits of rationality in the
behavioral principles can exclude even bounded rationality.
In turn, both inability and unwillingness to behave
rationally — to collect, process and evaluate all relevant
information — is the very main cause of up to now
unexplored “propensity to herd”. “Herding is the tendency
for agents to follow their competitors” (Parenteau, 1999,
p. 52). Personal “propensity to herd” — the concept
invented in the present paper — measures (indirectly, of
course) intensity of such tendency for each concrete
agent. Aggregation of personal “propensities to herd” gives
collective “propensity to herd”. The more the latter
“indicator”, the more consensus of opinion is high.
The degree of consensus of opinion, in turn, does
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the influence on instability potential of considered markets
(Keynes, 1936, ch. 12; Pollin, 1999, p. 44-45). When
expectations are similar, expanded turnover grows more
than impetuously. That was just early dynamics of
emerging financial markets in many transition economies.
Naturally, that initial phase of dynamics cannot continue
endlessly in this fashion. Ponzi-finance is short-lived.
Broadly speaking, the moment of approach of
financial markets dynamics turning point depends upon
two factors: financial investors’ wealth and changes in
their confidence (Boyd and Blatt, 1988). Exhaustion of
financial resources and sharp decrease in the degree of
confidence lead to fall in demand for securities, and then
price index very quickly goes down. But this general
scheme is not complete for considered case. Probably,
more important factor is exit (from market) of enriched
issuers together with their broken promises. For demanders
for financial assets it is a something like a “cold turkey”.
They loose confidence and almost unanimously — this
unanimity is “provided” by very high degrees of “propensity
to herd” and “consensus of opinion” — try to get rid of
securities. But the group of demanders as a whole cannot
make it (Boyd and Blatt, 1988). The collapse of financial
market takes place. That was just end of initial phase of
financial market dynamics in many transition economies.
But adverse consequences of described behavioral
patterns and events up to here have not finished. As a
result, human trust to financial market had become
extremely low. People lose desire to buy securities of
majority of private companies and became to prefer either
foreign currency or financial assets supplied by the
government (i. e. deposits of the State banks and
government bonds). I christen it “dynamic paradox of
transitional portfolio choice“. This paradox consists in
voluntary narrowing of range of financial assets in the
course of spontaneous expansion of financial market in
the transition economies, although, according to “common
sense”, spontaneous financial expansion would be
characterized by widening of demanded assets range.
The loss of trust and confidence, in turn, had two
allied consequences. Firstly, fruits of evolution of financial
markets have been destroyed, because almost all securities
had disappears from these markets. At that, new securities
could be actively tradable only when trust and confidence
would take place. Therefore, secondly, financial markets
could not play the role of financing new fixed capital
investment and, hence, economic growth and technical
progress. The lack of finance had been one of the most
important causes of low level of physical investment in
many transition economies in the 1990s (Kornai, 1993).
That is why in some countries such as Russia financial
markets in the second half of the 1990s developed first
and foremost owing to emissions of government papers.
So specific behavioral patterns of transitional
suppliers and demanders in the financial markets have
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skills, at least, in the beginning of the transition. The State
should take the responsibility of “financial enlightenment”
of ordinary representatives of civilians. Such
enlightenment could be provided through the government
mass media. These reasonings also regard to elementary
“legal skills” such as knowledge of rights of stockholder.
Naturally, relevant skills can be acquired without any
government policies through the process of “learning-bydoing”. It is a way of the majority of transition economies.
But such way seems ineffective, because it is concerned
with great financial losses of ordinary financial investors
and, especially, with continuation of human aversion of
securities of private issues. When distrust takes place,
financial markets cannot provide “finance” (Keynes, 1937)
for the productive sector, and investment process can stop
together with economic growth.
The State can help also ordinary people by means
of development of brokers and investment advisers
institutions. The presented analysis shows the importance
of these institutions for financial markets stability.
All this reasoning implies critique of the big bang policy
from the perspective of securities markets dynamics. As is
well known, the essence of this policy is quickest destruction
of institutions of the planned system and simultaneous
realization of all reforms providing rise of the market system.
It is the big bang that main cause of both sharpening of the
informational problems (Rozmainsky, 2000) — complexity
and uncertainty — and heavy macroeconomic slump,
including liquidity crisis. As the above analysis has showed
these factors together with some elements of the “socialist
past” had formed specific behavioral patterns of suppliers
and demanders in these markets which allowed expansion
of financial markets to deep transformational recession and
to increase social cost in the form of big losses of many
ordinary portfolio-decision-makers.
More concretely, such patterns — to a considerable
extent created by the big bang — generates the threat of
the domination of financial papers of insolvent, illiquid and
fraudulent issuers in the financial markets. And then, the
majority of participants of financial markets can loose
money invested in the assets of such “bad” companies. It
leads to human distrust to the financial markets. People
begin to escape from investing into the financial assets of
private firms and to hold wealth in the form of cash money
and/or foreign exchange. The “dynamic paradox of
transitional portfolio choice” takes place. As a result, the
financial system has become degraded; and its development
has been stopped. The economy as a whole loses capability
for financing investment and growth. Such dynamics took
place in some transition economies, for example, in the
Albanian and Russian economies in the 1990s.
Financial market should emerge only when law
framework for a market economy, in general, and laws
regulated financial transactions, in particular, have been
created. There must be strict enforcement of obligations,

done harm to the real sector. In the “short run” financial
assets have crowded out real productive assets. Thus
the expansion of financial markets has been additional
reason for economic slump and technological degradation.
In the “long run” the mentioned behavioral patterns have
generated speculative bubbles which burst and led to…
self-destruction of financial markets!
This self-destruction was fruit of growth of seeds
contained in spontaneous emergence and expansion of
these markets. The unregulated dynamics of financial
markets in the specific conditions of the transition —
determining behavioral patterns of both financial investors
and securities issuers — had led inevitably to such crash,
as if financial development had not appeared at all. It
raises relevant normative questions.
V. The Implications for Policy and Conclusions
The main practical conclusions are the following.
The expansion of financial markets in the transition
economies must be always controlled and governed by
the State. First of all, the State should both create serious
institutional barriers to entry of insolvent and fraudulent
companies into the financial markets and to exit of such
companies from these markets. Paradoxically, “fierce”
competition in the financial markets in the beginning of
the transition is harmful for economic welfare. This
paradox is explained by various informational problems
described above. The State should provide very imperfectly
financial market structures in the transition economies by
“throwing away” insolvent and fraudulent suppliers of
financial assets. The right to issue stocks, shares, bonds
and other financial assets must not be universal and should
be given only to companies satisfying certain financial and
legal requirements (as it takes place in the developed
countries). Furthermore, the State should prevent free exit
(from markets) potential bankrupts and financial swindlers.
The State must legally both punish such swindlers and
protect ordinary financial investors. Very often this
protection should be provided in the framework of standard
enforcement of contracts by the State because all debt
securities, for examples, bonds, are debt contracts. The
State should also protect demanders for financial assets
from aggressive advertisement. The last kind of protection
is effective means of correction of portfolio choices in the
conditions of complexity and uncertainty. Without analyzed
legal and financial constraints development of financial
markets cannot be “genuine” from the perspective of
financing huge fixed capital investment and rapid growth.
Possibly, one of such constraints could be high securities
transaction excise tax which was a practice of some
developed countries (Pollin, 1999).
Secondly, the State should help people to learn basic
skills of portfolio choice. As I mentioned above, the
planned economy is an economy without financial
markets, and “socialist people” have no any “financial
skills”. Therefore, “transitional people” also have no these
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fast legal procedures and also consistent and noncontradictory legislation. Such features had been absent in
many transition economies (Lah and Sušjan, 1999, p. 592).
In general, spontaneous expansion of financial markets
in the course of transition is harmful for the real sector.
Such expansion harms real economy through some
combinations of (described in the Heterodox economics)
“crowding-out”, “casino”, “short-termism” effects and also
specific “fraudulent” form of “financial instability” effect.
These markets should emerge only when some important
institutions of market economy have been already created.
Moreover, financial markets should be variously regulated
by the State through financial and legal controls. Otherwise
such markets cannot fulfill their main (from the Heterodox
point of view) function of financing physical investment
and economic growth. These are the lessons from the 1990s.
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Розмаїнський І. В. Початкова динаміка фінансових ринків в перехідних економіках 1990-х і нова
критика політики великого вибуху: Неортодоксальний Підхід
Неортодоксальна — посткейнсіанська та інституціональна, — економіка доводить, що розширення
фінансового сектора може бути шкідливим для реального сектора. Такий висновок: ефект урахування мінливості переваг, горизонтів планування та ступеня раціональності в поведінці економічних агентів. Ми припускаємо, що і методологія, і висновки неортодоксальної
економіки можуть бути особливо актуальні для багатьох перехідних економік. Річ у тім, що фундаментальні
особливості перехідних економік впливають на схеми
вибору агентів на фінансових ринках. Ці зразки, у свою
чергу, приводять до несприятливих ефектів розширення фінансових ринків в таких економіках.
Ключові слова: Фінансові Ринки; Перехідні Економіки; Економіка Переходу; Раціональність; Неортодоксальна Економіка.
Розмаинский И. В. Начальная динамика финансовых рынков в переходных экономиках 1990-х
и новая критика политики большого взрыва: Неортодоксальный Подход
Неортодоксальная — посткейнсианская и институциональная, — экономика доказывает, что расширение финансового сектора может быть вредно для реального сектора. Такое заключение — эффект учета
изменчивости предпочтений, горизонтов планирования
и степени рациональности в поведении экономических
агентов. Мы предполагаем, что как методология, так и
выводы неортодоксальной экономики могут быть особенно актуальны для многих переходных экономик.
Дело в том, что фундаментальные особенности переходных экономик воздействуют на схемы выбора агентов на финансовых рынках. Эти образцы, в свою очередь, приводят к неблагоприятным эффектам расширения финансовых рынков в таких экономиках.
Ключевые слова: Финансовые Рынки; Переходные Экономики; Экономика Перехода; Рациональность;
Неортодоксальная Экономика.

Rozmainsky Ivan V. Initial Dynamics of
Financial Markets in the Transition Economies in
the 1990s and New Critique of the Big Bang Policy:
Heterodox Approach
Heterodox — Post Keynesian and Institutionalist —
economics proves that expansion of financial sector can
be harmful for the real sector. Such conclusion is an
effect of account of variability of preferences, planning
horizons and degree of rationality in the behavior of
economic agents. We suppose that both methodology
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OF THE MODERN ECONOMIC SYSTEM
the maximum possible range of the maximum possible
facilities, the continuation of the movement cycle. It is
important to ensure a system-integrated balance of all
elements at different levels of hierarchy in the development
process that will enable achievement of additional results
from the development of the system, which is
considered. The process of qualitative change is accompanied
by a specific expression of the overall relationship of
opposites, which are formed, and their incorporation into a
new synthesis of new formations, which makes them more
developed. Predestination, infinity and vastness of this
statement in the process of identifying and resolving the
opposites are the basis of trends for the inevitable narrowing
of the infinite [2]. The development is a natural change for
all kinds of matter and thinking, so it can be considered as
the category of dialectics, the movement in the material
world; the subject under study in philosophy; categories
used in determining social and economic changes; the system
changes of economics factors.
The development is a logical qualitative change of
material and ideal objects which is characterized as a
directed and irreversible process. Inverse changes are
specific for the operation, i.e. a continuous loop playback
system connections and relations in the absence of
orientation changes can not accumulate to deprive the
process characteristic of a single internal linkages;
discontinuity characterizes random changes. As a result,
there is a new qualitative development of the
facility. Present development is the development that is
carried out in real time, which affects its direction [3].
The development is a universal property of matter,
yet the general principle that serves as the basis for
explaining the history of society and knowledge. In our
opinion, the main principles of any kind are:
— legal provisions;
— information (reports of legislative rules for the
manufacturer;
— insurance of effective functioning.
The development of some components in the system
of the national economic complex is a complex
contradictory process where positive and negative factors
are interacting, and the period of progressive changes is
the development occurring under the influence of several
factors of political, economic, organizational and social
nature. The development is a continuous process that
provides the science, technical process, increased use of
technology that allows production on an extended basis,

Formulation of the problem. Combination of
theoretical and methodological premises refers to a
specific investigation of economic system, which is
analyzed by stage of development, which will determine
how the model is the solution of emerging problems
concerning the development of economic systems.
Analysis of recent studies and publications. In
the economic literature much attention is paid to the study
of the category «economic development», the problem
of growth and development has always been decisive in
the activities of practitioners and theorists from the
beginning of a new era. The study of development and
economic growth was involved in the works of A. Smith,
D. Ricardo, K. Marx, A. Marshall, J. Keynes, Joseph
Schumpeter, Robert M. Solow, J. Hicks and others.
Further development relating to contemporary conditions
is investigated in the works of V.A. Bosenko, V. Heyts,
M. Zgurovsky, V. Zuev, V. Inozemtsev, A. Korotaev,
I. Lukinova, B. Paskhaver, J. Pakhomov, G. Popov,
A. Rogachev, E. Savelyeva, V. Sidenko, N. Sirenko,
V. Senchahova, A. Chukhniy, S. George, S.V. Mochernuy,
A. Galchinskuy, V. Semynozhenko. However, increased
globalization processes and bundles of countries by level
of development require further research to identify
sources and factors of economic growth and
development.
Methods. Theoretical and methodological basis of
research is the dialectical method of knowledge and
systematic approach to studying the issues of economic
development, scientific works of domestic and foreign
scientists. This work uses methods of abstract logic,
historical comparison, etc.
Setting the task. The purpose of the work is to
identify patterns of development of the economic system
under modern conditions, to define what impact has a
cyclic system of links and relations on the process of
socio-economic factors.
The basic material work. The doctrine of the nature
of the development was considered by G. Hegel. He used a
dialectical method that provides the definition of a general
law of nature and society, allocation of categories. G. Hegel
determined that the development does not have a closedloop, as occurs in a sequence from lower to higher forms,
accompanied by a transition from quantitative to qualitative
changes, and that the contradiction is the basis for
development [1]. V.A. Bosenko defines it as a process of
transition from quantitative to qualitative forms, which covers
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demilitarization, replacement of funding bank lending — it
is undoubtedly positive qualitative changes, which mark
the fact of economic development. However, it is
accompanied by a decline in production, sometimes very
significant. This is because there is an objective time lag
that producers need to adapt to new conditions of
management. In some countries, the economic
development refers to the most important macroeconomic
concept of science. In the academic literature one often
uses the term «socio-economic development», thus
emphasizing the close relationship between the levels of
economic development and addressing social problems of
the country. Socio-economic development is a process of
continuous changes in the material basis of production as
well as in a variety of overall relations between economic
actors, social groups of population. Socio-economic
development is a complex contradictory process in which
interaction of positive and negative factors of progress
and periods of cyclical regression are observed. However,
in the planetary scale there is a continuous positive
development of the economy. It is based on the
achievements of science, technological progress, expanding
technological application that allows updating the range of
products and services, partially substitute for resources in
short supply, reduce the total use of resources in
production, maintain the ecological requirements and
restrictions that society dictates. All this affects the amount
and structure of a gross domestic product, and therefore
the level of aggregate supply. On the other hand, social
standards of living, education, culture, health, public
awareness and business are changing, new needs are
emerging. The role of international scientific cooperation
grows, for example, in space exploration, in the field of
genetics and energy of the future. This creates
fundamentally new social needs. As a result, the aggregate
demand becomes more dynamic, and the production —
more appreciable. Thus, socio-economic development of
long time intervals and scales that takes place in the country
is a progressive, sustained process.
A swing of financial operations in the economy leads
to credit constraints. Much of the goods and services are
sold in exchange for future income consumers. Riders are
paying their expenses percent. As a result, there is a decline
in the demand. The reason for this situation in second half
of the twentieth century are a significant economic
transformation processes and the formation of a debt
economy in advanced countries in which financial processes
redistribute future cost and affect the basic parameters of
reproduction of social capital [7, p. 17]. Economic growth
is one of the main macroeconomic objectives of any country,
which is determined by the need to achieve growth of the
national income compared with the population growth to
raise living standards in the country. The main problem of
the theory of economic growth is how to increase production
capacity to achieve or increase the potential level of a gross

reduces the amount of resources in production according
to environmental requirements that affect the level of
demand and supply. The problem of economic development
is based on two axioms: the needs of society are endless;
community resources needed to produce goods and
services are limited and rare. So, A.Smith’s thought of
markets is as a consequence of limited economic resources,
limited productive capacity of man and society. Economic
resources and production capacity relatively limited the
rights compared with limitless needs, which are realized
through production. And this is reduced to the activity of
men to satisfy their needs where there is interaction between
the main factors of production — labor, land, capital [4].
Materialist dialectics as a doctrine of universal
characteristics of the objective processes considering the
development in terms of its focus on the development of
special scientific theories, occurring in self-developing systems.
Under the influence of the factor of time new and
new needs of society are developing. Public demand for
food having primarily qualitative characteristics, genetic
and environmental safety is growing. As a result, aggregate
demand becomes more dynamic, and the production —
more tangible. So, the development is a progressive,
sustained process. The theory of postindustrial society was
developed thoroughly by D. Bell, who highlighted the main
characteristics of postindustrial society reducing the role
of material production, service sector and information
development, change of character of human labor, change
of types of production resources, traditionally social
structure modification [5].
Today, the scientists reduce the problem of
determining historic perspectives mainly to the transition
from industrial civilized stage of development to
postindustrial (information) stage. Although sometimes this
stage is defined as a mixed society, yet it is hyperbolized,
endowed predominantly positive signs caused by scientific
and technical development of mankind deprive many
troubles [6, p.78]. Economic growth is considered by the
macroeconomic science as a part and one of the most
important characteristics of economic development. This
notion is concerned with quantitative changes in output
and consumption. Economic growth is positive if the real
gross domestic product in the analyzed period exceeds its
level in the basic year. For its part, positive qualitative
changes in property relations, distribution and redistribution
of income, financial stabilization actively influence
economic growth. However, there are some extraordinary
situations. When a large structural transformation occurs,
the reduction of inefficient industries, gross domestic
product may decline for a while. But the economic
development did not stop because of the created conditions
for improving the overall efficiency of scarce productive
resources. Similar situations are typical for the first phase
of market reforms in transition countries. Privatization of
state property, price liberalization, economic
44
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domestic product. Thus, the process of economic growth
reflects a long-term growth of aggregate supply, and differs
from short-term fluctuations in production under the
influence of changes in aggregate demand. There are two
components of economic growth: extensive (as the number
involved in the process of production resources) and
intensive (when there is increase in efficiency or
effectiveness). Objective processes of economic
development and economic theory led to a serious change
of the attitude to economic theory of scientific technological
development, making it an object of knowledge of
evolutionary economic theory. Science, which considers the
economy in the process of development, evolution can not
rely on scientific and technological progress, the laws of its
development [8, p.12]. Socio-economic development and
growth of a gross domestic product is due to the use of
resources, i.e. factors of production. All production
resources of each country with time become limited; they
have a quantitative and qualitative determination. This applies
to employment factors: the number of economically active
population, its level of general and vocational education,
business skills, the ratio of employed and unemployed, the
changing sectoring and territorial structure of employment,
the existence of systems of training and retraining of
specialists. Reserves of minerals, their location, infrastructure
arrangements in regions, extraction and processing, mining
technology components serve as an important factor in
development. Quantitative restrictions of explored reserves
can be partly offset by improvement of production technology
and processing. Production assets are the basis of any
enterprise, being the most active factor of production. They
have well defined qualitative and quantitative
characteristics. This is a technical and technological level
of fixed assets, cost, age and obsolescence, compliance
with environmental requirements and other
characteristics. Special factors of production are the
innovative resources directly linked with a scientific and
technical progress, which combines all levels and stages:
from basic research through experimental design to
development of industrial products. Finally, management
should be called a specific factor. Improvement of
management must be done by forming the cohesive
development of innovative ideas, interests of workers and
management coinciding with the interest aimed at increasing
the production efficiency and product quality. Modern
development of the economic system is based on the
formation and implementation of innovative models of
development. Instruments to create the environment able to
enhance the innovation process include primarily tax breaks,
subsidies for loans and insurance and guarantee, granting
of rights to accelerated depreciation of equipment and the
development of the state of patent law, principles of law
production and consumption of quality products and
standardization system certification and production of certain
types products, regulation of monopoly enterprises and
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activity, permit a temporary monopoly innovator
[9].Therefore, one must create favorable conditions for
international business activity, including trade agreements,
foreign economical rates, exchange control regimes,
upholding the rights and interests of domestic innovator in
international labor cooperation and protection in cases of
unauthorized or unfair competition. It also supports the
development of education in the country (full or partial
funding of general education institutions, universities, special
vocational training, lifelong learning system and retraining
of workforce, training courses and management), creating
conditions for personal development rights, etc.
The innovative component of the transformation
processes is the basis for building a competitive
economy. Priority measures for its implementation are
strategic directions of innovative development, the creation
of information and advisory support innovation,
encouragement of credit and financial activities, expansion
of objects of innovation infrastructure, creation of centers
of innovation development. G. Less described a relatively
precarious level of functional features of innovative activity
in the market economy conditions. Given market
conditions, trying to get a little profit from business activities
even in a crisis, the owners are increasingly draw their
attention to innovations and financial accumulation as a
basis for technical development. This forced move is a
major form of investment income during the economic
depression that compared with investments in outdated
technologies offers the hope of profit, because ultimately
innovation» gain victory over the depression». Due to a
significant reduction in the efficiency of investment in the
business lines, it is finding new, alternative areas,
accompanied by economic stagnation. G. Mansh defined
depression as a basis for innovation. To prove it, he pointed
to the fact that the vast majority of innovations appears in
the period of economic recession [10].
Development of the technological progress has a
recurring character because of economic fluctuations and
uneven development of innovations [11].
In modern conditions it is expedient to select multiple
regulatory models of innovation policy, which despite the
national differences in their implementation can be reduced
to two types — active and passive. The active ones are
North American, West-European, East Asian and Japanesetype policies, with some additional manifestations of this
kind in other parts of the world (particularly in Israel and
Australia). This type is characteristic for the most highlydeveloped countries in the world, and for the most active
absorption innovations in the last period — China and parts
of Asia. In the models of passive type of innovation is the
policy associated with receiving only modern innovations
which are moved by net exporters from the biggest group
in the world to less technologically developed
countries. According to the significant differences of this
group this type of innovation policy was performed first in
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starting mechanism of economic growth, and the
accumulated scientific potential earlier was partly lost.
There are constraints of economic growth. They
include restrictions within aggregate demand, sociopolitical atmosphere in the country, resource and
environmental constraints, public intervention in the affairs
of private business (legislative activity to regulate safety,
health care workers and the environment, etc.) in the field
of economic crimes , unfair treatment of labor stoppage
during labor disputes, adverse weather conditions
(primarily for agricultural production), i.e. everything that
hinders productivity growth and hence economic growth
in general. Sources of economic growth are growth of
labor, capital growth, technological innovations.
Technological development necessitates the analysis,
prediction and selection of other methods for determining
innovative activity of enterprises. R. Foster noted that a
technological gap is observed during transition from one
technology to another. When there are technological
changes it is necessary to figure out which segment of 8shaped logistic curve corresponds to existing technology
or products manufactured, the time when investments in
improvement of production processes and products do
not yield the expected results because of the approximation
beyond the objective of appropriate scientific, engineering
or organizational idea. According to the economist,
innovation is a defining condition of competition, amending
state of the market that creates a new kind of demand and
changes the consumption patterns. He thought of the
innovation as following: “This battle between market
innovators, or those attacks, those who want to make
money by changing the order of things, and those who
defend, protect their existing revenue” [13].
Economic development depends on economic growth
(using the character of the productive forces of society)
and social mode of production. If we consider the world
as the only economy, assuming that capital completely
mobile and can be invested in most profitable way, then in
countries with highly developed and integrated economies
it is far from the truth. Some countries with low savings
must import them from abroad to finance capital
accumulation, while their marginal productivity of capital
is below the world level. Countries with high savings,
however, must export them to countries with small stock
of capital and high marginal productivity of capital. Deficit
or surplus on current account simply smoothes the
differences between the country’s savings and the level of
investment required to bring the domestic capital stock to
a level at which marginal product reaches the level of other
countries. In principle, this process is independent of
national consumption, which is determined by wealth
(actual and future resource).
However, if the level of national savings and investment
is close in time and across different countries, countries
with higher savings are usually more than invested. This

Latin American countries, and in 90 years of the twentieth
century in post-Soviet countries (including Ukraine), postsocialist Central European countries and some countries in
other regions (Turkey, Egypt ), which for several decades
have been using innovations. In the Russian Federation there
was established a special situation with innovation, which
from the beginning of this century can be characterized as
passive-active. Along with the approval of net exporters of
innovations in the Russian economy, the development model
provides for a gradual strengthening of its own components
of the national innovation capacity. A characteristic feature
of representatives of the first «active» subgroup countries
— net exporters of innovations is an opportunity to ensure
their development primarily by domestic scientific-research
and engineering and technology base that does not mean
complete elimination of progressive developments from
abroad. The share of innovations import is higher in smaller
countries (Canada, Belgium, of Denmark, etc.), and in less
economically developed members of the European Union
(Spain, Portugal and Greece). The smallest import
dependence is in the U.S. where there is a high technological
development (as located within TNC’s independent research
centers). This allows the USA to dictate the innovation policy
not only to less technologically-developed countries, but
partly to different technologically-developed members of
this group [12, p.68].
Specific singularity. Innovation-based development
is the main factor that gives the country the opportunity
to achieve advanced social and economic progress. The
achievements are explained by strategic objectives at the
national and regional levels of socio-economic
development of the country. Among the wide range of
the tasks are those execution of which is most urgent
for our country. This is primarily the development and
implementation of national innovation models, activation
of institutional transformations in social development,
achievement of high economic competitiveness and
improvement of regional competitiveness. The
macroeconomic analysis uses the term “intensive” and
“extensive” factors in the development and growth. The
first group is, above all, innovative resources. Other
factors may be attributed to the intensive to the extent
where it is due to increase of their quality level. If GDP
growth is mainly due to the increased number of
resources used without significant changes in their
qualitative level, this type is called the most extensive
one. If resources are unchanged or even reduced when
replacement is less productive to more productive factors,
this type of reproduction is called mostly intensive. The
purpose of economic reforms in transition economies
lies in changing the type of play, in moving from extensive
to intensive reproduction primarily by intensification of
innovation
factors
and
improvement
of
governance. Unfortunately, in Ukraine this goal was not
realized. Innovation resources were not included as a
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idea becomes even more paradoxical because savings and
investment were less correlated in the early twentieth century.
As for industrially developed countries, the correlation in
developing countries is less than in developed ones. The
high correlation between domestic savings and investments
in different countries has several explanations. One of them
is the international capital mobility because every country
needs to finance the process of capital accumulation. In
addition, movement of resources between countries can be
linked to costs. According to this explanation, investment
opportunities in various countries correlate with each other:
if the investment boom took place in one country, it occurs
in other countries. Another explanation suggests that the
government of each country regulates the current account
balance, adaptation level of government savings and
investments to the value of savings and investments of the
private sector. This allows more or less to support equilibrium
of aggregate savings and investment. The opposite
interpretation of this version is that the private sector,
perhaps, is trying to adjust their own volume of savings and
investments to the government to avoid the accumulation
of net foreign assets. This paradox shows that although the
country can use the current account to smooth consumption
by borrowing abroad ultimately can not be long-term source
of funds for increasing the national capital stock.
One determines the category of “growth” as an
increase or decrease, as a transition opportunity into reality
(as a general understanding of the movement) and the
emergence of new. Therefore, it is difficult to formulate the
concept of the development nature. It means once directed,
irreversible movement of the object, changes its qualitative
state, communication — the transition between states, as
well as the prerequisite for growth. The latter finds
expression in the quantitative aspect of the increasedecrease. Therefore, the concept of “growth” is derived
from “development”. Anticipating objections about the
violations of the law of dialectics “transition of quantity into
quality” note that the category of “development” is based
on the philosophical concept of the ontological unity of the
world, according to which the source of all that exists is the
absolute quality that in the process of becoming its own and
turns in diversified endless number — of ideas, forms,
events, etc. An interesting feature of the categories under
study is also their subjects with established contours of the
future. A modern man sees through the prism for estimating
present and past. Such a view of things is considerably
complex from a simple reflection of the reality of life in the
performance of the subject securing procedures. Thus, there
is a deliberate cultivation of the idea of growth and
development in society as it separates the present and future,
setting a priority for the future. This reflects the concept of
development of strategy and growth — the tactics to achieve
the ideal goal in the future. V.M. Gayest indicates complete
correspondence of economic growth to the same
philosophical category. In addition, the scientist stressed that
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under evolution the economic growth can be identified with
economic development. Otherwise, if the changes take place
in the national economy, these concepts do not always coexist with each other. [14, p. 22]. One can say that among
these two key concepts the economic growth is the primary
for the researcher as he considers it the source of his
mandatory prerequisite. This line of thinking naturally led to
suggestion of a long-term strategy for economic development
of Ukraine on the basis of a logical chain: the crisis phase —
stabilization — growth — development.
Thus, the term “development” qualitative in nature, is
internal. It has its original source. One needs to stress that
most people focus on learning process according to their
own system of goals, values and motives. It is up to their
characteristics, the nature and effectiveness of combination
depends on the result of movement from “someone” to
“another” — the creation of something or decline.
Transferring a new quality into the external
environment through productive / destructive knowledge
and creative learning activities, including the socioeconomic system is manifested in the form of socioeconomic development of decay.
In contrast to the two specified component changes,
the concept of “growth” is external, quantitative. Its
opposite is “reduction” — decrease. These two categories
are derived from changes. Growth can accompany the
development and decline, the same is true for reductiondecrease processes. Moreover, in complex, open systems,
which include socio-economic systems and structures,
there exist both growth, which is derived from development
and the reduction associated with the decline and
contraction, determined development.
J. Schumpeter, who investigated deeply the theory
of economic development, highlighted not only the
individual stages and patterns of their occurrence, but also
substantiated the nature of the movement based on a
synthesis of economic development schools. In particular,
the scientist examined how changes occurring in the
process of farming, which is predetermined by the overall
development of the economic system, and explained its
random changes. Noteworthy is the point of view of the
scientist on the external factors of formation of the
economic mechanism. Thus, the lack of development
because of the necessity of adapting to environmental
conditions, and static cycle create the situation when one
is a quest of achieving a balance of economic system.
Development is defined as a change and a factor of the
operation of the economic system [15].
According to D. Kondratyev, a guarantee for the stable
economic development without recession is its balance in
one and the same stage [102, p. 62]. Based on the
assumption that there is a complex internal relationship
between socio-economic processes (scientific and technical
progress, the process of capital accumulation, technological
changes in production structure and conditions of money
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circulation, strengthening and weakening of social and
political processes and others.) and development
characterized by long-term frequency, the scientist believed
that long period fluctuations in the economy have a regular
and cyclical character. He saw a main reason for long-term
periodicity in economy circulation in the main capital with
long service life, the Free Money capital accumulation and
in the mass movement of money and scientific and
technological progress [17].
With the development of trends towards globalization
of scientific and technological progress there is a need in
effective forms of cooperation in all sectors of the
economy. Increase in production volumes, product
assortment, consumer quality based on the achievements
of scientific and technological progress are the current
trends in the economic system. The innovative factors
play a significant role in the development of modern
economic systems, which provide economic shift to a
new type of development that promotes market, increase
of competitiveness and contributes to the achievement
of strategic objectives.
Conclusions. Objective criteria for economic
systems interaction are: improvement, differentiation and
integration of systems’ facilities; complexity of its internal
and external communications; increase in information
capacity of systems and increased development, the
existence of factors of progressive systems development,
globalization, intellectual relations of social systems;
development of economic systems based on laws of
society, a nature of the economy that leads to its balance.
The main feature of the modern economic system is the
emergence of a new quality of its facilities and connections
between them, the formation of fundamentally new
conditions for functioning of economic systems.

Chоrnоdоn V. І. Conceptualization of economic
development in the paradigm of the modern
economic system
The work defines the conceptual basis for economic
development, especially the formation of the economic
system under contemporary conditions based innovation
component of transformational processes, factors that
influence the creation of competitive economy.
Key words: economic system, development of
innovative models, competitive economy.
Чорнодон В. І. Концептуализація економічного
розвитку в парадигмі сучасної економічної системи
У роботі визначено концептуальні положення економічного розвитку, особливості формування економічної системи в сучасних умовах, обґрунтовано інноваційну складову трансформаційних процесів, фактори
впливу на побудову конкурентоздатної економіки.
Ключові слова: економічна система, розвиток, інноваційна модель, конкурентоспроможність економіки.
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APPLICATION OF NUMBER THEORY METHODS FOR TASK SOLUTION
OF INTERTEMPORAL BALANCE IN ECONOMY
In this article an intertemporal balance is being
researched in one-commodity model of economy, which
consists of two aggregated agents: consumer-owner and
manufacturer. The peculiarity of this model is that the
balance is researched not only at goods market, but also
at stock market. To research the model till the very end
we don’t consider market resources, other words we
ignore the necessity to use labour and natural resources
in manufacturing.
Also, building models, which allow to reveal causal
relations between variables, is a very important problem
of economics modeling. Such models are assigned for
definition of quantitative effect of independent variables
on dependent one [1]. The solution of this task is rather
difficult. Discrepancy between the results of modeling
to correlations, which are taking place in reality, appears
due to the number of reasons, as a matter of fact
because of breaking the main prerequisites of regression
analysis. Most often they are broken because of
multicollinearity [2]. This phenomenon brings to
estimation of parameters with great dispersion, which,
in most of cases, doesn’t allow to interpret them
intensionally because of wrong signs, for instance. The
usage of prior information is a powerful means of
building regression models mentioned above. As a matter
of fact it decreases the influence of multicollinearity on
the estimation of parameters. But formalization of the
prior information is not very easy because of its
ambiguity. One of the possible approaches to the solution
of this task is being researched in this article.
1. Necessary and sufficient conditions of regular
optimality.
In conditions of regular balance, in Lagrange
functional it is possible to make the integration by parts,
as a result, the functional will take the form:
£ y ,j&&,x ,F [Q(t ), X (t ) , P (t ), Y (t )] = y (0) X (0) + x (0)Q(0) +
T

It is clear that this expression reaches the
maximum in accord with piecewise differentiable
functions X (t ) , Q(t) with specified initial conditions and
in accord with piecewise continuous functions P(t) ³ 0,
Y(t) only that time when almost everywhere at [0,Т]
derivatives turn to zero by Q(t),X(t),P(t),Y(t) of
integrand in (2.1), and also derivatives (2.1) by
Q(T),X(T)

f ' ( P (t ))e - ct = x (t ) p (t ),

¶
x (t ) + r~ (t ) = 0 ,
(3)
¶t
¶
x (t )r (t ) + y~ (t ) + j~ (t ) = 0,
(4)
¶t
(5)
y (t ) = x (t ) s (t ) ,
~
(6)
F = x (T )
~
(7)
F a = y (T )
[3] contains the rigorous proof of this fact.
Thereby, to make the regular solution of agent’s
task [4] by the collection of straight lines
~
~
and
dual
ones
[Q (t ), X (t ) , P (t ), Y (t ) ]
~ ], it is necessary that at [0,Т]
[y (t ), j~ (t ), x (t ), r~ (t ), F
equalities (2) — (7) and slackness conditions must be
accomplished [4].
Derived conditions can be considerably simplified.
Notice, firstly, because of the non-negativeness of
dual variables р(t),Ф from (3), (6) appears from the above
that the continuous function x (t ) is non-negative when
all t Î [0, T ] .
Let us consider condition (2). As far as function
P(t) — is a piecewise continuous one, then it is limited
per [0,Т], and then, under the function’s properties of
usefulness f (.) , inequality is accomplished P{t)>0, and
the left part of the equation (2) is positive and is separated
from 0 per [0,Т]. It means, that x (t ) is also separated
from 0, and, under (6),
Ф>0.
(8)
From (8), because of the last condition in [4], it
follows that terminal condition in regular balance is being
done like equation:

T

æ¶
ö
+ ò ( f ( P(t ))e - ct + x (t ) p(t ) P (t ) )dt + ò ç x (t ) + r~(t ) ÷Q(t )dt +
¶t
ø
0
0è
T

T

¶
æ
ö
+ ò ç x (t )r (t ) + y~ (t ) + j~ (t ) ÷ X (t )dt + ò (y (t ) - x (t ) s (t ) )Y (t )dt +
¶t
ø
0è
0

(

(1)

)

~
+ Q (T )(F - x (T ) ) + F a - y (T ) X (T )
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continuous. Taking logarithmic derivative from both parts
of the equation (2), we will have:

(9)
Q (T ) + aX (T ) = 0.
As far as functions x (t ) > 0 and y (t ) — are
absolutely continuous, from (5) it follows that
informational variables s(t) at regular balance must
be almost everywhere equal to absolutely continuous
functions. It is obvious, that overdetermination s(t)
at the set of measure 0 doesn’t break the conditions
of balance, it can be considered that the functions
s(t) at regular balance are absolutely continuous. It
means that the path of stock price s(t) and price p(t),
which compose vector-functions s(t), must be also
absolutely continuous. But then from (2) it follows
that the price p(t) is positive and is separated from 0
per [0,Т].
When s(t) are absolutely continuous the equation
(5) is done for all t Î [0, T ] . When t = Т it gives the
relation y (T ) = x (T ) s (T ) , from which because of (6),
(7), (8) it follows that the agent’s task has a regular
solution, if only the coefficients of the terminal condition
are coordinated with the prices:
a=s(T).
This result saves us from the necessity to discuss
the question about the way agents evaluate their funds at
the end of the process. In the bounds of the researched
model they must evaluate them just in accord with existing
in the final courses.
Notice, if we didn’t set the terminal limit, then we
would have conditions of optimality x (T ) = 0 and

-

f " ( P (t ))
P (t ) = const > 0 — is the
f ' ( P (t ))

1 ¶
P (t ) — the rate
p (t ) ¶t
of inflation. Constant of integration in equation (10)
ultimately will be defined from the terminal condition (9),
so there is no need to identify x (t ) and Ф for the agent’ss
task solution.
Thus, we arrive at the following statement.
Statement 2.
1) If a regular balance exists, the path of price p(t)
and the stock price s(t) are absolutely continuous,
and p (t ) > 0 where t Î [0, T ] .
2) The agents’ conduct in a regular balance is
described with the following conditions:

n = b for an owner), and i (t ) =

¶
¶
Q (t ) = r (t ) X (t ) - s(t ) X (t ) - p (t ) P (t ); (11)
¶t
¶t
¶
( r (t ) - i (t ) - c )
P (t ) =
P (t ) ;
¶t
n

j (t ) = r (t ) s (t ) - r (t ) -

¶
s (t ) ;
¶t

(12)
(13)

j (t ) X (t ) = 0, j (t ) ³ 0 , X (t ) ³ 0 ;
r (t )Q (t ) = 0, r (t ) ³ 0 , Q(t ) ³ 0 ;

(14)
(15)

Q(T ) + s(T ) X (T ) = 0 ;

(16)

where the initial values X (0) ³ 0, Q (0) = 0 are given.
2. The integral of the owned capital.
The equation of financial balance (11) can be
rewritten the following way:
¶
(Q(t ) + s(t ) X (t ) ) = æç r (t ) + ¶ s(t ) ö÷ X (t ) - p(t ) P(t ) (17)
¶t
¶t
è
ø

(см. (3)):

r (t ) =

(10)

agent’s odium on risk (n = B for an enterprise and

would have to allow unlimited threads into the momentт
Т: either real P(t), or nominal p(t)P(t).
After we have received these conclusions, it is
possible to exclude the dual variable y (T ) , and also
the auxiliary straight variable Y(t) from the system of
conditions of optimality. It is also possible to exclude
the dual variables x (t ) and Ф. In order to do this instead
of j~ (t ), r~ (t ) we will introduce normalized quantity

j~(t ) ,
x (t )

¶
P (t ) - c = - r (t ) + i (t ),
P(t ) ¶t

Where n =

y (T ) = 0 , to provide which, it is easy to check, we

j (t ) =

n

r~ (t )
1 ¶
=x (t ).
x (t )
x (t ) ¶t

On the agent’s optimal path, due to (13), (14), (15):
¶
æ
ö
ç r (t ) + s(t ) ÷ X (t ) = r (t ) s(t ) X (t ) + j (t ) X (t ) =
¶t
è
ø

The equation (4) in these variables after exclusion
¶
of y (T ) will look like r (t ) - r (t ) s (t ) + s (t ) + j (t ) = 0 ,
¶t
and as long as x (t ) > 0 , in inequations in a set of
conditions of complementary slackness [4] one can
substitute j~ (t ), r~ (t ) for j (t ), r (t ) . Finally, due to the
fact that the first part (2) is absolutely continuous, the
function P(t) can also be considered absolutely

= r (t )s (t ) X (t ) + r (t )Q(t ) + j (t ) X (t ) = r (t )(Q(t ) + s (t ) X (t )).

Thus, for the value
W(t ) = Q (t ) + s (t ) X (t )

(18)

From (17), (16) we have
¶
W(t ) = r (t )W(t ) + p (t ) P (t ) , W(T ) = 0
¶t

(19)

In terms of the theory of optimal management,
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Hereon we conclude the general overview and move
on to the construction of a regular balance [4]. Conditions
of complementary slackness (14), (15) describe
alternative regimes of optimum agents’ functioning.
Provided to be in a regular balance at all moments of
time a definite set of regimes can be realized.
First of all, it is worth mentioning that if the money
funds of agents are zero in the beginning, they will
remain the same in a balance [4]. That is why, in a
regular balance the condition (15) comes to the
condition:
(21)
r (t ) ³ 0 , Q (t ) = 0
As it was shown above, in a balance p(t) > О, C(t)>О
так, что потребительские расходы собственника положительны. such a way, that the consumer expenses
of the owner are positive. When the fund of money
is absent, [4], the positive expenses require positive
share stock (see [4]), and the positive consumption
requires the positive issue stock in such a way, that
in a balance
S (t ) = A(t ) > 0,
Y (t ) > 0 where t Î [0, T ) .
Due to [4] these inequations mean that in the balance
conditions of complementary slackness (14) for both
agents are realized a
(22)
j (t ) = 0 , X (t ) > 0 .
4. Solution of the enterprise task.
According to statement 2, the solution of enterprise
task is described with system (11) — (16), for sets:

the value W(T ) is a counterpart of the integral of motion
of Hamiltonian system of optimum condition.
According to Nether theory, the most interesting
integrals of motion are connected with the task’s
symmetry. As it is shown in [3], integral W(T ) has the
same origin — it emerges as a result of the fact the
agent’s task is homogeneous in relation to the funds
Q (t ), X (t ).

From the economic point of view, as we will see
below, and as in a more common case it is shown in [3],
the valueу W(T ) can be interpreted as the agent’s owned
capital. The correlation (18) is in fact a report balance in
remains — it presents the owned capital through
pecuniary valuation of funds (assets and liabilities).
The correlations (19) show that on the optimum
path the owned capital must coincide with the given
sum of the planned “useful expenses” p(t)P{t) (dividends
for the enterprise and consumer expenses for the
owner):
u

T

W(t ) = ò p(u ) P (u )e

ò

- r ( v ) dv
t

du.

(20)

t

Other words, as it will be shown below, the term
r (t )W(t ) corresponds to the agent’s balance profit — the
difference of the income and expenses taking into account
the profit on reevaluation of the funds. Then the dual variable
r (t ) expresses the agent’s capital profitability, and the
right part of the equation in (19) shows that the capital is
derived from the undistributed profit.
Finally, notice, that the formula (20) is positive
when t ¹ T . It is known, that the negativity of the
owned capital is a characteristic feature of the “financial
pyramid”. Thus, the terminal limits applied above, which
result in the formula (20), in fact, play the role of
condition of pyramid’s absence (no ponzi game
condition), which is usually applied in tasks of financial
planning. Besides, the next statement emerges from
(20), (18).
Statement 3.
Regular balance exists only if the initial conditions
for both agents meet the inequations:
W(0) = Q (0) + s (0) X (0).
However, one must bear in mind that in these
inequations X (0) ³ 0 are given, and S(0) are defined
from the conditions of balance, where some
components of these vectors are knowingly negative
(which follows from the definition of the agent’s task
regular solution).
3. Regimes realized in a regular balance.
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Q(t ) = W (t ), X (t ) = A(t ), Y (t ) , Y (t ) =

¶
¶
A(t ), Y (t )
¶t
¶t

;

j (t ) = j A (t ),jY (t ) , r (t ) = rW (t ) where r (t ) = 0, p(t ) ,

s(t ) = - s(t ), bp(t ) .
Taking into account (21), (22), this system
transforms into:
p (t )Y (t ) + s (t )

¶
¶
A(t ) - bp (t ) Y (t ) - Z (t ) = 0 ; (23)
¶t
¶t

¶ æ Z (t ) ö (rW (t ) - i (t ) - D ) æ Z (t ) ö
ç
÷=
çç
÷÷ ;
¶t çè p (t ) ÷ø
B
è p (t ) ø

(24)

¶
s (t ) = 0 ;
¶t

(25)

- r W (t ) s (t ) +

r W (t )bp(t ) - p (t ) - b

¶
p (t ) = 0 ;
¶t

- s (T ) A(T ) + bp (T )Y (T ) = 0 .

(26)
(27)

Excluding (25), (26) r W (t ) , we get the connection
between informational variables: stock rate s(t) and the
price p(t):
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t
b

s (t ) = s (0)e e

æt
ö
ç i ( u ) du ÷
ç
÷
è0
ø

ò

1 ¶
p (t ).
p (t ) ¶t

, i (t ) =

which means that there can’t be a very strong
deflation on the equilibrium path.
5. The owner’s task solution.
According to the statement 2, the owner’s task
solution is described by the system (11) — (16):

(28)

Thus, the system (24) — (26) is degenerated: when
the correlation (28) is done, it has multiple solutions, and
when it is broken, it has none. The ambiguity of optimum
enterprise conduct can be interpreted as continuous
flexibility of stock offer function A(t). When the
connection (28) is broken between s(t) and p(t) the
enterprise either doesn’t issue safety stock or tries to
place them as much as it is possible. When the connection
(28) is stable the volume of issue is indifferent for the
enterprise.
Due to the dependence of (24) — (26) system,
the equation (23) is better to change with the following
from (24) — (26) equation (19) for the enterprise’s
capital:
(29)
W(t ) = p (t )bY (t ) - s (t ) A(t ),
and the terminal condition (27) — with condition
W(T ) = 0 . Differential equations (19), (24) can be solved

Q(t ) = M (t ), X (t ) = S (t ) , P (t ) = C (t ), Y (t ) =

j (t ) = j~S (t ) , r (t ) = r M (t )

where r (t ) = r (t ) , s(t ) = s(t ) .
With (21), (22), this system starts to look like:

r (t ) S (t ) - s (t )

W(0)(1 - B - Db )e
e
Z (T ) =
æ ((1- BBb- Db )T
ö
- 1÷÷b
Bçç e
è
ø

r M (t ) s (t ) - r (t ) -

æt
ö
ç i ( u ) du ÷
ç
÷
è0
ø

ò

t

((1- B - Db )t

æ
ö
t
ç
e Bb - 1 ÷
b
W(0)e ç1 - ((1- B - Db )T
÷ = - s(0)e A(t ) + bp (0)Y (t ). (32)
ç e Bb
- 1 ÷ø
è
t
b

G (t ) = e

¶G (t ) æç
G
¶t çè òt
T

r (u )

ò s (u ) du
0

, w=

W(0)
p(0)bY (0)
=
- 1 > 0, (38)
s(0) A(0)
s(0) A(0)

1- b

b

(u )e

1-b -db
u
bb

1- B -Db

ö w (1 - B - Db)e Bb
du ÷ =
÷
æ 1-B -Db T
ö
ø
Bçç e Bb - 1÷÷b
è
ø

t

1-b -db
u
æ T 1-bb
ö
ç G (u )e bb du ÷
çò
÷
0
è
ø

(39)

and the original condition G (0) = 1 .
(40)
Statement 4. On the initial conditions that
A(0) = S (0) > 0, Y (0) > 0, M (0) = W (0) ,
the regular balance could exist, it is necessary and
enough, that at some w > 0 the equation (39) had a
positive and absolutely continuous solution G(t), which
satisfies (40) conditions.

appears. As far as r W (t ) ³ 0 , from (26) it is an inequation:

1 ¶
1
p (t ) > - ,
p(t ) ¶t
b

(36)

we will get for G(t) a nonlinear integral differential
equation:

Individually values A(t ) and Y (t ) cannot be
defined from the task solution, but the requirement of
the task solution of the enterprise fixes the connection
(28) between the price of the product and the stock
price.
From the conditions of optimal behavior of the
enterprise one more condition for the price condition

i (t ) =

(35)

owner r M (t ) is nonnegative in the balance. From (36) it
follows that even in case when the entitlement payment
is zero r(t) = 0 the capital grows due to the growth of the
stock course price s{t).
6. The description of the balance.
The price path p(t), the stock course s(t) and
the dividend rate r(t) must be formally defined from
the balances [4]. Substituting the owner’s demand
into the stock S(t), with (28), and the stream of
dividends Z(t) (30) in the partition condition and
supposing

(30)

((1- B - Db )t
ö
æ
ç
e Bb - 1 ÷
(31)
1
W(t ) = W(0)e e
÷.
ç
((1- B - Db )T
÷
ç e Bb
-1ø
è
From the terms for the capital (31), (29), with (28),
we have the connection between the stock offer A(t)
and the product offer Y{t):
t
b

¶
s (t ) = 0
¶t

(34)

(37)
s (T ) S (T ) = 0.
This system solution asks the question on the
consumer market C(t) and on the equity market S(t). Let
us remind that due to (21) the return on capital of the

ò

;

¶
S (t ) - p (t )C (t ) = 0 ;
¶t

(r (t ) - i (t ) - D ) C (t ) ;
¶
C (t ) = M
¶t
b

easily and with (26), give the terms for Z(t) and W(t ) :
æt
ö
æ (1- Db ) t ö ç i ( u ) du ÷
ç
÷ ç
÷
è Bb ø è 0
ø

¶
S (t ) ;
¶t

(33)
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The proof. The necessity has been already proved.
Let’s try to prove the sufficiency, other words let’s build
the regular balance, starting from the positive and
absolutely continuous function G(t), which satisfies (39),
(40) when some w > 0 . First of all, when G(t) > 0 from
(39), (40) it is the positivity of the second factor in the
left part of (39), and from w > 0 the positivity of the
¶
G (t ) > 0 ,
right part of (39) is obvious. Such way,
¶t
and from the definition G{t) (38) we can find the real
rate of paying dividends:
r (t )
1 ¶
=
G (t ) > 0
s(t ) G (t ) ¶t

The question about the solvalibility of system (39),
(40) and also about the existence of the system is still
open. The equation (39) is reduced to a differential
equation of the form with standard methods:

æ ¶
ö
2
2
ç y ( x) ÷ y ( x) = ay ( x) + 2by ( x) + cx + fy ( x) + g ( x),
è ¶x
ø
which, as far as we know, cannot be solved in
quadratures. To achieve function у(х) from function G(t),
we have to execute two quadratures and to solve two
final transcendental equations.
However, it is possible to pay attention to the
case when the system (39), (40) is solved easily —
this is the case of the logarithmic utility function of
the consumer b = 1 (see (1.13)). When b = 1 the
solution of the equation (39) reduces to quadratures,
and for the real rate of dividend payment (41) we
have the term:

(41)

Let’s initialize now the absolutely continuous price
path randomly p(t) > 0 in such a way to satisfy the
condition (33). Then, from (28) it is possible to identify
the nominal stock rate s(t) accurate within the initial value.
The value s(0) can be defined due to and the initial
conditions from (38). Meanwhile the nominal value of
the capital of the enterprise will be positive.
t

p (t )e b bY (0)
s (t ) =
> 0,
(w + 1) A(0)

exists with all positive B , D, T , b, d for any w > 0 .
Statement 4 shows, that regular balances in the
model are not singular, it being known that this nonuniqueness has the dual character. For one thing, if the
equation exists under some path of price change p(t), so
it will exist and under another function p(t), which
satisfies (33). It is not surprising. As far as agents don’t
keep money, inflation in the model is almost equivalent to
the denomination, which should not change the
substantive behavior of economic agents. When we
change p(t) the equilibrium paths of real variables Y(t)
and C(t), it is easy to check, do not change. Restriction
(33) on deflation appears because in the model agents
can want to stash money and it brings a profit, when the
rate of price declination becomes higher than the
profitability of the enterprise, which in our model is value

w
p (0)bY (0) > 0.
w +1

Thus, the informational variables are identified in
the balance. They define the positive profitability (see
(25), (36)):
¶
G (t )
1
1
r M (t ) = i (t ) + > 0, rW (t ) = ¶t
i (t ) + > 0.
b
G (t )
b

Submitting the term for pw(t) in (35), we will have
the term for consumption accurate within the factor:
1

1-db

t
(43)
C (t ) = C (0)(G (t )) e b ,
and from (34), (37) with (41), (43), (42) — the
term for the volume of outstanding stock:

b

T

A(t ) = S (t ) = C (0)

p ( 0)
G (t ) ò (G (u ))
s (0)
t

1- b

b

b -1 . The non-uniqueness of the balance, connected with
the possibility to size the prices, con be considered as
immaterial.
More important ambiguity w > 0 в (39). As follows
from general considerations, and as it is evident from the
logarithmic utility (45), system (39), (40), if it has any
solution, then a whole range of values w .
At the same time, the trajectory of real values for
different w are different.
From the statement 4 it can be seen that the choice
of the value w actually equal to the choice of the initial

e -du du > 0. (44)

The initial value р(0) we have assigned above, and
s(0) we have found in a such way that the initial
consumption A(0) > 0 is being defined categorically from
(44) in accord with assigned С(0)> 0.
Now, from (32) the issue Y{t), will be defined, which
will be positive due to the positivity of the capital of the
enterprise along all the path.
7. The existence and the uniqueness of the balance:
logarithmic utility.
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æ 1- B-DbT ö
Bbçç e Bb - 1÷÷
è
ø ,
du +
(45)
w (1 - B - Db )(e -dT - 1)

which in fact shows that if b = 1 , then the balance

(42)

W(0) = p(0)bY (0) - s (0) A(0) =

1- B -Db
u
Bb

s(t )
(e-dt - e-dT )e
=ò
r (t ) 0 -du -dT 1-BBb-Db t
(e - e )e
t
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are taking place, which are producer-company and
owner-user. They are aggregated presenting productive
and non-productive economic fields. Mission is to learn
a principal of exploitations availability of intertemporal
balance for explanations of change processes in
economics. The problem was fully solved at any initial
conditions.
Key words: agent, property asset, intertemporal
balance, balance income, profitableness.

s (0)
.
p(0)
If we assume that this value is inherited from the
history of the economic system, then the resulting
equilibrium trajectory can be regarded as an idealized
description of the transition process.
value of the real stock price
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Жихарєва Ю. І. Застосування методів теорії
чисел для вирішення завдання міжтимчасової
рівноваги в економіці
У статті розглядається модель економіки, в якій
діють два агенти: фірма-виготовник та власник-споживач, які агрегійовано представляють виробничу та
невиробничу сфери економіки. Мета — вивчення питання про принципову можливість використання моделі міжчасової рівноваги для описування перехідних
процесів в економіці. Отримано повне розв’язання
задачі при будь-яких початкових умовах.
Ключові слова: агент, власний капітал, міжчасова рівновага, балансовий прибуток, доходність.
Жихарева Ю. И. Применение методов теории чисел для решения задачи межвременного
равновесия в экономике
Рассматривается модель экономики, в которой
действуют два агента: фирма-производитель и собственник-потребитель, которые агрегировано представляют производственную и непроизводственную сферы экономики. Цель — изучение вопроса о принципиальной возможности использования модели межвременного равновесия для описания переходных процессов в экономике. Получено полное решение задачи при любых начальных условиях.
Ключевые слова: агент, собственный капитал,
межвременное равновесие, балансовая прибыль, доходность.
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TНЕ MAJOR DIRECTION OF CHINA’S FOREIGN TRADE DEVELOPMENT
changes in the role of state in regulation and realization
of the foreign trade operations.
At the initial stage of the policy of external openness
all foreign trade operations were carried out only by
specialized state organizations. Such system, at certain
times, played positive role, as the government monopoly
for the foreign trade operations allowed to accumulate
large amounts of currency in the hands of the state, that
provided more resources to be used for solution of the
important economic problems, including import of modern
machinery and equipment. On the other hand, such
system did not correspond to the world practice and
caused criticism from major trading partners of China
and from global economic organizations. All this demanded
transformation of foreign trade system of the country,
and such transformation was gradual.
Reformation of China’s foreign trade regulations
system can be divided into several basic stages. The first
stage started in the beginning of 1980-s and lasted till 1992.
The majority of provinces and enterprises received the
right to keep part of currency, gained from export ; national
companies were allowed to carry out import operations
on commodity positions, (excluding those that were
subjects to restriction), without special coordination with
the higher organizations; direct manufacturers of goods
got the right of independent export and import operations.
But the state monopoly for trade in the strategic goods
such as mineral oil, black and nonferrous metals, woods,
cotton and a number of others, however, remained. During
this period the currency market has started to function.
At the next stage, which covers the period till 2001,
measures on gradual cancellation of the state budgetary
subsidies for export, decrease in the customs duties in
accordance with the requirements of the World Trade
Organization were taken. The important changes took
place in the system of currency regulation.
In December 2001 China has been officially
accepted into the WTO, so the third stage of reforming
of the foreign trade system began. It is connected with
the fulfillment of obligations taken by China during
negotiation process with the WTO’s Working Group.
Participation in the World Trade Organization is the
central direction of trade and economic policy of the

Foreign trade plays leading role in external economic
relations of the Peoples Republic of China. It is the major
source of new machinery and technologies that helps to
maintain fast development of economy, satisfy the needs
for raw materials and foods in case of their shortage. At
the same time the foreign trade policy is important part
of external economic policy of the Chinese government
and represents a series of measures, called to promote
growth of competitiveness on foreign markets, to increase
currency receipts from export, to provide protection for
national manufacturers.
Importance of foreign trade for economic
development of the country at various stages was different.
Till the end of 1970es, during the course of self-isolation,
foreign trade was the unique form of Chinese economic
interaction with other countries. China traded in small
volumes with a very limited number of countries. New
stage of economic policy started in December 1978, when
Chinese National People’s Congress (CNPC) adopted a
policy of modernization and reforms. Chinese leadership
normalized bilateral relations with leading Western countries,
including the U.S. China has entered IMF and IBRD. In
2001 China has finalized negotiations about joining the
World Trade Organization (WTO) that actually meant a
new step in development of foreign trade of the Peoples
Republic of China. China now enjoys unconditional MFN
(most favorable nation) regime and the ability to enforce
its rights through the dispute settlement system.
Since the accession to the WTO foreign trade and
foreign direct investment have made important
contributions to Chinese growth. Between 2001 and 2008,
for example, the dollar value of Chinese exports and
imports increased at annual rates of 29,3. As a result of
this performance, China’s share in world imports
increased from 3.3 % in 2001 to 7 % in 2008. This makes
China a major participant in world trade and, having now
surpassed Japan, the dominant trading power in East Asia.
China looms particularly large as an exporter of laborintensive manufactured goods and components and as a
major importer of capital goods, primary commodities,
and semi-finished parts. 1
Joining the WTO has also caused significant

Having assumed the ranks of the world’s third largest trader, Chinese trade policies will now be subject to the WTO trade review
mechanism every two years — a treatment resolved for countries with large trade volumes.
1
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Table 1
Total value of China’s imports and exports (bln. dollars)
Year
1980
1981
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2007
2008
2009

Total
imports& exports
37,8
43,1
70,4
115,4
281,1
474,3
1421,9
2173,7
2563,3
2219,5

Total exports

Total exports

18,3
21,5
27,6
62,1
149,2
249,2
762,0
1217,8
1430,7
1207,4

19,5
21,6
42,8
53,3
131,9
225,1
659,9
955,9
1132,6
1012,1

Balance
-1,2
-00,1
-15,2
8,8
17,3
24,1
102,1
261,9
298,1
195,3

Dynamics
( previous year)
–
14,05
42,4
3,3
18,7
31,5
23,2
23,5
17,9
-13,5

Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2009, p.724; http://www.uschinaorg/public/export/2000_2009/

Peoples Republic of China of the last decade. It means a
transition from a policy of use of external factors to a
policy of integration into a world market economy. The
WTO provides the legal basis for global trade that allows
to defend the national economic interests. The given
circumstance had especially great value for China as the
massed escalating of deliveries of the Chinese goods on
the markets of the developed countries faced numerous
unilateral sanctions from their part. Before entering the
WTO access of the Chinese goods to many foreign markets
was limited, antidumping procedures and investigations
against China took place many times. Considerable currency
losses were consequences of such investigations. Being
behind WTO frameworks, China had no possibility to use
the low mechanism of the Organization to protect its rights.
Besides, participation in the WTO gave the most favoured
nation trade regime in trade relations with WTO —
members countries. That assumed decrease in the customs
duties and cancellation of not tariff restrictions from outside
leading trading partners of the Peoples Republic of China
on the major goods of the Chinese export. Despite the big
efforts and the considerable time interval spent for an
accession to WTO (about fifteen years), Chinese
government has been assured that in long-term prospect
the benefits from participation in the global trade regime
will exceed the costs connected with an accession to WTO.
The greatest interest of the most influential trade nations
to include China in the WTO has been connected with
liberalization of Chinese market for foreign goods, services
and capitals. The main task was to create the mechanism of
control over China’s obligations fulfillment. For these
purposes China has achieved the status of developing country
with corresponding advantages, including transition period
(from three to five years on different goods). During this
period stage-by-stage liberalization of foreign trade activities
within Chinese territory should take place.
By the end of 2007 China has already fulfilled all
2

the obligations on decreasing import duties and quotas.
In order to encourage export activities the majority of
export duties are now abolished. But the system of export
and import licensing for a number of so -called strategic
goods continues to operate. It is clear that despite foreign
trade policy liberalization, the Chinese authorities will
undertake the long-term policy directed on protection of
the most vulnerable branches of national economy.
In the past years China’s foreign trade has rapidly
increased. If the world trade rise during 1980-2007 was
7,5 % per year (average), foreign trade of China with
other countries these years grew on the average 15,8 %.
The highest dynamics of China’s external trade was
observed in 2002-2007 when rates of increase in the
outward trade operations were over 20 % annually,
especially in 2003-2004 when rates of its growth have
reached 36,9 % and 35,8 % accordingly. 2 The greatest
scale the foreign trade operations China have reached in
2008 when total volume of exports and imports exceeded
2,56 bln. dollars. China turned into large foreign trade
power and since 2004 constantly keeps the 3d place in
the world trade turnover. Because of the consequences
of world financial and economic crisis in 2009 the volume
of the foreign trade turnover of the Peoples Republic of
China has reduced by 13,5 %.
The analysis of the data of the table 1 shows that
the volume of foreign trade of China in 1980 -2009 years
increased more, than in 60 times. In 2009 export of the
country has reached 1,2 bln. dollars, and import -1,01
bln. dollars. In 1990-2009 negative dynamics were
observed only twice — in 1998 and in 2009. In both
cases reduction of volumes of foreign trade has been
connected with influence of external crises. On the
contrerary, the country’s role in world trade constantly
increased. According to the WTO data, the share of the
Peoples Republic of China in world trade in 2009 has
reached 9,2 % while in 1980 this indicator was only

Calculated on: China Statistical Yearbook, 2009, China Statistics Press, Beijing, p. 724.
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Table 2
China’s export value by category of commodities
(USD 100 million)
year
Total
Primary goods,
Including:
Food and live animals
Mineral fuels, lubricants,
and related materials
Non-edible raw materials
Manufactured
goods,
including:
Light textile,
rubber products, mineral
and metallurgical products
Machinery and transport
equipment
Chemicals and
related
products
Miscellaneous products

1985
273,50
138,28

1990
620,91
158,86

1995
1487,80
214,85

2000
2492,03
254,60

2008
143306,93
779,57

38,03
71,32

66,09
52,37

99,54
53,32

122,82
78,55

327,62
317,73

26,53
135,22

35,37
462,05

43,73
1272,95

44,62
2237,43

113,19
13527,36

44,93

125,76

322,40

425,46

2623,91

7,72

55,88

314,07

826,00

6733,29

13,58

37,30

90,94

120,98

793,46

34,86

126,86

545,48

862,78

3359,59

Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2009, p. 726

1,2 %.3 So we can see the steady trend of strengthening
of China’s positions in world trading system.
Trade balance of China since 1990 is characterized
by proficiency which reached a record value in 2008 of
298,1 bln. dollars. As a result China became the first
country on the sizes of currency reserves which in 2007
reached 1,53 bln. dollars, and in 2008 — 1,94 bln. dollars.
In 2009, despite world crisis, foreign currency reserves
of China have reached the maximum size of 2,24 bln.
dollars. During last years currency reserves of China
annually grew for 200 billion dollars and more . The surplus
of external trade of China reached 7,8 % of GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) in 2007, but was a little reduced by
4,9 % in 2009 due to the global crises. On the other hand
in a number of large countries chronic deficit of trade
balance is observed. For example, in the U.S. the negative
balance of foreign trade in 2008 reached 6,2 % of GDP.
Many foreign analysts name global trading imbalance as
one of the reasons of the present economic crisis. The
economic crisis slightly smoothed these problems as the
USA trade deficit was in the reduced almost twice to the
level of 3,5 % of GD in the last two years.
The reason for the Peoples Republic of China’s efforts
to increase currency reserves is the necessity to defend
the country in case of regional or global financial crisis.
Such approach has been accepted after the Asian financial
crisis of 1997-1998. Significant currency reserves allow
to support stability of national financial system. Large
currency reserves raise ability to resist the international
risks and speculative impacts. Besides, currency reserves
can be used for stabilization in case of deficiency of the
3

WTO database http://www.wto.org./english/res/statis/
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balance of payments or large fluctuations of the exchange
rate. Therefore, the main goal of accumulation of currency
resources is the maintenance of their high liquidity while
questions of profitableness fade into the background.
As the American dollars remains the main
international means of payment for China, dollar assets
make about 70 % of currency reserves of the country.
20% of reserves are in the European currency. There are
also Japanese yens, the Swiss francs, South Korean vons
— 10 % of the Chinese foreign currency reserves totally.
As to the commodity structure of China’s foreign
trade, it is necessary to notice that for the last twenty
years there were serious positive shifts. In the late eighties
the Chinese export consisted mainly of the textile industry,
agriculture production, natural resources such as mineral
oil, metals, coal. Among the goods of this group the clothes
was especially allocated, the volume of its sales constantly
increased and has made one of the largest articles of the
Chinese export. Fast escalating of Chinese export of textile
goods in the world trade has led to China’s turning into the
leading supplier of this products in 1990-s. At the same
time export of machinery products was very low.
Deliveries of these goods to the world market for a long
time were restrained by poor quality, narrow assortment,
bad design and could not compete with other world leading
manufacturers. However, after the improvement of quality
and extention of assortment, production of equipment and
machinery in Chinese export gradually increased.
The Chinese products of light and textile industry
are in demand in the world market because of their low
cost and high quality. However, the further escalating of
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also with the increased world market prices for raw
materials. If in 2000 the volume of crude oil’s import was
60 million tons or 27 % of China’s general demand for this
commodity, in 2008 the volume of import has exceeded
88 million tons or 34 % of the country’s general demands.
In accordance with calculations of experts, by 2015
the volume of demand for crude oil in the country will
increase to 351 million tons ( 48 % of total internal demand),
while own extraction will reach only 180 million tons. Thus
it is obvious that oil import of China will increase and further,
annual rates of increase of crude oil during 2000-2015 will
be about 9-11. Now China takes the second place in world
economy (after the U.S.) as the main oil consumption nation.
The reason for these high volumes of consumption are the
size and rates of development of national economy.
Along with oil import, China has turned into the
leading world buyer of other important kinds of the mineral
resources and raw materials, such as iron and manganous
ore, copper ores, alumina, and also wood, cellulose,
producer of organic chemistry, rubber, polymers. In
particular, in 2008 China has bought at world markets:
iron ore ( for the sum of 60,5 billion dollars), copper ore
— (for the sum of 10,4 billion dollars), a sheet steel — for
the sum of 23,4 billion dollars. As a whole in 2000th years
China has turned into the largest importer (second after
the USA) of not only mineral oil, but also other raw goods.
Its share in world import of mineral raw materials (except
for power resources) now makes 12 %. In the conditions
of world economic recession high dynamics of economic
development of China ( 8,5% in 2009) is one of the main
factors of existing demand for many kinds of raw goods
and materials at the world markets.
Despite the fast increase in China’s purchases of the
raw goods, machinery products take the leading part in
commodity structure of import. In 2008 China bought
cars and the equipment for a total of 441,7 billion dollars
that has made 39 % of the country’s import. Machinery
and technical products are the basic articles of China’s
import for many years. Volumes of purchases of these
goods constantly grow, reaching in separate years almost
half of all Chinese import value. For example, in 2006
import of all kinds of machinery, equipment and cars
reached 49 % of China’s foreign purchases. The given
commodity group is very various on the structure and
reflects requirements of the Chinese industrial development.
Geographic distribution of China’s foreign trade is
also very important. During the first years of the of policy
of “an external openness” China took the first steps to
carry out diversification of foreign trade geographical
structure. By now China has bilateral trade relations with
majority of countries of the world. Chinese government
develops cooperation not only in bilateral, but also a
multilateral forms. Besides the WTO, China is a member
of an intergovernmental forum «Asian-Pacific economic
cooperation», aspiring to use its possibilities for own

sales of this products is affected by restrictions of the
majority of developed countries, including the U.S. and
the EU countries, which apply various sanctions against
Chinese goods to protect domestic manufacturers. At
the same time participation in global trading organization
allows China to use the conventional legal procedures
for protection of national exporters.
Main trend in transition of the PRC’s export
structure is the increase of the share of machinery and
equipment which now takes a leading place in the Chinese
sales in foreign markets. If in 1990 China exported cars
and the equipment for the sum of 5,6 billion dollars that
has made 8,7 % of total exports of the country, in 2008
the volume of cars and equipment sales has exceeded
673,3 billion dollars that has made 47 % of China’s total
exports. The given group is various enough on its content
and includes metal-cutting machine tools, power devices,
the medical equipment and so on. We can see the
increasing growh in the world market of mass production
of electronic industry of China such as office devices,
TVs, video equipment, mobile phones. At the same time
sales of various vehicles, including cars also grows.
The third place in the Peoples Republic of China’s
export take chemical goods. The structure of this group
includes products of organic chemistry, varnishes, paints,
pyrotechnic goods, plastic and others. During the period
from 2000 to 2008 cost of export of chemical production
has increased from 12,1 billion dollars to 79,4 billion dollars.
This group of goods in China’s export for the last years
remains practically on the same level and makes 5-6 %.
Reduction of the share of raw materials in the structure
of Chinese export is connected, first of all, with increase in
demand inside the country because of economy’s rapid
growth. Therefore, since 1991 China began to turn into
net-importer of some raw materials, first of all, crude oil.
The role of mineral raw materials and fuel in Chinese export
was constantly reduced and in 2000-s.
The most important feature of modern development
of Chinese export is its leading role in mass production
of consumer goods. And for rather short period of time
this country managed to get rid off raw dependence of
its export and occupied more advanced position in the
international division of labor.
Along with the changes in export’s commodities
structure of the Peoples Republic of China there were
essential shifts in the Chinese import from foreign
countries in the last decade. First of all, it is a sharp
increase of import demand for minerals that shows
requirements of a growing national economy in raw and,
first of all, the power goods. During 2000-2008 import
of mineral fuel, oils and the accompanying goods has
increased 20,6 billion dollars to 169,2 billion dollars.
The sharp increase in cost of mineral fuel’s import
began to occur in 2000th years, and that was connected
not only with requirements of the Chinese economy, but
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Table 3
China Import (USD 100 million)
year
Total
Primary goods,
Including:
Mineral fuels, lubricants
and related materials
Non-edible raw materials
Food and live animals
used mainly for food
Manufactured goods,
Including:
Machinery and transp ort
equipment
Chemical and related
products
Light textile industrial
products,
rubber
products, mineral and
metallurgical products
Miscellaneous products

1985
422,52
52,89

1990
533,45
98,53

1995
1320,84
244,17

2000
2250,94
467,39

2008
11325,62
3623,95

1,72

12,72

51,27

206,37

1692,42

32,36
15,53

41,07
33,35

101,59
61,32

200,03
47,58

1666,95
140,51

369,63

434,92

1076,67

1783,55

7701,67

162,39

168,45

526,42

919,31

4417,65

44,69

66,48

172,99

302,13

1191,88

118,98

89,06

287,72

418,07

1071,65

19,02

21,03

82,61

127,51

976,41

Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2009, p.727

more,than twice exceed export of China to Japan and more,
than four times exceed Chinese export to Germany. China
is the main supplier of textile products to the U.S. because
of high quality and low prices of these Chinese products.
The second largest trading partner of China is Japan. In
2009 trade between the two countries reached 228,9 bln.
dollars, having reduced in comparison with previous year by
14,2 % because of the world economic crisis. However,
despite crisis, relations with Japan occupy one of the key
places in China’s external economic and trade relations. Level
of Japanese economic development, its international position,
geographical position have great influence on the size and
character of two countries economic cooperation.
To the middle of 2000th years China took the top place
among trading partners of Japan, having superseded the
U.S. from a place of it main foreign trade partner. From its
part Japan is the second trade partner of the Peoples Republic
of China. Despite remaining political contradictions, degree
of economic integration of two countries constantly grows,
thanks to what China has possibility to receive the hi-tech
Japanese goods In Chinese import from Japan cars and the
equipment have the main positions. Both countries now make
efforts to create in East Asia zone of free trade with
participation of China, Japan, republic Korea and other
countries of region to promote t here to regional
specialization and cooperation that will lead to the further
strengthening of regional trade and economic cooperation.
At present time China also continues to develop trade
relations with the EU countries, which are important source
of reception of many modern industial products and at the
same time very important commodity market for Chinese
goods. A maximum level trade between China and EU
countries has reached in 2008, having made 425,6 billion
dollars, but in 2009 reduced to 387,3 billion dollars (because

interests. Though prospects of concrete realization of
plans on creation in Аsian-Pacific region zones of free
trade remain unclear, China actively advances the idea of
economic and financial integration with АSEAN
countries. Such integration will stimulate annual growth
of China trade with these countries by 20-25 %.
At the end of this decade regional distribution of foreign
trade of the Peoples Republic of China looks as follows:
share of Asian countries reached 53 % of China’s foreign
trade, share of European countries — 20 %, Northern
America — 14,5 %, Latin America-5,6 %, Africa — 4,1 %.
Among the concrete countries Japan, the U.S. and
Hong Kong traditionally occupy leading places as major
Chinese trade partners. In 2008 the Chinese-American trade
has reached 333,7 bln. dollars, while China and Japan trade
has made 266,7 bln. dollars. Share of the U.S. was about
13 % of China’s foreign trade whole volume, share of
Japan — 10,5 %, and share of Hong Kong-8,0 %.
The leading role of the U.S. as the trading partner of
China is defined by a number of circumstances. Besides
powerful economic, scientific and technical potential, the
USA is the world’s largest commodity market for many
kinds of goods from other countries. That makes American
market especially attractive to China. Fast development of
bilateral commercial relations in 2000-s was facilitated by
the enrollement of China into the WTO, and removal of
many tariff and non- tariff restrictions from American side.
As a result the volume of bilateral trade from 2000 to 2008
has increased more,than four times and reached 333,7
bln. dollars. Now China is the third export market for
American producers (after Canada and Mexico). In 2009
volume of Chinese import from the U.S. reached 77,4 bln.
dollars. At the same time the U.S. are the main commodity
market for Chinese products, the sizes of these sales
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Table 4
China’s main trade partner (USD bln.)
country
United States
Japan
Hong Kong (China)
Korea Rep.
Taiwan , China
Germany
Russia
Malaysia
India
United Kingdom
France
Italy

2000
75,1
83,2
53,9
34,5
30,5
19,7
8,0
8,1
3,0
9,9
7,7
6,9

2005
211,5
184,5
136,7
111,9
91,2
63,2
29,1
30,7
18,7
24,5
20,6
18,6

2006
263,1
207,3
166,1
134,2
107,8
78,2
33,4
37,1
24,9
30,7
25,3
24,6

2008
302,6
266,7
203,6
186,1
129,2
114,9
56,9
53,5
51,8
45,6
38,9
38,3

2009
293,3
228,9
174,5
156,2
106,2
105,7
38,8
52,0
43,4
39,6
32,1
33,4

Source: China’s Customs Statistics; China Statistical Yearbook 2009

of world economic crisis). More than third of consumer
demand of these countries it is satisfied by deliveries from
China. Now China is important supplier on the markets of
these countries of variety of the goods, such as mobile
communication facility, video- and TV-equipment, office
furniture, clothes. During last decade the share of China in
external trade of these countries (EU-27) has increased almost
twice and has reached 14,1 % by 2008. For comparison
we can notice that the share of the U.S. in trade of EU was
about 17,3 %.Last decade trade between China and the
European Union has stable tendency of growth. Despite
difficult market condition in 2008-2009, China could hold
its positions at European markets only with small losses.
Decline in their trade in 2009 was only 9 %.In comparison
American- European trade fell by 17 %, Russia-European
trade fell by 35 %. Such decline in trade between the EU
countries and Russia was caused by falling prices of energy
products, while China is the important supplier of the
industrial consumer goods. Demand on these goods remains
at high level even in the conditions of an economic crisis.
The main problem of trade relations between China
and the EU countries is considerable deficit of the EU trade
balance as the Chinese export to this countries almost three
times exceeds volume of its import. So for last years China
is under great pressure from European countries insisting
along with the U.S. on liberalization of Chinese currency
(yuan) exchange rate. In their opinion, the yuan exchange
rate is overestimated and as a result the Chinese goods get
additional competitive advantages. During several last years
Chinese yuan was consistently revaluated (till 6.84 to the
beginning of 2010). Despite pressure from outside the EU
countries and the USA, China hardly will go on the further
increase of a course of the national currency.
As a whole for last two decades China had a certain
group of the European trading partners which consists of
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, France and Holland. These
countries accumulate two third of all trade volume of EU
with China. Germany now is the leading trade partner of
60

China from this group of countries. Bilateral trade between
Germany and China in 2009 reached 105,7 billion dollars or
27,3 % of total amount of trade of China with the EU countries.
Despite dynamical (as a whole) development of trade
relations between China and EU countries, its basic trading
partners in a regional context are the states of East Asia.
Besides Japan, China actively develops commercial relations
with Republic Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan. In 2009
trade between China and Republic Korea has made 156,2
billion dollars, with Hong Kong — 174,5 billion dollars,
with Taiwan-106 billion dollars. As a result trade of the
Peoples Republic of China only with these three trading
partners exceeds China’s trade with all EU countries.
In the past fifteen years the People’s Republic of China,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong have become one integrated
economic region. Often referred to as «Greater China» or «
Сhina Circle», this region is driving the dramatic growth of
investment, production, and trade in East Asia. The
emergence of this economic region represents in certain
respects the triumph of economic over politics. Three very
different political entities have today become an economic
trading and production region. The basis for emergence of
the China Circle was the success of Hong Kong and Taiwan
in developing labor-intensive manufactured exports in the
1980s, particularly to the US market. This success had both
a demonstration effect (as China sought to emulate their
success) and a restructuring effect ( as export surpluses,
increasing cost, and a currency realignments created strong
incentives to move production to lower-wage locations).
These trends reached a high point following the currency
realignments of the late-1980s. The Japanese yen appreciated
sharply, and the Taiwan dollar followed the yen. In response
to rapidly increasing wage rates and labor shortages, as
well as increasing costs for land and environmental
protection, business in Hong Kong and Taiwan ( as well as
in Japan) sought to restructure existing export production
networks. The opening of China to foreign investment at
this time created a dramatic opportunity to transfer laborЕкономічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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intensive export production to People’s Republic. Wages
were much lower, and land and operating costs were lower
as well. The opportunity to use low-cost labor in the PRC
was very advantageous for businesses in Taiwan and Hong
Kong, because for them transaction costs in the PRC were
low, aided by common language and customs, made doing
business on the mainland easy and cheap. Moreover, low
transaction costs made it possible to initially move only the
low-skilled labor-intensive stages of production onto the
mainland, while retaining other activities in Hong Kong or
Taiwan. Production chains were quickly created that
crossed political boundaries and allowed Hong Kong and
Taiwan to specialize in high value services and technologyintensive production, while much of the ordinary
manufacturing moved to the PRC. The combination created
explosive growth on the Chinese littoral as production was
moved onshore, permitting Hong Kong and Taiwan to
sustain rapid growth and significantly higher income levels.
The restructuring of existing export production networks
into larger, low-cost networks is the basis for the current
division of labor.
The sharp reduction in transaction costs among the
China Circle participants reflects worldwide trend toward
increased intra-industry trade, accompanied by increased
intrafirm trade and associated with increased investment.
As international transactions costs fall, it becomes profitable
to locate different stages of the production process,
characterized by different factor input needs, in different
locations, according to where factor proportions and costs
are most appropriate. The trend, which has been
particularly prominent in the electronics industry, started
with U.S. electronic firms in the seventies of last century.
They were the first to significantly disperse their production
facilities oversees. Southeast Asia, Taiwan, and Hong Kong
were major beneficiaries. The movement of certain laborintensive stages of production chains to the China mainland
is a specific case of this ongoing trend.
At present time over 70% of foreign direct investment
in China come from Hong Kong and Taiwan. Trade data
also show the significance of economic relation in this
region. Total trade of the PRC with Hong Kong and Taiwan
grew from 84,4billion doll. in 2000 to 280,7 billion doll. in
2009. Investment from Hong Kong to mainland China
reached 41,0 bln. dollars, or more than 44% of total foreign
direct investment in China in 2009. Hong Kong plays the
central role only as source of investment but as re-export
base of PRC’s export products. Taiwan’s trade is an
integrated part of this trade and investment relations. Hong
Kong funnels equipment, components, and materials into
China from Japan, Taiwan, and the United States and brings
out consumer goods that it sells in developed-country
markets. In other words, Hong Kong is China’s gateway
to the world in commodity trade.
As manufacturing production has moved to the China
4

China Statistical Yearbook 2009, p. 968.
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mainland, the southern coastal provinces have been
industrializing rapidly, while Hong Kong is de-industrializing.
The manufacturing labor force is declining in Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong industrial labor force declined from 0,93
million in 1985 to 0,202 million in 2007.4 Meanwhile, in
two southern provinces of Guangdong and Fujian, the
industrial labor force increased from 10 million at the end
of 1995 to 15 million to at the and of 2008. Hong Kong
experienced substantial success in upgrading to higherskilled activities. The increased exchange of intermediate
goods within the China Circle has not changed the fact
that a large proportion of the markets for the region’s final
products lies in the OECD (Organization for Economic
cooperation and Development) countries, particularly the
United States; the region as a whole is externally oriented
despite its integrated production network. The region
continues to display a degree of market dependence on
North America. One symptom of this has been persistent
U.S. trade deficit with the China Circle —formerly attributed
primary to Hong Kong and Taiwan, but now largely
attributed to the PRC. For a series of specific commodities
(such as footwear, toys), a declining U.S. market share
for Hong Kong or Taiwan has been matched by an
increasing market share for the PRC.
Now the basic line of China’s foreign trade policy
is expansion of its geographical orientation. Despite most
developed countries, East Asia compatriots and neighbors
are the main trade partner, China tries expend trade
relations with Latin America, Africa, CIS, Southern Asia..
Expansion of China’s commercial relations speaks about
increasing requirements for import of raw materials and
energy, and also tasks for searching new commodity
markets for export-oriented production.
Last years was achieved an increase in commercial
relations between China and Russia. Prior to the beginning
of world economic crisis Russia was the 8th main trade
partners of the PRC. China remains Russia’s second largest
trading partner only after the European Union. The share
of Russia in China’s trade was about 2-2,5 %. It is less
than indicators for the U.S. Japan, Hong Kong and some
other countries.. At the same time the role of Russia is
much higher in trade of some commodity products. In
particular, the Russian share in the Chinese import of oil
and mineral oil in 2006-2008 was 7-8 %. Russia’s deliveries
of round wood are over 60 % of the general Chinese import
of this commodity group. At the same time a share of
machinery and equipment in Russia’s export to China
remains very low ( 1,8-2%). For the last decade the share
of machinery and equipment in Russia’s export to China
decreased more, than twice.( except deliveries of military
equipment). Because of it, Russia is running a substantial
trade deficit that first appeared in 2007.
Two additional trends characterize Russian-Chinese
trade relations. First, Russia is running a substantial trade
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deficit that first appeared in 2007. Second, the global
economic crisis has further aggravated old problems in
bilateral trade. As a result, it is now clear that the goal set
by the leaders of both countries to increase the trade
volume to 80 billion dollars be the end of 2010 will not be
met. It is possible, that Russia will drop from being China’s
eighth-largest trading partner to the to the 15th or 16th largest,
falling behind such countries as India, Malaysia, Singapore,
the Netherlands, and possibly Britain, Brazil, and France.
That would further decrease the mutual importance of
Russia and China as trading partners.
Now Russia gives priority to improving investment
environment, and creates favorable conditions for fresh
investment cooperation with China. Russia has oil and natural
gas resources in Siberia and its Far Eastern region. Since
1990s Sino-Russian cooperation in the energy sector has
been growing steadily. The two sides have completed
feasibility studies of several projects, the construction of
the gas field and the pipeline construction are at the stage of
realization and gas may be supplied to China and possibly
Korea and other third countries. As stressed Russian deputy
Prime Minister Alexander Zhukov, although faced with the
global financial crisis, the two nations should especially
expand energy cooperation. In 2009 two nations signed an
oil-for-loan deal, under which China offered Russia 35 billion
dollars of long-term loan and Russia would supply 300 million
tones of oil through pipelines to China from 20011 to 2030.5
The two sides had also agreed on the construction of a
pipeline from Russia’s Skovorodino in its far-eastern Amur
region to China’s northeastern city of Dacin.
There are prospects of economic cooperation
between two countries in some technological spheres,
including atomic engineering . They exist because Russia
preserves some essential advantages in these areas. Two
countries should work hard to restructure trade to
upgrade economic and technological cooperation.
As a whole, among foreign observes it is widely
believed, that development of China’s external trade for
the last two decades has been very successful, generating
unprecedented growth of export and import. About a
quarter of a century ago, China accounted for a relatively
small share of global trade. By now China has become
one of the most powerful trade nations of the world.

Kotlyarov N. N. The major direction of China’s
foreign trade development
The article examines the main aspects of China’s
foreign trade. Special attention is given to China’s
participation in the World Trade Organization (WTO),
Chinese foreign trade relations with it’s major trade
partners. By using historical information and latest
statistical dates the author analyzes the main changes in
China’s foreign trade commodity and regional structure.
Certain problems and perspectives of China’s trade
development are also considered.
Key words: Foreign Trade, export, import, world
economy the World Trade Organization (WTO), foreign
investment; economic development.
Котляров М. М. Основні напрями розвитку
зовнішньої торгівлі Китаю
У статті досліджуються найважливіші аспекти
розвитку зовнішньої торгівлі Китаю. Особлива увага
приділяється еволюції зовнішньоторговельної політики,
питанням участі Китаю в Світовій Організації Торгівлі
(СОТ), проблемам розвитку торгових зв’язків цієї країни
з її провідними партнерами. На основі використання
історичних фактів та новітніх даних китайської національної статистики показані основні зміни в товарній і
географічній структурі зовнішньої торгівлі Китаю.
Ключові слова: зовнішня торгівля, експорт, імпорт,
світова економіка, Всесвітня Торгова Організація ( ВТО)
іноземні інвестиції; економічний розвиток.
Котляров Н. Н. Основные направления развития внешней торговли Китае.
В статье исследуются важнейшие аспекты развития
внешней торговли Китая. Особое внимание уделяется эволюции внешнеторговой политики, вопросам участия Китая во Всемирной Торговой Организации (ВТО), проблемам развития торговых связей этой страны с ее ведущими партнерами. На основе использования исторических
фактов и новейших данных китайской национальной статистики показаны основные изменения в товарной и географической структуре внешней торговли Китая.
Ключевые слова: внешняя торговля, экспорт,
импорт, мировая экономика, Всемирная Торговая
Организация ( ВТО) иностранные инвестиции; экономическое развитие.
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STAFF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS IMPROVEMENT
FOR ENSURING TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN THE DONETSK REGION
Definition of the Problem. Tourism business is one
of the activities which promote rapid restoration of the
economic growth. Combination of the latest advances in
various fields of tourism industry, ICT and social research
encourages entrepreneurship in the services sector and
related areas of economic activity (transportation, trade,
public catering, construction, agriculture, production of
souvenirs, post and telecommunications, etc.),
modernization and competitiveness of the economy, and
improving the image of attractiveness of the regions, as
well as the country as a whole.
Passing of the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine No. 583 as of Apr 29, 2002 “On the approval
of the ‘2002—2010 National Program of Tourism
Development’” and the Law of Ukraine No. 1282IV as of
Nov 18, 2003 “On Amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On
tourism’” contributed to the development of tourism
industry, creating a new image of Ukrainian tourism. By
the Decree of the President of Ukraine No. 136/2007 as
of Feb 21, 2007, the year of 2008 was declared to be the
Year of tourism and resorts. In 2009 in Ukraine there was
successfully held the UEFA European Under19 Football
Championship “Euro2009”. The number of foreign citizens
visiting Ukraine increased 3.25 times between 2000 and
2009 — from 6.4 to 20.8 million people [1, p. 500; 2].
Nowadays, Ukraine, together with Poland, is
preparing for the Euro2012. The attractive image of
Ukraine on the international arena is to be created by the
new generation of highly skilled tourism industry staff,
who will renew and further develop the traditions of
Ukrainian hospitality, provide both domestic and foreign
tourists with high quality service.
Under these circumstances, staff training
requirements in the tourism industry sectors are
significantly increasing — ranging from skills improvement
of civil servants and local government officials vested with
authority in public tourism and resorts administration, to
training managers, guides, interpreters and other services
sector staff. Only a high level of training can provide
adequate competitiveness of the Ukrainian tourist product
in the domestic and international tourism market.
The level of staff training in tourism does not always
meet the market needs. This indicates the necessity of
improving the current staff preparation system of the
tourism sphere and enhancing the staff professionalism.
That is why in recent years in the scientific literature
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more and more attention is being paid to improving the
training of professional staff [3—12].
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to
develop proposals for improving staff preparation of the
tourist sector. These proposals will be considered on the
example of the Donetsk region, where there are being
performed intensive preparations for the 2011 UkraineRussia Economic Summit, Euro2012 and other
international level events, which promote the development
of various tourism types.
The results of scientific research. Let us consider
tourism sector staff training and retraining problems
which have emerged in the recent years, when tourism
development in Ukraine has been characterized by positive
and strong dynamics. During 2000—2008 the number
of tourists served by the Ukrainian tourist business entities
increased by 51 % — from 2,014 to 3,042 thousand
people. The number of domestic tourists increased from
1,351 to 1,387 thousand people or by 2.7 %, and the
number of sightseers — by 46.4 %, from 1,644 to 2,406
thousand people [1, p. 500].
In the Donetsk region, even higher growth rate of
tourist and excursion activities has been observed. The
number of tourists in the region served by the Ukrainian
tourist business entities increased in the period of 2000
and 2008 from 77.7 to 155.9 thousand people, or 2 times,
especially inland tourists — from 53.9 to 90.6 thousand
people or by 68 %, sightseers — from 19.9 to 21.9
thousand people or by 10.5 % (see Table 1). In 2008
alone in the region there were held 32 exhibitions and 17
fairs attended by 3,178 participants, including 233
foreigners. During 2005—2008 their number increased
6.7 times [13, p. 419]. In 2006, the volume of tourist
services in the region amounted to 196.3 million UAH, in
2007 — 236.5 UAH, in 2008 — 318.0 UAH, in 2009 —
351.7 million UAH [14, p. 101].
The global financial crisis in 2008—2009
significantly affected population’s incomes and tourism
services market. In 2009, the number of foreign citizens
who visited Ukraine decreased, compared with 2008,
from 25.4 to 20.8 million people, or by 18.1 %. The
number of tourists served by the Ukrainian tourist
business entities decreased from 3.04 to 2.29 million
people, or by 24.7 %, especially of inland tourists — from
1.39 to 1.09 million people or by 21.6 %. The number of
sightseers decreased from 2.41 to 1.91 million people,
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Table 1
Dynamics of tourist flows in Ukraine and the Donetsk region, in thousand people
Indicators
1
Numbe r of tourists served by
Ukrainian tourist business entities
Ukraine
Donetsk region
N umbe r of inland tourists
Ukraine
Donetsk region
Numbe r of tourists (citizens of
Ukraine) who traveled abroad
Ukraine
Donetsk region
Numbe r of foreign tourists
Ukraine
Donetsk region
Numbe r of sightseers
Ukraine
Donetsk region

2000
2

2005
3

2007
4

2014.0
77.7

1826.0
106.5

2864.0
151.9

1351.0
53.9

932.0
65.6

285.0
22.1

Years
2008
5

2009
6

5:2
7

6:5
8

3042.0
155.9

2290.1
123.0

1.51
2.01

0.75
0.79

2155.0
85.7

1387.0
90.6

1094.2
69.7

1.03
1.68

0.79
0.77

567.0
39.9

336.0
64.5

1282.0
61.8

913.6
50.2

4.50
2.80

0.71
0.81

378.0
1.6

327.0
1.0

373.0
1.7

373.0
3.5

282.3
3.1

0.99
2.19

0.76
0.89

1644.0
19.9

1705.0
26.4

2393.0
20.5

2406.0
22.0

1909.4
14.8

1.46
1.11

0.79
0.67

and recreation industry development” as a consultative and
advisory body at the Regional state administration. This
statute was approved by the order of the Donetsk regional
state administration head No. 136 as of Apr 28, 2005. By
the orders of the Regional state administration head No. 536
as of Nov 02, 2006 and No. 105 as of Mar 05, 2010, the
personnel structure of the “Regional coordinating council
on issues of tourism and recreation industry development”
was defined [19—21].
In 2005 due to the reorganization of the State
Tourism Administration of Ukraine and the Ministry of
Culture and Arts of Ukraine into the Ministry of Culture
and Tourism of Ukraine according to the Decree of the
President of Ukraine No. 680/2005 as of Apr 20, 2005
“On the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Ukraine”,
Department of tourism and resorts of the Donetsk region
state administration was reorganized into the sector of
culture and tourism.
In the same way, the tourism governance structure
in towns and regions was reorganized. According to the
administrative and territorial system in the Donetsk region
as of 2010 there were 28 city councils, 23 city district
councils, 253 village councils and 18 district state
administrations. In each of these bodies, a circle of civil
servants and local self-government entity representatives
was to be defined, which were vested with the authority
related to performing the tasks in tourism sphere.
As the most regions of Ukraine, the Donetsk region
lacks special units (departments, divisions, sectors) on
tourism issues both in local executive and self-government
bodies. The department of recreational sphere and tourism

or by 20.7 %. The impact of the global financial crisis
on tourism traffic in the Donetsk region is presented in
Table 1 and Fig. 1.
Based on the growth trends in the field of serving
tourists and sightseers, as well as on the complication of
tasks of the state and regional administrations, in the Donetsk
region constant work is carried out to improve the system
and organizational structure of this activity sphere. In the
“2002—2010 National program of tourism development” it
is noted that one reason for the impairment in the given area
in Ukraine is the lack of an integrated tourism management
system in the regions [15, p. 145]. Therefore, implementation
of government should be performed by means of
coordinating the central and local executive bodies, local
self-government bodies and business entities.
In order to improve management of tourism and
resorts in the Donetsk region in 2000—2003 the necessity
to create an independent structural unit at the Regional
state administration was grounded [16—18]. On the basis
of these proposals, the Department of tourism and resorts
consisting of three employees was created at the Regional
state administration by the Regional state administration
head’s order No. 823 as of Dec 30, 2003.
Recommendations on enhancing the role of executive
and local self-government bodies and on intensifying
tourism activities in the region were included into the
“2005—2010 Integrated program of tourism and recreation
industry development” approved by the Donetsk region
council on Feb 25, 2005. There was grounded the
expediency of creation and development of the statute of
the “Regional coordinating council on issues of tourism
64
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of the number of tourists in the Donetsk region

consisting of three employees was created by the
Slovyansk city council; the departments of culture and
tourism operate in Donetsk and Mariupol city councils.
In Pershotravnevy and Novoazovsk districts, only a single
employee is engaged in tourism development. In some
city councils there are no such employees at all. Lack of
separate units, which would undertake the organization
of the tourism and resort activities management at the
appropriate level, leads to the situation where issues
relating to tourism development are being solved from
time to time by different employees when they are given
appropriate instructions.
However, after adoption of the Law of Ukraine
No. 1282IV as of Nov 18, 2003 “On amending the Law
of Ukraine ‘On Tourism’”, the responsibility of local
executive and self-government bodies for tourism
development in the regions increased significantly
[22, p. 40]. They are responsible for elaborating the local
tourism development programs; performing measures
related to protection and preservation of local tourism
resources; upgrading tourist services in hotels, motels,
camping sites, in tourist companies and motor carriers
to the national standards; promoting different types of
tourism, establishing information centers, and so on.
For the execution of the powers in the field of
tourism, entrusted according to this law to local executive
and self-government bodies, there are required the
employees who would have professional training and
experience in tourism and resorts sphere, would take care
of these issues in the regions full-time instead of performing
them from time to time. Therefore is it important that these
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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experts have been entrusted with such responsibilities in
accordance with their official instructions.
As yet, civil servants and local self-government
officials are not fully prepared to work in active
development of inland, especially children, youth,
environmental and rural tourism, and to perform tasks
entrusted to local executive and self-government bodies
according to the Law of Ukraine No. 1282IV as of
Nov 18, 2003 “On amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On
Tourism’”. Because of the conditions prevailing in the
operation of tourist and recreational facilities, local
executive and self-government tourism bodies have
almost no influence on the effectiveness of the usage of
existing tourist and recreational potential. It means that
the system of tourism management does not fully meet
the modern requirements.
Thus one of the main measures to improve the
government regulation of the tourism sphere is
organization of staff training and skills improvement. At
the Council of Regions meeting in Kiev (June 24, 2010),
at which issues of the national personnel policy and its
2011-2020 development strategy were considered, the
President of Ukraine V. Yanukovych noted that major
problems in this area are: “non-compliance of the
personnel policy to the requirements of transformation
processes in the country; imperfect legal framework; lack
of strategic management of staff training in respect to
the needs of the society; underdeveloped human
institutions; insufficient use of scientific approaches,
scientific research results when elaborating and
implementing the national personnel policy” [23].
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accelerated development and update of administrative
personnel, especially top management. The requirements
imposed on civil servants and local government officials
become more complicated. Their responsibilities and
professional skills necessary to perform their tasks to
increase efficiency in providing high-quality public
services grow as well.
Reforming the public service proves that personnel
is a key strategic resource for achieving public policy
objectives and ensuring high quality of service. So to
solve the problems of tourism development, efforts should
be focused on the performance of civil servants and local
government officials; a clear separation of responsibilities
in solving problems of state regulation of tourism provide
the public with better services [24, pp. 11—12].
Given the increasing importance of the
development of tourism in all regions, the organization
of professional training of this category of personnel
should become a priority for local executing and selfgovernments bodies. To solve this problem is possible
only with a system of targeted training and skill
improvement of staff who is responsible for organizing
the development of tourism by improving
professionalism. Qualification and the results of labor
should be the criteria that define a civil servant’s career.
Assessment and promotion of staff taken on public
service and service in local self-government bodies have
to be as objective and transparent as possible, and to be
based on personal merits and achievements.
Based on the foregoing, it is necessary to examine
training needs of staff and, taking into account specific
circumstances, to develop on the regional level a concept
of training staff of the city and city district
administrations, township and village councils, and
district administrations.
The concept is to be based on: the foundations of
the Laws of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine
‘On Tourism’”, “On civil service”, “On service in local
government”, “On local self-government in Ukraine”, “On
local state administrations” [22, 25—28] and others; priority
in training of employees who have been for the first time
accepted for employment as civil servants and officials of
local self-government entrusted with the responsibilities
associated with the implementation powers in the field of
tourism; possibilities to choose the kind and timing of
additional training on the basis of their training in previous
years and work status specificity; criteria for rational use
of budget funds for training personnel.
One of the important tasks of the administrative
reform is staff preparation for a new system of state
regulation by creating a modern system of training and
skill improvement of the administrative staff. Terms and
conditions for the composition of public servants include
recruitment on the basis of qualitative characteristics
according to the legislation and taking into account the

Taking into account that experts of the Donetsk
region have already begun active preparations for
Euro2012, development and implementation of measures
to improve staff preparation in the tourist sector should
be accelerated. The “2002—2010 National program of
tourism development” provided particular measures for
creation of the sphere’s intellectual basis — tourism higher
education system. Nowadays, the staff for the
development of tourism and resorts sphere in Ukraine is
trained by more than 130 universities.
In the Donetsk region, more than 13 public and
private universities are training specialists in tourism, hotel
and restaurant businesses, and actively opening new
special curricula in recent years, e.g.: “Management of
the tourism industry, hotel and restaurant business” at
the Mariupol State Humanitarian University, “Tourism,
hotel and restaurant business” at the Donetsk
M. I. Tugan-Baranovsky National university of economy
and trade, “Management in non-production sphere” at
the Donetsk state university of management, and so on.
In 2007, students of the Donetsk institute of psychology
and entrepreneurship got the opportunity to master the
“Interpreter & guide” course, which was introduced in
connection with the football championships “Euro-2009”
and “Euro-2012” in Donetsk. In the Donetsk Institute of
economics and humanities from 2010 on, the
specialization “International tourism” was opened within
the “International Economics” curriculum.
Under present circumstances, it is appropriate to
focus attention on the quality of training for tourism
industry, as well as the capability of the education system
to satisfy a particular region’s needs in regard to the
peculiarities of its development. Tourist business requires
professionals with thorough knowledge and practical skills
in tourism companies, hotel industry, transportation
networks, entertainment organizations, insurance, trade,
public catering and service. Professionals need to
continuously achieve harmony between the deep
theoretical knowledge and perfect practical training. They
must have knowledge of history, archeology, art, religion,
architecture, political science, ethnography, geography,
psychology, sociology and social work.
Hotel and tourism sector needs a new generation of
professionals capable of working to meet the needs of
consumers. Therefore employees who can understand
and meet their clients’ requests and needs have a high
value. The knowledge of several foreign languages,
business ethics, knowledge of computers and technology,
readiness to improve their professional knowledge are of
particular importance. This also includes training and skill
improvement of civil servants and local government
officials entrusted with the authority to implement aspects
of tourism.
The rise of the scope and complexity of the tasks
of contemporary development of tourism industry needs
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in field of staff training and skill development of the
tourism sphere could be discussed.
For example, the Donetsk Institute of psychology
and entrepreneurship initiated the creation of a
methodological and coordinating center for foreign
language training of metropolitan services sector
employees (drivers, guides, waiters, hairdressers, etc.)
in the extent necessary for communicating with foreign
guests. In preparation for Euro 2009 and Euro 2012,
specialists of the Department of family and youth of
the Donetsk regional state administration together with
the Department of family, youth and international
affairs of the Donetsk municipal council have
developed a concept and organized the preparation of
volunteers.
On the meeting at the Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine on the July 15, 2010 there were
discussed the issues of establishing the language training
centres for law enforcement, medicine, and services
sector during the finals of the UEFA Cup in 2012. There
were considered proposals on the introduction of new
professions “steward” and “volunteer” to the National
professions’ classifier.
There is a very interesting proposal regarding the
organization of a methodological and scientific sector in
the Regional coordination Council on development of
tourism and recreation industry, concerned with the
organization of preparation and skills improvement of state
and local self-government officials who perform the duties
in the tourism sphere [8, p. 79]. This working group can
contain experts of universities, tourist enterprises, public
service, representatives of local authorities and selfgovernments, and the media. In pursuing the development
of proposals for the regulation and coordination of staff
training and skills improvement in the tourism sphere in
the Donetsk region, the working group can:
— contact town and district councils about the
need to include the questions on training and skill
improvement of employees which perform duties in the
field of tourism into town and district tourism
development programmes; identify the costs of their
training and skills improvement;
— contribute proposals to the regional council
session regarding amending the regional tourism
development programme with measures the training and
skills improvement of local executive bodies and selfgovernments which perform duties in the field of
tourism;
— propose the experts of research institutes and
universities of the Donetsk region together with the
scientific methodology sector of the Regional
Coordination Council on development of tourism and
recreation industry of Donetsk region to participate in
development of:
a program of training and skill improvement of

specificities of each post. According to the Law of Ukraine
“On civil service” and “On service in local selfgovernment”, every civil servant and local government
executive must upgrade their professional knowledge
every five years.
Therefore, an important efficiency measures tourist
activity is the organization of training, skill improvement
and retraining of personnel working in this field. That
must be combined into a professional and official growth
system realized in the form of career advancement
principles. To achieve this goal it is necessary to include
a separate section on “Personnel training, retraining and
skill improvement” into the new edition of the “State
target programme of tourism and resorts” with
mandatory allocation of budgetary funds for its
implementation.
While developing local tourism programmes, local
self-governments should foresee funds of corresponding
budgets for training, retraining and skill improvement of
civil servants and officials of local self-governments,
entrusted with the authority in the field of tourism. It
means that for the implementation of such a proposal it
is necessary to introduce a compulsory training system
of state officials and local self-government executives
using various forms of education, introduce measures to
encourage their interest in a systematic training of
employees.
Given that practical experience on the tourism
development has been hardly accumulated, is can be
appropriate to train people employed with these duties
on selected professional programs. In other words, such
employees should be trained on specially designed
education programs. Such programs could be developed
by scientists and experts of the Mariupol State
Humanitarian University, Donetsk M. I. TuganBaranovsky national university of economy and trade,
Donetsk state management university, Donetsk institute
of tourist business, Donetsk institute of psychology and
entrepreneurship, and other institutes of the Donetsk
region, which train specialists for the tourist industry
and non-production sphere.
Particular attention in the curricula should be paid
to the legal regulation of local taxes and fees, advertising,
security in tourism, protection of the interests of tourists
outside Ukraine, travel insurance; establish categories
of objects of tourist infrastructure, licensing,
certification and standardization in the field of tourism
activities, etc.
To develop these measures, it is appropriate to
create a consultative and advisory body at the Regional
coordination council on development of tourism and
recreation industry of the Donetsk region state
administration — a working group (Fig. 2), on whose
meetings the proposals of the region’s leading scientists
and experts related to the improvement of organization
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Fig. 2. Measures for improving of staff preparation in the tourism sphere in the Donetsk region

of tourists” proposed to carry out the following
measures:
to organize round tables on issues of ensuring safety
and security of tourists, and improvement of legal
protection of safety and security of tourists;
to organize training seminars for students of the
Donetsk region;
to recommend the Donetsk region universities to
introduce into curricula an elective course “Security and
safety of tourists”;
to recommend specialists from the core Donetsk
region university to develop proposals regarding the
improvement of the quality of tourist services, safety
and security of tourists, training, retraining and skill
improvement of managers of tourist groups, guides,
trans lators, managers and experts of to urist
businesses.
Thus, the scientific novelty of this research lies
in the development of proposals for improving human
resources of tourism development in the region through
the organization of a skill improvement system for civil
servants and local self-government officials, entrusted
with the responsibilities of state regulation of tourism, as

staff involved in performing of duties in the field of
tourism;
the proposals regarding the inclusion of a separate
department for development and implementation of
measures for tourism sphere staff training and skill
improvement into the 2011—2015 State program of
tourism development;
a methodological guidance on improving human
resources in different areas of activity in the sphere of
tourism activities and proposals on approaches to
recruitment [10, p. 184; 11, p. 211; 12, p. 17].
Nowadays, the issues of ensuring safety and security
of tourists are gaining a special importance [29]. To
resolve this problem in the Donetsk region there was
held a meeting of the Coordination Council on
development of tourism and recreation branch (January
22, 2010), where specialists of the Culture and Tourism
administration of the Donetsk region presented the paper
“2010-2012 complex of regional measures to ensure
safety and security of tourists”.
The experts of the Donetsk institute for psychology
and entrepreneurship, in accordance with the “20072012 cross-industry programme on safety and security
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— Сер. Державне управління. — Донецьк : Донецький держ. ун-т управління, 2010. — C. 202—216.
12. Коніщева Н. Й. Кадрове забезпечення розвитку
туризму в Донецькій області / Н. Й. Коніщева, Л. І. Давиденко // Менеджер. — 2010. — № 3. — С. 13—23.
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well as interpreters, guides, managers and other
professionals required to meet the growing needs of the
region in highly qualified personnel.
Conclusions and recommendations. Realization
of the stated proposals regarding the necessity to
introduce a specialized system of training and retraining
of civil servants and local self-government officials
engaged in the development of resort and recreation areas
and tourism and other tourism industry professionals
would solve the problem of recruiting the qualified
personnel, changing its composition, ensuring its effective
functioning and successful execution of tasks which arise
from the tourism and resorts legislation.
Implementation of the training and retraining system
for the personnel employed in the development of the
tourism and recreation sphere under the conditions of
market reforms in the sphere of tourism will contribute
to achieving the necessary level of expertise in the major
legal, economic and social aspects of the local authorities
and self-governments, rise of the service quality and the
independence of the corresponding level staff in dealing
with organizational and functional tasks.
Organization of training for professional employees
who possess authority in the recreation and tourism
sphere will allow making knowledge and information
on tourism accessible for different categories of people,
will help create the social environment in which local
executive and self-government bodies would be
interested in qualified personnel of the recreation and
tourism sphere.
The draft of the “2011-2015 State programme of
developing tourism and resorts” [30] expected that the
provision of the sphere of tourism and resorts with
qualified, professionally oriented staff will improve the
quality of tourist services, create conditions for
increased tourist flow, and improve tourist image of
the country.
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Konishcheva N. I. Staff training and
professional skills improvement for ensuring
tourism development in the Donetsk region
Advancement expediency of staff training and
professional skills improvement in the tourism sector in
the context of the Donetsk region’s preparation for Euro
2012 is grounded. Preparatory organizational measures
of training and professional skills improvement of state
and local government officials vested with authority in
public tourism administration are developed.
Key words: tourism business, accompanying fields
of economic activity, public administration of tourism
development, staff training and skills improvement in
tourism.
Коніщева Н. Й. Підготовка та підвищення
кваліфікації кадрів для забезпечення розвитку
туризму в Донецькій області
У статті обґрунтовано доцільність удосконалення
системи підготовки та підвищення кваліфікації кадрів у
туристичній сфері в контексті підготовки Донецької області до Євро-2012. Розроблено заходи щодо організації підготовки та підвищення кваліфікації державних
службовців та посадових осіб місцевого самоврядування, на яких покладено повноваження з вирішення
питань у сфері державного управління туризмом.
Ключові слова: туристичний бізнес, супутні сфери економічної діяльності, державне управління розвитком туризму, підготовка та підвищення кваліфікації
кадрів у туристичній сфері.
Конищева Н. И. Подготовка и повышение
квалификации кадров для обеспечения развития
туризма в Донецкой области
В статье обоснована целесообразность совершенствования системы подготовки и повышения
квалификации кадров в туристической сфере в контексте
подготовки Донецкой области к Евро-2012. Разработаны мероприятия по организации подготовки и
повышения квалификации государственных служащих
и должностных лиц местного самоуправления, на
которых возложены полномочия по решению вопросов
в сфере государственного управления туризмом.
Ключевые слова: туристический бизнес, сопутствующие сферы экономической деятельности, государственное управление развитием туризма, подготовка и повышение квалификации кадров в туристической сфере.
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONTROL
AS A FACTOR OF MARKET ECONOMY MAINTENANCE
I. INTRODUCTION
The Constitutional Court (CC) of the Republic of
Bulgaria is one of the newest state’s authorities, regulated
within the acting National Constitution. For the period of
its relatively short existence the Court has enacted a set
of decisions, which shaped its rich in range and mostly
in significance practice. Undoubtedly, the issues
concerning the statute of this state body, together with
its legal powers and functioning, is a subject of
investigation and analysis of the study of Law.
Nevertheless, the effect of the activity of the
Constitutional Court, comprising in the specific
constitutional justice 1, more and more, at that to a greater
extent is directly influencing certain economical relations.
As a basic and supreme Law of the Republic of
Bulgaria the Constitution contains some norms which
represent a source of justice for almost all public
relationships. The main principles, promulgated in Chapter
two of the Constitution have been left merely as
fundamentals of recommended nature with no real
applicability and influence on particular individuals or jural
relationships. It is the Constitutional Court as a state body
which is standing aside of the three authorities of the
state,2 which protects and stands up for the principles of
the basic Law by means of passing judgements upon
legal disputes brought before him, by turning the abstract
constitutional regulations in operating vital law. 3 Lack of
the faculty to appeal against the acts of the Constitutional
Court contributes to the stability within the relevant
process matter, thus obstructing possibility for future
disputes between the state authorities and whatever legal
entities (incl. economic entities)4 to arise and to be
submitted.
During the last years more and more suits heard by
the Constitutional Court had to do with the pillars of the
economical system in the country, inviolability of the

private property, with the competitiveness. Some
fundamental decisions of the Constitutional Court passed
during the past years are treated in this work; decisions
which directly or indirectly influence or introduce new
elements into the social and political life of the country.
The role of the CC to a great extent is defined by the
fact, that each act being proclaimed as unconstitutional
has not been applied as of the day of the decision’s coming
into force, regardless of the groundings and arguments
set forth in the motives.
II. LEGAL POWER OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL
COURT
Interpretative power
The Constitutional Court as part of the system of
state authorities in the Republic of Bulgaria is characterized
by its powers. Having in mind the specifics of functions
which are to be executed by such an institution — to
assure the supremacy of the Constitution 5, the faculty of
the CC has been set by the basic law, thus to the highest
degree providing for its independency and for the
steadfastness of its decisions. Constitutional prohibition
for suspension of the powers of the CC by means of an
act of the legislative body — the National Assembly (NA)
— also contributes to the strengthening of its positions.
The essence of the exercised constitutional control
is reduced to two main trends — providing obligatory
interpretations of constitutional regulations (normative
interpretation) and passing judgements in respect to the
concord of the National Assembly’s acts with the
Constitution. Providing the specialized state authority (as
the CC is) with the opportunity to pass interpretative acts
in relation to the basic and supreme law of the state,
which are binding for everyone, seems quite excessive
as a legislative formulation. There is a hypothesis at hand
upon which the CC during its ordinary functioning may

Concerning the defining of CC’s activity as juridical and its terminological differentiation — see Penev, P., Zartov, Y., Constitutional
Justice of the RB, S., 2004.
2
See Drumeva, Е., Constitutional Law, S., 2008, p. 659; Decision No 18 from Dec.16, 1993 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No
19/93.
3
See Decision No 10from Oct. 6, 1994 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 4/94.
4
This rule shall be of absolute character up to the point in which the legislative body adopts new norms stipulating upon the same
matter, which on their part shall be a subject to control of the CC.
5
See Art. 1, para. 1 of the Constitutional Court Act.
1
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turn out to be an authority, which complements and/or
alters the sense of the Constitution. This is absolutely
inadmissible with view of the polity in Bulgaria — a
republic with a parliamentary ruling in which the supreme
power of ruling is conceded to a legislative body, elected
by direct elections. Though, this danger is only affected
as there guarantees on hampering eventual tries on the
part of the CC exist to exercise changefully its powers.
CC is not granted the right to act on its own initiative, 6
and can be referred to by the high state authorities only 7.
The establishment of its structure is also a kind of
measure envisaged to ensure the independency of the
Court as a whole. The interpretative power of the CC is
not revolutionary8 and it’s exercising, comprising in the
establishment of a permanent juridical practice should
not be taken as writing up of the Constitution, as a
secondary legislative process, carried out by the CC. The
interpretation of the constitutional regulations eliminates
their abstractness and brings clarity in their existence
thus contributing to the enforcement of their direct
application. 9 The interpretative competence of Bulgarian
CC has to be taken as an achievement of the rule of law,
as well as a growing and establishment of the
constitutionalism in its most natural meaning. By means
of its interpretational decisions the CC in an indirect
manner decides upon important political conflicts which
could have negatively influenced the process of reforms
and the society. The multitude of decisions from the
practice of the CC is the best proof for this. 10
In its decisions, he Constitutional Court has had
the opportunity to pass judgements directly or indirectly
in respect to the free business initiative which is one of
the main principles the market economy of the country
is established and developed upon. The brevity and
abstractness by which the majority of the Constitution’s
norms are characterized impose their interpretation in
order to subsequently provide for the unity and non-

discrepancy upon application. This on its part to a great
extent ensures the subsequent application of the
immediate endorsement of the constitutional norms, by
virtue of which each citizen and each legal entity is
given the opportunity to rely on the basic law in
protecting his/her rights and lawful interests. 11 Having
in mind the constancy in the court’s practice and the
steadfastness of the constitutional text through the time,
a normative interpretation once enacted is a sure
indication, that the corresponding regulation shall be
applied unambiguously.
Constitutional review
The second substantial element of the constitutional
control carried out by the CC consists in enacting of
decisions in respect to this whether the relevant
ordinance or law corresponds to the Constitution. This
classical form of the Continental (Australian) model of
constitutional control much more times repeatedly
applied by the constitutional courts 12 due to the
multiplicity of legislative acts adopted by each
configuration of the National Assembly during its
particular mandates. In fact, this control exercised by
the CC is spread both over the acts of the National
Assembly and over the Decrees of the President of the
Republic, as well as in respect to the international
contracts concluded by Bulgaria prior their ratification.
The CC is competent to pass judgements in respect to
the compliance of the national legislature with the
international contracts upon which Bulgaria is a party,
as well with the generally acknowledged regulations of
the international law. In the last occasion, however, the
decisions of the court are not grounded on the
Constitution and its principle, but on a particular
international contract and on an established principle of
the international law, respectively. The specifics and the
range of types of constitutional control, together with

6
As per the Art. 150, para. 1 of the Constitution — The Constitutional Court shall act by the initiative of at least one fifth of the
representatives, the President, the Council of Ministers, the Supreme Court of Cassation, the Supreme Administrative Court and the
Attorney-General.
7
The issue of independent consideration of the matters in question by the Constitutional Court is not strange to the constitutional law
— See Spasov, B., Constitutional Law, part one, S., 2002, p. 248.
8
Analogous authority for interpretation of institutional regulations have the Constitutional Courts in some 30 countries, including
Germany, Russia, Slovakia, Uzbekistan and others. Detailed overview: Harutyunyan, G., Mavcic, A., THE CONSTITUTIONAL
REVIEW AND ITS DEVELOPMENT IN THE MODERN WORLD (A COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS), Yerevan
— Ljubljana, 1999.
9
See Decision No 12 from July 23, 1996 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 13/96, Decision No 3 from Feb. 8, 2001 of the CC
of the RB upon the const. c. No 16/2000.
10
See Decision No 8 from Sept. 1, 2005 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 7/2005. With the interpretation made in this decision
in respect to certain norms of the Constitutions the National Assembly is given the opportunity to alter the main law of the government
with a view to provide the forthcoming for that moment EU membership.
11
See Decision No 10 from Oct. 6, 1994 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 4/94, State Gazette, issue 87/94.
12
More — See, Harutyunyan, G., Mavcic, A., Quot. Sel. works.
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the force imposed by the decisions of the CC are not
subject of the present work; therefore they shall not be
treated in details.
The faculties of the CC are not exhausted wit the
two defined large groups. They are supplemented by the
so called powers by statute of the CC, which relate to
the possibility to carry out control in respect to the
elections of deputies, of the President and Vice-President,
as well as to the passing of judgements against the State
Head and termination of the mandate of judges, members
of the CC’s board. Constitutional Court is the body which
shall have the right to hear and decide upon cases about
competency between the central executive bodies and
the bodies of the local self-governing.

The free business initiative is only carried out in
full value upon guaranteed development of the private
property, which is maintained on equal principles,
regardless of its holder — natural or legal entities, the
state, or the municipalities. Each of these parties shall
not enjoy the legislative privileges upon the management
of properties in his/ her possession, as the legislative
body is obliged through particular normative acts to
establish and provide equal legal conditions for business
activity to all the parties by preventing misappropriation
with the monopoly, unfair competitiveness and
consumer protection. These constitutional guarantees
are the very condition for the opening of the free
business initiative, based on the private property. 16 The
particular normative requirements are included in
special laws, which on their part are subject to control
for constitutionality which is carried out by the
Constitutional Court with the due consideration on the
part of the competent state authorities. As of the
present moment there are two laws in force which
establish the matter — the Law on Protection of
Competition and the Consumers Protection Act.
Though, what pertains to particular cases, the CC
takes into consideration the conformity of the relevant
law solely with regards to the Constitution but not with
regards to the regulations of the ordinary legislation.
2. What pertains to the practice of the Constitutional
Court, considerable number of cases has been initiated
so far (more than 15), in which he had to discuss and
pass judgements whether the processed (attacked)
legislative norms conformed or not to the principle of
free business initiative. By providing arguments in the
motives of their decisions, the CC in the long run
establishes whether the norm is not in conformity with
the constitution by explicitly announcing it as such, and
thus the regulations is suspended from application.
Art. 19 of the Constitution reads that the law
establishes and assures all citizens and legal entities with
equal legal conditions for business activity by preventing
misappropriation with the monopoly, unfair
competitiveness and consumer protection. Text analysis
shows that the activities of the state upon guarantying
the equal conditions for business development have to
be carried out simultaneously, i.e. consumers to be
protected and all the individuals to be protected from
misappropriation with monopoly situation and unfair
competitiveness. However, this does not exhaust the
hypotheses of legal establishment and assuring of equal

III. THE ROLE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL
COURT FOR THE FUNCTIONING
OF COMPETITIVE ECONOMICS
1. As per the juridical characteristic of the
Constitution it is a fundamental and supreme law. This
means that it has the highest juridical power and
regulates the main, most significant public relations. 13
Acting as a basic law, the Constitution sets the
principles, starting points for the complete arrangement
of the relevant social relations which, on the grounds
of its regulations, is performed by the current
(common) legislation’. 14 Such is the case with one of
the main principles of the acting Bulgarian Constitution
— the free business initiative, which is the base of
the market economy of the country.
Since the beginning of its existence as institution
the CC has had the possibility and the obligation to pass
opinion on binding interpretation of the principle for free
business initiative, as stipulated in Art. 19 of the
Constitution.15 The decision has been endorsed on the
occasion of the correct interpretation of the notions of
private and public property in connection with the
organization of the governmental property’s management
by the executive power. The position expressed by the
CC upon the interpretation of this passage of the
Constitution provides the basic meaning which is later
applied in all decisions subsequently enacted, in which
case the court is passing judgements upon particular
constitutional cases to announce the unconstitutionality
of texts from the Bulgarian Legislature. Furthermore, the
accepted meaning of this regulation of the Constitution
by the CC has been used with the same meaning by all
the state authorities and organizations.

See Stoychev, St.., Constitutional Law, S., 2002, p. 80; Spasov, B., Constitutional Law, Part One, S., 2002, p. 24.
Spasov, B., A Study of the Constitution, S., 1997, p. 31.
15
See Decision No 19 from Dec. 21, 1993 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 11/93, SG, issue 4/94.
16
Ibid, item 2 from the dispositive of the Decision.
13
14
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legal conditions for business activity. The opposite
interpretation would have limited the application of the
promulgated in Art. 19, para. 1 principle, that the basis
of Bulgarian economy is the free business initiative. The
three stated hypotheses constitute part of equal conditions
consequences but do not exhaust them. 17
In conjunction with all what was said so far, it has
to be noted that the Constitutional Court does not accept
the right on free business initiative as a kind of peculiar
arbitrariness. It states, that this right is not of absolute
nature and at the same time the principles of state
regulation and control of business activity are not
excluded. Limitation of the freedom on business initiative
is a right of the legislative authority, of course, within the
frameworks of the Constitution itself. Such cases are
present in respect to the state property and the state
monopoly, 18 and also in respect to the unfair
competitiveness and consumers’ protection. The free
business initiative can be always limited with a view to
the protection of other constitutional valuables, as well
— the sovereignty, for instance, state’s security and
independence and its territorial completeness; protection
and regeneration of the environment, the maintenance
and variety of the animated nature and the efficient usage
of natural resources and capacities of the country; special
land protection; protection of the Bulgarian language and
the national historical and cultural heritage etc. 19 The free
business initiative can be temporarily limited by law upon
proclaiming of war, by martial law or other states of
emergency.
3. The free business initiative should not be
interpreted as absolute, uncoordinated and uncontrolled
freedom of economical behavior on the part of all
economic entities. 20 Similar opinion could have brought
to a chaos, as far the business activities’ regulation upon
the orders of legislature represents an objective
precondition for it. This is evident from some of the
decisions of the CC from the past years. Thus, the
legislator has limited the establishment of chemistries for
free sale of medicinal products on the territory of certain
health, medical and other institutions for hospital aid. 21
In this way the free business initiative and the requirement

for equal legal conditions for the business activity are
obviously breached. However, this is justifiable as far
the purpose is to be protected other, higher in ranking
constitutional value what the health of the citizens is and
their guaranteed accessible medical help. In this case,
that legislative decision has been found reasonable by the
Constitutional Court and therefore it has rejected the
request the relevant legislative regulation to be
promulgated as unconstitutional. 22
4. The National Assembly has the right to adopt
laws on any matter, without being envisaged whatever
conditions or requirements in respect to their subject
matter or content, provided that they are not in
contradiction with the general principles and regulation
of the Constitution. 23 This legislative expediency of the
NA as per Art. 84, item 1 of the Constitution, cannot be
arbitrary and unlimited. Such is the case in which the
CC has refused to endorse non-constitutionality of the
legislative regulation of § 9, para. 1 of the provisional
and final regulations of the Environment Protection Act
(EPA) (publ., SG, issue 91 from Sept. 25, 2002) by
means of which different obligation have been envisaged
for damages caused upon economic entities on the one
side and on the state on the other. The CC admits in the
motives of its decision that for the particular case the
legislative approach applied has been regular from the
point of view of the expediency and no violation has
been present of the free business initiative and the
equality of the legal conditions upon which all Bulgarian
and foreign natural and legal entities-parties on
privatization contracts under the EPA were to be placed.
‘The Constitutional principle of the Art. 19, para. 2 shall
apply upon equal condition to one and the same moment
of the business activity but not for consequent and
different acts. The opposite would have meant a
prohibition for the legislator to alter or amend the already
established legislation. In certain occasion the National
Assembly can also establish variety of legal grounds
for different categories of economic entities within the
frameworks of the only business activity. The difference
within the legislative organization at different periods
of time as a rule is influenced by a number of factors

See Decision No 2 from March 13, 2003 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 20/2002.
As per the Art. 18, para. 4 of the CRB by Law state monopoly can be established upon the railroad transport, national postal and
transmission networks, the use of nuclear energy, production of radioactive products, weapons, explosion and heavy biological action
substances.
19
See Decision No 6 from Feb. 25, 1997of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 32/96.
20
See Decision No 7 from May 20, 2003 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. 4/2003.
21
See Art. 226, para. 2 of the Medicinal Products in Human Medicine Act (prom., SG, issue 31 from April 13, 2007)
22
See Decision No 9 from June 17, 2003of the CC upon the const, c, No 10/2003.
23
See Justice Hristo Danov’s opinion in dissent of the upon a case Decision No 5 from Sept. 26, 2002 of the CC of the RB upon cost.
c. No 5/2002.
17
18
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— economical, political, international etc.’24 due to which
such a legislative decision is correct.
5. Another decision of it’s the CC, following its
consecutive practice (see item 2 above), enacts, that the
right on social insurance is a value of higher order in
respect to the right on free market initiative and has to be
protected as a priority. This substantiates the state
regulation conducted and the control in respect to the
activity of pension insurance funds. The adopted
restrictive measures as per Art. 176, para. 325 of the Social
Insurance Code (SIC) are aimed at protecting the interests
of the insured in the funds entities by prohibiting the
insurance society to make use of the investment
properties purchased on the means of insured individuals.
In essence, this represents protection of consumers after
the Art. 19, para. 2 of the Constitution, but not breaching
the right on free business initiative in relation to insurance
funds in questions which are provided with equal legal
conditions to carry out their activity. What is more —
the free business initiative of the pension insurance society
is limited neither in respect to the use of its properties
acquired on its own capitals nor in respect to the
management of investment properties of the pension fund
with regards to any third party. The only thing limited is
the use of investment property for business transactions
with related entities as this is a normative decision,
consequently applied in the commercial law, containing
the constitutionally guaranteed obligation of the state to
prevent unfair competitiveness — Art. 19, para. 2,
proposal 3 of the he Constitution. 26
6. The Constitutional Court occupies a specific
position within the system of state authorities. Its task is
to protect the Constitution and to stand up for the
principles promulgated in it. Its activity from the point of
view of functionality seems quite well provided.27 Though,
in some cases in the CC the required majority for the
general motives to be formulated for the decision upon a

particular issue cannot be met. 28 Similar is the case at the
hearing of the constitutional argument concerning the
established by means of the Power Engineering Act
(prom., SG, issue 107 from Dec. 9, 2003) easier terms
for collection of receivables for the electric power and
natural gas supply. The request for proclaiming the
relevant regulations as unconstitutional meets no the
required majority and is thus rejected, but in the motives
to the decision some important conclusions have been
made. The created legal inequality for the privileged
creditors to collect their receivables on an easier base is
grounded on legislative and economic expediency as far
in this way stability, security and uninterruptedness of
actions on provisioning the electricity and gas supply.
This on its part provides no grounds for legislative
exception from the constitutional principle for
establishment and assuring equal legal rights on market
activity. The establishment and assuring of equal legal
conditions pursuant to Art. 19, para. 2 of the Constitution
envisage legal but not economical parity and such exactly
has been established in this case. Besides, the requirement
for protection of consumers has not been observed, as
well. The National Assembly is obliged to take into
consideration this element of the free business initiative
upon the adoption of each legislative act which concerns
the consumers. This cannot be eliminated or neglected
at the expense of other considerations, as economical
expediency, social demands etc.29 The protection of
consumers is not exhausted with the adoption and
enforcing of a special law only (the Consumers Protection
Act), on the contrary; there is concerned the consideration
of interest and rights of the consumers made in advance
in execution of the basic constitutional principle prior
and during the legislative process. Consumers’ protection
is not a problem of a single normative act only but of a
complex of rules which cover all possible domains of
their rights and interests’ breach. 30 All this is to show

24
See Decision No 2 from March 13, 2003 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 20/2002. Here must be noted, that Justices
Nedelcho Beronov and Lyudmil Neykov’s opinions of dissent of the in respect of this decision contain quite reasonable arguments in
support of the opposite thesis. They state, that “no advisability considerations can be taken regulating for the legislator upon the
acceptance of the regulation contested.” The legislative expediency „has constitutionally admissible limit which imposes the obligation its
application not to infringe the Constitution”. „The free business initiative on which the economics of our country is based can be only
limited with a view to protect other constitutional values. The case can be related to none of the institutional values visualized in the
decision.” Though, the decision of the CC has been endorsed by the necessary number of votes cast by the justices, which has made it final
and implies obligation to be adhered to by everyone.
25
As of the present moment the text of the regulation in question is with another edition.
26
See Decision No 2 from April 20, 2004of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 2/2004.
27
Besides Chapter VIII of the Constitution, to CC’s activity are dedicated two more normative acts — The Constitutional Court Act
([prom., SG, issue 67 from Aug. 16, 1991) and Regulations on the organization of the activities of the Constitutional Court.
28
As per Art. 151, para. 1 of the CRB the Constitutional Court endorses its decision upon majority of more than the half of all the
judges.
29
See Decision No 11 from Dec. 18, 2007 of the CC of the RB upon the const. c. No 6/2007, again there.
30
See Decision No 4 from March 15, 2007 of the CC upon c. c. No 10/2006.
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that though regular in their essence, the conclusions
which are being made in the motives of the CC are not
sufficient in order to directly influence the legislative
regulations which are in breach of the basic law. And
yet, the inclusion of these conclusions in the motives
of the endorsed decisions provides some kind of
guarantee that those shall be adhered to by the legislator
in his future activity.
7. The promulgated in Art. 6 of the Constitution
equality of citizens before the Law do not exclude the
right of the legislator to introduce specific conditions and
requirement for exercising of certain activity. As these
conditions are equal and apply to everyone who practice
it, they are at equal positions, notwithstanding the fact
that some of them actually cannot conform to these
requirements. The fundamental principle here is within
the circle of those who exercise the same activity to be
put on an equal basis. The Law shall have to apply equally
to citizens and the legal entities regardless of economic
capacities of their particular groups. 31
In the quoted decision of the CC under discussion
are the disputed legal regulations for the Automobile
Transport Law, by which equal legal conditions are
envisaged for everyone who renders taxi services to
passengers. The CC concludes that the economic
possibilities of the entities to carry out this type of activity
are beyond the subject of regulating as per Art. 19, para.
2 of the Constitution, and generally, beyond the scope of
application of the right on free business initiative. In this
case the expedient legislative decision is present which
has been adopted as an expression of the discretion
competence of the National Assembly to adopt, amend,
supplement and abolish the laws. It is of no significant
importance for the conformity of the text to the
Constitution what pertains to the fact that they are not to
be born equally by everybody in social aspect. Article
19, para. 2 of the Constitution does not bind the legislator
to establish different legal conditions for market activity
supposed to meet the financial state of particular groups
of citizens and legal entities. It requires legal order for
everyone regardless of their resources, which exactly is
that established with the Automobile Transport Law. By
analogy, similar normative requirements introduced have
been introduced in respect to the exercising of different
professions or activities, without being in breach to any
extent of the requirement for equality in the eye of the
law, promulgated through Art. 6 of the CRB. 32
8. Adjudication upon particular disputes in
connection with the functioning of the country’s economy

makes the Constitutional Court an active participant in
the social processes and the Constitution on its part is
being adopted as a directly endorsed legal framework,
regardless of its generally formulated and abstract
sounding norms. One of the recently endorsed decisions
of the Court turned to be a key decision for a large sector
of the economy, and namely — the trade with medical
products. According to Art. 52, para. 5 of the CRB the
state carries out control over all the health institutions, as
well as over the manufacturing of medications, bioproducts and medical equipment and over the trade with
them, including control over the retail trade with medical
products with a view to the protection of citizens’ health.
The freedom of the business initiative does not exclude
the principles of state regulation and control over the
economic activity as it is not absolute and can be limited
as per the legislative order when this is aimed at preventing
misappropriation with the monopoly, unfair
competitiveness and is meant to be consumer protective.33
In executing its faculties upon Art. 52, para. 5 of the
CRB, the National Assembly adopts limitation in respect
to the economic entities which have no right to carry out
retail trade with medical product by opening a pharmacy
— this right is granted to every chemist who has Master’s
degree and has been registered as a trader in accordance
with the Commercial Law — a sole proprietor or a single
owner of a limited liability company, as per the legislature
of a country-member or a country of the European
Economic Area. In this case, the CC regularly admits
that by limiting the legal-organizational forms through
which medications retail trade can be carried out, the
state in the person of the National Assembly in its nature
goes beyond its powers of control granted as per the
Art. 52, para. 5 of the Constitution. The control which
the state is empowered to carry out upon the activity of
the pharmacies, cannot serve as a grounding and
justification to introduce prohibition to all the remaining
trading companies, except for the EOOD and ET to carry
out retail trading with medical products when they open
a pharmacy. That is why, in this case the introduced
limitation has been reasonably declared by the CC as
unconstitutional.
IV. CONCLUSION
The examples presented from the practice of the
Bulgarian Constitutional Court are aimed to prove in an
indisputable manner the more and more increasing
significance of this Institution. Secondly, but not last, it
should be noted that through the CC the norms of

See Decision No 3 from April 13, 2006 of the CC of the RB upon const. c.. No 4/2006.
See Decision No 18 from Nov. 14, 1997 of the CC of the RB upon const. const. c. No 12/1997.
33
See Decision No 5 from July 10, 2008 of the CC upon c. c. No 2/2008.
31
32
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Bulgarian Constitution ‘come back to life’ as accordingly
to their casual interpretation they can be applied to
particular social relationships — a point, which is
inconceivable and inadmissible as per the previous
Constitutions of the Republic of Bulgaria. The accent of
the present work is set solely on the principle of free
business initiative which has been introduced for the
purposes of providing the grounds for the market
economy of the country. The numerous decisions of the
CC and references to this significant principle of the
Economics come to prove and to fasten the role of the
constitutional control carried out as a fixed part of each
democratic state of law.

гарії протягом останніх десятиліть ХХ століття, Болгарія стикається із численними труднощами при переході від економіки планової до ринкової. Ухвалення нової демократичної Конституції має відношення
до введення нових функцій державних властей і
підтримки нових принципів. У статті розглянута
діяльність Конституційного Суду та його роль в
здійсненні основного принципу ринкової економіки
відповідно до Болгарського основного закону —
вільна ділова ініціатива.
Ключові слова: Конституційний Суд, конституційний контроль, ділова ініціатива, конкурентоспроможність, монополія, захист споживача.

Dochev М., Dochev H. Constitutional control
as a factor of market economy maintenance
After the change of the social-political system in
Bulgaria during the last decades of the XX century,
Bulgaria has been facing a great number of difficulties in
the transition from planned to market economy. The
adoption of a new democratic Constitution has to do with
the introduction of new functions of state authorities and
the standing for new principles. The subject of this report
is the activity of the Constitutional Court (CC) and its
role in the enforcement of the basic principle of the market
economy in accordance with the Bulgarian basic law —
the free business initiative.
Key words: Constitutional Court, constitutional
control, free business initiative, competitiveness,
monopoly, consumer protection.

Дочев М., Дочев Х. Конституционный контроль как фактор из поддержки рыночной экономики
После изменения социально-политической системы в Болгарии в течение последних десятилетий ХХ
столетия, Болгария сталкивается с многочисленными
трудностями при переходе от плановой к рыночной
экономике. Принятие новой демократической Конституции имеет отношение к введению новых функций
государственных властей и поддержки новых принципов. В статье рассмотрена деятельность Конституционного Суда и его роли в осуществлении основного принципа рыночной экономики в соответствии с
Болгарским основным законом — свободная деловая инициатива.
Ключевые слова: Конституционный Суд, конституционный контроль, свободная деловая инициатива, конкурентоспособность, монополия, защита потребителя.
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UKRAINIAN MEDIUM SIZED BUSINESS IN TERMS OF GLOBAL COMPETITIVE
ENVIRONMENT: NATIONAL SPECIFICS, TENDENCIES AND MAIN PROBLEMS
OF DEVELOPMENT
researchers — Avramova O., Ovcharova L., Cvetova I.,
Hisrich D. R., Gavin B., Sutton K. and others.
Medium-sized business often falls out of context. In
other words, even when the object of research is small and
medium-sized business, more attention is paid to the
problems of a small one. But private medium business creates
so called “backbone” of the developed economies. It has
some advantages compared with small or large business.
In comparison with small business, medium-sized
business has the advantages as follows: market fluctuation
tolerance, potentially more effective because it can use scale
effect economies, has better access to external financing,
and has more possibilities for scientific and technological
innovations. In comparison with large business, medium
business is: more flexible to market fluctuations, and more
oriented to satisfying individual needs of buyers. Also
medium-sized business has great significance on the
employment market. Medium-sized enterprises play key
stabilizing role, because during the growth period they do
not have tendencies to hyperemployment, but in the recession
period they are quite reserved in reducing staff.
In this connection the necessity of deeper research
of medium-sized enterprises arises, because of their ability
to become the basic element in forming complete middle
class. Also they are able to provide innovatively-investment
development of Ukrainian economy in the terms of global
competition.
Conceptual issues of research
The Ukrainian scientists and politicians (as well as
representatives of other countries) have three main
characteristics of their approach to SMEs problems.
First of all, marginal estimates of SMEs role in the
economy (either SME sector is considered as the main driver
of economic growth and instrument of solving social
problems or the accent is made only on large industrial giants).
Secondly, there is neglect of medium-sized

Problem definition. Medium-sized business (MB)
is a basis of social being in world developed economy. It
takes intermediate position between large corporate
business, which is controlled by the state because of its
strategic influence, and small business, which usually
has service function. Generally the substantial part of
labor pool works in a medium business and as a
consequence they define social prosperity of society.
For example in Europe, the share of medium-sized
enterprises is about 1,1 % (number of employees — 51-250
persons). 17% of labor force total is engaged in this sector,
and 17,8% of value added is made here. At that, private
enterprises of medium size play key role in secondary industry.
As for Ukraine, the role of SMEs is defined
ambiguously. There are different points of view on this
issue; sometimes these views are even polar.
Generally, before 1980 in national science there were
only few studies on medium business, as well as business
in general. The first reason for that is ideological aspects:
entrepreneurship as well as capitalist society was
considered as a historically fated.
Deep changes in the ideology that were observed in
the early 1990 (more properly the denial of any ideology
at all) have cardinally changed the question of necessity
of business scientific research as a whole and mediumsized business in particular.
The objective of the article is to learn specifics
of national medium-sized business, to find out main
tendencies of development and problems that prevent the
development.
The analysis of the latest scientific research
publications.
The problems of small and medium-sized business
has been studied by national researchers — Amosha A.,
Adamov B., Liashenko V., Golovacha E., Akimova I.,
Zaitsev Y., Macogon Y., Savchuk V., and also foreign

Table 1
Statistics of EU enterprises by size (% share of total), 2005 [8, p. 47]
Business category
SMEs
Micro
Small
Medium
Large

Number of enterprises
99,8
91,8
6,9
1,1
0,2

Value added
57,7
21,0
18,9
17,8
42,3
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Number of persons employed
67,4
29,7
20,7
17,0
32,6
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Table 2
Comparison of definitions of SMEs (EU) [3, p.35]

enterprises, while their role in development of entrepreneur
initiative and solving of urgent economic problems is not
less than the role of small and microenterprises.
Thirdly, as a consequence, state policy concerning
SME is oriented on decreasing barriers for market entry
(and also creation of privileged conditions for small
enterprises) and pays no attention to growth barriers.
As a first step, we should define the criteria of
business classifications to highlight the medium sector
and estimate its value in the economy of Ukraine. Usually,
researchers use such figures as number of employees
and annual turnover of the enterprise. Also we should
mention that there are no unique international criteria or
standards of business classification, although some
efforts are making to work out these criteria.
Thus, in 2003 the European Commission has
decided to work out recommendations for standardization
of approaches to defining and classifying business.
Recommendations represent an official normative
document, and its action extends to all of EU members.
So, EU can be an example of standardization and make it
easier for enterprises to carry on business, as it also
facilitates conducting research in this sphere.
Contrastive analysis of business classification in
European Union is given in table 2.
As we can see from the table 2, in EU firms where
number of employees is 50 persons are identified as the
category of small business, and medium business with
the staff of 250 persons.
In the USA, to enterprises of small business attribute
firms with the staff of 100 employees, to medium business
— with 500 persons.
Parameters of business classification in Turkish
economy are similar to European. Criteria of turnover
and number of employees are practically identical.
According to the law of the Russian Federation
“About development of small and medium
entrepreneurship in Russian Federation” average number
of employees should not be more than:
— 101 to 250 persons for medium-sized enterprises;
— 100 persons for small firms;
— micro business — 15 persons.
Annual turnover or balance sheet assets should not
surpass:
— micro firms — €1,4 million;
— small firms — €9,2 million;
— medium-sized enterprises — €23,2 million [1].
Concerning Ukraine, we can say that only in 2008
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after changes have been made in Commercial Procedure
Code of Ukraine and in the law of Ukraine “About state
support of small entrepreneurship” we’ve got more or
less well-defined classification of business. The
definitions are given bellow.
“Enterprises can be classified as small, medium or
large firms depending on the number of employees and
annual turnover.
Small enterprises (irrespective of the form of
ownership) are those with the number of employees
during the business period being less than 50 persons,
and the value of total income during this period being
less than 70 million UAH (about € 6,4 million).”
To large enterprises attribute firms if the number of
employees is more or equal to 250 persons, and annual
turnover is more than 100 million UAH (about € 91,2 million).
All others are medium-sized firms” [2].
As we see, even in the Commercial Procedure Code
the medium business got such a vague definition as “all
other firms”.
Quantitative and qualitative parameters of
development of enterprises of this sector were evolved
after legislative changes that had been mentioned above
(table 3, figure 1, 2, table 4, 5, 6).
So, the share of medium-sized enterprises decreased,
and in 2008 it was to 6,8% from total number of firms
(figure 2). Actually to the medium business are attributed
firms with annual turnover from 70 to 100 million UAH.
The reduction of diapason explains decreasing of this
parameter and in the context of analysis of medium business
development it shows the negative tendencies. But in point
of fact these are only changes in the methodology, and
there is no ground for negative forecast.
The criteria of the number of employees remained
stayed the same. In 2008 there were 35,3% of total
number of employed worked in the enterprises of
medium-sized business (table 4).
In total in the medium-sized enterprises there worked
35% of the number of employees in 2008 (table 5). The
majority of employed work in agriculture is 70,1%,
industry is 30,4%, construction is 41,6%.
The productivity of SMEs is lower than on large
firms and equal to 60% of the level of the latter ones.
Also within the SMEs sector the least productive are
medium-sized firms: the productivity here is equal to 89%
from the same parameter of small firms and 76% ? in the
micro enterprises. This fact deserves special attention
because it contradicts to theoretical expectations.
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Table 3
Number of enterprises per 10 thousand of population, units [7, p. 244]
Years
2006
2007
2008

Medium enterprises
5
5
5

Small enterprises
72
76
72

One of the potential reasons for this is specific
process of formation of modern Ukrainian medium-sized
business, and as a consequence its specifics from the point
of view of ownership. As distinct from Western countries,
where medium business has grown from successful small
private companies, in Ukraine the medium business sector
was formed on the basis of privatization process of middle
and large sized state enterprises. Modern medium
enterprises were created from privatized large companies
that during the process of restructuring made an important
staff reduction and have passed to the category of middle
business, or from the subdivisions of large verticallyintegrated companies, which diminished before or in the
process of privatization. This means that Ukrainian
enterprises instead of being a successful example of
increasing entrepreneurial effort imitatively represent sector,
which have inherited the problems of old large state
companies and need essential restructuring [4].
Specific process of Ukrainian middle sector formation
also determined particular qualities of ownership structure.
In Western European countries medium firms that have
grown up from small companies usually belong to small group
of owners (often members of one or two families), that take
active part in management. This minimizes the risks of
corporative management conflicts. In Ukraine middle sector
is represented by joint-stock companies (namely open) with
vague structure of ownership, this causes problems of
corporative management and reflects operation effectiveness.
Considering the importance of creating effective
high-productive medium-sized business sector for the
Ukrainian economy development we should identify the
main factors that influence this process.
The main source of development of effective and
viable medium business is a small private business that
moves to another size category. Thus, all the factors that
influence the on creation of new enterprises, the survival
capacity in the market and growth, also play key role in
the forming of medium-sized business.
Such factors are generally institutional,
administrative-regulatory, financial, segment and regional
and individual ones [4].
Generally-institutional factors. In a general sense they
characterize the development level of market institutions
that is necessary for functioning of economic entities
(including small firms). In a narrow sense, these factors
are — the systems of protection of private ownership rights
and commercial contracts, providing fair competition.
Administrative-regulatory factors. By implication
they belong to the institutional ones but are always
considered separately and represent interrelationship
between private business state machine in the sphere of
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Fig. 1. Share of large, medium and small enterprises
before legislative changes in 2008
(% from total number of firms)

Fig. 2. Share of large, medium and small enterprises
after legislative changes in 2008
(% from total number of firms) [7, p. 241]

registration, licensing and other “permissive” procedures
and also tax system.
Financial factors characterize specifics of internal
and external sources of financing for business
development.
Segment and regional factors reflect specifics of
region or district, in which the firms work, from the
point of view of technical, natural and other (noninstitutional) aspects.
Individual factors characterize personal specifics
of the entrepreneur.
Conclusions and perspectives for the future
research in this area.
As result of research of specific development of
Ukrainian SMEs we can name some particular qualities
of such enterprises:
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Table 4
Number of hired workers in the enterprises [7, p. 252]

2006
2007
2008

Large enterprises
thousands of
in % to total
persons
number of
employees
3189,9
34,7
3440,1
37,9
3594,2
40,4

Medium-sized enterprises
thousands of
in % to total
persons
number of
employees
3848,7
41,8
3480,8
38,4
3136,5
35,3

Small enterprises
thousands of in % to total
persons
number of
employees
2158,5
23,5
2154,3
23,7
2156,8
24,3
Table 5

Number of employees in the enterprises [7, p. 247]

2006
2007
2008

Large enterprises
thousands of
in % to total
persons
number of
employees
3189,9
34,4
3440,1
37,6
3594,3
40,1

Medium-sized enterprises
thousands of
in % to total
persons
number of
employees
3850,3
41,5
3482,7
38,0
3137,7
35,0

Small enterprises
thousands of
in % to total
persons
number of
employees
2232,3
24,1
2231,5
24,4
2237,4
24,9
Table 6

Number of employees on the sizes of enterprises and on type of economic activity, 2008 [7, p. 239-241]

Agriculture , hunting, forestry
Industry
Construction
Trade; auto service, repair of
household goods and personal
demand items
Trade in cars and motorcycles,
overhaul and repair
Wholesale and intermediation in
wholesale
Retail; repair of household goods
and personal demand items
The hotels and restaurants
activity
The activity of transport and
communications
Financial activity
Real estate operations; lease;
engineering and services for
entrepreneurs
Education
Healthcare and providing of
social help
Providing municipal and
individual services, activity in
the sphere of culture and sport.

Large enterprises
thousands
in % to total
of persons
number of
employees
88,3
88,3
2070,8
58,6
110,8
16,7
413,3
30,2

Medium-sized enterprises
thousands
in % to total
of persons
number of
employees
558,0
70,1
1075,2
30,4
275,4
41,6
377,2
27,5

Small enterprises
thousands in % to total
of
number of
persons
employees
149,4
18,8
389,9
11,0
276,4
41,7
580,0
42,3

48,6

32,0

48,3

31,7

55,2

36,3

155,7

20,9

212,3

28,5

376,9

50,6

209,0

44,1

116,6

24,7

147,9

31,2

13,7

9,5

55,9

39,0

74,0

51,5

787,2

69,2

220,1

19,3

130,7

11,5

40,1
43,7

43,8
4,9

25,7
373,4

28,2
41,6

25,6
479,4

28,0
53,5

2,8
4,8

7,6
5,3

18,3
52,8

49,5
57,7

15,8
33,9

42,9
37,0

18,8

9,6

98,2

50,5

77,6

39,9

— The main part of SMEs is working in agriculture,
construction, healthcare and social services, municipal
and individual services, in the sphere of culture and sport.
— The majority of medium industrial enterprises
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have arisen after privatization and staff reduction in the
large state enterprises.
— As distinct from Western companies, Ukrainian
medium-sized business is represented by open joint-stock
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companies, so the risks of corporative management
conflicts increase.
— Small firms are not an essential source of
development of middle sector, because of motivation
problems and limited possibilities of growth.
— Investment activity of medium-sized enterprises
is rather low, more often insufficient volume of profit is
considered to be as an obstacle for investment.
— Thus an important role of SMEs in economic
development calls for the necessity of attention of scientists,
experts and what is more important government to this
sector. Especially it concerns transformation countries,
where small and medium-sized business was formed in
the process of mass privatization and market mechanism
that determines an economic structure which only starts
functioning. Despite fact that small business has a great
value for development of entrepreneur initiative and
competition, its role should not be exaggerated, as well as
it is not necessary to forget about the importance of
medium business for normal development of economy and
middle class formation. On the level of government policy
it means that policy for entrepreneurship development
should be also focused on tasks for creating conditions
for effective development of medium-sized business.
— More intensive study of medium business is
caused by its advantages in comparison with small and
large enterprises (see above) that under conditions of the
global competitive environment factors make it most
adaptive to them. Under transformation processes which
are occurring in national economy, it is possible allow to
understand more deeply the nature, direction and factors
of changes which occur, and to determine (if need be)
measures of state and internal policy of the enterprises
for more successful adaptation to conditions of the global
competition dominating in modern economic relations.

Tulku Y. I., Kapturenko N. G. Ukrainian
medium sized business in terms of global competitive
environment: national specifics, tendencies and
main problems of development
The article examines the essence and main
characteristics of Ukrainian medium-sized business. The
authors analyses the role SMEs sector, especially the
middle sector in the economic development. The article
also estimates the condition of medium business, main
tendencies of development and perspectives. The author
summarizes essential factors that influence on mediumsized business development.
Key words: medium-sized business, economic
development, business classification, productivity.
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середній бізнес в умовах глобального конкурентного оточення: національні специфічні особливості, тенденції і головні проблеми розвитку
У статті досліджено сутність та основні особливості українського середнього бізнесу. Проаналізовано роль сектору МСБ, особливо середніх підприємств,
в економічному розвитку країни. Також в статті запропонована оцінка стану розвитку середнього
підприємництва, досліджено основні тенденції та перспективи розвитку, визначені фактори, які впливають
на розвиток цього сектору у вітчизняній економіці.
Ключові слова: середній бізнес, економічний розвиток, класифікація бізнесу, продуктивність.
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MONOFUNCTIONAL CITIES: PROBLEMS, SUPPORT PROVISION AND DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
The monofunctional (monoindustrial) cities are an
integral element of industrial and raw materials regions.
Such cities are characterized by the availability of severe
dependence on the possibilities, rates and directions of
development of all elements included into the city system,
on the financial and economic state and stage of the life
cycle of one or two city-forming enterprises that form
the production base of the city. At the same time, the
monocentrism in the city economic structure formation
is characterized both by the low level of the branch
structure diversification and small quantity of enterprises
providing the existence of the given locality.
One should make an emphasis that the city monospecialization does not only determine the directions of
the city development, but also modifies the structure of
all city subsystems forming the special integral generality
of the community with the specific type of social
organization connected with implementation of a definite
socially meaningful function.
A monofunctional city represents a complex system,
where economic and technological, and social and cultural
relations form a relatively independent mechanism of
reproduction of required production resources (man
power), public goods (social infrastructure) and moral
component determining the social and cultural unity of the
local community. Herewith, the levels of urban population
mono-specialization can be different. The Russian scientists
outline the following forms of mono-specialization:
a monofunctional city, i.e. a city where a limited
number of enterprises form the critical amount of activity
that provides the city existence and development. At the
same time, the usage of the “monofunctional” term
underlines that mono-specialization can occur in the
presence of several enterprises, which refer formally to
different branches. In this case one can speak about
mono-specialization if enterprises are interconnected
within the unique production chain or serve one and the
same market;
a monoindustrial city, i.e. a city where several
enterprises of the leading, urban branch exist;
1

Small cities — cities with population up to 50 thous. people.
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a monocentric city, where the city-forming branch
is represented by a single enterprise [2].
In Ukraine the category “monofunctional city” is
determined legally by the Resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine “About Main directions of provision
of complex development of small monofunctional cities”
dated 17.03.2000 No. 521. According to this document
a small monofunctional city is a small city1, in which the
specialization of economically active population work is
determined by enterprises mainly of one-two primary
branches of economy that form the income part of the
city budget, provide functioning of the social
infrastructure and other objects of population life activity.
The city mono-specialization appears as an important
instrument of spatial optimization of production forces’
arrangement and production management. It promotes
minimization of transport costs and increase of
investments’ efficiency. In a monoindustrial city the most
powerful are the effects of localization economy
occurring at the account of an enterprise’s production
costs reduction in proportion to the growth of products
volume manufactured by the branch, and urban economy
due to the enterprise’s production costs reduction in
proportion to the growth of the city economy scales.
Alongside with that, with the loss of public
significance of needs that caused the city formation or
upon termination of social organization activity the monospecialized city structure appears to be the most sensitive
to external influences.
It is the availability of deep internal structural
disbalances that becomes the reason for sharp worsening
of the monofunctional city’s social and economic state
at the change of the public development priorities. Such
monofunctionality, brought to some absolute, leads to
isolation of the mono-specialized cities from regional
subsystems, thus blocking the possibility of forming valid
regional nets of cities providing their complementarity
and interaction.
The main feature of the mono-specialization
phenomenon is its objective, historically provided nature.
Occurrence and mass circulation of the mono-
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specialization phenomenon is caused by the set of factors,
which action promotes objectively the growth of the
specific weight of city-forming and reduction of the
specific weight of city-servicing types of activity.
In Ukraine there are 111 monofunctional cities,
among which: of coal extraction — 32 cities, of
production ore and nonmetallic feed — 7, power
engineering — 9, processing industry — 27, chemical
and oil refining industry — 6, agricultural centers — 18,
transport — 9, therapeutic — 2, art field — 1.
The mono-industrial cities in Donetsk region have
got the largest distribution, there are 27 of them here.
Among them there are cities with the following
specialization:
coal-mining industry: Artemovo, Biletskoye,
Belozerskoye, Ugledar, Uglegorsk, Gornyak, Dzerzhinsk,
Dobropolye, Zhdanovka, Kirovskoye, Novogrodovka,
Mospino, Rodinskoye, Ukrainsk, Yuzhnokommunarsk,
Selidovo;
extraction of ore and nonmetallic feed:
Komsomolskoye, Seversk, Soledar, Dokuchayevsk;
power engineering: Svetlodarsk, Zugres,
Kurakhovo, Nikolayevka;
processing industry: Avdeyevka, Chasov Yar,
Krasnogorovka.
The factors that activated the development of the
monoindustrial cities in Donetsk region were a historically
formed orientation of the country economy to expansion
of the extensive operation of natural resources and wide
usage of a monofunctional approach in the period of
planned economy as the instrument of regulation of
national economic space’s territorial proportions. As a
result a special type of a mono-specialized city has been
formed, which social and economic position is almost
completely depends on functionality of a city-forming
enterprise not sufficiently elastic to structural
transformations, which life cycle is strictly limited due
to non-produced resources’ depletion. The formed monospecialization is the reason for high sensitiveness of such
cities to unfavorable environment changes. One can
assume that their social and economic position depends
on the state of minerals reserves, degree of their industrial
development and competitiveness of enriched raw
materials extracted by a city-forming enterprise.
In Donetsk region there are 16 small monofunctional
cities, where coal industry is the main branch of economy.
31 mines function in these cities, 9 mines are in the process
of liquidation, at 2 mines the physical liquidation is
completed, 2 inoperative mines are planned to be liquidated.
The main problems of coal-mining enterprises are

chronic budget underfinancing, deficit of own current
assets for technical re-equipment, which led to the
decrease of coal extraction volumes. The situation in small
cities is aggravated by the absence of a complex approach
to solution of problems that accumulated in connection
with the closure of unpromising mines. When
implementing the project of mines’ closure the advancing
financing of actions for their physical liquidation takes
place in the prejudice to solution of social problems.
The process of mass liquidation of unprofitable coalmining enterprises is not always accompanied by the
scientific and economic substantiation, forecasting and
tracing of social and economic consequences. The situation
worsens due to insufficient level of centralized financing
of closed enterprises, actions in social protection of
dismissed employees, corresponding social and economic
programs of monofunctional mining cities’ development.
All this reflects negatively on the social and economic
state of the coal-mining regions and preconditions the
depressive state of the significant part of monofunctional
cities, where work at the coal-mining enterprises forms
the basis of the population life activity. The social
consequences of the undeliberate regional policy in the
monofunctional cities are:
low level of wages and availability of wages and
regress payments2 debts;
growth of unemployment;
absence of new working places;
dismissal of employees with no further employment
with the simultaneous weak motivation of miners to requalification and training;
low intrabranch and territorial mobility of manforce;
reduction of population buying ability;
unsolution of questions concerning the transfer of
municipal housing and social and cultural facilities that
belong to the liquidated mines;
severe unfavorable living conditions of miners and
members of their families, abolishment of the therapeutic
system of the branch;
unsatisfactory state of the municipal housing field
and social infrastructure of the cities;
unsatisfactory environmental conditions;
growth of social strain.
Such state preconditions the danger of destruction of
human potential in the small monofunctional mining cities.
Estimation of the Condition and Perspectives of
Economic Development of Monofunctional Cities in
Donetsk Region
Due to the limited statistic information only the values
of development of the monofunctional cities of regional

Regress payment — payment made by an employer to an employee as compensation for damage, maim or other injury to health
connected with fulfillment of labor duties.
2
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Fig. 1. Share of Monofunctional Cities in the Total Volume of Sold Industrial Products (Works, Services)
in Donetsk Region, % [3,48].

subordination were analyzed, in seven of which (Ugledar,
Dzerzhinsk, Dobropolye, Zhdanovka, Kirovskoye,
Novogrodovka, Selidovo) the profile branch is coal
extraction, in one (Avdeyevka) — coke and chemical
production and in one (Dokuchayevsk) — coal mining
represented by flux and dolomite extraction.
The industrial production of the examined
monofunctional cities occupies a small part in the regional
volume of sold industrial products (works, services) (Fig.
1). So, on the whole, the monofunctional cities in 2009 sold
7.9% of the total volume of sold industrial products in
Donetsk region. Among them Avdeyevka is a leader (3.1%).
This is confirmed by the value of the industrial products
sale per capita (Fig. 2). In 2009, in Avdeyevka this value
was 4 times higher for 9 months than on an average in the
region and amounted to 95,485.5 UAH. However, because
of the world financial crisis the volumes of sold industrial
products in Avdeyevka reduced in January-November as
compared with the similar period of 2008. It is explained by
the decline in the demand for metallurgical products which
caused the decline in the demand for coke that is the main
product produced by the city-forming enterprise OJSC
“Avdeyevka by-Product Coke Plant”.
The least specific weight in the total regional volume
of sold industrial products is possessed by Novogrodovka
and Selidovo (0.2% each). Herewith, Selidovo had the least
volume of sale, where the value of industrial products sale
amounted to 4,147.8 UAH per capita in 2009.
The main share of products manufactured in the
monoindustrial cities in Donetsk region is occupied by
raw materials, what is preconditioned by their branch
specific character (fig. 3). In Ugledar raw materials
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

comprise the whole volume of sold products, in
Zhdanovka and Kirovskoye — 99.9%, in
Dokuchayevsk — 99.7%, Avdeyevka — 99.4%,
Dobropolye — 98.5%, Dzerzhinsk — 96.0%. The most
diversified production is in Novogrodovka and Selidovo,
where the share of raw materials is the least — 90.6 and
81.4% correspondingly. In Novogrodovka 9.4% of the
total volume of sold products are occupied by the group
of durable goods usage, and in Selidovo 9.8% —
investment products and 8.8% — consumer goods. Thus,
CJSC “Mashzavod” functions in Novogrodovka; it
specializes in production of domestic gas appliances.
Orienting itself to the modern requirements to
consumption and strengthening of competition in the
market, the plant introduces into production new models
of appliances, renews and updates large turnout. The
availability of investment products and consumer goods
in Selidovo production structure is connected with the
activity of CJSC “Donetsk-Kurakhovo Machine-Building
Plant”, which is specialized in the release of products for
such leading branches of industry as coal-mining,
metallurgical, coke-chemical and electric power
engineering. Moreover, production of construction
materials and polygraphic industry are also developed in
this city. The dependence of the major part of monocities
in Donetsk region on coal mining connects closely the
perspectives of their development with the life cycle of
specific fields. To reduce the dependence of the cities’
economy on the coal mining industry, it is necessary to
develop enterprises of other branches located in the cities.
Notwithstanding that in 2001-2008 in Ukraine one
observed the growth of investments in the economy, the
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Fig. 3.Distribution of the Volume of Sold Products of Mining and Processing Industries in Monoindustrial Cities by
Groups in 2008 [3, 51].

investment climate in small cities remains unsatisfactory.
The wear-and-tear of fixed assets, deficit of own current
assets at enterprises, growth of accounts receivable and
accounts payable, including arrears, wages arrears and as
a result the growth of population debts in community
charges, problems of ecological nature connected in general
with the consequences of the mines’ closure and current

ecologically dangerous productions, have a negative impact
on the investment image of the monoindustrial cities. Such
cities as Dzerzhinsk, Dobropolye, Kirovskoye, Selidovo
have the status of territory of priority development, but
foreign investment came only to Kirovskoye. Among other
monoindustrial cities the foreign investments were attracted
only to Avdeyevka.
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Table 1
Investment in the Capital Stock in Monoindustrial Cities in Donetsk Region
[According to the Data of Central Administration of Statistics in Donetsk Region]
(in actual prices, thous. UAH)
2006

2007

in % till
2006

2008

in % till 2007

20 09

in % till
2008

Avdeyevk a

8108 1

120970

149,20

157287

130,02

100 158

63,6 8

Ugledar

7758 6

95439

123,01

101659

106,52

15970

15,7 1

Dzerzhinsk

3542 3

54095

152,71

72729

134,45

35728

49,1 2

Dobropolye

118904

123087

103,52

151064

122,73

123 177

81,5 4

Dokuchay evsk

3453 7

28415

82,2 7

294939

10 - fold.

88 60

3,00

Zhdanovka

1157 0

11056

95,5 6

20639

186,68

29 10

14,1 0

Kirovsko ye

5798 1

109549

188,94

211562

193,12

312 965

147,93

Novogrodovka

3125 7

71144

2,3 - fold.

64280

90,35

44571

69,3 4

Selidovo

114093

93229

81,7 1

97891

105,00

32369

33,0 7

Places

One of the values that characterize the investment
potential of the territory is the volume of investment in
the capital stock. The analysis of the corresponding data
showed that this value is influenced mainly by the branch
factor, in particular capital-output ratio of the main cityforming enterprise in the locality. The growth of
investment volumes in the 2008 in comparison with the
2007 in monoindustrial cities in Donetsk region was
preconditioned by different reasons (Table 1).
Thus, in Ugledar this value increased due to
construction of the second turn of the mine
“Yuzhnodonbasskaya No. 3”, in Dobropolye SOJSC
“Mine Belozerskaya” and mine of SE “Dobropolyeugol”
continue the reconstruction and construction of new
objects. The significant growth of this value in Dzerzhinsk
is connected with the implementation of the innovation
development plan approved by the resolution of the City
Council session. According to the plan the introduction
of the investment and innovation project of gas methane
extraction from coal fields by SE “Dzerzhinskugol” will
be implemented (the project is accepted in 2006).
A significant growth of investments in OJSC
“Dokuchayevsk Flux-Dolomite Plant” (Dokuchaevsk) in
2008 is explained by introduction of the management
system on the basis of the industrial decision for mining
companies SAP for Mining [4]. In 2008, in CJSC “CE
“Mine “Zhdanovskaya” (Zhdanovka) there was a
reequipment of one of the faces with a mechanized hightechnology complex. In 2010, a new face having hightechnology equipment was put into operation in one of
the largest mines in Ukraine “DTEK Komsomolets
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

Donbassa” (Kirovskoye) as a result of investment
projects carried out in 2008-2009.
The crisis has worsened greatly the investment
climate and conditions for fulfiling technical reequipment
programs started by the enterprises. The programs have
been corrected in the time of performance, and their
implementation depends on the rates in overcoming
economic crisis situations and financial abilities of
investors as well.
Thus, the amount of the investment volumes to the
capital stock and their dynamics depend on
competitiveness of an enterprise located on the city
territory, its investment attractiveness or availability of
own assets for investment.
Provision of Support and Development of
Monofunctional Cities
The directivity of the monoindustrial cities in Donetsk
region to the release of raw materials leads to the situation in
which their social and economic condition in a long-term
period will be determined by the condition of raw material
base of the city-forming enterprise. In the short-term period
the market relations in foreign and domestic markets will be
topside; their formation takes place under the significant
influence of state macroeconomic (money-credit, currency,
foreign economic) policy. Sudden changes, herewith, of
environment can both increase significantly and decrease
significantly the competitiveness of the city-forming
enterprise’s products and by this determine the vector of
the city development on the whole. This requires the review
of approaches to planning the social and economic
development of monindustrial cities. It is efficient to make
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several scenarios of the plan, which will provide for an
estimate of possible direction of the city development
depending on the demand for extracted raw materials and
manufactured products in the domestic and foreign markets,
with the development of actions as to the possible unfavorable
situation stabilization. Experience of such plans’ preparation
exists just in Donetsk region — i.e. the Strategy of Donetsk
development till 2020. The social and economic development
of monofunctional cities also assumes the increase of the
specific weight of such cities’ production in the region
economy.
One should note that in the monofunctional cities in
Donetsk region, where one observes the highest growth
of industrial production and the best financial result
among such cities, the city-forming enterprises belong
to SKM Group. One can assume that their development
is determined not only by the business climate in the
foreign and domestic markets, but also by SKM Group
position. This makes necessary to optimize the
organizational structure of productions functioning in the
monoindustrial cities, create their associations and
clusters, and also cooperate with enterprises in other cities,
including the large ones. Activation of the diversification
processes in the monoindustrial cities’ economy can
promote arrangement of medium and small highly-skilled
and technically equipped enterprises of different branches
of industry, as well as intensification of production on
the basis of technical re-equipment and reconstruction
of operating enterprises. One of the efficient directions
for production diversification in conditions of this group
of cities can be considered the development of raw
materials of technogenous origin, for example, industrial
dumps, i.e. increase of the level of original raw material
processing complexity. To implement such direction of
the economic base development, different associative
structures can be formed; they solve, along with the
production problems, the problems of the cities’ ecology.
Conclusion.
The modern problems of economic development of
the monofunctional cities in Donetsk region are conditioned
by their branch specialization. Reduction of production
volumes in the metallurgical branch caused the worsening
of the condition almost at all enterprises of main branches
of industry in the region. Such tendency is confirmed by
the investigations of the production volume dynamics and
products, services sale in the monofunctional cities. The
process of overcoming the crisis for these cities is
complicated by the raw material orientation of products.
In some monoindustrial cities such products comprise the
whole or almost the whole production volume. That is
why, when solving complex problems of stabilization and
development of the cities’ economy, renewal and usage of
their industrial potential is of great importance; for this

purpose production diversification and intensification are
required, as well as coordinated actions in small cities’
support at the level of state, regional and city management.
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THE EFFECT OF REAL ESTATE SPECULATION ON THE GROWTH OF ECONOMICS
IN LITHUANIA
Introduction
Real estate experts, reporters, politicians and even
ordinary people are wondering about the possible impact
of real estate bubble on the national economy and many
are concerned about the possibility of repeating Asian
experiences [1, с. 25]. It appears that such worries are
not well founded. It must be remembered that housing
situations were very different, but similarities exist with
respect to financial situation, i.e., the low interest rate
and abundance of liquid money.
Guttentag, Herring and Wachter have shown that
there is a built-in lender myopia that is intrinsic to certain
markets such as real estate, which may always be present
to some degree. Financial institutions can be unwittingly
caught into over-lending to real estate markets and feed
a severe boom and bust cycle. The reason is that lenders
underestimate their exposure to low-frequency shocks
when real estate prices have been climbing steadily for
sustained periods of time. The pattern of capital and rent
values during a property boom and bust suggests how
disaster myopia works. The cycle starts slowly with a
sustained phase of powerful lending accompanied by
widening asset price gains as we get close to the peak of
the boom. This peak is followed by a crash in values
over a much shorter period of time.
In immature markets, myopic or irrational pricing
may be dominant because reliable information about
aggregate market conditions is limited or missing. The
phenomenon of real estate market growth and recession
attracted the attention of different scholars and it is agreed
that more research is needed for the dynamic changes in
the market and their impact on the whole economy.
Novelty of the paper — the answer to the question
what peculiarities of real estate market and slowdown
may affect the economy of new open economy countries.
Scientific problem of the article is the lack of a
common opinion in the economics literature what threats
to the economy might cause real estate speculative bubble.
Purpose of the paper is to investigate how
speculative bubbles in real estate market effects economic
in countries with transition economy.
Object of the paper is the real estate market
speculative bubble.
Tasks raised in the article:
1. To present a theoretical view the speculation
features of real estate market.
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

2. To analyze related statistical data in Lithuania.
Research methods are logical and systemic
analysis of research literature based on the comparative
and generalization methods as well as statistical methods.
The speculative bubble’s meaning and features
in real estate market
Speculation is usually thought of as a demand-side
phenomenon, whether demand side events do result in a
bubble will depend on supply conditions and will determine
whether speculation will be observed and whether price
“bubbles” will form. Excessive and inappropriate
regulations «in-elasticize supply» and lead to rising real
estate prices. Higher prices that then drop increase defaults
and adversely affect the soundness of the financial system,
leading to credit crunches which then magnify the
downturn. Of course many things besides regulations
affect supply, notably natural constraints [2, c. 45].
According to the different main body [3, c. 176],
the speculative behavior in the real estate market can be
categorized into two kinds, one kind’s exponent is the
developers (Figure 1), who have information superiority
in the real estate merchant, they know that some real
estate price is higher than real value definitely, however,
they are sure that there will be more people buy it at
higher price, so, they purchase or hoarding and cornering
this kind real estate constantly to raise the real estate’s
price, and expect to sale them at the price peak. The
other kind uses consumer as exponent. Customer’s
demand can be divided in to the direct consume demand
and invest demand. In the real estate market, customers’
invest demand also can be categorized into long-term
rent demand, shot-term invest demand and the mixed
demand for acting as the occasion demands. The real
estate consumer’s short-term speculative demand and
part mixed demand also can induce the real estate bubble.
When they do decision-making of real estate
investment, this part consumers are at disadvantaged for
the asymmetrical information, they can only buy real estate
at high price or deceived by the falsehood flourish, which
give they the naive expectation that the flourish will went
on without day and then join into the troop of investing
in real estate, finally accelerate the bubble’s assemble.
So, speculative real estate bubble can be defined as
that, it is the bubble resulted from the speculative behavior
of the real estate developer and the consumer, who are
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Fig. 1. The classify of the speculative real estate bubble [3, c. 182]

the two main body of real estate trade. Those speculative
behaviors which induce the speculative real estate bubble
have two obvious characters:
1. The invest main body’s intention is definite, that is
to gain the real estate business’s price difference, it has no
inner essential relation with the virtual economy increase.
2. The speculation main body’s behavior is shortterm and indefinitely after they get the real estate. Most
is changed hand in 1-2 years.
For the domestic real estate industry is such an
investment that returns good profits, and also because other
invest channel under the overseas exchange control is not
unobstructed, mass of overseas capital incurs into domestic
real estate market. Under the invest of foreign capital, the
domestic big and middle cities’ real estate price rises so rapidly
that it exceed the deserved value notably, and also beyond the
limit which common civilians can afford. This condition not
only brings huge press to those who really want to purchase
domicile, but also lead to great market risk.
Relationship of speculative real estate bubble
and economic growth rate stability in countries
with transition economy
Lithuania is taken as an example of transition country
due to its unique historical and financial situation. We
collected the house price data from the IMF IFS database,
Centre of Registers, Central Bank of Lithuania and, in
some cases, statistical office. The data begins between
1998 for and ends in 2008. The hypothesis here is that
by looking at the following dimensions it should be
possible to present a set of sufficient conditions for a
specific bubble episode:
1. The macroeconomic situation and
macroeconomic policies;
2. Structural changes in the economy;
3. The capital and credit market;
4. The beliefs, expectations and plans of the actors;

— Holding period
— Beliefs about the future development of the asset
price
— The rationality of the actors
5. The incentive of the individuals.
These factors combined would have drastically
increased the expectation for large windfall capital gains
from housing investment.
Firstly, the fall in interest rate would reduce the
financial burden of interest payment on the part of the
consumers, which would have led to the increase in the
demand for home mortgages. More households would
have purchased homes through mortgage financing,
which would also have pushed the demand for housing
and eventually raise the price of housing. In general a fall
in interest rate tends to make investors prefer real estate
to financial asset because the former yields relatively
higher rate of return than the latter. And also theoretically
if interest falls, the present value of the future income
streams increases. Asset value is computed simply by
dividing future income by interest rate. Therefore, if
interest rate falls, the real estate value goes up, other
things being equal, and again it stimulates speculative
housing demand and pushes housing price up [4, c. 28].
Another factor that might have caused the housing
price inflation is a record rise in both home mortgage and
personal lending. Personal borrowing became easy due to
low rate of interest. Besides those who borrowed money
were upper-middle class households and credit worthy.
Accordingly a large amount of liquid money has flown
into the housing market. Clearly credit availability helped
increase housing demand and thus, raise the housing price
as much. Furthermore, various financial and tax incentives
were provided for ordinary investors alike to invest money
into real estate. In particular home buyers were given
incentives to write off interest payments from income taxes.
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Table 1

PERIOD

Determinants of Lithuanian housing demand: 1998 to 2008
[5, c. 2]
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721,7
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'0 5-'08 2 62,5 286,4 233,9

e — the expected rate of return on housing;
X — and a vector of other demand shifters;
L — location;
A — age and state o f housing.
On the supply for housing side:
C — the real costs of construction;
PL — including the price of land;
W — wages of construction workers;
M — a material costs.
According to empirical literature [6, c. 41; 7,
c. 173], the model is based on both theories of excess
demand and cost push in real estate market. Assuming
that the housing market is in equilibrium, with demand
equal to supply at all times.
It also is assumed that, in the model, housing demand
has two components: «normal» demand and «speculative»
demand. Normal demand is assumed to depend on income
and yield rate of alternative investment. As income increases
and alternative investment yield falls, the normal consumer
would allocate increased income and the proceeds of the
sales of alternative investment to buy the house to live in.
The normal consumer is a risk averter and would buy the
house on the basis of such determinants as income increase
and alternative investment yield. On the other hand, the
speculative consumer is assumed to be a risk taker and
make up his or her decision to buy the house on the basis
of such high risk determinant as unknown increase in
housing price [8, c. 166].
These results provide support for the view that the
development of housing markets and housing finance
institutions has had a major impact on the dynamics of
house prices in Lithuania.
After analysis of long-term co-integrating
relationship between real house prices and the selected
explanatory variables we constructed polynomial function
of real estate prices:
phouse = 3.41(housing credit) + 1.80(labor force) +
0.91(population) + 0.27(real wage) + 0.25(GDP per
capita) — 0.02(real interest rates) — 0.07(unemployment)
— 0.12(stock market index) — 1.82
(2)

These highly stimulative policy packages have clearly
resulted in housing price inflation.
Table 1 shows the basic annual data from 1998 to
2008. It is tempting, but not practical, to carry out a
regression analysis of the influence of these 17 factors
on real housing prices. As is evident from the table, we
have a richness of variables, a deficiency of observations,
and a potentially serious simultaneity bias problem as well.
According to the experts of National Development
Institute, home prices in Vilnius are just 30% lower than
prices in Berlin and Brussels. However, wage in Vilnius
is almost 8 times lower, the density of population is 5 —
6 times lower and population is decreasing if comparing
with these countries. All these analyzed indicators show
that the increase of home prices is unfounded; therefore
it is possible to state that it is one of the features which
indicate the price bubble in real estate market.
We found it expedient, instead, to group and analyze
the data using the key periods of the Lithuanian house
price cycle:
the initial period — 1998 to 2001;
the fundamental growth — 2001 to 2005;
the boom — 2005 to 2008.
The view that both the supply and demand for
housing interact to determine an equilibrium level for real
house prices should not be taken to imply that house
prices are necessarily stable. In many countries it is
frequently observed that house prices are significantly
more volatile than would be predicted by the variation in
the main determinants of supply and demand alone.
Moreover, the structure of housing finance, spatial effects
and tax treatment of owner occupancy may significantly
affect house price dynamics in the long term. The model
to be estimated is as follows:
phouse = f(Y+,r-,WE+,D+/-,e+,X-,C(PL,W,M)-))
(1)
On the demand side:
Y — household income;
r — the real rate on housing loans;
WE — financial wealth;
D — demographic and labour market factors;
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Table 2
Long-term relationships dependent variables: change in Lithuanian biggest cities real estate prices

3 ,41
1 ,80
0 ,91
0 ,27
0 ,25
-0 ,02
-0 ,07

Vilnius city
(new)
2 ,33
0 ,70
2 ,29
0 ,17
0 ,19
0 ,01
-0 ,02

-0 ,12
-1 ,82
45
0 ,89

-0 ,09
0 ,41
45
0 ,87

Lithuania
Credit for housing
Labour force market
Population
Real wag e in dex
GDP (PPP) per capita
Real in terest rates
Unemployment rate
OMX sto ck market
index
ECT
No, obs,
R2

Vilnius city
Kaunas city Klaipeda city
(old)
3,10
3,63
4,18
1,01
1,85
2,71
2,80
0,80
-2,17
0,23
0,24
0,31
0,26
0,27
0,30
0,00
-0,01
0,00
-0,08
-0,06
-0,08
-0,12
0,58
45
0,88

-0,17
0,01
45
0,87

-0,16
0,09
45
0,88

Siauliai city

Panevezys city

4,47
2,15
0,90
0,30
0,30
-0,04
0,05

3,47
-1,10
1,05
0,26
0,22
-0,02
-0,03

-0,24
-0,53
45
0,83

-0,20
0,12
45
0,79

Table 3
Long-term relationships dependent variables: change in Lithuanian districts real estate prices
Lithuania
Credit for ho using
Labor force market
Population
Real wage index
GDP (PPP) per capita
Real interest rates
Unemployment rate
OMX stock market index
ECT
No, obs,
R2

3,41
1,80
0,91
0,27
0,25
-0,02
-0,07
-0,12
-1,82
45
0,89

Vilnius
district
4,26
1,13
6,70
0,30
0,26
-0,01
-0,09
-0,22
-1,10
45
0,84

Kaunas
district
5,54
2,39
1,46
0,35
0,33
-0,02
-0,06
-0,31
-1,22
45
0,82

Klaipeda
district
5,73
2,89
2,30
0,39
0,38
-0,02
-0,10
-0,27
-1,14
45
0,87

Siauliai
district
3,72
1,36
-2,00
0,25
0,17
-0,02
-0,01
-0,22
-0,07
45
0,79

Panevezys
district
2,92
-1,66
-0,79
0,22
0,12
-0,01
-0,05
-0,18
0,29
45
0,74

quarter of 1998 and the first quarter of 2008, the credit
measured by changes in the ratio of private sector credit to
GDP has a strongest positive relationship to house prices
except Vilnius district where population determinant has the
biggest impact to price inflation. During the measured period
a lot of people came to live in Vilnius from other districts.
Overly optimistic expectations about future house
price rises are not explicitly captured in the above
analysis, but inevitably played a role during the upturn,
while negative perceptions have exacerbated the
downturn. We showed house prices in Lithuania have
been driven by rapidly rising disposable incomes related
to steep GDP and wage growth, declining tax rates;
and a fall in after-ax interest rates during the first half
of the decade; favorable tax treatment of residential
property was also an important driver of house price
inflation. We made and hypothesis what there was a
speculative price bubble.
The share of an independent variable in influencing
dependent variable within a certain period of time can be
measured with the formula below:

Credit measured by changes in the ratio of private
sector credit to GDP has a strongest positive relationship
to house prices. GDP per capita is highly significant and
has the expected positive sign in virtually all the
regressions, indicating that changes in income are strongly
positively related to changes in house prices. Real interest
rate coefficients in most cases have the expected negative
sign and are statistically significant, indicating that falling
interest rates are associated with rising real house prices.
The coefficient estimates for population, labor force
and unemployment for the Lithuania are all significant
and have the expected second biggest relationships. One
can notice that the size of the estimated coefficients for
the population is much higher in Vilnius than in other
biggest Lithuanian cities.
Real wages, used as a broad proxy for housing
quality, are positively correlated with real house prices.
To the extent that real wages, as an important component
of construction costs, adequately reflect improvements
in housing quality, these results support the view that
better housing quality had a stronger impact on real estate
prices in the Lithuania.
During the period of 38 quarters between the fourth

T

T

t =1

t =1

Wi = å bi X it / å Yˆt
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Table 4
Degree of contribution to real estate price inflation in Lithuanian cities, (%)

I. Contribution of each variable
Real wages

Lithuania

Vilnius
city (new)

Vilnius
city (old)

Kau nas
city

Klaip eda
city

Siauliai
city

Panevezys
city

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

-14,8

-14,9

-18,0

-4,8

1,8

-9,5

19,8

28,7

19,0

11,5

-7,2

-35,3

-14,4

-20,6

3,4

4,0

-6,3

-4,8

-10,2

-10,5

17,7

Expected housing price

62,8

31,9

80,0

68,0

84,2

63,1

73,5

Real construction cost

28,0

51,5

28,4

48,9

49,1

71,5

9,5

Real estate sto ck

-8,1

8,5

4,5

-0,1

10,4

-0,2

0,1

Hypothec credit market
OMXV index

II. Ratio of speculative demand to
normal demand

1,7

0,5

4,0

Where:
Wi : share of Xi in the value of estimated Y at time t
b i : regression coefficient of Xi, a variable
influencing housing price inflation
Xit : Xi at time t
t : 1,2,…T

5,3

1,7

2,8

There are several ways of approaching estimating
bubbles. However, the followings are the most often used
model applied to real estate price — long-run equilibrium
price approach. This approach can be summarized:

Bt = DPt - DGDPt

Ŷt : estimated value of the housing price at time t
This method of estimating the impact of independent
variables has the advantage, compared to elasticities, b
coefficients and other measures, of making allowance
for the variation of independent variables themselves and
showing different impacts on the dependent variables in
different time periods.
Interestingly, the percentage share of speculative
demand in housing price spiral is very high. The share of
expected housing price which represents speculative
demand is much more powerful:
• Construction cost contributes significantly to
housing price hike accounting for 28% and speculation
62% for Lithuania, as a whole.
• In order to investigate more precisely the relative
weight of speculative demand variable, the share of the
speculative demand is divided by that of «normal»
demand.
• The ratio of speculative demand (expected housing
price) to normal demand (GDP and stock yield) for
Lithuania is 1.7.
• Biggest speculative demand were in Klaipeda and
Panevezys cities and lowest speculative demand — in
Vilnius new constructions dwellings.
• Construction cost contributes had the biggest
housing price hike Siauliai and Vilnius (new construction).
The share of expected housing price which
represents speculative demand is much more powerful
in Vilnius district, real estate supply seems to be at the
lowest scale. The lowest speculative impact on real estate
demand was measured in Siauliai district.
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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B(%) t =

Bt
= % share of Bt
DPt

(4)
(5)

Where Bt : amount of bubble at time t
Δ Bt : the rate of change in actual price
Δ GDPt : the rate of change in GDP
t : 1,2,…T
The indicators presented below are based on factors
discussed in the literature.
The estimates of housing price bubble according to
the fundamental market value are summarized in Table
6. In Lithuania, the bubble’s share in the price rose from
46% in the 1rd quarter of 2004, 68% in the 1th quarter
of 2007 to as much as 58% in the 1st quarter of 2008. In
Vilnius (lowest speculative share), on the other hand, the
bubble’s share rose from 29% in the 1rd quarter of 2005,
52% in the 2th quarter of 2006 to 32% in the 1st quater
of 2008. Finally, in Panevezys, it rose from -58% in the
1rd quarter of 2004, 82% in the 1th quarter of 2007 to
73% in the 1st quarter of 2008.
Finally, the estimates of the bubble are shown in
Table 6. The average ratio are 46% (Vilnius), 76% Kaunas,
Klaipeda), 68% (Siauliai, Panevezys). The list presented
below should however be seen more as an hypothesis
than as something rather final.
Impact of speculative bubble on countries whole
economies
Guttentag, Herring and Wachter have shown that
there is a built-in lender myopia that is intrinsic to certain
markets such as real estate, which may always be present
to some degree. Financial institutions can be unwittingly
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Table 5
Degree of contribution to real estate price inflation in Lithuanian districts, (%)

I. Contribution of each variable

Lithuania

Vilnius
district

100

10 0

Real wages

100
-29,0

-28,4

62,8

Real construction cost

28,0

Real estate sto ck

-8,1
1,7

Siauliai
district

Panevezys
district

100

100

100
-13,9

-17,7

17,2

33,9

-2,6

10,1

-3,7

-11,0

-4,2

-14,7

-18,3

56,6

46,9

43,0

30,2

45,1

49,1

75,9

45,2

100,2

80,5

-15,8

0,0

-0,6

0,8

0,3

3,4

Expected housing price

Klaipeda
district
-17,1

28,7

OMXV index

II. Ratio of speculative demand to
normal demand

42,3

-14,8

Hypothec credit market

Kaunas
district

1,3

0,9

0,8

0,4

0,8

Table 6
Estimate of Bubble in the Variation of Housing Price by the Long-run Equilibrium Approach in main cities of Lithuania
Lithuania

Vilnius
city (new)

Vilnius
city (old)

Kaunas
city

Klaipeda
city

Siauliai
city

Panevezys
city

2004K1
2005K1

0,465

-0,108

0,289

0,357

0,664

-0,249

-0,587

0,604

-0,287

0,517

0,601

0,689

0,648

0,663

2006K1

0,661

0,198

0,524

0,637

0,735

0,695

0,722

2007K1

0,680

0,291

0,470

0,682

0,748

0,788

0,822

2008K1

0,584

0,059

0,326

0,557

0,640

0,697

0,731

Table 7
Estimate of Bubble in the Variation of Housing Price by the Long-run Equilibrium Approach in main districts of
Lithuania
Lithuania

Vilnius
district

Kaunas
district

Klaipeda
district

Siauliai
district

Panevezys
district

2004K1
2005K1

0,465

-4,093

0,099

0,498

-3,555

1,930

0,604

0,255

0,539

0,658

0,040

0,081

2006K1

0,661

0,488

0,644

0,725

0,581

0,490

2007K1

0,680

0,503

0,764

0,757

0,672

0,691

2008K1

0,584

0,466

0,720

0,757

0,650

0,701

caught into over-lending to real estate markets and feed
a severe boom and bust cycle. The reason is that lenders
underestimate their exposure to low-frequency shocks
when real estate prices have been climbing steadily for
sustained periods of time [9, c. 12]. The pattern of capital
and rent values during a property boom and bust suggests
how disaster myopia works itself into a long boom and
sharp bust cycle. The cycle starts slowly with a sustained
phase of powerful lending accompanied by widening asset
price gains as we get close to the peak of the boom. This
peak is followed by a crash in values over a much shorter
period of time ending with substantial losses for

developers, lenders and investors in the market before
the crash.
How does disaster myopia arise? A lender will decide
to allocate a significant share of its portfolio to an activity
like real estate according to three main criteria. The
expected return to this activity is higher compared with
other lending activities for a given cost of funds. The
default premium for that activity may also be considered
low. The portfolio is perceived as good for risk
diversification because the covariance of the real estate
portfolio performance with other activities is judged low.
Much has been written about the causes of the real
94
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Busting of speculative bubble

Sudden fall of housing price
Rapid increase in bank’s NonPerforming Loans: NPL

Housing bankruptcies

Sudden decline of banks loans

Sudden fall in consumption

Rapid decrease in production

Increase of jobless

Economic recession
Fig. 2. Impact of housing price bubble in the national economy (Krugman, 1998)

estate crisis in general There appears to be a consensus
that the crisis was caused by a combination of structural
problems of the economies such as inadequate regulation
of the financial institutions and the intrinsic instability in
international flow of capital prone to panic rather than
mismanagement of monetary and fiscal policies.
Among the many explanations is the hypothesis
emphasizing the role of the boom and the bust of real
estate prices. For example, Krugman wrote, «..in all of
the afflicted countries there was a cycle in the asset
markets that preceded the currency crisis.. Asian story
is really about a bubble in and subsequent collapse of
asset values in general, with the currency crises more a
symptom than a cause of this underlying real malady.»[10,
c. 3] also points out that «Non-performing real estate
asset loans, overvalued real estate collateral and business
loans improperly defected into real estate investments
and contributing directly to banking failures are a familiar
story in quite a few countries.» He described the sequence
of causality in Thailand as «Real estate crisis=>banking
crisis=> currency crisis=> contraction» [10, c.4].
The mechanism of so-called asset deflation implied
by the above line of reasoning can be summarized by figure
2. Falling real estate prices lead to a reduction in consumption
through negative wealth effect, to an increase in nonperforming loans and hence a decrease in supply of new
credit by financial institutions, which results in a reduction
in investment by the firms. Investment decreases also
because the drop in real estate prices impairs the firms’
capacity to borrow. Contraction of consumption and
investment leads to a recession. And the vicious cycle begins.
Once bubble busts, the price of real estate goes down
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

dramatically and in particular, the value of mortgage collateral
falls to the extent that it becomes well below the amount of
loans outstanding. If the loan to value ratio is high, there is
no way to recover the loan and consequently, many financial
institutions would go bankrupt. The incidences of personal
bankruptcy would then be on the rise, leading to substantial
reduction of consumption and production as well, and
eventually to an increase in unemployment. Such a vicious
circle would continue for a long time and if so, the economy
would suffer from depression.
Conclusions
1. The current recession notwithstanding,
Lithuania’s real estate performance was unbalanced and
collapsed in 2008. The real estate boom-bust cycle was
driven by massive capital inflows under the currency
board, which fuelled credit and speculative real estate
boom. Other factors were rapid income growth,
increasingly negative real interest rates, and on the part
both Scandinavian lenders and Lithuanian borrowers an
overly optimistic assessment of the economic outlook.
2. A tightening of lending conditions led to steep
decline in construction and real estate related activities,
which has spread to other sectors. These domestic
factors were further exacerbated by the marked
deterioration of the external environment due to the onset
of the global economic and financial crisis, bringing
Lithuania into a deep recession.
3. However, the most significant finding is that the
speculative demand is far more important than normal
real estate demand. In fact, the contribution of speculative
demand to the determination of housing price is much
more important than that of normal housing demand. The
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terrible power, capable of blowing out the flickering signs
of a hopeful economic recovery. It is a common belief
that the presence of bubbles in real estate price did impact
on the economy and usually caused by speculative
activities. Countries, wishing to reduce recession or
prevent financial crisis, have to monitor and supervise
the real estate market.
This paper is designed to evaluate the contribution
of speculative activities to real estate price hike. An
empirical model is presented that allows for decomposition
of house price appreciation into that driven by economic
and demographic forces and that resulting from
speculative demand. Lithuania is taken as an example of
transition country due to its unique historical and financial
situation. Main conclusion is that slowdown of
accumulation in real estate market and slowed down
growth in construction sector leads to real estate market
recession as well as to economic slowdown.
Key words: real estate speculation, real estate price
bubble, real estate market crisis.

surge of speculative housing demand since 2000 has been
largely attributable to the trend of declining interest rate,
rapidly increasing money supply. Second, contrary to
what many might have thought, the seriousness of housing
bubble in Lithuania less apparent than it was in Asia because
of differences in basic market conditions.
4. These findings have interesting policy
implications. First, the government should not repeat the
policy conducive to speculation including the allowance
of the sale of pre-sale contract. Second, the capital gains
tax is of course needed not only for government’s tax
receipts but also for better income distribution; but it is
not a suitable way of discouraging speculative activities.
The best way of fighting speculation and stabilizing
housing price is to minimize the excess demand through
the sustained increase of housing production on one hand
and well pre-planned land supply through better regional
development planning on the other.
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Симанавічене Ж., Шлюпас Р. Ефект спекуляції нерухомістю на зростання економіки в Литві
Європейські країни з перехідними економіками
страждають від безробіття та коливань цін на нерухоме
майно. Однією з головних соціальних і економічних проблем останніми роками була спіраль цін нерухомого майна. Надмірно висока ціна на нерухоме майно передбачає погіршення купівельної спроможності та впливає на
зростання економіки. Стаття присвячена оцінюванню внеску спекулятивних дій ціни нерухомого майна. Литва розглядається як приклад країни з перехідною економікою.
Ключові слова: спекуляції нерухомим майном,
міхур ціни нерухомого майна, криза ринку нерухомого майна.
Симанавичене Ж., Шлюпас Р. Эффект спекуляции недвижимостью на рост экономики в Литве
Европейские страны с экономиками перехода
страдают от безработицы и колебаний цен на недвижимое имущество. Одной из главных социальных и
экономических проблем в последние годы была спираль цен недвижимого имущества. Чрезмерно непомерная цена недвижимого имущества подразумевает
ухудшение покупательной способности и воздействует
на рост экономики. Статья посвящена оценке вклада
спекулятивных действий цены недвижимого имущества. Литва рассматривается как пример страны с
переходной экономикой.
Ключевые слова: спекуляции недвижимым имуществом, пузырь цены недвижимого имущества, кризис рынка недвижимого имущества.

Ž aneta Simanavi č ien ė , Rokas Šliupas. The
effect of real estate speculation on the growth of
economics in Lithuania
European countries with transition economies are
suffering from unemployment and fluctuating prices, now
being plagued by rampant real estate bubble. One of the
major social and economic problems in recent years has
been the sustained real estate price spiral. The excessively
high real estate price means worsening affordability,
mortgage payment defaults and impacts the economy’s
growth. Present real estate boom is an archfiend wielding
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THE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTION OF GRAIN CROPS – A PERSPECTIVE FORM
OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE IN BULGARIA
Table 1
Condition of biological agriculture in Bulgaria as of 31st
December 2007

Introduction
Over the last years the popularization of biological
agriculture has continued to increase. The country in
general has exceptional soil and climate characteristics
which can facilitate the production biological products
and more than 80% of the cultivated land is suitable for
the development of biological agriculture. The country
has set the ambitious goal to develop biological
agriculture and realize its potential by planning to
increase the percentage of biological products on its
domestic market and stimulate their consumption so
that by 2013 3% of all sold food products will have to
be biologically produced 1. Another important objective
is to have 8% of the total area of used land biologically
cultivated by the same time. The fulfillment of these
goals has been integrated in the National Plan for
Development of Biological Agriculture for the period
2007 — 2013.

А. Biological production of plants
Crop Types
Total area
(hectares)
Grain crops
1 362,91
Fodder crops
914,30
Pharmaceutical and aromatic crops
1 428,10
Fiber crops
1 285,00
Tubers: potatoes, sugar cane and fodder
56,73
cane
Vegetables
393,93
Greenhouse production
58,90
Fruit crops
3 565,48
Vineyards
298,53
Total amount of cultivated areas
9 370,88
Permanent meadows and pastures
155 792,55
Wild plants harvesting
242 677,31
Free/ fallow land
1 577,57
TOTAL AMOUNT OF AREA
409 418,31

Discussion
Currently there are 432 controlled businesses
which deal with the production, processing and selling
of biological products in the country and the total area
of certified land for the production of biological
products amounts to 166 741 hectares. Of these the
area used for biological plant breeding (in a period of
conversion or having passed the period of conversion)
amounts to 9370.88 ha, while the permanent meadows
and pastures (in a period of conversion or having passed
the period of conversion) occupy 155 792.55 ha and
the free areas of the fallow areas occupy (in a period of
conversion or having passed the period of conversion)
occupy 1577 ha. To the certified 166 741 hectares we
should add 242 677.31 ha of land that is approved by
the controlling organs as suitable for harvesting wild
plants. In this way, the total amount of the controlled
area managed under the requirements of biological
production is 409 418.31 hectares. The highest rate
of certified areas is observed in the Northern Central

Region and in the South Central Region of the country.
(see table 1) 2.
The latest data about the condition of the biological
agriculture in Bulgaria shows that the total area of the
certified land, i.e.166 741 ha is 3.12% of the land used
for agricultural purposes, i.e. 5 330 000 ha. According
to this indicator Bulgaria occupies one of the top places
in the European Union together with countries like
France, Great Britain, Spain, and Germany. Compared
to the results from the previous report from 31.12.2006,
the highest increase is observed in the land for permanent
meadows and pastures — 5400%; next come the bee
hives with an increase of 5040%, followed by the
cultivated land with an increase of 300% and the areas
for harvesting wild herbs, fruits and mushrooms with
220%. These incredible figures are partly due to the
fact in 2007 the Ministry of Agriculture and Food gave
control and certification licenses to 4 new organizations

National pla for the development of biological production in Bulgaria for the period 2007-2013
The data is based on the annual reports of the six controlling organs approved by the Minister of the Agriculture and Food for 2007
( “Balkan Bioset OOD”, „QC&I International services” AD, „Seres” OOD; „Lakon” OOD; „BCS Oeco-Garanti” OOD, and „Control
Union Certifications” AD)
1
2
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efficiency throughout the years and encompass the
following activities:
• Development of balanced crop rotation and natural
stimulation of plants;
• Soil tillage;
• Usage of fertilizers that do not harm the
environment;
• Stimulation of the useful insect and animal
populations and plant protection with natural plant
extracts and means;
• Weed, disease, and pest protection of plants;
The main grain crops in Bulgaria are wheat, rye,
triticale, barley, oats, maize, sorghum, rice, and millet
which are cultivated for food supplies, fodders and other
technical reasons. When these crops are biologically
cultivated, it is important to meet some important
requirements referring to the particular agro-technical
activities, namely place/sequence in the crop rotation,
tillage, sowing, fertilizing, plant protection.
Crop rotation. The appropriate rotation of the grain
crops is the main source farmers have for utilization of
the economic and ecological recourses of the particular
agro-ecological regions and the realization of the genetic
potential of the cultivated plant types. The crop rotation
which is based on scientific principles is an efficient
method for the regulation of the biological factors of soil
fertility. In addition, its phyto-sanitary role is of key
importance for the cultivation of the crops.
When crops are rotated, the chemical composition
of the plants is very important. According to this, they
are divided into two groups:
I group — grain crops, whose residues contain less
hydrogen, their biomass decomposes less slowly, their
nutrients are released slowly. As a result, the semi decayed
plant residues allow the appearance of fungi which release
toxic substances;
II group — leguminous plants, beet, vegetables,
etc.— their residues decompose quickly, release nutrients
quickly and clear the soil from toxic substances.
In field crop rotation the grain crops should not
exceed 60% of all plants, the sugar beet and potatoes
respectively 20% and 30-40%. When 25-40 % of grass
(cereals, legumes, and mixtures) are included in the
rotation of crops the soil loss caused by erosion decreases
from 3 to 8 times4. Except for the necessary inclusion of
grasses and legumes in the crop rotation, the sustainable
agriculture is based on the efficient soil tillage and
application of organic fertilizers. Some of the grain crops
can be grown in succession in the same place — wheat,

which have not submitted official reports to the Ministry
until then.
The biological agriculture is a specific method of
plant breeding which maintains the ecological balance.
Its products are also obtained by maximum preservation
of the soil-plant-animal system and the natural growth
cycles3. In addition, it is of great importance for the
sustainable development of the rural regions and the
preservation of the natural environment.
According to the definition of FAO (the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the UN), the biological
agriculture is an “overall system for management of
production which stimulates and enhances the
sustainability of agricultural systems, including
biodiversity, biological cycles, and biological activity
of the soil”. The bio-agriculture focuses on the
adaptation of this system through practices for its
realization that are region specific by the use of
agronomical, biological, and mechanical methods for
protection from weeds, pests and diseases. These
methods aim at improvement of soil fertility, maximum
utilization of natural elf-reproducible resources, and
introduction of agricultural practices which are in
balance with nature, decrease of energy consumption
and safety foods. The alternative, nature-friendly
methods for plant protection not only create
biodiversity but also restore and maintain it in farms.
The main objective of the biological production
is, if possible, to preserve and expand the natural relations
in the system which involves plants, soil, and animals so
that farmers can avoid the use of the fertilizers and the
means for plant protection which damage the natural
environment.
One of the basic principles of biological
production, and this method of agriculture in general,
is to cultivate crops under conditions which as close
as possible to their requirements of these crops to the
environmental factors. The provision of the necessary
conditions makes the crops more adaptive to the
climate factors and the attacks from various diseases,
weeds and pests. The knowledge about the specific
requirements of these crops allows farmers to apply
properly the cultivation technologies and solve
problems related to fertilizing and presence of pests,
pathogens, and weeds.
The biological agriculture, which has a positive
influence on the future potential of the agricultural
production, is based on both traditional and modern
technologies. These technologies have proved their

Yancheva, H., I. Manolov, Basics of organic agriculture, ET “Vasil Petrov”, Plovdiv, p 480
Peneva, S. Manager of the biological farm affiliated to the Agro-ecological Centre at the University of Agriculture, “Practical guidelines
for conversion to biological agriculture”,2008, Plovdiv
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• regular use of organic fertilizers.
Deep ploughing has a negative effect on those
pests that spend their whole life or part of it in the soil.
Soil tillage stops the natural life cycles of development
of these pests. It also destroys the self-planted plants
and prevents the appearance and development of
powdery mildews and rusts which attack grain crops
and thus also stop the appearance of many pests which
feed on these weeds.
The simultaneous planting of several crops is an
important prerequisite for successful plant protection and
can allow farmers gradually minimize its use. It gives good
results if beet and sunflower are planted simultaneously
because the two crops develop well together and mutually
protect themselves from diseases and pests.
To include legumes in the crop rotation is of key
imoprtance for the improvement of soil fertility and
also stimulates green manuring. The successive
planting of deep-root and shallow-root plants facilitates
the better assimilation of nutrients and improves the
soil structure.
It is advisible to plant strips with flowering plants
along the field crops such as lacy phacelia, mustard,
rapeseed, sunflower.
Use of fertilizers. In order to secure the necessary
nutrients needed for good yields, it is necessary to enrich
the soil with phosphorus and potassium. The whole range
of phosphorus and potassium based fertilizers is applied
with the main tillage after the harvesting of the crops
which are planted before of the main crops or when these
preceding crops are planted to enrich the soil for their
proper development.
To use manure with grain crops is not appropriate
because it is mineralized rather late when the intensive
absorption of nutrients by the grain crops is already done.
For these reasons manure should be used for the
preceding crop.
To enrich the soil with nitrogen farmers should use
biological fertilizers two times — from 1/3 to 1/2 of the
norm when the soil is treated before sowing and the rest
1/2 to 2/3 of the norm in early spring I the form of feeding
up in February and March. When done in this period the
feeding is most effective because then there is enough
humidity in the soil. In addition, it secures enough nitrogen
needed for the beginning of the ear development
processes when the ear length and the productivity of
the crop are determined.
Sowing terms and sowing norms — are not
different from those referring to conventional production.
Cares during the vegetative period — generally
they take the form of protection from weeds through the
appropriate sequencing of crops; appropriate soil
treatment; usage of clean sowing material; securing the

barley for up to 2 years, maize for up to 4-5 years but
when there is shift to alternative agriculture this should
be an exception.
Under the conditions of biological agriculture it
is important to use efficiently the cultivated areas by
the use of catch crops. This is done to allow the longer
use of these areas with vegetating plants and for the
longer periods for production of biomass. The efficient
crop rotation in the country is done in several ways:
the plating of second crops; planting of winter and
spring crops, the simultaneous planting of two and
more crops (maize and beans, maize, sunflower,
pumpkins, etc.), trap cropping (the main crop is
surrounded by clover and on the second year the trap
crop is replaced by maize). The catch crops play an
important role in the protection of soil from erosion
and pollution with chemical substances.
For example, after harvesting the wheat and the
necessary treatment of the soil it is possible to plant crops
such as lacy phacelia, legumes, mustard, etc. which are
not winter resistant. Until winter comes they produce
big vegetation mass which dies when it becomes cold
and covers the soil surface like mulch. Since the covered
soil is heated more slowly, strips of land are left during
the sowing of the catch crop. These strips are planted
with the next earthed-up crop next spring. This
technology allows farmers to avoid the use of herbicides
not only for the removal of the catch crop but also during
the vegetation of the main crop because the mulch can
also protect the plants.
Place in the crop rotation — very good crops that
can be planted before the main crops are the one-year
grain legumes — peas, vetch, chick peas, lentils, beans,
fodder legumes, early potatoes, and melon field crops.
Other types of crops that can be planted before the main
crop are the earthed-up crops such as maize, sunflower,
tobacco, late potatoes, and cotton.
Soil tillage. Soil tillage depends on the crop which
is planted before the main crop, the soil humidity, and
the amount of weeds in the soil and with reference to
these aspects biological agriculture does not differ from
conventional one. The appropriate system for soil
tillage is very important when all types of crops are
planted, including field crops. All activities should help
the reduction of soil depletion and the increase of soil
fertility.
In a period of conversion when there is a shift from
conventional to biological production it is necessary to
spend enough time and make efforts to restore soil
structure. With reference to this the following important
measures should be applied:
• Careful tillage;
• various schemes for crop rotation;
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010
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appropriate thickness of crops; performing of all activities
by respecting optimal terms and deadlines.
Watering. To receive stable yields from the grain
crops it is necessary to water them especially when they
are cultivated biologically5. Watering is done before sowing
and during the vegetative period. The former type is done
in years with heavy autumn drought while the latter sustain
the optimal soil humidity according to the type of the soil
and vegetative period.
Harvesting. One phase harvesting — when the
grain is fully ripe and its humidity is 13-18%. Two —
phase harvesting (separate harvesting) — in the
transitional period from wax ripeness to the beginning of
the full ripeness. It is done when there are many weeds
and danger of heavy rains and hailstorms. The threshed
grain is transported to special places where it is left to
dry naturally to reach a humidity of 13-14% and is the
stored in silos or storehouses.
Plant protection
Weeds — when farmers have to protect the crops
from perennial weeds they use the methods of drying
and exhaustion. When earthed-up plants are grown
the activities related to plant protection involve their
rotation with winter grain crops. In modern agriculture
it is also efficient to use specially treated organic waste
(compost) which enriches the soil and can act as a
good herbicide.
Diseases and pests — protection from diseases
and pests id done by applying agro-technological and
biological measures:
• inclusion of grain cops in crop rotation after peas,
beans, sunflower, beet and other earthed-up plants;
• choosing varieties of plants that are resistant and
not so susceptible to climate influences and planning for
various crops;
• moderate and balanced application of organic
fertilizers against all types of pests, dust-brand and
powdery mildew;
• sowing of high quality seeds with high absolute
weight, germination, and germinating energy;
• analysis of used seed material against various types
of smut, fusaria against smut, root decay, various bacteria
and fusaria caused diseases;
• complying with the optimal sowing terms for the
respective crops, trying to avoid early and late sowing;
• complying with the optimal sowing norms and
depths;
• timely harvesting by avoiding crumbling and overdrying of the grain to prevent from various fusaria, Aelia
accuminata L and storehouse pests;
5

• surface treatment of stubbles against self-planted
species and to prevent the appearance of diseases such
as rusts and powdery mildew; and insects such as the
tiger beetle, the cereal leaf beetle, the Hessian fly , sunn
pests, plant lice, and various rodents;
• covering of the plant residues;
• keeping the cultivated areas clean of wheat weeds
against rusts, powdery mildew, smuts, fusaria caused
diseases, tiger beetles, Hessian flies, and stink bugs which
can damage the crops;
• elimination of the weed hosts such as bindweed,
corn thistle, amaranth, orach,etc.;
• use of «AgroBioStim» biological products such
as organic fertilizers, micro-fertilizers, ecological
fertilizers, ad natural stimulant.
Characteristic of rye — is that it can be included
in the crop rotation after legumes, sunflower, beet and
vegetables weeded with perennial root weeds or it can
be a compact crop together with winter peas used for
grazing and green manure against economically
important diseases and pests such as the ergot, fusaria
based diseases, various smuts, root and stem rot,
powdery mildew and perennial weeds. Seeds clear
from fungi should be used. This is achieved in the
following ways — the seeds are dipped in a sodium
chloride solution, then they are washed out and dried;
or the seeds are cleaned through a process of semiwet disinfection with copper sulphate against ergot or
stem smut.
Characteristic of barley — is that when it is grown
farmers should select varieties that are resistant and not
so susceptible to climate influences. They should also
plan for various crop structure by using different varieties
such as Obzor, Krasi 2, Yubilei 100, Rusi, etc. Farmers
should also use high quality seeds which have been tested
for diseases such as loose smut, barley stripe, smuts and
pests or treated thermally against diseases if there are
not available healthy seeds.
Conclusion
The biological production of grain crops allows the
harvesting of yields with high biological quality through
minimum energy consumption and other costs. Under
the conditions of contemporary environmentally-friendly
and sustainable agriculture it is a good possibility for the
development of mixed biological plant growing and animal
breeding farms.
When here is sufficient knowledge of the
environmental factor requirements of the particular crops
it is entirely possible to deal efficiently with the basic
difficulties related to the provision of appropriate nutrients

Yancheva, H., 2008. Handbook on biological agriculture, Plovdiv, p. 128
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and protection from pathogens and pests necessary for
the biological production of these crops. Nevertheless,
despite these difficulties, the biological production of grain
crops has good prospects in Bulgaria. What is more, the
demand for healthy and safe food products constantly
increases which leads to an increase in the production of
biologically grown products.
Nikolova М. The biological production of grain
crops — a perspective form of sustainable agriculture
in Bulgaria
Agricultural ecology is a key element of the EU
legislation and over the last years its importance for the
common agricultural policy has increased. One of the
biggest challenges for Bulgaria in the process of its
economical restructuring is to secure a balance between
the sufficient production of food supplies and the increase
of employment on one hand and the preventive protection
of the environment on the other hand.
The biological agriculture has been chosen as a
pilot agricultural activity within the framework of the
agricultural ecological measure in the country.
Regardless of this fact, Bulgaria has been late compared
to a number of European countries which have gained
experience in the field of biological production.
Nevertheless, despite the existing problems in the
realization of the agro-ecological activities in animal
breeding, the biological production is gaining momentum
and is turning into a profitable strategy for each modern
agricultural business.
Key words: biological agriculture, biological
production of grain crops, specific characteristics in
Bulgaria.
Николова М. Біологічне виробництво урожаїв зерна — перспективна форма підтримуваного сільського господарства в Болгарії
Сільськогосподарська екологія — ключовий елемент законодавства ЄС, і за минулі роки його значимість для загальної сільськогосподарської політики
лише збільшилася. Один з головних викликів для Болгарії в процесі її економічної реструктуризації — забезпечити баланс між достатнім виробництвом продуктів харчування та збільшенням зайнятості з одного

боку і попереджувальним захистом навколишнього середовища — з іншого.
Біологічне сільське господарство було вибране
як експериментальна сільськогосподарська діяльність
в рамках сільськогосподарського екологічного заходу в країні. Не зважаючи на цей факт, Болгарія була
порівняна з низкою Європейських країн, які вже мають досвід у сфері біологічного виробництва. Проте,
незважаючи на існуючі проблеми в реалізації агро-екологічних дій в тваринництві, біологічне виробництво
набуває інерції і перетворюється на прибуткову стратегію для кожного сучасного сільськогосподарського бізнесу.
Ключові слова: біологічне сільське господарство,
біологічне виробництво урожаїв зерна, специфічні
характеристики в Болгарії.
Николова М. Биологическое производство
урожаев зерна — перспективная форма поддерживаемого сельского хозяйства в Болгарии
Сельскохозяйственная экология — ключевой элемент законодательства EС и за прошедшие годы его
важность для общей сельскохозяйственной политики
только увеличилась. Один из главных вызовов для
Болгарии в процессе её экономичной реструктуризации — обеспечить баланс между достаточным производством продуктов питания и увеличением занятости с одной стороны и предупредительной защитой
окружающей среды — с другой.
Биологическое сельское хозяйство было выбрано как экспериментальная сельскохозяйственная деятельность в рамках сельскохозяйственного экологического мероприятия в стране. Несмотря на этот факт,
Болгария была поздно сравнена с рядом Европейских стран, которые имеют опыт в сфере биологического производства. Однако, несмотря на существующие проблемы в реализации агро-экологических действий в животноводстве, биологическое производство
приобретает инерцию и превращается в прибыльную
стратегию для каждого современного сельскохозяйственного бизнеса.
Ключевые слова: биологическое сельское хозяйство, биологическое производство урожаев зерна,
специфические характеристики в Болгарии.
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IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHES AND ENERGY CRISES
ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
All global problems of today are closely linked, so
their isolated solving is virtually impossible. Thus, the
ensuring of further economical development of natural
resources implies the prevention of the growing
environmental pollution, or it in the foreseeable future
will lead to an ecological catastrophe on a planetary scale.
The essence of the global environmental and energy
crisis is in growing conflict between the ensuring of
productive activity and stability of the natural environment.
Thus, the demand for oil and gas increases, and
their stocks decline. Thus, until 2030 we can expect an
increase in energy consumption at 37-50%, while existing
stocks can be exhausted in 50-60 years. All this leads to
the creation of the energy market, where consumers,
not producers, will compete. It is necessary to unite the
efforts of the international community in order to
overcome the impending energy crisis. [1]
Climate change is a global problem in its essence
and consequences, and presents a unique challenge for
the economy: it is the largest and large-scale market
failures that the world has ever seen. Therefore, economic
analysis should be comprehensive and cover a long period
of time, to take into account various risks and
uncertainties, and to investigate the probability of
significant change.
There is no problem of choice between the cessation
of climate change and economic growth and
development. Changes in energy technologies and the
structure of economies have reduced the relationship
between greenhouse gases emissions and rising incomes,
especially in some developed countries. With significant,
carefully-thought-out measures it is possible to make the
economy of both developed and developing countries not
«carbon-dependent», while maintaining economic
growth.
Number of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
(including carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and
other gases derived from industrial production) increases
as a result of human activities. Climate change is caused
by greenhouse gas emissions from economic activity.
Due to the fact that greenhouse gases were previously
considered as safe effects of economic activities caused
by them damage was not included in the calculation of
production costs. While economic development was
accompanied by an increase in welfare, the hypothesis

of global warming had remained vague threats to
humanity in the long term, but not in the near future. The
situation requires decisive and immediate action to change
existing attitudes and behavior.
The severity of climate change will be unevenly
distributed. Some branches, such as building, can benefit
from global warming. Others, such as industry, will not
be greatly affected by climate change only with taking
energy saving measures. However, such sectors as
agriculture, insurance, water supply, tourism and so on
will be affected quite strongly. It is more important for
the economy not so much an increase in average
temperature or moisture, as increasing in extreme weather
phenomenon. (Table 1).
The data shows that ignoring climate change will
lead subsequently to a leveling of growth in the economy.
Our actions over the coming decades could create a
substantial threat of destruction of economic and social
activity in the second half of this century and into the
next century, on a scale comparable with the great wars
and the economic depression of the first half of the
twentieth century. It will be extremely difficult or even
impossible, to reverse these changes. Elimination of
climate change — a strategy of growth for the long term,
and it can be done without limiting the aspirations for
growth of rich or poor countries. The sooner we take
effective measures, the less their value.
Evaluating the Kyoto Protocol, we must take into
account the level of knowledge and the realities of 10year-old and practices of international activities in general.
«Green» criticized the protocol for weakness, that it only
slightly inhibited the growth of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. However, in practice there was only one
alternative: either the phase, which was agreed in Kyoto,
or nothing.
The Kyoto Protocol requires that 38 developed
countries on average for 2008-2012 generally do not
exceed about 95% of greenhouse gas emissions in 1990.
For the EU countries the level of commitment — 92%,
USA — 93% for Japan and Canada — 94%, Russia,
Ukraine and New Zealand — 100%, Norway — 101%
Australian — 108%, and Iceland — 110%. Later the U.S.
and Australia refused to participate in the protocol. The
United States were facing the political ambitions of Gore
and Bush in conjunction with weak economic study to
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Table 1
Forecast of climate change due to changes in the extreme weather phenomenon
and climate by mid-end of the XXI century [2]
Phenomenon and the
trend
It is warm, less cold days
and nights, warmer and
mo re frequent hot days and
nights in most parts of the
land

Warm periods / heat waves.
The frequency is increasing
in most land areas

Strong rainfall. The
frequen cy of precipitation
in most areas is gro wing

Increasin g area struck by
drought

Growing in tensity of
tropical cyclonic activity

Increased number of cases
of extremely high sea level
(withou t tsunami)

Major projected impacts on some sectors
Agriculture, forestry and
Water resources
Industry, settlements and
ecosystems
society
Reduced energy demand for
Increasing yields in colder
heating; increased energy
Impact on water resources,
environments; lowering
demand for cooling;
depending o n snow melt; the
yields in warmer
deterioratio n of air quality in
impact on some sources of
enviro nments, en hancing the
cities; less disruption to
water supply
activity of insects
transport due to snow and ice;
th e impact on winter tourism
Reduced quality of life of
The decrease in yields in
Increased demand for water;
people in warm areas with out
warmer regions due to
problems with water quality,
appropriate hou sing;
thermal stress; increasing the
for example, because of the
implications for the elderly,
risk of natural fires
fast-growing algae blooms
very young children and poor
peop le
Adverse impact on the quality
Damage Settlements, breach
Damage to crops; soil
of surface and groundwater;
of commercial activities,
erosion, inability to cultivate
pollution of water sou rces,
transportation and normal life
the land d ue to soil
water shortages can be
o f the population; loss of
waterlogging
mitig ated
property
Water shortages for
Land d egradation, lower crop
settlements, ind ustry and
yields, damage to agricultural
population; reducing the
crops, crop failure; raising the
More wid espread water stress
capacity of hydropo wer; the
death of cattle; raising the
potential for migration of
risk of fires
population
Damage by floods and strong
wind s; cancellation insurance
Damage to crops; tearing
Interruption s in the sup ply of
in vulnerable areas by private
trees from the roots of the
energy causes disruption in
companies, the potential for
wind, damage to coral reefs
public water supplies
population mig ration, loss of
property
The cost o f strengthening the
Salinization of irrigation
Reduced availability of fresh
coast in comparison with the
water, estuaries and
water due to saltwaters
costs of land use change; the
freshwater systems
potential of population
migration and infrastructure.

reduce emissions. Australia simply played safe, but now
this country has ratified the Kyoto Protocol, and
confidently implements the commitments. [3]
After accepting of the obligations of Kyoto there
was a redistribution within the European Union: Germany
and the UK reduced emissions by 15% or more, France
and Finland had similar obligations as in Russia, and
Portugal, Greece, Ireland were allowed to increase their
emissions. It was not concerned developing countries.
At the first stage of debugging it was too difficult to
change traditions of the UN and to achieve numerical
commitments even from such powerful countries as
South Korea, Singapore, Argentina, not mentioning China
and India.
By the end of 2012 there is every reason to expect
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

the conditions of the Protocol to reduce emissions for
36 developed country participants. In Canada, Japan,
several EU countries there will be considerable difficulties,
but they are surmountable. There is a large supply of
allowances in Russia and Ukraine; Germany, France and
the United Kingdom — the largest EU countries
confidently carry out plans to reduce emissions. There
is successful development of market-based approach to
regulate emissions. European trading system is running
and it is expected that the EU, Norway, Switzerland and
Iceland will join to 27 EU countries.
The experience of all international activities and the
Kyoto Protocol shows that preparation of a new
agreement takes at least 2 years, and its ratification will
take another 2-3 years. Therefore, it is in 2006-2007
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Table 2
Targets to reduce greenhouse gas
Purpose and proposals to
reduce greenhouse gases
Countries
EU
France
Germany
Italy
Sweden
United Kingdom

Nearest period
(2012-201 5)
Kyoto Target
(2008-201 2)
8%

8% growth
6%

Japan
Norway

6%
1% increase (10% reduction - a national
prob lem)
0%
7%
Peak of emissions

Long period
(2050)

Post-Kyoto
20% (individually) o r 3 0%
(international agreement)
40%
-

0%
21%
6,50%
4% growth (4% decrease - a
national task to 2010)
12 ,5% (national task 20%)

Australia
Canada

Ukra ine
United States
WORLD

Medium period (2020)

60-80 % (international
agreement)
75%
-

25%
60%
26-32%
20% compared to 2006

practical acts were taken to prepare a new agreement. In
December 2007 at the UN Conference in Bali the formal
decision was taken to prepare a new international
agreement for two years. Its signing is scheduled at the
UN Conference in Copenhagen in December 2009. As
starting point the IPCC recommendations were made:
by 2050, reduction of global greenhouse gas emissions
to levels below 50% from 1990 levels; by 2020 reduction
of emissions of all industrialized countries in general, 2540% (from 1990 levels).
It is hard to imagine a new agreement without the
participation of the United States and other major
countries, such as the EU, China and Russia. Five years
of the Kyoto Protocol is very little time. There is a need
for the opportunity to work for the future — to reduce
emissions rapidly, realizing what benefits it will bring for
10-20 years or more. [4]
In recent years the number of goals related to climate
change has significantly increased. National governments
have adopted a wide range of purposes. (Tabl.2).
Number of projects to reduce emissions is rapidly
growing. The UN FCCC has already filed more than 2000
projects, around 1000 were completely recorded, and
they are implemented. Only the approved projects by 2012
will provide a reduction in emissions by 1 billion tons of
CO2. Most projects in developing countries use economic
Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol.
The number of JI projects submitted to the UN FCCC, is
growing rapidly. In general, it is expected that the Kyoto

-

60-70%
compared to 2006
50%

30% (until 2030)

100%

25%
30%

At least 80%

Protocol by 2012 will generate more than 3000 projects
with a total reduction in emissions of about 4 billion tons
of CO2, and the amount of climate investment will be
not less than $ 30 billion. [5]
The most important outcome of the Kyoto Protocol
would be, probably, its role as a catalyst throughout the
climate activity: the development of worldwide energyefficient technologies, renewable energy, support for
science and education.
The principal peculiarity of the new agreement
should be its direct connection with long-term global
strategy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Science
has almost answered the question what climate change
is acceptable for nature and man: 2 ° C of global warming
is the limit. If at 2 ° C «only» 500 million people by midcentury will suffer from a lack of fresh water, then at 3
° C, their number will increase to 3 billion people. This
sudden jump, of course, would be a severe impact on
the world economy, especially on developing countries.
By mid-century, 200 million people could migrate, which
will inevitably affect the Ukraine. The Arctic permafrost
zone will be greatly affected: there 2 ° C means 10 ° C
and even more, which would require drastic change in
infrastructure. To stabilize the future concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere at a level of 550
parts by volume of CO2-equivalent per 1 million (which
would limit the global effect of 2 ° C to mid-century to
reduce the emissions of approximately 2 times the level
in 1990). The global economy is able to reduce emissions
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without significant losses. Their peak will be in the 2020ies and after will be a significant decrease. Otherwise,
the damage will be much higher: up to 5% of world GDP
of direct monetary losses, and 10 or even 20% loss of
global GDP on social catastrophes — migration, conflicts
between countries, the mass loss of investment, etc. [2]
The three main ways of participation of countries
in the future agreement must be:
• reducing emissions in developed countries,
corresponding to a twofold reduction of emissions by
2050. The development of international and national
market-trading mechanism by quotas and cost
optimization;
• activity in major developing countries, massive
development projects to reduce emissions, the
introduction of new technologies, a significant reduction
of specific emissions (per unit of GDP). These actions
should also be linked with the global strategy to reduce
emissions by 2050;
• assistance in adapting to climate change to the
poorest countries and most vulnerable regions.
Climate policy will have more impact on the industries
that consume much energy per unit of production, such
as chemicals, cement production, aviation, metallurgy and
all the fuel and energy sectors — oil, gas, coal and electricity
production. Climate policy has also concerned those areas
that produce commodities whose use is associated with
high costs of energy (eg cars).
As the growing scarcity of resources and enhance
the impact of exogenous factors the relationship between
agricultural development and environmental protection
is growing. It is possible to reduce the scale of the impact
of agriculture on the environment, reduce the vulnerability
of agricultural production systems to climate change and
ensure that agriculture provided more environmental
services. The solution is not to slow down the agricultural
development but to form more sustainable production
systems.
The first step is to create adequate incentives to
this by strengthening property rights and the reduction
of subsidies, leading to the depletion of natural resources.
It is urgent to take measures to adapt agriculture to climate
change, from which small farmers will be most affected
— will suffer unjustly because their guilt in the incident
is minimal. Thus, agriculture has great potential for
economic growth, poverty reduction and provision of
services in the environmental field, but to realize this
potential, it is required active involvement of the state —
providing key public goods, improving the investment
climate, regulating natural resources and ensuring the
desired results in the social field.
To agriculture has contributed to the solution of
problems of development, it is necessary to improve
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management of agriculture at the local, national and global
levels. The state should increase its capacity for intersectoral coordination and the establishment of partnerships
with the private sector and civil society. At the global
level it is necessary to solve complex problems relating
to inter-related agreements and international public goods.
The empowerment of civil society and, in particular,
producer organizations, plays an important role in
improving the quality of governance at all levels.
Using the (often irrational) natural resources,
agriculture can become a source, both beneficial and
adverse effects on the environment. To date, it is the
largest consumer of water, exacerbating the shortage. It
is becoming a major cause of groundwater depletion,
agrochemical pollution, soil depletion and global climate
change, since it accounts for 30 percent of greenhouse
gas emissions. But the same time agriculture is a major,
often unrecognized provider of environmental services,
connecting carbon, regulating watersheds and preserving
biodiversity. As resource depletion, climate change and
awareness of the environmental costs of traditional
methods of natural resources in agriculture are becoming
less acceptable. It is imperative to reduce the vulnerability
of poor farming villages before climate change. Increased
attention to the interaction between agriculture, natural
resource conservation and the environment should
become an integral part of agriculture for development.
Improving the sustainability of agriculture and its
transformation into a provider of environmental services.
Agriculture has a significant negative impact on the
environment, but there are many opportunities to soften
it. Environmental issues are inseparable from the broader
perspective of agricultural development. The future of
agriculture is inextricably linked to improving the quality
of those natural resources on which it depends. Both
intense and extensive agriculture are faced with
environmental problems — but of different types.
Intensification of agriculture has led to environmental
problems associated with the reduction of biodiversity,
inadequate management of irrigation water, agrochemical
pollution, as well as morbidity and mortality from pesticide
poisoning. Many regions that are in less favorable agroecological situation, suffer from deforestation, soil erosion,
desertification and degradation of pastures and
watersheds. In the mountainous regions of East African
soil erosion reduces the productivity of up to 2-3 per
cent per year, and has other side effects such as siltation
of water basins.
The solution is not to slow down the pace of
agricultural development, but in search of more
sustainable production systems and in expanding the role
of agriculture as a provider of environmental services.
Many promising innovations in the technical and
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institutional levels may increase the environmental
sustainability of agriculture, minimally affecting the
economic growth and poverty reduction.
The introduction of payment for environmental
services can help to overcome market failures in managing
the impact of factors of production on the environment.
Protecting water basins and forests is a source of
environmental services (clean water, stable water supply
of irrigation systems, carbon sequestration and
biodiversity protection), suppliers of which may receive
compensation from those who use these services. The
interest to these issues is growing, especially in Latin
America. In Nicaragua, the introduction of payments led
to a reduction in the area of degraded pasture and arable
land almost by 50 per cent and a shift to cattle grazing in
environmentally sustainable pastures to conserve
significant proportion of forest. Environmental
certification of products also allows consumers to pay
for sustainable environmental regulation, as practiced
under the regime of fair trade or in the realization of coffee,
grown on tree-shaded plots.
Agriculture and deforestation in developing countries
are also major emitters of greenhouse gases: they are
affected by 30 percent of all emissions. [6]
Plans of trading on carbon emissions — especially
if the scope of their coverage will be increased so as to
provide funding for measures to prevent deforestation
and carbon sequestration in soil (eg, conservation tillage),
— give the huge and not yet used the possibility to reduce
emissions occurring due to changes in the use of
agricultural land. On some measures to improve land use
practices and livestock (eg, conservation tillage and
agroforestry) are often benefited all parties: after the initial
investment, they can contribute to a more productive
and sustainable farming systems.
Global warming is one of the most uncertainties
for agriculture. If the emissions will continue at current
levels, then the world’s average temperature is likely to
rise by 2 ° C-3 ° C over the next 50 years, including
rainfall and the frequency of extreme weather conditions.
The effect is not distributed evenly. While many areas
have become wetter, parts of the Mediterranean, South
Africa, and parts of South Asia are becoming drier. Water
deficit will increase in many areas, particularly in already
dry parts of Africa and in areas of melting glaciers — an
important source of irrigation water.
The agriculture, which employs 4,2% of the
population of the EU, gives up to 1,7% of GDP in Europe.
The temperature increase of 2 ° C can increase yields,
but not in all regions and all years. Heat wave in 2003
destroyed from 30 to 40% of the grain harvest, and in
France on poultry farms in the heat killed 4.5 million
chickens. It is expected that due to the increased number

of droughts, poor crop years in Russia will be repeated
about twice as often after 2020, and by 2070 in some
regions, the yield decreased by 40%. The productivity
of forestry in Northern Europe has increased by 10%,
but in southern Europe will arise many problems: lack of
water and heat waves will lead to drought, spontaneous
forest fires, erosion and desertification. [6]
With moderate warming, crop yields, the increase
in areas of temperate climate and the decline in the tropics
are expected. Economics and climate models predict an
increase in global crop production in mild and moderate
scenarios of warming less than 3 ° C. But the combined
effect of higher average temperatures, the great variability
in temperature and precipitation, more frequent and intense
droughts and floods, and reduce the suitability of water
for irrigation can be devastating to agriculture in many
tropical areas. One-third of the population of Africa is in
danger of hunger, one-quarter in Western Asia, and
approximately one-sixth in Latin America.
It is predicted a large impact of climate change on
food prices globally by 2050. Some models predict more
significant effects of climate change after 2050 with a
further increase in temperature (fig.1.). But the greater
impact is expected at the regional level. According to the
scenario of not changing the climate, the agricultural gross
domestic product in sub-Saharan Africa (the region with
the highest impact of climate change) could decrease by
2.9%.
The climate change has an importance for the
distribution of agricultural production. In the globalizing
world, some adaptation may be accomplished through
trade, if measures can ensure alternative livelihood areas
under the greatest influence. But for much of the tropics,
especially of sub-Saharan Africa, which adversely affected
by climate change, trade can only partially fill the gap.
Climatic modeling indicates a very significant change
in the patterns of production. One study summarized the
results of six such models, has revealed future changes
in production capacity by 2080-ies. The perspective looks
bleak. At the global level, the potential of aggregate
agricultural production will hardly affect climate change.
However, averages conceal wide variations. As shown
in Fig. 2. by 2080-ies the agricultural potential of the
developed countries could increase by 8%, mainly as a
result of a longer growing season of plants, whereas in
the developing world it can be reduced by 9%, with the
heaviest losses, estimated to suffer from Sub-Saharan
Africa Sahara and Latin America.
Chemical industry is one of the most dynamic
sectors in most countries because of introduction of new
production and technology. But it is connected also with
many contemporary problems of environmental pollution.
The composition of air emissions from chemical
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Fig. 1. Predicted transformation of the world agriculture performance in 2080 from climate change
(including greenhouse gas emissions from fertilizer) [6]

plants is also extremely diverse. Petrochemical production
pollutes the atmosphere with hydrogen sulfide and
hydrocarbons, the production of synthetic rubber —
styrene, divinyl, toluene and acetone; alkali manufacturinghydrogen chloride, etc. In large quantities such substances
are emitted as oxides of carbon and nitrogen, ammonia,
inorganic dust, fluorinated substances and many others.
One of the most problematic sides of chemical plants
is spreading in nature of not previously existing
connections. Among them especially harmful synthetic
surface-active substances — surfactants (sometimes
referred to as detergent) are considered. They are emitted
into the environment during production and use in the
home of various detergents. Proceeding from industrial
and municipal sewage into water bodies, detergents are
badly delayed by treatment facilities, promote the
appearance of abundant foam in water, give it a toxic
properties and odor, cause of death and rebirth of aquatic
organisms and, very importantly, increase the toxic
effects of other pollutants.
These are the main negative impacts on natural
systems of the leading global industry. Naturally, the listed
industrial influence is not confined: there are machine
engineering, using the products of metallurgy and
chemical industry and contributing to the scattering of
many substances in the environment, and water-intensive
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industries like pulp and paper and food, ensuring the same
high proportion of organic contaminants environment,
etc. Based on the analysis of the impact on the ecology
of the three major industries it can be determined the
nature and ways of industrial pollution for any industry,
for which you need to know the specifics of production.
The main difference between the agricultural
impacts of the industry is primarily in their distribution
over large areas. Typically, the use of large areas for
agricultural use is a radical transformation of all
components of natural complexes. It is not necessarily
destruction of nature, quite often it is the agricultural
landscapes are classified as «cultural». [6]
The financial sector needs to adapt its domestic
policies, proposed financial services and products to those
new purposes, which are put before a company to reduce
emissions. Restructuring of the financial sector is needed
primarily to financial companies, if they want to maintain
their stability in a changing environment. In order to
finance companies were able to make a worthy
contribution to overall global efforts to resist climate
change, they will need to formulate a consistent,
transparent and internationally agreed policies to reduce
CO2 emissions in the long term. Such a policy could be
a guarantee for investors, ensure a favorable investment
environment and expand opportunities for business
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Fig. 2. Forecast of changes in world agricultural production capacity in 2000-2080.% [5]

development of customer-companies, which buy financial
services.
To the financial sector can better adapt to changing
political realities, financial companies must include the
risk of climate change in the range of risks that are taken
into account in forming of corporate strategy and policy,
decision-making process and calculate the financial
indicators for financial reporting purposes.
Climate change and climate policies affect the
activities of the insurance sector, because its customers
are forced to insure new risks that were not before. In
recent years, there are many extreme weather events and
phenomenon: typhoon “Katrina”, almost annual heat
waves and floods in Europe, India, America. Every year
it becomes increasingly clear that this was not an accident.
Since climatologists are predicting an increase in
frequency and intensity of extreme weather events, it
can be expected to increase premiums in the event of
damage to insured property, which has suffered from
such weather. Therefore, insurers are considering climate
change as a threat rather than as an opportunity.
A large number of tropical storms in 2004 increased
the insured against weather damage to a record value —
32 billion euros. Although there is no convincing evidence
that the frequency of tropical storms is directly related
to the change of climate, increase in the number of storms
has become a factor, which strongly influence on the
activities of companies insurance.
According to the Association of British Insurers,
the cost of insurance payments in the UK, related to
damage from extreme weather events, by 2050 will
double, reaching 3.3 billion euros. At the same time the
most unfavorable weather for the year could cost insurers
20 billion euros. In Germany, the total damage from flood
could reach 15 billion euros. Climate change increases

the risk of damage to private property at a rate of 2 to
4% per year.
Although over 98% people, who are affected by
climate disasters, live in developing countries, the
economic consequences of disasters are biased towards
rich countries. This is due primarily to the fact that costs
are calculated based on the value of property and insurance
losses, which increase sharply. All eight climatic disasters
after 2000 with inflicting damage amounting to over 10
billion dollars occurred in rich countries, six of them in
the United States.
However, climate change also increases the need
for the usual procedure of transfer of risks and
opportunities for the development of insurance business,
such as insurance projects to reduce emissions.
The banking sector plays an important role in
financing climate projects and investment climate policy.
The Banks manage their credit risk and develop new
services to hedge weather risk. Adverse effects of climate
change for banks are mainly associated with increased
risk of non-return of loans and loans (credit risk) due to
the fact that efforts to reduce emissions will lead to higher
costs of those companies and industries whose activities
are associated with significant carbon emissions. Price
volatility in carbon markets (ie markets, CO2 emissions,
the markets for oil, gas and coal), and markets products
that are relevant to climate change, increases the
uncertainty of financial projections. For example, the price
of one ton of CO2 emissions for two years from June
2003 to January 2009 increased from 5 to 20 euros.
But climate change also creates new opportunities
for the development of the banking business. According
to the World Energy Council, the market volume of
renewable energy sources by 2020 could reach 1.4 trillion
euro. According to consulting firm Point Carbon, the
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Fig. 3. The results of investing in energy efficiency and new energy capacity
compared with the changes in energy balance, 2005-2030 (projection),
(million tons of oil equ.)

volume of the global carbon market by 2010 could reach
200 billion euros. Use of Kyoto mechanisms can increase
the profitability of projects in the energy sector by 15
percentage points (for example, projects to reduce
methane emissions).
Emission permits trading creates a new relationship
between the companies — cross-border relations,
opportunities for exchange of various goods and
products, and all this in a growing international context.
Significant new investments, including international, will
be invested in technologies that are characterized by
significant value added. In this context, the main difficulty
that needs to be overcome, related to the contradiction
between the long-term objectives of investment policies
and relatively rapid changes in government regulation.
Since 1970, some experts have considered the
energy conservation as its additional source. They relied
on the fact that the reduction of energy loss is comparable
to the volume of its production, and often cheaper than
production. In this respect, it is a very promising sector
of buildings — both residential and industrial. With
competent organization you can achieve good results, as
is evidenced by some of the conclusions of the Third
Working Group, studying the climate change mitigation
in the Fourth Report of the IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change). This report has submitted to
the general public this year.
In 2007, the building sector accounted for about
one third of world energy consumption and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions. It is expected that in the next 25
years, the absolute energy consumption in buildings will
increase, while retaining a constant share of the growing
global volume. The increase in greenhouse gas emissions
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

will occur in virtually all regions of the world, including
in countries with transition economies.
There are two ways to reduce GHG emissions. It is
possible, firstly, to reduce energy consumption in buildings,
and secondly, to move to low carbon fuels, including
renewable energy. Now available a wide range of energyefficient and low carbon technologies. On the basis of
existing and new buildings can achieve savings of 50%
and 75% respectively, which allows significantly reducing
GHG emissions in this sector. Often real improvements
either with little extra cost, or do without them. Incidentally,
in countries with transition economies the reserve of
emission reductions is very large. This use of energy-saving
bulbs, improved insulation and central heating, use of
efficient appliances and systems for regulating energy
consumption. Numerous studies show that in countries
with economies in transition it is possible to cut about
30% of baseline emissions with net profits by 2020. It is
also clear that in countries with economies in transition,
heat-saving technologies can save more energy than electrosaving ones. Household appliances and lighting technology
investments return more quickly than isolation, and
requiring large-scale investments replacement of buildings
elements. Therefore, unit cost reductions by means of
electro-saving technologies are lower than cost of energysaving technologies. It should be noted that the evaluation
of economic efficiency does not include financial
evaluation of co-benefits of energy efficiency. For example,
a contribution to regional economic development and new
business opportunities, contribution to raising productivity
and improving health, reduction of air pollution, transport,
improving comfort and quality of life and so on. If such
an assessment of associated benefits is included in the
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economic analysis of technologies, unit costs of reducing
emissions will be even lower.
Now the world economy must move to a strategy that
will provide much smaller amounts of carbon-based fuels —
creating products and services it is necessary to consume
less power, and change the method of producing it in such a
way that could use more low-carbon energy sources.
In many cases, to influence the energy balance in
terms of economic development it is most effectively to
invest in new generating capacity rather than in energy
efficiency to free up additional capacity for growth. Fig.
3. shows that energy efficiency measures can provide
up to 230 million tons of oil ekv. that almost 9 times
more profitable than other measures. [5]
To ensure maximum efficiency of energy saving
measures is possible only if society is aware of the
inadmissibility of the unbridled consumption of energy.
The most important task and focus on developing the energy
policy of the state is implementing energy conservation,
its priority funding and the adoption of appropriate legal
base. Saving of energy will play a crucial role in the
development of a model of State continuous development
and ensure of energy and environmental security. Saving
of energy is one of the highest priorities of the national
energy policy for the entire foreseeable future.
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Ryabchyn О. Impact of environmental
catastrophes and energy crises on international
economic development
Influence of globalisation on formation of system
of eco-energy security of the states is analysed, the role
of influence of global eco-energy calls on branch
development of economic is defined, level of power
efficiency of national economies in the conditions of
strengthening of ecological requirements to world
economic to development is investigated and the estimation
of progress and a condition of performance of the Kyoto
report concerning minimisation of negative eco-energy
consequences of globalisation is spent.
Key words: economy globalisation, a sustainable
development, the international eco-energy security, the Kyoto
report, global problems, power efficiency, climate change.
Рябчин О. Вплив екологічних катастроф і
енергетичних криз на міжнародний економічний
розвиток
Проаналізовано вплив глобалізації на формування
системи еколого-енергетичної безпеки держав, визначено роль впливу глобальних еколого-енергетичних викликів на галузевий розвиток світової економіки, досліджено рівень енергоефективності національних економік
в умовах посилення екологічних вимог до світогосподарського розвитку та проведено оцінку прогресу і стану виконання Кіотського протоколу щодо мінімізації негативних еколого-енергетичних наслідків глобалізації.
Ключові слова: глобалізація економіки, сталий
розвиток, міжнародна еколого-енергетична безпека,
Кіотський протокол, глобальні проблеми, енергоефективність, зміни клімату.
Рябчин О. Влияние экологических катастроф
и энергетических кризисов на международное экономическое развитие
Проведен анализ направлений преодоления негативных экологических последствий глобализации, необходимых для развития системы международной эколого-энергетической безопасности ради осуществления
быстрого перехода к глобальной экологической экономике, которая основывается на установлении рыночных
механизмов возмещения выбросов парниковых газов,
обеспечении государственного регулирования для смягчения и адаптации к последствиям климатических изменений и активизации международного сотрудничества
между развитыми и развивающимися странами.
Ключевые слова: глобализация экономики, устойчивое развитие, международная эколого-энергетическая безопасность, Киотский протокол, глобальные проблемы, энергоэффективность, изменение климата.
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THE INVESTMENT ATTRACTIVENESS INCREASING OF BLACK SEA POSTSOCIALISTS
COUNTRIES: SYNERGETIC APPROACH
Introduction
For present situation taking place a global economy
and in the economy of the Black sea postsocialists
countries particular accurate and clear priorities in the
socioeconomic development n the cities of this region,
their self-determination among the objects of internal and
external environment on regional and international markets
which will enable to build up relations with investors and
financial organizations effectively, to reaction adequately
on strategic challenges of global economic system.
The methodological should be research determined
of global and regional integration of economic systems
was initially done in the works of Z. Amin, I. Wallerstein,
T. Levitt, A. Marshall, D. Meadowz, R. Merrit,
G. Modelski, G. Myrdal, J. Randers, J. Stiglitz, A. Frank,
S. Huntington, R. Schoenberg, J. Schumpeter and others.
The most significant works concerning this problem
belong to such Ukrainian and Russian scientists as
O. Bilous, I. Blank, V. Budkin, U. Kozak, V. Collontay,
E. Kochetov, D. Lukianenko, U. Makogon, V. Novitskiy,
U. Pachomov, E. Saveliev, B. Smitienko, V. Chugikov,
I. Shkola, O. Shnirkov.
Despite of the considerable number of works of
foreign and domestic scientists concerning countries’
investment attractiveness of the countries, regions and
certain branches of economy, there are should be system
approach to investigation of the investment development
process of cities of the Black sea countries in the context
of integration processes intensification within the
boundaries of The Black sea Economic Cooperation
Organization.
The aim of this article is to define approaches of
investment attractiveness growth of the cities of The
Black sea region on the examples of the methods used
for creating of Donetsk Investment Development
Program.
Research results
The invention of computers and the development
of computer technology have had a significant impact
on the methodology of scientists, researchers and
economists. Until recently, actually, a «life» experience
served to economists as the analogue of experiment,
which they have scooped from publications in scientific
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

journals, monographs, etc. As a further improvement of
methods for the study of socio-economic systems may
be the development of toolkit, which makes it possible to
carry out experiments with the model, but not with the
system itself. Methodological basis for modeling and
studying the economy as a complex nonlinear system
can be Synergetics or Selforganization theory. At present,
it is actively developing the study of socioeconomic
systems from the standpoint of new scientific directions
of Synergetics — Catastrophe theory, Chaos theory,
bifurcation, attractors, entropy, extra capacity and so on.
In spite of increased interest in Synergetics in recent
years (Yankovskiy et al., 2010), a lack of works in the
field of mathematical modeling of socio-economic systems
and insufficient number of teams working at a modern
level are observed.
Synergetic ideas began to penetrate into the socioeconomic sciences from the late 80-ies. Basically, with
few exceptions, the authors of the first works in the
field of economic synergetics were physicists and
mathematicians. Results have been obtained by means
of synergetics specific toolkit — identification of order
parameters, design of nonlinear mathematical models,
carrying out of computer experiment —, which should
be comprehended by economists, and they, in some
sense, can change the methodology of economic
researches.
Why do economists deal with Synergetics?
Synergetics, first of all, is of great importance as a view
on events that take place in the world, differing from the
traditional deterministic aspect, which has been dominating
over science since Newton’s times. In other words,
Synergetics is useful as means of scientific data
interpretation in a new way. It allows you to observe and
assess what, probably, remain outside the traditional
review. Thus, the initial terms of orthodox economics
are the following:
— people tend to the goal: consumers — to get the
maximum benefit, producers — the maximum profit;
— movement to the goal is a predefined process,
clearly predicted and universal (i.e. identical in all
countries). The result of the processequilibrium market
— is also unambiguous;
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— movement to the equilibrium market occurs
spontaneously and state control for this purpose is not
needed, moreover, it is not desirable.
Synergetic approach, on the contrary, bases its
conclusions on the following:
— economy is a developing system and should take
into account the theory of developing systems;
— when moving to the goal, due to nonlinear
feedback there can be unstable and chaotic stages. This,
in its turn, may lead to the different final states of market
equilibrium. Modern science can estimate the probability
of different options, but cannot give a definite answer
which of them will take place. Therefore, modern science
does not accept the unambiguous prediction of the future
and thus it differs from the orthodox economics;
— when there are several equilibrium states, the
problem of choice is aggravated. This problem should
be resolved by State taking into account the peculiarities
and national interests of the country.
Synergetics let us see the world from «another
system of coordinates». Synergetic scientist’s conclusions
are often unexpected and contrary to accepted truths.
However, it is such a view allows us to find out what is
lost in the traditional perspective, and to warn of the
serious dangers that may arise during the development
of society, if the critical, evolutionarily proved decisions
will not be taken at the bifurcation moment of choice.
Possibility of scientific study of crises and catastrophes
has long been questioned because of originality and
uniqueness of these phenomena. Later, however, much
common was found in development of crises and
catastrophes of various natures.
According to Synergetics (Yankovskiy et al., 2010),
two models describe the society development as a nonlinear
system: evolutionary and bifurcation. Distinctive feature of
the evolutionary development is the constancy of the system
quality. This is a period with well-predicted linear changes.
However, it is here the growth of internal disequilibrium
occurs, a growing crisis. The destruction, destabilization of
each system has its own way. The system structure has its
weak points, which can have the greatest impact. Therefore,
destabilization depends primarily not on the specifics of
external influence,but on the system structure.
The essence of the investment climate should be
considered at macro- and microeconomic levels. At the
macro level it includes factors that characterize political
and economic situation in a host country, and the sociopsychological condition of the population. In the first
case the main role is devoted to such parameters as state
policy concerning foreign investments, the tradition of
observance of international agreements, the propensity
to nationalization of foreign property, the solidity of state
institutions, the level of state interference in the economy

etc. According to conditions the political factor is
dominating while evaluating the investment climate in our
country by a potential investor.
In terms of economic parameters of the investment
climate the prior ones are indexes that characterize the
overall macroeconomic dynamics, the currency status,
financial and credit system of the country, customs regime
and the regime of the work force employment.
The micro level the investment climate reveals itself
through bilateral relations between an investor and the
certain government bodies, economic entities —
suppliers, buyers, banks, trade unions and working teams
of a host company while both levels are closely
interrelated. The investment climate is formed under the
influence of the management activity of the public
authorities. The latter can be consciously directed to the
establishment of the particular investment environment
in the country and it can be built without taking into
account the possible consequences for the foreign
enterprise, but with the influence on it. Thus every
country opened to the import of capital has at her disposal
a specific system of capital adopting that represents a
set of the elements of the regulatory and legal base and
institutions which carry out state policy with regard to
foreign capital investments. Generally capital acceptance
system reflects the intention of the host country to find
the optimal variant to include foreign investments into
the solution of foreground tasks of national development.
To implement these objectives defined in Donetsk
socioeconomic development Strategy until 2020, it was
provided the elaboration of Donetsk Investment
Development Program until 2020, the main aim of which
was to attract maximum investments from the all sources
and an increase of efficiency of their usage by
concentrating on the prior directions of the socioeconomic
and social development of the city. The result of this
program realization should be:
— the improvement of living standards and the
population walfave in accordance with defined in the
strategy natural and monetary indexes of the
socioeconomic growth of the city and the standard of
living in Donetsk;
— the guaranteeing of constant socioeconomic
development of the city on the basis of the prior activities
determination and economic policy directions;
— Donetsk integration into the system of national
and international flow of financial resources;
— the formation of partnership between city’s
executive authorities, representatives of business and
general public;
— the creation of an effective control system of
the city in order to solve the problems connected to the
socioeconomic development.
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Fig. 1. System of analytical indexes, which characterize the level of economic development in Donetsk,
Dnepropetrovsk, Kiev
Source: Statistic department of Kiev, Donetsk and Dnepropetrovsk

In order to achieve this goal in the process of the
work done by the executive team the chief of the work
team who is the author of this article has set and solved
such tasks:
• an assessment of investment attractiveness and
Donetsk potential has been made;
• the directions of investment attractiveness increase
and realization of Donetsk investment potential have been
elaborated in order to solve socioeconomic development
tasks;
• the long-term and short-term program of measures
and actions has been elaborated to mobilize investment
resources from budget and off-budget funds, private
domestic and foreign sources and also to use them
effectively for the constant innovative development of
the city;
• the system of encouraging companies which are
busy with the construction of buildings of paramount
importance for the city , has been formed;
• the methodical security of the assessment of
economic and social effect has been developed taking
into account investment projects which can be
implemented with use of state measures of stimulation;
• the information support system of the city’s
investment development has been formed;
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• the directions of constant monitoring system of
the Donetsk investment climate have been determined.
The integrated index of cities’ investment
attractiveness according to the author’s methods
(Orekhova, 2009) was suggested to calculate as an
average quantity of five synthetic indexes which are
average quantity of the system of standard analytical
indexes:
G = 0,25ED + 0,2II + 0,2SDCh + 0.15MRD +
0,20IP,
Where ED —the level of city’s economic
development;
II —the development of commercial and investment
infrastructure;
SDCh —sociodemografic characteristic of the city;
MRD —the development of market relations;
IP —innovation potential of the city.
The assessment of Donetsk investment attractiveness
potential was made firstly on the principals of -SWOT
analysis, secondly —comparative analysis of the similar
indexes in Kiev and Dnipropetrovsk cities which leaders
to attract the direct foreign investments to Ukraine.
The comparative analysis of the indexes that
characterize the level of economic growth in Kiev,
Dnepropetrovsk and Donetsk gave a possibility to make
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Fig. 2. Indexes, which characterize the level of development commercial and investment infrastructure
Source: Statistic department of Kiev, Donetsk and Dnepropetrovsk

a conclusion that in Donetsk a number of the unprofitable
businesses are lower by 15% than a similar index in
Dnepropetrovsk, and by 14.01 % in Kiev. The share of
export in an output aggregate of the city exceeds the
similar index by 2.1 in Kiev and by 1.46 times in
Dnipropetrovsk.
At the same time the volume of the sold products
per capita in Donetsk is lower than similar indexes in
Dnepropetrovsk and Kiev (more than by 1.57 and 1.8
times respectively). Besides Donetsk is behind the above
mentioned cities in terms of the output aggregate increase
( in comparison with Kiev — almost by 4 times), and in
terms of the city’s specific gravity index in the gross
product of Ukraine Donetsk 2.58 times behind Kiev.
Although the Donetsk average wage rate is 1.5 higher
than the index in Dnepropetrovsk, but is 1.1 times lower
than the wage rate in Kiev.
The level of capital investments per capita in Donetsk
is higher than the similar index in Dnepropetrovsk, but
4656,4 UAH (by 1.5 times) lower than in Kiev.
The comparative analysis of the commercial and
investment infrastructure development that has been
carried out, has shown that the number of stock and
commodity exchanges in Donetsk the same as in
Dnepropetrovsk and 1.1 times higher than in Kiev (fig. 2).

At the same time Donetsk is 2.8 times lower than in
Kiev as for number of construction companies, in terms
of hotel business development is by 1.5 times lower than
in Kiev and by 1.53 times than in Dnepropetrovsk and as
for number of telephone lines per thousand inhabitants
— Donetsk is lower than than Kiev by 1.24,
Dnepropetrovsk by 1.11 times.
According to comparative analysis of the main
demographic characteristics Donetsk is behind
Dnepropetrovsk as for the number of students of University
from the total population of the city and it is 2 times behind
Kiev. In terms of the average monthly wage Donetsk is
ahead of Dnepropetrovsk and behind Kiev (fig. 3).
The comparative analysis of the level of market
relations development in the above cities has shown that
Donetsk is a leader in terms of the index of a joint stock
companies share in the total number of economic entities
(by 6.3 times higher than in Dnepropetrovsk and by 1.73
times — than in Kiev (fig. 4). At the same time we can
see the Donetsk weak position in terms of the number of
enterprises with foreign investments ( by 3.7 and 6.5
times respectively) (fig. 4).
The comparative analysis of indexes that
characterize the level of innovation potential development
reveals that Donetsk is behind in terms of the number of
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“SRACD” executives compared with Dnepropetrovsk by
1.98 times, with Kiev — by 7.28 times; in terms of share
of the enterprises that introduce innovations it is 3.6 lower
than Kiev; in terms of the volume of the ‘SRACD ”
implemented — by 1.6 times than in Dnepropetrovsk
and by 6.7 times than Kiev (fig. 5).
So, the comparative analysis conducted on the basis
of author’s program of the investment attractiveness
potential of Donetsk, Kiev and Dnepropetrovsk has
shown that Donetsk is 1.5 lower than Kiev in terms of
integrated index of investment attractiveness potential,
but it is ahead of Dnepropetrovsk- by 1.2 times that is
confirmed by data about actual attracted foreign
investments in the economies of these cities (fig. 6).
Thus, strengths of investment potential of Donetsk
are advantages of economic and geographic location, high
industrial potential and good supply materials, presence
of large internal investors, developed system of
interindustrial links, presence of vertically-integrated
business, high personal income in comparison with
average income in Ukraine, presence of high scientific
and skilled potential, high level of education.
Business infrastructure is a resource which makes
Donetsk attractive for investors (transport, road and rail
network, hotel chain, telecommunication service, housing
and community amenities, informative services).
Dynamic of investments from all sources of
financing, development of market relations, part of lowtechnology branches of industrial production, enterprises
innovative activity also play their role in this city attractive.
The long-term and short-term programs of the city
investment development need mobilization of investments
in a short-term period ( before 2012) for the real sector of
economy — 6645682.2 thd UAH, in the services and
infrastructure sector — 12014656.1 thd UAH, in the social
sector — 572950 thd UAH, in the innovation and energy
conservation sector — 586120,015 thousand UAH, in the
ecology and environment protection sector — 989134 thd
UAH; in a long-term period (before 2020): in the real
economy sector — 3232189 thd UAH, in the services and
infrastructure sector — 194191117.6 thd UAH, in the social
sector — 255805 thd UAH, in the innovation and energysaving sector — 4944369.55 thd UAH, in the ecology and
environment protection sector — 60126 thd UAh .
The total sum invested in perspective projects
which were in Donetsk Investment Development
Program before 2020 was 7652964.9 thd UAH, the total
demand for investments for these projects is 241811379.6
thd UAH. The general systematization of financial sources
of Donetsk Investment Program realization before 2020
is done on fig. 7.
The traditional financial sources of the investments
projects on industrial projects and in services are private
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capital both from private investors funds and credit funds
except the state owned objects.
From the above said the directions of investment
attractiveness increase and realization of Donetsk
investment potential should be :
— the intensification of investment
attractiveness aimed at infrastructure development and
precisely transport infrastructure development with regard
to socioeconomic needs of city’s development; high
speed rates of communication infrastructure development,
the increase of investment attractiveness of IT spheres;
a substantial improvement of national telecommunication
network; the construction of the shopping malls, offices,
cultural and sport centers; the development of the hotel
business, reconstruction of old construction of the new
accommodation, reconstruction of engineering networks
and equipping of house and municipal services in order
to provide citizens with living conditions that are up to
the level of up-to-date quality standards; replacement of
industrial sites beyond the central part of the city;
— the improvement of the normative legal
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regulation of the entrepreneurship: the improvement of
the procedure of passing and obtaining permissive
documents; the development of the new redaction of
Donetsk building Rules in accordance with the General
plan of the city; the confirmation of the normative
estimated money value of Donetsk nonagricultural lands;
— the investment potential development with the
aim of successive transition to international standards of
industrial goods production; economic stimulation of
resource- and energy saving, implementation of
environmentally friendly equipment and technology,
extension of the technologies in which innovative
resources are used; the formation of ecological works
and services, market the supply of environment protection
devices, the means of automation and equipment;
— the development of social sphere of the city in

particular :development and implementation of special
programs of municipal housing construction, the formation
of social housing funds; stimulation of entrepreneurship
development, the creation of conditions for stable
performance and increase of operating efficiency of small
businesses and entrepreneurs; modernization of existing
workplaces, the upgrading of their technology level,
improvement of working conditions on workplaces; extra
workplaces; increase high-technology and innovative
workplaces share; increase in the number of working places
for noncompetitive workforce (disabled, women with small
children) on the labour market; increase of capital
investments in nonproduction and humanitarian sphere at
the expense of local budget; increase of investments in the
fixed capital for environment protection and rational use
of natural resources;
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— the development of transport system which
should include updating of the park all kinds of transport
in the park, optimization of its structure and network;
research of sources for covering expenses and for
modernization of city passenger transport; reconstruction
andextention of streets; improvement of transport
network planning, organization of highway exits from
the city; continuation of the construction of underground
passages; adjusting control systems on the major crossroads to the real intensity of transport and guarantee its
realization using technical methods of regulation;
substantiation of directions for the development of
networks for trams and trolley busses and usage of
methods for upgrading its work ;
— the informational support of the city Investment
Development Program realization in particular: preparation
and distribution of presentation materials about Donetsk
and its Investment Development Program; creation of
“Investment activity” section on the site of the city mayor
and council; participation of municipality in exhibition
activities ( investment forums, international summits
,exhibitions etc); assistance in the development of the
international exhibition activity in the city by informing
and inviting businesses and organizations from near- and
far-abroad countries to the exhibition campaigns of
Donetsk; presentation of enterprises’ investment projects
which are important for the city during international
business meetings, exhibitions, forums; arrangement of
the contest of investment projects “Invest in Donbass
— invest in future”; arrangement of the International
economic Forum “Open Donbass”; development of
cooperation with the main investment funds, companies
and banks ( EBRD, the World Bank and others) in order
to submit an application for obtaining credits, grants for
the development of communal system and transport
infrastructure of the city; assistance in setting up the
representation offices, Honourable and General consulates
of the foreign countries in Donetsk ; cooperation with
near- and far-abroad countries concerning the
establishment of partnership and twin-city relations;
organization of cooperation with international
organizations that encourage the development of local
self-administration in Ukraine; provision of informational
support of investment projects;
— scientific and consulting activity: the provision
of consulting services to the owners of projects and
programs (communal and commercial enterprises,
representatives of small and medium-sized business ; the
participation in seminars, conferences, forums and other
activities concerning the attraction of foreign investments
and development of international relations; the
improvement of the foreign language skills of city council
specialists with a help of language courses;
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

— environmental improvement in cities by means
of mining and using coalmine methane as energy vector;
planting sanitary-protection zone around industrial
enterprises and creation of special areas for utilization of
waste to avoid air-spraying gassy toxins for a considerable
distance; utilization of mine waters; increasing, facilities
for recycling and cascade round of water utilization in
the industry; concentration of benefication rocks and
extraction of components of technologic minefields;
conversion of metallurgical production wastes, with
graphite; using attle for concreting exhausted mines;
coffin and mining sites restoration; forestry-based,
sanitary and hygienic, recreational, building,
hydroeconomic; liquidation of manufacturing, domestic
and building dumps; creation of so-called “waste yard”;
organization of separate domestic rubbish collecting and
providing of differentiate payment for heaped and sorted
waster collecting removal and charging extra payment
for unsorted waster; setting up new factories based on
current disposal plants.
Conclusion
To raise funds for local budget as means of financial
security of investment project implementation in social
sphere, they should create land market.
In addition, real property taxes, corporate profit
taxes, environmental payments are substantial stakes in
the reserves of increasing both private and fixed Donetsk
budget source of financing
Provided private investments for implementing
certain projects will be paid back, for these investments
may be used method of mutual funds, which widespread
in Europe, when central authorities, which are interested
in project implementation, and local authorities solve a
problem by means of mutual funds. The possible source
of finance funds in ecology investment are grants from
International ecology organizations, government
investments.
It is useful also to develop new for city ways of
accumulation extra-budgetary funds, that is accelerate
development of borrowed financing investments hierarchy
to city projects by internal municipal bonds, such as
governmentally guaranteed loans and setting up borrowed
banking public institute.
The primary element of system approach to
creating prosperous investment climate in city is setting
up institute for its regular monitoring, in which it should
be to included: organizating the work of municipal
investment and innovative commission; setting up the
independent investment monitoring agency in Donetsk
and attract officials from local government bodies,
academes and business to the agency. The goal of
establishing this Agency should be formation of social
partnership between all mentioned above bodies in order
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to settle there issuces of social-economy city
development, determine the priority investment’s
monitoring clime indexes in Donetsk, proceeding from
mentioned in “Financing sources of investment
development program in Donetsk by 2020 year” tasks,
the solution of which should be directed to increase of
its investment attractiveness and investment potential
implementation; an analysis of integrative index
dynamics of city investment attractiveness by proposed
methods; periodical informing of public and local
government bodies about results of investment clime in
Donetsk, adjustment of long-term tasks in project
“Financing sources of investment development program
in Donetsk by 2020 year’, based on its results.
Provided method of appraisal investment potential
of city and mentioned determined ways of increasing
their investment attractiveness are common for majority
post-socialist countries of Black Sea region, taking into
account relatively similar conditions of external and
internal environment of their development.
Synergetics and such its direction, as catastrophe
theory, chaos theory, bifurcations, attractors, entropy,
extra capacity and so on combined with the now classic
and long-known theories of cyclical development of the
economy are able to more accurately predict the
development processes of complex economic systems.
Knowledge and ability to use the laws of Synergetics
provide a more properly decision-making and efficient
detection of global trends.
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This article is devoted to the directions of investment
attractiveness increasing of Black Sea postsocialists
countries which are formed on the base of Donetsk

Investment Development Program with the usage of
synergetic forming approaches.
The offered approach of an estimation of investment
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the majority of the postsocialist countries of Black Sea
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conditions internal and external environments of their
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Макогон Ю. В., Орєхова Т. В. Зростання інвестиційної привабливості постсоціалістичних причорноморських країн
Стаття присвячена напрямкам збільшення інвестиційної привабливості постсоціалістичних причорноморських країн, що сформовані на основі Програми
інвестиційного розвитку міста Донецька з використанням синергетичних підходів.
Пропонований підхід оцінювання інвестиційного
потенціалу міст та зазначених напрямків збільшення
їхньої інвестиційної привабливості має універсальний
характер для більшості постсоціалістичних країн Причорномор’я.
Ключові слова: синергетичний, інвестиційний
клімат, інвестиційна привабливість, інвестиційний потенціал, постсоціалістичні країни Причорномор’я, Програма інвестиційного розвитку міста Донецька.
Макогон Ю. В., Орехова Т. В. Рост инвестиционной привлекательности постсоциалистических причерноморских стран
Статья посвящена направлениям увеличения инвестиционной привлекательности постсоциалистических Черноморских стран, которые сформированы на
основе Программы инвестиционного развития города
Донецка с использованием синергетических подходов.
Предлагаемый подход оценки инвестиционного
потенциала городов и указанных направлений увеличения их инвестиционной привлекательности имеет
универсальный характер для большинства постсоциалистических стран Причерноморья.
Ключевые слова: синергетический, инвестиционный климат, инвестиционная привлекательность, инвестиционный потенциал, постсоциалистические страны Причерноморья, Программа инвестиционного развития города Донецка.
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DEPOPULATION PROCESSES IN LARGE CITIES OF EAST MACROREGION
OF UKRAINE: DYNAMICS AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC REASONS
Ukraine met XX century with one of the highest
birth rates in Europe. However the following wars (I
World War, civil war, II World War, within which Ukraine
became arena of military operations), socio-economical
patterns of 1920s-end of 1940s negatively influenced
upon natural increase of population.
Over more, deceleration of population increase
speed, which was characteristic for the majority of
industrially developed countries, also added its influence.
Thus if in the period 1897-1913 years (16 years) Ukrainian
population increased in 24%, than in the period 19591976 years (17 years) — in 17 %, and in the period 19761992 years (also 16 years) — only in 6 %.
There has been negative tendency in Ukrainian
population quantity starting from 1993 and was fixed at
influence of transformation economical crisis, connected
with collapse of USSR and Ukrainian independence.
Nevertheless from 1999 the economic renewal started, while
stabilization of population decrease and its decline took place.
Donetsk agglomeration and Donetsk region suffers from
population decrease more seriously than Ukraine at all, at
the same time this example can be characterized by higher
rates of socio-economical development than average in
Ukraine (Table. 1)[1, 347, 402; 2, 281, 333].
Thus explanation of the mentioned tendency does
not have economical nature. Actually Donetsk and
Donetsk region faced with problem of specific negative
dysfunctional consequences and social fees of wide social
reconstructions.
In the light of the mentioned data subjective perception
of the reality could be rather interesting for investigation.
Basing upon population census and questioning data
inhabitants of the East macro region are one of the most
unsatisfied, while population of West macro region shows
lower level of nonsatisfaction. Regarding national aspect
the prevailing part of satisfied by life are Ukrainians (18,2 %
against 13,6% of Russians), majority of unsatisfied are
Russians (68,5% against 60,7 of Ukrainians). Representatives
of other ethnic groups take intermediate positions.
At the same time it is necessary to admit that in
spite of official data, showed Ukrainians as the most
numerous nationality in Donetsk region (38,22%), Donetsk
and Makeevka, Russian part in the region is considerable,
and in the same time exactly Russian language takes
dominant positions in the East macro region of Ukraine
and Donetsk region, what gives possibility to suppose,
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

that data of population census is connected with
ambiguous and variously oriented processes of self
identification of East Ukraine population [3], [4].
Demographic crisis can be perceived and understood
as reaction of Ukrainian ethnos and different ethnic groups,
resident on Ukrainian territory, upon change of methods
of existence, change of socio-economical reality and
population expectations. In this connection it is necessary
to admit that Russian and Russian speaking population were
deeper influenced by transformational challenge, connected
with collapse of USSR and Ukrainian independence than
Ukrainian population at all. It is connected with obtaining
by these groups new status of national and language
minority within new state formation.
First years of independence showed conflict
between old and new civil identification, which was fixed
by sociological researches based on nationality
representative selection. Namely in 1994 34% of
respondents identified themselves with population of
Ukraine and 17% — with population of post USSR, while
49% of respondents had local identification – with
population of region or their settlement.
Ten years later Ukraine still had old and new civil
identification. Namely in 2004 41% of respondents
identified themselves with population of Ukraine, 11%
— once again with population of nonexistent USSR state;
48% of polled had local identification. Thus in the East
macro region 61% of polled had postsoviet and local
identification, what also characterizes reaction of
population exactly of the mentioned region upon change
of socio-economical patterns.
Birth rate of Donetsk and Makeevka as well as in
Donetsk region and Ukraine at all is extraordinarily low.
Meanwhile last years showed some increase of birth rate
(Table 2.), but its level in 2008 year, namely 9,2% (for
Donetsk) and 9,8% (for Makeevka) is not enough for
even simple population reproduction.
At whole birth rate of Donetsk is lower than average
Ukrainian at 1,7-2,2%, while region rates differ from
country rates at 1,5-1,7%. Makeevka birth rate is lower
than the aforementioned Ukrainian average rate at 1,2-2,3%.
Birth rate can be interpreted as depended not only
upon real socio-economical conditions, but also upon
population expectations; regarding this point of view
differences of birth rates of Donetsk agglomeration,
Donetsk region and Ukraine can be explained in the light
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Table 1
Correlation of demographic and socio-economical development of Donetsk city, Donetsk region and Ukraine1
In dexes
Coefficient of natural increase
of Ukrainian population at all
(for 1000 persons)
Coefficient of natural increase
of popu lation in Donetsk
region (fo r 1 000 persons)
Coefficient of natural increase
of Donetsk population (for
1000 persons)
Coefficient of natural increase
of Makeevka population (for
1000 persons)
Average annual level of
registered unemployment in
Ukraine, %
Average annual level of
registered unemployment in
Donetsk region, %
Average annual level of
registered unemployment in
Do netsk, %
Average annual level of
registered unemployment in
Mak eevka, %

2000

2 001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

-7,6

-7,6

-7,6

-7,5

-7,0

-7,6

-6,4

-6,2

-5,3

-10,9

-1 0,3

- 10,6

- 10,3

- 9,9

-10,3

-9,2

-9,1

-8,3

-8,9

-8,5

-8,5

-8,1

-7,4

-7,9

-6,8

-7,0

-5,8

-12,8

-1 2,0

-12,2

-11,6

-1 1,2

-11,1

-9,8

-9,7

-9,2

4,3

4,1

3,7

3,7

3,5

3,5

3,1

2,7

2,3

3,5

3,5

2,7

2,8

2,3

1,9

1,6

1,3

2,0

1,6

1,5

1,1

1,0

0,9

0,7

0,7

0,6

1,0

2,1

2,4

2,0

2,4

1,8

1,4

1,1

1,0

1,6

Average real month salary in
Ukraine in hrivna

23 0

293

351

405

460

570

660

734

802

Average real month salary in
Donetsk region in hrivna

29 2

357

423

473

539

650

724

812

857

Average real month salary in
Donetsk in h rivna

29 9

372

436

476

552

681

768

881

939

Average real month salary in
Makeevka in hrivna

25 2

287

359

411

470

589

623

772

846

1) Real salary correlated with prices of 2000 year

Table 2

Birth rates of Donetsk agglomeration, Donetsk region and Ukraine
Years
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Donetsk
For 1000 persons of
population, ‰
5,6
5,6
6,1
6,6
7,3
7,5
8,0
8,2
9,2

Makeevka
For 1000 persons of
population, ‰
5,5
5,6
5,9
6,7
7,4
7,7
8,5
8,9
9,8

of some socio-economical pessimism of population of
East macro region, at the same time comparison of data
of the Tables 1 and 2 shows different tendencies.

Donetsk region
For 1000 persons of
population, ‰
6,1
6,1
6,4
7,0
7,6
7,7
8,5
8,9
9,8

Ukraine
For 1000 persons of
population, ‰
7,8
7,7
8,1
8,5
9,0
9,0
9,8
10,2
11,0

On the one hand birth rate and natural increase rate
regarding data of the Tables 1 and 2 has clear increase
tendency at increase of socio-economical development
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Table 3
Death rates in Donetsk agglomeration, Donetsk region and Ukraine
Years
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Donetsk
For 1000 persons of
population, ‰
14,4
14,1
14,6
14,7
14,7
15,4
14,8
15,2
15,0

Makeevka
For 1000 persons of
population, ‰
18,3
17,6
18,1
18,3
18,6
18,8
18,1
18,6
19,0

rates, on the other — for inhabitants of Donetsk region,
which have lower revenue level than those of Donetsk,
higher birth rate is inherent (starting from 2003 year the
same tendency took place when comparing birth rates
of Donetsk and Makeevka). This confirms supposition
that low birth rate as well as coefficient of population
nature increase of Donetsk is to a great extent stipulated
by specificity of Donetsk, shown up at not only
Ukrainian, but also at interregional level.
For Donetsk lower death rate than average Ukrainian
is common, while Makeevka and Donetsk region at all
demonstrates higher death level than average in the
country (Table 3).
Mentioned data gives possibility to suppose that Donetsk
is in transformation process to «the second reproduction type»,
which is characterized by not high birth rate and increased
average life-span. This tendency is the mostly noticeable at
comparison of demographic tendencies, inherent to Donetsk
and Donetsk region, as well as Makeevka (in which the
mentioned transformation process has not been fulfilled yet).
It is also necessary to admit that formation of the mentioned
reproduction type takes place on the background of deep
consequences of transformational socio-economical crisis.
At the current moment for definition of the reasons
of depopulation in East macroregion of Ukraine it is
necessary to carry out researches separately for every
city, but stabilization of economical situation and increase
of agreement level of Ukrainian society possibly will lead
depopulation processes in the big cities of East
macroregion of Ukraine to common European tendencies
(namely to not significant positive balance of natural
increase of quantity of population and to not significant
negative balance, which is compensated by migration).
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MODELING THE INTERACTION AMONG THE UKRAINIAN
AND FOREIGN STOCK MARKETS
average monthly data were collected from the PFTS
Index, MICEX and Dow Jones from January 2006 to
September 2009.
As can be seen from figures 1 and 2 the nearest
form of regression equation is linear.
For the simulation of short-term impact of changes
in indices the vector autoregression model is the best fit.
Not only does it show the impact of lag values, but it also
builds the momentum response function (showing how
long each index bears the influence of other index) [9-11].
For modeling of the long-term relationships we need
to build two models of correlation of the PFTS index,
MICEX and Dow Jones. The equation for these models
is as follows:
_

y = a 0 + a1 * x,

(1)
where is theoretically calculated value of y;

a0 , a1 are coefficients.
The sample of input data consists of 45 monthly
observations that determine the index dynamics. Options
to find the equation using the following formula [12]:
a1 =

å ( y - y )( x - x
å (x - x )
C

2

C

C

)

,

a 0 = y C - a1 * xC ,

(2)

(3)
are average values of

where xC and yC
corresponding indices.
The coefficients of equation (influence of Dow
Jones on PFTS) are equal:

a1 = 0,1193 , a0 = -729,71 .

1400
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Problem statement. Stock market is a major source
of funding for corporations in the world economy. Stock
indices and their dynamics are designed to assess the
state of the stock market which makes this study topical.
The analysis of stock indexes interdependence is
crucial. Indexes of emerging markets such as Ukrainian
are very sensitive to changes in global indices, therefore
estimation of such dependency is very important.
Ukrainian scientists started to research the problem
thoroughly only a few years ago. Y. Makogon and
V. Lyashenko thoroughly investigated the stock indices
and ratings; V. Kucherenko characterized the PFTS;
O. Mozgoviy defined the relationship between the stock
indexes and indicators of economic development of
Ukraine. There is an interesting work on autocorrelation
analysis and study of dependency of stock indices and
industries in M. Alyeksyenkova’s paper, Borovikova’s
research on the stock indices behavior, Polyuhovich’s
analytical papers and analysis of the stock indices quality
by Belarusian scientist A. Belzetskiy.
The purpose of this paper is to build a model of
interaction of Ukrainian and foreign stock markets and
interpretation of the model.
There are different mathematical models to show
the interaction of stock indexes. We are interested in
finding such a model that will represent the interaction
of selected indices in the long and short term.
Correlation is a relationship where the effect of
individual factors reveal only an average tendency for
the actual data. The simplest type of correlation is the
pair correlations, correlation between the two indices [8].
In order to simulate long-term trend dependency
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Fig. 1. Diagram spread values PFTS and MICEX
(MICEX)

Fig. 2. Spread chart of PFTS and Dow Jones
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The model is as follows:
_
y = 0,1193 * x - 729,71 ,

(4)

t=

That means that for 10 points change in Dow Jones
PFTS changes for 1.1 point.
In the second case (MICEX on PFTS):

a1 = 0,646 , a0 = -274,4 ,
_

(5)
y = 0,646 * x - 274,4 ,
That means that for 10 points change in MICEX
PFTS changes for 6.4 point.
The obtained regression equation describes the
dependence of the PFTS index on Dow Jones, and PFTS
_

index on MICEX. Calculated values y are found
according to this equation are listed in Appendix B. The
correctness of regression equation parameters calculation
can be tested by comparing the total amounts of
differences between actual and calculated amounts. In
our case, these amounts equal to zero.
To determine the strength of a linear correlation
linear correlation coefficient is used [13].
Use the following formula to calculate the linear
correlation coefficient:
r

n

2

R =

i

- y)

å (y

i

- y)

i =1
n

= 0,73

rmicex = 0,81 for PFTS and

i =1

2

2

,

(6)

t = 2.02 . Actual values are greater than the critical value.
Therefore one can conclude that linear coefficient of
correlation is statistically reliable with probability of 95%.
The reliability coefficient of determination is tested
using Fisher’s criterion:

F=

k
R2
´ 2 ,
2
1- R
k1

(7)

where k1, k2 are degrees of freedom.
k1 = 2 – 1 = 1
k2 = 45 – 2 = 43

0,53
43
´ = 48,5
1 - 0,53 1

0,66 43
´ = 83,5
1 - 0,66 1
Critical value of F-distribution for significance level
a =5% and the respective degrees of freedom equal to
4.06. Observation value of the Fisher criterion is more
than critical therefore one can conclude about the
statistical reliability of coefficient of determination with
probability 95%.
After checking the adequacy, accuracy and reliability
of the designed models (regression equation), they can
be used for the analysis and forecasting.
The equations of dependence between the PFTS,
MICEX and Dow Jones we got during calculations, show
that 1 point change of MICEX index has a greater impact
on the PFTS, than 1 point change in the Dow Jones, but
1% of the MICEX approximately equals to 11.3 points,
while 1 % of Dow Jones equals to 112 points that is
almost 10 times more. It means, that MICEX index
changed by 1% would cause change in PFTS by 7.15
points and Dow Jones changed by 1% would cause
change in PFTS by 13.44 points. Thus, the impact of
the Dow Jones is more significant.
Fmicex =

MICEX.
Value of coefficient is greater than 0.6, which proves
strong relationship between values.
In order to determine how well the model is
consistent with data seize coefficient determination (R2),
which is equal to:

å ( yˆ

,

1- r2

Fdow =

where MX is the mean of Х,
MY is the mean of Y.

for PFTS and DOW and

(n - k )

where r is a value of correlation coefficient,
n is a number of observations,
k is a number of regressors,
t is a value of Student’s criteria.
Student’s criteria is equal to t dow =7,09 tmicex=9,1
respectively. Critical value of Student’s criteria confidence
level a =5% and degree of freedom equal to 43 is

, (6)

Linear correlation coefficient equals to rdow

r

(5)

where y is the average value of y;

ŷi — calculated value of y;
yi — actual value of y..
The next values for models were obtained:

_

Rdow = 0,53 and Rmicex 2 = 0,66 , which shows that there

y pfts = 0,646 * x micex - 274,4 ,

is a strong and mean correlation between the
observations.
To check the reliability of correlation coefficient
Student’s criterion (t-criterion) is used:

y pfts = 0,1193 * x dow - 729,71 ,

2
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_

(8)
(9)

Values of coefficients are greater than 0, which
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Fig. 3. Dynamics of the PFTS, MICEX and Dow Jones (left scale)
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Fig. 4. Dynamics of chain growth rates of PFTS (pfts), MICEX (micex) and Dow Jones (dow)

means that if the stock markets of Russia and the United
States will grow the Ukrainian market will also grow.
This may be an additional proof that Ukraine and its capital
market gradually integrate into the international economy.
On the other hand, the correlation coefficient

rmicex = 0,81 > rdow = 0,73 , which means that ties
between Ukrainian and Russian indices is stronger.
For modeling of the short-term relationships the daily
values of PFTS, MICEX, Dow Jones indices from January
2006 to September 2009 (total 879 observations) will be
used to build vector autоregression model (Figure 3).
Observations that were incomplete were excluded
from the sample (for instance, holidays).

As was already mentioned, a number of indices values
are not fixed, so the VAR model will analyze profitability
(growth rate) of the relevant indices (Figure 4).
The optimal number of lag variables obtained on
the basis of the Schwarz information criterion is 2. Thus,
the VAR model is:
pfts
dow
dow
micexi
Rtpfts = a10 + a 11 Rtpfts
+ a 16 Rtmicexi
-1 + a 12 Rt -2 + a 13 Rt -1 + a14 Rt -2 + a 15 Rt -1
-2
pfts
rtsi
rtsi
micexi
Rtdow = a 20 + a 21 Rtpfts
+ a 26 Rtmicexi
-1 + a 22 Rt -2 + a 23 Rt -1 + a 24 Rt -2 + a 25 Rt -1
-2
pfts
dow
dow
micexi
Rtmicexi = a 30 + a 31 Rtpfts
+ a 36 Rtmicexi
-1 + a 32 Rt -2 + a 33 Rt -1 + a 34 Rt - 2 + a 35 Rt -1
-2

, (10)

where Rtpfts , Rtdow , Rtmicexi are daily returns of
corresponding indices, a ij , i Î [1,3], j Î [1,6], i, j Î N are
estimated VAR parameters.
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Table 1
Estimation of VAR model parameters1

Index

Coefficient

Standard error

z

P>|z|

95% confidence interval

pfts
pfts
L1.
L2.
micex
L1.
L2.
dow
L1.
L2.

0.2712
0.1073

0.0322
0.0316

8.42
3.4

0.000
0.001

0.2081
0.0454

0.3343
0.1693

0.0644
0.1318

0.0231
0.0243

2.79
5.41

0.005
0.000

0.0191
0.084

0.1097
0.1796

0.1118
0.3135

0.0407
0.037

2.75
8.47

0.006
0.000

0.0321
0.2409

0.1916
0.3861

0.0105
0.0976

0.0523
0.0514

0.2
1.9

0.841
0.058

-0.0921
-0.0031

0.1132
0.1984

0.0395
-0.0074

0.0375
0.0396

1.05
-0.19

0.292
0.852

-0.034
-0.0851

0.1132
0.0702

0.4394
0.42054

0.0662
0.0602

6.64
6.98

0.000
0.000

0.3096
0.3025

0.5691
0.5385

0.0122
0.0169
Coefficient

0.0028
0.0027
Standard error

4.31
6.1
z

0.000
0.000
P>|z|

0.227
-0.0001

0.0202
0.0214

11.19
-0.01

0.000
0.993

0.1872
-0.0421

0.2668
0.0417

0.1909
0.2904

0.0357
0.0325

5.34
8.93

0.000
0.000

0.1208
0.2267

0.2609
0.3542

micex
pfts
L1.
L2.
micex
L1.
L2.
dow
L1.
L2.
dow
pfts
L1.
L2.
Index
micex
L1.
L2.
dow
L1.
L2.

The stratum 9.2 allows us not only to identify the
impact on the Ukrainian stock market, but also explore
the relationship between all the factors.
For the PFTS Index (pfts), which represents the
Ukrainian stock market, the most significant factors are
the second lag of Dow Jones (Dow) and the first lag of
PFTS. Influence of the second lag (and not the first) of
Dow can be explained by the fact that the U.S. is in the
other hemisphere. The second lag is the value of the
previous trading day closing in America and investors“
focus on this indicator during the opening of the Ukrainian
market. Influence of the first lag of PFTS index can be
attributed to a large inertia in the market. Impact of
MICEX index (micex) is expressed as positive and
significant coefficients, but the second lag has a greater
impact than the first. This may be caused by the fact
that market players look for a stable tendency of growth.
1

The results obtained on the MICEX are also
interesting. According to the study the coefficients in
PFTS and MICEX lags are so small, that these lags do
not have a significant impact on the index, but the ratios
at Dow Jones lags are very large, which means that
during the trading session on MICEX the results of the
previous day’s trade closing have a great influence.
For the detection of significance of the relationship
between the dynamics of yield indices test for Granger
causality was used (Table 2).
As you can see from the table, the impact of all
selected variables is significant. Only PFTS on MICEX
impact is characterized by lower significance c
statistics which is significant at the level of significance
less than 90.2%).
On impulse response function shows the dynamic

L1 corresponds to the first lag, L2 — to the second, the data was generated by Stratum 9.2.
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0.0665
0.1774
0.1148
0.2237
95% confidence interval
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Table 2
Results of the test for c for Granger causality
2

response of variable for a single shock of the other
variables. As there may be correlation between shocks,
this feature is not characterized by dynamic changes in
one variable by another shock, other things being equal.
To overcome this shortcoming we did orthogonalization
of shocks and construct orthogonal impulse response
function, which is used for Holetskiy expansion [14].
Let us build orthogonal impulse response functions
for the PFTS Index, Dow Jones and the MICEX, and the
cumulative orthogonal impulse response functions in order
to identify not only the impact of the shock of one variable
on another, but to draw conclusions about the overall longterm nature of such influence. Dark color on the figures
shows 95% confidence intervals for the orthogonal impulse
response functions. The timeframe is 15 trading days.
Charts of impulse response functions confirm our
conclusions about the VAR coefficients. Thus, the yield
of the Dow Jones affects itself (Figure 5), the impact is
reduced for two days and then completely disappears.
Impulses of MICEX indexes yield (Figure 6) and
PFTS (Figure 7) have little impact.
Impact of the Dow Jones index impulse on MICEX
was not as significant as the coefficients in our model
(Figure 8).
The biggest impact on the MICEX profitability has
the momentum of the previous value of the index yield
(Figure 9)
Impulses of returns of index PFTS on MICEX was
not significant (Figure 10)
Both pulse lags of Dow Jones (Figure 11) have a
small impact. It also disagrees with the coefficients that
we obtained in the VAR model. However, this can be
explained by the fact that usually the Dow Jones
fluctuations are small (less than 1%), while PFTS and
MICEX are very significant (2-4%).
Finally, the strongest impact on the PFTS index is
caused by the previous value and the MICEX PFTS index
(figures 12 and 13).
Construction of the graphs of cumulative impulse
response function for the PFTS index (figures 14-16)
confirms our assumption.
Thus, in Figure 3.12, you can see that the yield of

Fig. 5. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the Dow Jones by the Dow Jones

Fig. 6. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the Dow Jones by the MICEX

Dow Jones index has almost impalpable effect on the
PFTS. Moreover, zero is included in the confidence
interval, which means that this dependence is statistically
insignificant.
Long-term impact of the momentum returns and
the MICEX index itself on the PFTS index is significant
and substantial (Fig. 15-16). The growth of the MICEX
is a prerequisite for further growth of the PFTS index,
and yield reduction has opposite effect.
Thus, the vector autoregression equation daily yield
of the PFTS Index, Dow Jones, MICEX was found
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Fig. 7. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the Dow Jones index by the PFTS

Fig. 11. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the PFTS index by Dow Jones

Fig. 8. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the MICEX by the Dow Jones

Fig. 12. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the PFTS from the MICEX index

Fig. 9. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the MICEX by the MICEX

Fig. 13. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the PFTS index by PFTS Index

and the following model for the PFTS index was built
(formula 3.11)
pfts
dow
Rtpfts = 0,271Rtpfts
-1 + 0,107 Rt - 2 + 0,111Rt -1 + 0

Fig. 10. The orthogonal impulse response function
of the index PFTS by the MICEX index
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micexi
(11)
+ 0,313Rtdow
+ 0,131Rtmicexi
- 2 + 0,064 Rt -1
-2
Modeling of the long-term and short-term
interdependence of PFTS Index, Dow Jones and MICEX
has allowed us to identify the coefficients of regression
equations and vector autoregression and assess the
significance of these factors and reliability of the models.
The equations of regression of MICEX index (12)
and Dow Jones (13) on PFTS index show that the
monthly change of MICEX by 1% would change PFTS
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Fig. 14. The cumulative orthogonal impulse response
function of the PFTS index from Dow Jones

Fig. 15. The cumulative orthogonal impulse response
function of the PFTS index from the MICEX index

by 7 points, and changes in the Dow Jones by 1% would
change PFTS by almost 13.5 points. Thus, the impact
of the Dow Jones on PFTS is more significant.
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украинским индексом фондового рынка ПФТС, российским индексом ММВБ и Dow Jones (США) в кратко-и долгосрочной перспективе.
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INFLUENCE OF UNCERTAINTY LEVEL ON DYNAMICS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE
OF INDUSTRIAL ENTITIES IN UKRAINE
Problem stating. The uncertainty in the economy,
which is deeply comprehended theoretically and
methodologically in scientific and applied economic
literature, transformed and expressed through the prism
of the operation and management of large industrial
enterprises, which in turn, under the influence of risks
and objective macroeconomic conditions also form unstable
external market environment. The uncertainty in the
economic development of industrial enterprise is always
caused by the cumulative effect of various levels factors.
A lot of the researches of famous scientists (including John
Maynard Keynes, Alfred Marshall and Arthur Cecil Pigou)
were devoted to features of forming and development of
manufacturing systems under uncertainty. For example,
Keynes defended the statements that the value should be
calculated based on expenses from unpredictable changes
in market prices, excessive wear of fixed assets and
injuries resulting from accidents. A. Marshall and A. Pigou
believed that companies, that operate in uncertain market
conditions and profit of which is an unknown and variable,
should be managed based on the specific criteria such as
the size of profits and the magnitude of its fluctuations.
Based on this statement the capital investment project with
lower oscillation profits is optimal among few investments
projects with the same profits.
Analysis of recent researches and publications.
Because of the development of productive forces and
specific production relations, usually market volatility is
a cause of dynamism and tendency of growth for
uncertainty organizational and economic environment of
industrial enterprises. A lot of works of Ukrainian and
foreign scientists were devoted to issue of improving
capital management of industrial enterprises, for example
O. Amosha, A. Arakelian, I. Aleksandrov, I. Blank,
S. Bogachev, V. Bubenets, I. Buleiev, Y. Vorobiev,
S. Ischuk, R. Koval, O.Kuzmin, S. Mocherny, P. Pavlov,
D. Palterovich, M. Prokopenko, Y. Pasichnyk,
O. Tereschenko, K. Pavlov. For example, I. Ansoff,
analyzing the instability of business conditions in the USA,
distinguished few successive stages of its growth over
the last century [1]. However, only some aspects of the
capital structure improvement and diversification of its
usage ways are elaborated, but they lack consideration
of uncertainty factor in market instability. Thus, the need
for theoretical study of these problems and practical
application of research results caused the choice of topic
of this article.
One of the main causes of uncertainty in the industry
is the impact of scientific and technological progress,
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

which leads to the emergence of new scientific and
technical information and finally new manufacturing
technology. The investment process has significant impact
on the uncertainty, which has a probabilistic nature due
to diversity of present-time production process, territorial
allocation and cooperation in production. This issue was
especially emphasized in works of M. Petrakov and
V.Rotar, which are actual till now [10].
The purpose of the article lies in analysis of
forming the capital of industrial enterprises in instable
market conditions, considering the issues regarding
increase of investment activity and as result growth in
renewal of fixed assets of industrial enterprises.
Target determination. Attention concentration on
the required argumentation and improvement of
approaches in problem solving regarding industrial
enterprises’ capital increase. One of the practicable ways
for recovery from the recession could be public-private
partnerships, science parks within which investments
could be attracted, and high technology for renewal of
the main facilities of industrial enterprises.
The main material. Requirements for short-term
payback period which is the aim of the majority of
Ukrainian industrial enterprises in the instable market
conditions, lead to reductions in capital investments, which
in turn increases the average equipment usage period and
decreases labour productivity. It is obvious that the basis
for growth of Ukrainian economy is labour productivity.
Over the last 10 years, average labour productivity increase
in the country (the cost per labour unit) was 7.2%. This
factor makes the largest contribution to the GDP formation
and its growth. According to the research performed by
McKinsey & Company, labor productivity in Ukraine has
increased due to better utilization of production capacities,
and particular industries even practically reached the limit
load capacity. For example, 95% of the production capacity
were used in steel industry in 2006-2007 [6]. However,
the operation of obsolete plant and equipment requires more
labor costs. It is caused by the fact that staff of major
industrial enterprises has to carry out repairs and
maintenance instead of production process. Overall labour
productivity in the domestic economy is only 16% of the
USA level. This index is calculated by McKinsey &
Company based on the volume of GDP PPP (GDP taking
into account purchasing power parity) per employed
person. Renewal of the enterprises’ capital is one of the
factors of labour productivity increase.
Recent scientific researches show that the strategy
of many industrial companies in Japan and Western Europe
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is focused on long-term prospect. This approach is based
on rejection of short-term profits to get benefits on the
market in the long-term prospect. Because of influence of
investors through securities purchase, management of
American industrial companies safeguards sustainable profit
increase. Large number of Ukrainian industrial enterprises
spent their earnings for current consumption and do not
invest in expansion of the production. It is caused by market
instability. All this adversely affects the technical level and
then efficiency level in the nearest future.
A prerequisite for the scientific understanding of
influence of the uncertainty level on the dynamics of
industrial enterprises’ capital structure is a more pragmatic
understanding of the “capital” and its structure. Certainly,
from a methodological point of view comment of A.
Marshall regarding completeness and uniqueness of
“capital” definition significantly impact understanding and
interpreting of “capital”. “Capital is the accumulated stock
of instruments that is used for the production of material
goods and to achieve those benefits, which are usually
considered as part of income. This is the core of
resources, which is considered as a production factor,
not as a direct source of satisfaction”, the scientist writes
regarding this issue [12, p. 48]. It should be emphasized
that according to A. Marshall’s statement, capital mostly
consists of knowledge and organization, and one part of
two is in private property and the other one not. In
nowadays, some economists consider «organization» as
the special production factor, which resulted in impact
on the capital structure of enterprises.
According to the Institute of Economics and
Forecasting of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
the average level of fixed assets depreciation in Ukrainian
industry is more than 50%. In separate sectors it reaches
70% with renewal index 1-1.5%. Taking into account such
renewal statistics, old depreciated fixed assets will be renewed
not earlier than in 50 years. Thus, experts believe that the
short change waves (cycles) in production, which are
caused by obsolescence of fixed assets last about 10-12
years. Newest technologies can adapted to the production
assets with appropriate novelty level [13, p. 151].
Market instability affected the structure and
dynamics of fixed assets renewal process. Instead of
normal expansion of production capacity, its renewal and
maintaining in working just «eating away» of capital
assets occurred.
The good example is the coal industry, which is
during last 10 years losing its importance as one of the
industries that provides energy security.
Statistics of the main indexes of public sector coal
industry demonstrate only more recession. Thus, in
Ukraine there was sharp decrease in number of operating
mines (from 276 in 1991 to 160, including 140 public
ones, in 2008), production capacity (from 193 million
tons in 1991 to 95 million tons in 2007). The most of
enterprises in coal industry are bankrupts by substance.
They continue to operate in instable market conditions

only due to Ukrainian government support. During last
16 years labour potential of the industry sharply
decreased. Number of employees decreased on 640
thousand, or 74% of total number of employees. Per
experts’ beliefs, the main factor affecting industry
development is lack of investment. This makes it
impossible to provide forestalling putting into operation
of fixed assets. The following factors that lead to market
instability in this sector could be mentioned:
— imperfection of legislation in this field;
— low management efficiency;
— imperfect mine fund structure;
— high depreciation level of coal mining enterprises’
fixed assets;
— harsh conditions of mining;
— low mechanization level of mining operations;
— significant depreciation level of equipment;
— insufficient number of employees.
Systematic approach to improve the capital
structure of the coal mining enterprises, on our view,
should take into account that market instability is caused
by the fact that major part of coal mining enterprises are
not market subjects but have to operate in the market
environment. It means that methods and forms of public
administration should be modified taking into account
the market environment.
At the same time the analysis and comparison of
public sector of Ukrainian economy to the country’s
economy as a whole, shows that sharp fluctuations in
foreign markets, increase of prices for imported fuel,
government decisions can significantly distort proportions
in the efficiency levels of different industry sectors.
According to the Centre for Economic Development, the
public sector contribution to the financial performance of
the economy as a whole does not reflect real actual of the
economic potential. Thus, according to the Centre, the
most representative information for 2006 shows that the
public sector’s share in sales volume accounted for only
11.2%, in net income — 11.9%, but at the same time its
share in the residual value of fixed assets and intangible
assets — 24.5% and the number of employees — 21.0%
[8, p.35]. This demonstrates the fact that comparing to
the private sector there are assets that operate with low
efficiency or are not used at all in public sector. Permanently
loss-making enterprises are represented with group of state
enterprises (except for strong natural monopoly), which
used to show a negative financial results from operations
during all three years before the crisis.
The most representative indicator which shows the
dynamics of industrial enterprises capital structure is
capital investment. Structure of capital investments by
separate industries is presented in Table 1.
According to the data in Table 1 total investments in
2008 amounted only to 85.4% comparing to 1990. Analyzing
this index, according to information published by State
Statistics Committee of Ukraine, capital investments in
Ukraine in 2009 amounted to UAH 151.78 billion, that is
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Table 1
Structure of capital investments by economic activities (% to total amount)*

Total amount, UAH million
1990 – 100 %
A griculture, hunting, forest sector
Fishing, pisciculture
Ma nufacturing industry
Trade, repair of motor vehicles, household
appliances
H otel and restaurant business
Transport and communication
Financing activity
Real estate, renting
G overnance
Education
H ealth care and social assistance

2005
93,096
56.8
5.4
0.0
37.6
8.2

2006
125,254
67.6
5.8
0.0
35.8
9.3

2007
188,486
87.7
5.1
0.0
34.1
9.4

2008
233,081
85.4
7.2
0.0
32.9
10.6

1.6
18.1
2.1
16.5
0.9
0.9
1.4

1.2
16.2
1.9
19.2
0.8
1.0
1.5

1.4
16.8
2.2
20.9
0.8
0.9
1.4

1.4
14.0
2.0
21.0
0.8
1.0
1.5

*Prepared in accordance with State Statistics Committee of Ukraine // Electronic source. Source access: www.ukrstat.gov.ua. Sections
“Statistical information”: capital investments.

41.5% less than in 2008. Total amount of used capital
investment in 2009 accounted to UAH 192.88 billion, during
previous year — UAH 272.07 billion. The pace of decline in
capital investment for nine and six months period ended 30
September 2009 and 30 June 2009 respectively was higher
— 43.7% and 43.3% respectively, that confirms the experts’
assumption regarding lower comparative figures for fourth
quarter of 2008, the period of critical recession phase. The
most significant decrease in capital investments for 2009
occurred in the following economy sectors: fishing — on
65.7%, construction — 62.2%, governance — 55.6%, real
estate and renting — 52.8%, health care — 50.7%,
agriculture — 50.2%. Better situation could be observed in
the following economy sectors: trade and repairs — with
decrease of 45.3%, financing activity — 35.4%,
manufacturing industry — 35.3%, transport and
communication — 33.3%, production and distribution of
electricity, gas and water — 30.2%. The slightest decrease
occurred in hotel and restaurant business — 27.9%, mining
industry — 25.1% and municipal services, cultural and sports
— 18.4%. In 2009 share of state financing in total amount
of capital investments amounted to 4.3% (2008: 5.7%),
municipal financing — 3.1% (2008: 4.6%), enterprises’ funds
— 66.1% (2008: 59.3%), bank loans and other borrowings
— 13.3% (2008: 15.8%). Share of foreign investments
increased from 3% in 2008 to 4.2% in 2009. At the same
time investments provided by investment funds decreased
from 1.4% in 2008 to 2.1% in 2009. There was significant
decrease of share of capital investments in own apartments
construction and private housing construction made by
individuals — from 3.5% to 2.5% and from 4.2% to 2.8%
respectively. In monetary terms these indices decreased by
2-2.1 times, to UAH 5.5 billion and UAH 3.57 billion
respectively [9]. Structure of capital investments by
financing resource is showed in the Table 2 below.
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

In general, the crisis has affected all areas of industrial
production and significant decrease was observed in 2009:
in metallurgy — 26.7%, chemical and petrochemical
industry — 23%, mechanical engineering — 44.9%, food
industry — 6% [7]. Such significant decrease in mechanical
engineering is caused by sharp decline of investment
demand on domestic market that resulted in decrease in
transportation services and trading. The reason for this
was as external factor, as internal one, which is the reduction
of financial resources in the economy. Thus, the recession
in 2008-2009 not only adversely affected the dynamics of
production, but also worsened the financial situation of
enterprises, and as result their creditworthiness. In addition,
the increase in the shadow economy from 29.4% in
September 2008 to 34.9% in 2009 (according to Ministry
of Economy estimates) caused strengthening of tax
pressure on officially working business and transferring
of loan resources to public borrowing due to less income
receiving caused by shadow economy.
The deterioration of financial position of industrial
enterprises, a sharp decrease in their profitability and
creditworthiness, increase of borrowing costs and a high
degree of uncertainty regarding the depth and continuance
of the recession affected not only the ability to fulfill current
obligations, but also were a main factors their investment
activity reduction. According to Ministry of Economy gross
accumulation of capital decreased on 46.2% for 2009.
There is significant decrease in public investment took
place, capital expenditures per state budget for 2009
decreased on 51.5% comparing to 2008 (their share in the
total expenditures per state budget decreased from 13.3%
to 6.5%). As result, weak investment activity, the lack of
long-term lending became a main factor of deep fall in
construction (48.2% for the year) [7].
The issue of improving the structure and dynamics
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Table 2
Structure of capital investments by financing resources (%)*

State budget funds
Municipal budget funds
Internal enterprises’ funds
Foreign investors
Privat housing construction (invested
by individuals)
Bank loans
Other financing resources

2005
5.5
4.2
57.4
5.0
3.3

2006
5.5
4.3
57.8
3.7
4.1

2007
5.6
3.9
56.5
3.5
4.5

2008
5.0
4.2
56.7
3.3
5.0

2009
4.4
2.7
63.3
4.5
3.6

14.8
9.8

15.5
9.1

16.6
9.4

17.3
8.5

14.2
7.3

* Prepared in accordance with State Statistics Committee of Ukraine // Electronic source. Source access: www.ukrstat.gov.ua. Sections:
“Statistical information”.

of industrial enterprises‘ capital in instable market conditions
is also could be solved using different alternative
approaches. One of the options is a focus on import of
industrial equipment and technology financed by foreign
borrowings. Thus, one of the requirements to get low
interest rate foreign bank loans by domestic industrial
enterprises is to attract foreign companies (related parties)
to support the implementation of investment projects.
Usualy, technologies, that do not meet the nowadays
requirements and are not focused on future needs, are
imported to Ukraine. This, for example, “limits the industry
development process (i.e. chemical and metallurgical),
production of high-tech products. In the case of 90%
depreciation of fixed assets this option does not provide a
radical improvement in the industry” [11]. It means that
scientific potential of Ukraine is lost, machine-building
production capacity is not used, working positions are
decreasing, social problems are exacerbated. The second
option to improve the dynamics of industrial enterprises’
capital structure is the way of innovation and investment
that is focused on creating and implementing modern
technologies and equipment based on the best national and
international developments. Of course, for this purpose it
is necessary to provide domestic scientific and technical
potential with good conditions for development, and
government should support basic and sectoral sciences.
There are production companies in Ukraine, such as OJSC
“Zavod napivfabrykativ” (Zaporizhia), OJSC “Chysti
metaly” (Svitlovodsk), chemical and metallurgical plant
OJSC “Mariupolsky metalurgiyny kombinat imeni Illicha”.
Amount and sources of financing are shown in Table 3
below.
Public-private partnership is widely used in the world
for capital accumulation investment programs
implementation, especially in the introduction of new
technologies. This partnership is based on coherent system
of relations between public and private partners, when
resources of both partners are combined with appropriate
allocation of risks, responsibilities and remuneration
between them. Such cooperation should be mutually
profitable and transparent because of state budget funds
using in the investment process. There are principles of

public-private partnerships, which are used by
governments of developed countries in state regulation.
The main principles are as follows: equal compliance of
public and private partners with the legislation, agreed
interested of public and private partners for the purpose
of achieving mutual benefits and goals of the partnership,
fair allocation of risks associated with execution of the
public-private partnership agreement. The Law on Public
Private Partnership came into force in Ukraine this year.
In accordance with its statements the public-private
partnerships are characterized with providing higher
technical and economic performance indexes comparing
to the same activity performed by the government with
no private partner involvement. Within the public-private
partnership relations cooperation agreements, concession
agreements, products distribution agreements and others
could be concluded.
Industrial parks could be another way for renewing
production capacity and intensifying investment process
of the companies. In this case effective mechanism of
stimulation from the government side is necessary required.
It could be partial reimbursement of interest expense on
loans used for the construction of roads and facilities for
water supply, drainage, sewerage and water treatment,
introduction of advanced energy-and resource-saving
technologies, recycling of household and industrial waste,
and allowance for application of accelerated depreciation
for new fixed assets of groups 3 and 4 within the program
(business plan) of the industrial park operation.
Conclusion.
Based on analysis of the uncertainty level impact
on the dynamics of industrial enterprises’ capital structure
it should be emphasized that this issue requires further
research. It caused by the fact that companies have to
adapt their capital structure in the current environment
taking into account instable market conditions that are
caused by the influence of as external as internal factors.
In uncertain conditions, a dominant component of
the capital should be revealed based on an analysis of assets.
It will make the companies able to get profits. In addition,
there is dichotomics associated with different views on
industrial companies’ capital. On the one hand, capital is
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Table 3
Projected amount and sources of financing silicon production in Ukraine [11].
Financing source
State budget
Other sources
(invest ments)
Total

Amount of financing,
UAH mln
188
2,562
2,750

804

Including each year
2010
2011
29.85
73.5
879.1
512.8

2012
84.65
366.1

804

908.95

450.75

2009

defined as aggregated tangible and intangible assets. On
the other hand, capital is defined as diversified liabilities
which are owned by different owners, and used as sources
for creation and renewal of the company’s assets.
Based on analysis performed we could conclude that
the main factor influencing capital dynamics in recession
is exogenous one which is generated by the governance
taking into account sectoral and structural proportions
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Nykytiuk T. O. Influence of uncertainty level
on dynamics of capital structure of industrial entities
in Ukraine
In the article pressing theoretical and practical issues
with regards to ways of industrial entities adaptation to
the new conditions of business in the conditions of market
instability with the purpose of capital increase are considered
Key words: uncertainty, market instability, capital
assets of enterprise, investment, public-private
partnership, production potential.
Никітюк T. O. Вплив рівня невпевненості на
динаміку структури капіталу індустріальних
об’єктів в Україні
У статті розглядаються теоретичні та практичні
проблеми шляхів індустріальної адаптації об’єктів до
нових умов бізнесу в умовах нестійкості ринку з метою збільшення капіталу.
Ключові слова: невпевненість, нестійкість ринку, основні фонди підприємства, інвестиції, приватнодержавне партнерство, виробничий потенціал.
Никитюк T. O. Влияние уровня неуверенности на динамику структуры капитала индустриальных объектов в Украине
В статье рассматриваются теоретические и практические проблемы путей индустриальной адаптации
объектов к новым условиям бизнеса в условиях неустойчивости рынка с целью увеличения капитала.
Ключевые слова: неуверенность, неустойчивость
рынка, основные фонды предприятия, инвестиции,
частно-государственное партнерство, производственный потенциал.
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OFFSHORE TERRITORIES: BASIC CONCEPTS OF FUNCTIONING
Formulation of the problem. At this point in time
offshore business stills remains an under-researched
phenomenon in the system of international economic
relations. The scientists“ attitude towards it is ambiguous
and controversial. Therefore, the trends in its rapid
development require a more detailed study. This necessity
arises from the fact that the existence of offshore centers
is an important factor in attracting foreign investment, in
performing economic reforms and modernization of the
management mechanism.
This theme has been chosen due to its general
significance in the world and deals with several factors.
At the present stage of economic relations development
in the global economy no country is indifferent to the
processes taking place all over the world, as for different
economic agents the degree of accessibility and openness
of various resources (human, financial, material) involved
in the world reproduction increases. In this regard, there
is a need to know more about offshore areas and be able
to distinguish them from the territories of other kinds.
The aim of the article is to provide data on offshore
areas, assessing to investigate their advantages and
disadvantages, to study the state and trends in the
development of the offshore business.
Offshore business has some specific features, in
particular, special attention to privacy issues and the desire
to “close” the information about ongoing operations,
clientele, etc., is intended primarily to make such
information in available for inspection by the state tax
structures (mostly foreign ones), foreign intelligence
services, independent auditors, etc.
Analysis of the research and publications on this
issue. Among the native researchers one can name of
this issue such scientists as: A. Ambartsumov, F. Sterlikov
in their ‘’Theory questions and answers” they were one
of the first scientists who describe offshore territories,
E. Saveliev, O. Bondarev. V. Kravchenko,
N. Kucheryavenko, Z. Vasilchenko describe the problems
of offshore zones, S. Chernyavsky has written about the
offshore contradictions [1, p. 15], A. Bulatov,
G. Golubkov, D. Gorbunov, M. Rubchenko was involved
in the problem of offshore business foundation [2, p 45],
M. Gutseriev, M. Korolyov, L. Fituni etc.
The problem in question was in the centre of the
following scientist“s attantion: A. Cohen, K. Matridis, E.
Shambost, S. Doggart, F. Bessinger, D. Mitchell, K.
Kottke, R. Laulayaynen, R. Knapp, D. Scott. But despite
the great number of native and foreign authors, the further
analysis of international experience in conducting offshore

business and the attempts to find new legal ways to
minimize taxes are going on.
Offshore territories appeared several thousand years
ago. Originally they were the Commerce pirate cities of
Phoenicia and Crete, that had long controlled and frightened
the Mediterranean people. Offshore business even at that
time was profitable, but remained quite risky. A good
example was made by the experience of Athens. After the
of the authorities had imposed a two percent import and
export tax from Greece and other countries began to go
pass around Athens to avoid paying taxes. Later on small
island states, which did not impose taxes on traders, began
to appear. They were a refuge for smuggled goods. Traders
preferred to sell goods not in their own countries (for
example, in England) but transported them to islands, where
they were exempted from taxes.
Despite the centuries-old activities of traders, the
term “offshore” in the modern meaning was appeared
only in the late 1950”s in the U.S., after some company
managed to avoid state control of its activities by the
principle of geographical selectivity, namely by changing
the country of registration: the company took its activities
out of the legal reach of the U.S. government. The basis
for the definition was formed by the territorial principle.
There are different ways of rendering the term
offshore into Russian. As far as it’s spelling in Russian is
concerned these is a form made by means of transcription
“офшор” and the one made by of transliteration “оффшор”
. In the given article the latter form is used apart from the
term ”offshore” itself in Russian there also exist a few
synonymic word combinations such as “offshore centre”,
”offshore territory”, “offshore business centre” and the like.
It is interesting to admit that there are also some synonymic
terms formed on the basis of metaphors which have their
equivalents in English, for example “tax haven” themselves.
As far the definitions themselves they also vary.
For example J. Volkova [3, p.43], defines this notion
as follows: “Offshore are territories that provide preferred
treatment for financial and credit transactions with foreign
participants in foreign currency”.
Professor A. Ambartsumov and F. Sterlikov [4,
p.157] define offshore as: “A term used to characterize
the world’s financial centers, as well as certain types of
banking transaction, it is a foreign company with the
right to work only abroad. A company of international
business is a special organizational-legal form of a legal
person. It is mean to conduct international commercial
activity by non-residents “.
The most widespread abbreviations: LTD (Limited),
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INC (Incorporated), PLC (Public Limited Company),
Сorp. (Corporation), LLC (Limited Liability Company),
LDC (Limited Duration Company), IBC (International
Business Company), Sole Proprietorship, General
Partnership, Limited Partnership, C — Corporation, SCorporation, Non-Profit Corporation.
Apart from the term offshore, in special literature,
such phrase as “onshore” company. Is also found the
names are very similar, they are often confused. One of
the most important difference between them that there is
no accountability in offshore companies. Offshore
companies don`t have to submit the absence bookkeeping
and tax accounts to controlling bodies; (accounts be kept
for internal control). Whereas onshore company must
give in accounts at the place of registration.
Onshore companies are full taxpayers, while the
offshore companies pay only a fixed annual fee. Offshore
companies have private register of shareholders and
directors. It means that this information is not available
to third parties. The information about the register of
shareholders and directors of the onshore companies is
open, and any person can obtain the information about
the company from some governmental organization.
But, despite all these “disadvantagess”, a business
using onshore companies is becoming more and more
respectable. It like a foreign business, which seems to be
“distant” from local businesses or residents. It gets the tinge
of being removed from offshore territories and the reality
of the external contractor. There appears an opportunity to
enjoy the benefits of agreements on avoidance of double
taxation. In international tax planning while using onshore
company at first the taxes of this company itself, and then
the groups of the customer`s companies are optimized. Also
in these countries the forms of business, which are fully
exempt from corporate taxes can be organized (for instance,
companies such as LLP in UK).
Nowadays in the world there are a few dozens of
territories, declared their offshore status. Offshore
centers exist on all the continents, both in developed and
developing world. The conditions of their origin and
operation the range and cost of benefits, the level of their
development, the kind of specialization are different.
Taking into account such diversity it is inevitable that the
question of correlation and comparison of various offshore
centers should be raised, that is, about a certain
classification of offshore territories.
Similar problems arise in the analysis of the main
player of offshore business — offshore companies.
Therefore it is obviously to examine the necessary legal
forms of organizational and types of offshore companies
in order to facilitate the understanding of the mechanisms
of offshore business.
In the Report of the Working Group on Offshore
Centres there are typical indications of offshore
companies[5, p.25]:
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1) offshore companies may be engaged in any
activity (except certain types of activities, which require
licensing procedures);
2) limited liability: the owners are responsible for the
obligations of the company only in the paid-up authorized
capital for non-banking companies there are usually no
restrictions on the minimum paid-up authorized capital;
3) in the country of registration the company must
have a registered (legal) address and the agent, who may
be a person, individuals or legal, whose duty is to actually
be at the registered office and be the link between the
state authorities of the country of registration and the
company , and to maintain a real is not necessary;
4) the company has the right, to open up bank
accounts in the world without any restriction, and if in the
country of registration there no taxes, and obligatory audits
are not, it is not demanded to inform the authorities about
accounts in the country of registration are also acceptable;
5) The owners are determined by shares (registered
or bearer), and in their turn they elect directors, and they
already take all current solutions, such as opening accounts
in a bank, borrowing or lending, and etc.; directors appoint
the company a secretary of the company, whose signature
certifies the reports of all assemblies and decisions of the
board of directors and shareholders;
6) the owners may be any legal parties or individuals;
7) the most important criterion: the company must
operate it“s activity only outside the country of registration
and not have any source of income its territory, including
having no deals with local legal parties or individuals.
Figure 1 shows the principles of operation of
offshore zones.
By creating an offshore territory, the state has the
following purposes [6, c.28-34]: economic (foreign
investment, increase of foreign exchange earnings to the
economy of the country), social (the acceleration of the
development of the country or a territory in its structure,
increasing employment and income of the population,
creation of a highly qualified workforce), scientific and
technical (adoption of the leading foreign technologies in
the field of modern telecommunications and banking). Such
goals may vary depending on the particular situation and the
type of an offshore jurisdiction (in the Netherlands and
Luxembourg, the activity of holding jurisdictions has
attracted additional funds into the economy, but the countries
themselves have become the world’s biggest investors)
The most widely-spread variants of using offshore
companies look as follows:
1) For legal persons:
• using offshore territories in import-export
operations;
• for working on foreign financial and stock markets;
• for active work at the equity market;
• for loaning from an offshore company;
• for transferring profit to an offshore company
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Fig. 1. Principles of offshore territories operating

under a contract to provide information and consultancy
services;
Good results are reached by the application of
offshore companies in banking, insurance, construction
and transport activities, navigation, purchasing real estate.
2) For individuals:
• to deposit money;
• for accumulation of cash assets received of
providing services to foreign customers;
• for the registration of real estate for a foreign
company or its subsidiaries [7, c.223-236].
Classification of offshore territories
The offshore territories can be classified into three
main groups (Table 1):
Below on the world map (Figure 2.) the location of
offshore jurisdictions is given. These include the classic
offshore territories and the company in the EU.
As it is seen from the figure the largest accumulation of
offshore territories is located in the district of Caribbean Sea,
French Polynesia and Western Europe. This arrangement is
due to historical background. Most of the zones belongs to
the former and still existing British and French colonies.
There are also 51 Offshore LLC in the U.S. They are
Idaho, Iowa, Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Wyoming,
Washington, Vermont, Virginia, Wisconsin, Hawaii,
Delaware, Georgia, Virginia, Illinois, Indiana, California,
Kansas, Kentucky, Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Michigan,
Montana, Maine, Maryland, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, New Mexico, Ohio,
Oklahoma, District Kolubiya (DC), Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, North Dakota, North Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Florida. South Dakota, South Carolina, Utah.
Offshore territories may be very different as far as

administrative conditions of offshore companies, reporting
requirements, taxes and so forth. So, an offshore territory
for the registration of an offshore company is selected
according to a certain type of business, the particular
offshore scheme, and sometimes accordance with certain
financial transaction.
Table 2 presents the most popular offshore zones
in the world.
More territories also attract researcher’s attention.
Gibraltar is an excellent area for business. Firstly, since July
1, 2009 there was a set corporate tax rate of 10 per cent for
new companies that will allow it to compete with leading
offshore territories. Secondly, even though it is a member
of the EU, its territory is not included in the customs area,
that is why the VAT is zero, there are no taxes on luxuries,
will, property received as a present and capital gains. Thirdly,
foreign companies are exempt from all taxes.
Another one of the prospective territories are Cyprus
and Hong Kong. Regarding the latter, a territorial principle
of taxation of the company is operates there. Income earned
abroad, are not taxed, even if they focus on the accounts
in the Hong Kong. It should be noted that the March 22,
2010 a comprehensive agreement between Hong Kong and
the Netherlands on the avoidance of double taxation was
signed, such action simplifies the cooperation between
countries and prevent tax evasion [8].
Most economists see the positive effect of offshore
territories on the global economy which includes [9, p.12],
[10], [11, p. 150]:
• Increasing cross-border financial flows;
• Accelerating the turnover of financial assets on an
international scale
• Creating conditions for investment diversification,
improved access to credit and better allocation of capital;
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Table 1
Group

Discription

Country

1

Classic offshore territories. Countries which allow the offshore
companies registered in them and which do not act on their territory,
full exemp tion from taxes in exchange for a small fixed annual fee; these
countries do not require to keep accounting records.

Bahamas, British Virgin
islands
(BVI),
Belize,
Mauritius, Nevis, Panama,
Seychelles Islands, Turks
and Caicos.

Countries that have low tax rates for certain types of comp anies or
where such companies can receive significant tax benefits. As a rule,
these states require the comp anies to conduct the accounting records.
international community.

Cypr us
Hungary, Hong Kong
Gibraltar,
Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Uruguay

Countries that give the companies high respectability and in some cases
p roviding them with, certain tax remissions under strict conditions

USA, UK, Switzerland

2

3

OFFSHORE
CLASSIC
1. Australia
2. Anguilla
3. Andorra
4. Anzhuyan
5. Antigua
6. Aruba
7. Bahamas
8. Barbados
9. Belize
10. Bermudas
11. Bulgaria
12. Botswana
13. British Virgin Island
(BVI)
14. Vanuatu
15. Guernsey

16. Gibraltar
17. Hong Kong
18. Grenada
19. Guam Island
20. Dominica
21. Israel
22. Iceland
23. Spain
24. Canada
25. Canaries
26. China
27. Costa Rica
28. Labuan
29. Liberia
30. Liechtenstein
31. Mauritius
32. Madeira
33. Marshall Islands
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34. Monaco
35. Montenegro
36. Nauru
37. Netherlands
38. Niue
39. New Zealand
40. Nevis
41. Isle of Man
42. Cook Islands
43. Panama
44. Puerto Rico
45. Romania
46. Samoa
47. St. Lucia
48. St. Marino
49. Seychelles
50. Cayman Islands
70. St. Helena
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71. St. Kitts
72. St. Vincent and
Grenadines
73. Singapore
74. Solomon’s
75. Turks and Caicos
76. Tonga
77. Tuvalu
78. Turkey
79. Uruguay
80. Fiji
81. Croatia
82. Switzerland
83. Sri Lanka
84. Japan
Companies in the EU
( Readymade)
51. Austria

52. Belgium
53. England
54. Hungary
55. Germany
56. Greece
57. Denmark
58. Ireland
59. Italy
60. Cyprus
61. Luxembourg
62. Malta
63. Portugal
64. Slovakia
65. Finland
66. France
67. Czech
68. Sweden
69. Switzerland
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Taxation

Requirements for annual
r ep orting

The tota l cost of the annual
supporting the second year
beginning with

Total cost of incorporation and
the first year of existence

Jurisdiction

Table 2

Br itish Virgin
Island

1390

830

-

-

Seychelles

1090

590

-

-

Dominica

1370

810

-

-

Beliz e

1490

580

-

-

Gibraltar

1490

790

yes

-

Panama

1090

550

-

-

The Isle
of Man

3490

2 590

yes

-

Maur itius

1490

690

-

-

St. Kitts and
Nevis

1290

650

-

-

B ahamas

1490

890

-

-

USA
(Delaware)

6 90

490

-

-

UK

1460

990

yes

yes

Brief description

The time-proven offshore jurisdiction. Offshore are
completely exempted from taxes. Recommended by BCS
Europe.
One of the best offshore territor ies. A simplified pr ocess of
company registration, the complete absence of taxes and
reporting. Complete confidentiality. Recommended by BCS
Europe.
One of the best offshor e territories. A rapidly growing
offshore center. Offshore com pletely exempted from taxes.
Recommended by B CS Europe.
The offshore territories in Central America. Offshore
completely exempted from taxes. Recommended by BCS
Europe.
One of the best offshor e zones. Offshore completely
exempted from taxes. Thanks to British protectora te has
several advantages associated with its membership in the
EU. Recommended BCS Europe.
Offshore completely exemp ted from ta xes.
An interesting jurisdiction for business in Europe. Thanks to
British protectorate has several advantages inconnection with
its membership in the EU. Offshore completely are exempted
from taxes and pay only a fixed fee.
The offshore zone in the Indian Ocean. Offshore
completely exempted from taxes.
Another offshore territorie in the Caribbean. Flexible and clear
legislation. Offshore completely exempted from taxes.
In terms of offshore transactions Bahamas occupy one of
the first places in the wor ld. Offshore completely exemp ted
fr om taxes.
Low cost is the main ad vantage of incorporation in
Delawa re. In practice, when doing business outside the
U.S., the company actually is exemp ted from ta xes and tax
reporting.
An interesting va riant of compa ny registration in the UK.
May be used to open business and mixed offshore /
onshore schemes.

• motivation to reduce the overall tax burden and on that
basis stimulate the economic activity in the global economy;
• Reducing the risk of expropriation and the creation
of conditions for the protection of property rights, which,
in turn, may initiate increasing of economic growth,
especially in donor countries;
• to promote the prosperity of those states, where
offshore companies are located, that promotes more
harmonious development of world economy as a whole;

• Improving the competitiveness of companies at
the national and global levels using more flexible strategies
of developing.
Among the negative aspects of offshore business
economists and scientists mark the following [12, p.494],
[13, p.30]:
• unfair tax competition, which takes away revenue
from offshore countries;
• creating an element of instability in the global economy
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and finances because of potential savings of large amounts
of capital in offshore territories, especially speculative;
• to promote capital outflows;
• supporting of the shadow economy;
• reduction of the employment in the donor
countries;
• providing undue competitive advantage to
individual companies;
• adverse impact on the social situation in the donor
countries associated with the negative assessment of tax
evasion in public opinion.
Comparing these two lists shows: one and the same
property of offshore territories can be treated as an
advantage and a disadvantage, depending on the specific
interests of investors.
Nowadays offshore is very popular in the world,
but many businesses try to hide their real incomes and,
consequently, the economy of states suffers. Banking
secrecy, prevalent in the territories, preventing to trace
the real cash flows. In this regard, in Toronto the summit
of great 20 took place. At the summit, the reform of
international banking institutions and the introduction of
measures for greater control over them were actively
discussed. Countries participants decided to assess the
situation in the context of each country. Prime Minister
of Canada Stephen Harper, summing up the summit, said
that countries decided to assess the situation and by 2013
to reduce their budget deficits, at least in a half.
Despite some shortcomings, the offshore territories
remains one of the best ways to legally avoid taxes, they
help to development of small and medium businesses.
However, it should be remembered that the offshore zone
is not a way to get rich, but a means to raise and
strengthen the economy.
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Kleshcheeva M. V. Offshore territories: basic
concepts of functioning
In this article the author tries to bring the most vivid
examples of the functioning of offshore zones (Problems
and Prospects) and their impact on national economies
as a whole. Study of the special status of offshore zones
and modalities for a solution to the problems associated
with the implementation of shadow operations in these
centers.
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Клещеєва М. В. Офшорні території: основні
поняття функціонування
У статті автор намагається привести найбільш
яскраві приклади функціонування оффшорних зон
(проблеми та перспективи) та їх вплив на економіку
країн у цілому. Вивчення особливого статусу
офшорних зон та умов їх функціонування може бути
розв’язанням проблем пов’язаних зі здійсненням
тіньових операцій у цих центрах.
Ключові слова: Офшори, офшорні центри,
глобалізація, економічне зростання, фактори, впливовість, теорія, іноземні інвестиції.
Клещеева М. В. Оффшорные территории: основные понятия функционирования
В этой статье автор старается привести наиболее
яркие примеры функционирования оффшорных зон
(проблемы и перспективы) и их влияние на экономику стран в целом. Изучение особого статуса оффшорных зон и условий их функционирования служит решением проблем связанных с осуществлением теневых операций в этих центрах.
Ключевые слова: Оффшоры, оффшорные центры, глобализация, экономический рост, факторы, влиятельность, теория, иностранные инвестиции.
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ISLAMIC BANKING:
CONCEPTUAL FUNDAMENTALS AND BASIC FEATURES
Introduction
According to Islam, the income kinds of profit and/
or rental-fee are permissible while the interest income is
prohibited.1 From the Islamic perspective, interest (or
usury) is an actual or potential excess or surplus without
any comparable equivalent in loans or exchanges. This
excess or surplus has not any consideration that can be
matched with so that it can be regarded as legitimate and
rightful earnings. Thus it causes a financial loss to either
of two parties.2
Interest is of two kinds. First, interest of loan (riba
al-dain in Arabic), one that appears in loans as a percentage
or any fixed payment added to the principle, is the most
widespread, and the most debated, kind of interest known
by all. Lending money, say €100, at a certain interest
rate, say 5%, is the example. Second is interest of
exchange (riba al-bai’ in Arabic), one that appears in
exchanges.
The second one -interest of exchange- is also divided
into two kinds; one is called interest of surplus (riba alfadl in Arabic) that appears as a quantitative surplus in
one of the exchanged goods of the same kind -as in the
case when two measures of corn is exchanged for three
measures of corn, even if it is due to the difference of
quality. And the other is called interest of delay or deferral
(riba al-nasia in Arabic) that appears in exchanges as a
quantitative or potential surplus (value differentiation)
when the delivery of one of the goods exchanged is
delayed, as in the case when a ton of iron is sold for the
same amount of iron on a deferral basis; let alone for a
larger amount of delayed iron.
Here, interest arises as a potential value
differentiation between two goods -iron for iron- due to
the delayed delivery of one of the goods. Time, or term,
is a primary reason for the “value differentiation” between
the present and future goods exchanged; hence, it causes
a potential excess in one of the goods when compared to
the other good. Due to the fact that nobody knows in
advance for whom and how much this potential surplus
proves to be realized, Islam prohibited all the delayed
sales or futures.
The exception of the interest of delay is the exchange

wherein only one of the items is ‘money’ since any
delayed ‘money-for-commodity’ or ‘commodity-formoney’ exchanges do not establish any interest
relationship. This is because of the value measuring
character of money for commodities, and the need of
the people not having cash for pressing demands.
All the futures in the form of forward rate
agreements, and exchanges of financial derivatives for
each other without corresponding to any real value change
in the underlying real assets on which derivative are based,
also include interest. For example selling cash €100 for
delayed $130 includes interest of delay.
Similarly, exchange of loan-for-loan with different
quantities or with different interest rates gives way to
interest as with the derivatives so widespread in the
developed countries, in US particularly. The exception to
this is swap wherein two loans of the same quantity and
of the same term are traded.
Shortly putting, interest is a measurable or noticeable
imbalance or disproportionate in exchanges or loans for
one party to the loss of the other. With its this nature,
interest causes economic disparities between individuals,
factors of production and even nations, resulting in
considerable social and economic problems. These
imbalances appear as bubbles and crises eventually in
the financial markets when they can not be sustained.
Though not expressed so far so clearly, interest based
transactions are the most effectual reasons of the
economic bubbles and their consequences in the form of
crises.3 This is a reason for interest to be banned by all
the religions and for its being criticized by most of the
philosophers and scholars throughout history.
Interest Theories
The issue of interest has been controversial
throughout history. It was banned by the Abrahamic
religions Judaism, Christianity and Islam, as well as by
all other religions, and criticized by philosophers of the
Ancient Times and the Middle Ages. The expansion of
commerce and trade to the end of the Middle Ages in
Europe required frequent capital borrowing. Due to the
need of large sums of capital borrowing, many theories
of interest arose to confirm the necessity for interest and

Here, the terms ‘interest’ and ‘usury’ (in Arabic ‘riba’) are definitely interchangeable.
See, Ozsoy, Ismail, “Faiz”, Islam Ansiklopedisi (Islamic Encyclopedia), Tü rkiye Diyanet Vakf?, 1995, XII-110-26.
3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_bubble, accessed on Nov 27, 2008.
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to justify it despite the robust resistance of the Church
initially that lasts 1500 years but being tolerant afterwards
due to some reasons. Thus, the banking system of the
modern times has completely been based on the interest.
However, these theories have failed to explain why
interest is paid. This situation has always produced
suspicions about the necessity for, and the legitimacy of,
interest. To us, all opinions defending interest seem to
continue to be inconsistent and incongruous because of
the nature of the interest that we will explain below.
The common point of nearly all theories of interest
is productivity of capital. Besides, there is “time-preference
theory” of Bohm-Bawerk, which states that there is a
difference of value between present goods and future
goods. In his view, the former are worth more than the
latter. The difference between the two must be equalized
through interest payment for present goods -namely ready
money- to be lent for a certain period. These two points
are seemingly the strongest sides of the theories of interest.
Based on mainly these two interest theories,
capitalism imagines that potential income of capital -in
ready money- is transformed to an actual yield as soon
as it is loaned. As for the value differentiation; capitalism
requires the debtor to pay a fixed interest to the creditor
at the very beginning of lending, deciding that this
differentiation will always be against the debtor although
it might appear for either side, for the creditor against
the debtor, or for the debtor against the creditor.
As for Islam, it does not accept to charge interest
at the beginning, realistically taking into consideration
dynamism and variability of economic conditions.
Because it is impossible to know at the beginning whether
or not the potential income in capital will realize actually,
and to estimate how much it will be even if it does.
Quranic Approach to Interest
Then, the most important reason for interest to be
forbidden by Islam and the only reason the Quran
particularly mentions thereabout can be stated as
following:
“Interest is prohibited due to the fact that either the
borrower or the lender would absolutely and inevitably be
subjected to an injustice in any case, for its rate is fixed at
the very beginning, although it is impossible to predict the
outcome, profit or loss, or how much either would be.”
“If you persist in interest based transactions” says
the Quran, “Either you will wrong, or you will be
wronged.”4
Thus, it is clear that Quran identifies interest with
injustice, that is unfair and unequal distribution of income.
Any interest rate, low or high, is a reason for unjust and
4
5

unequal sharing of the outcome of the business. Because,
while high interest rates in hard economic conditions may
cause the borrower to go bankrupt, low interest rates in
good economic conditions cause the lender to undergo
an injustice.
It is never possible for mankind to find a fair interest
rate for any time and for any sector of the economy
since man can not see the future outcome of the business,
thus there will be a “deviation” —that hurts either the
borrower or the lender- between the “initially determined
interest rate” and “finally realized outcome”, whereby
causing an injustice to either borrower or the lender.
Once this very feature of interest is recognized, we
can resolutely claim that it is impossible for any religion,
philosophy, economic or political theory to agree with
interest policy if they favor the fair distribution of income.
Here we can resemble the interest mechanism to a twobladed saw, or a knife, that cuts on both sides, on one
occasion it is the lender who is injured and the borrower
on the other occasion, but either side is unavoidably
damaged by the interest mechanism.
So, we can say that the prohibition of interest by
Islam has its origins in the ultimate sensitivity of the Quran
to ‘right’ and its protection, with a vision of embracing
both interest payer and receiver.
The discussion throughout history of distinguishing
between interest, which is favored by many, and usury,
which is rejected by all, does not make any sense to us.
Because, while any high rate of interest damages the
borrower in hard economic conditions, any low rate
damages the lender in favorable economic conditions
where return on capital is high. That is why we can not
take interest and usury separately.
Usury is condemned throughout history to be
exorbitant and excessive and thus disapproved by almost
everybody. Yet, is not a high interest rate (so-called usury)
closer to justice in the favorable economic conditions
where return on capital is very high than a low interest
rate that is favored by many? Hence, so called a reasonable
interest rate is as much exposed to criticism as usury. It
means that it is not logical to exclude usury from interest,
or interest from usury, since both have the same effect
-the effect of injuring either of the two parties-.
Time Value of Money
As for differentiation of value, it is called today ‘time
value of money’ and used to justify the interest. Time
value of money is based on the premise that an investor
prefers to receive a payment of a fixed amount of money
today, rather than an equal amount in the future, all else
being equal. 5 Thus, according to B öhm-Bawerk, in order

Qur’an, Baqara, 279.
http://www.statemaster.com/encyclopedia/Time-value-of-money, accessed June 20, 2009.
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to persuade a money holder to lend €100 today for one
year time, s/he must be offered to be paid back, for
instance, €110 since €100 of today is equal in value to
€110 of one year later. Here, €10 is claimed to be one
year time value of money.
>From the Islamic perspective, money is not taken
as a commodity, to be sold and bought, in order to keep
the economy from turning to fully a primitive barter system,
one in which money is included as another commodity
together with other goods. Money is definitely distinguished
from the commodities for its being a unit of value measure
for all other goods. It is a unit of measure like measures of
weight and length. Thus, its value should not change dayto-day like elastic materials that stretch or shrink by the
time as with other units of measure, for example, as one
meter is 100 cm as well as one kg is 1000 gr. all the time.
Its value is not measured by other things, but it always
measures all other goods, except the inflationary cases
where its value is restored by indexing it to a group of
goods. So, 100 lira should be exchanged for 100 lira today
and tomorrow if it is a unit of value to measure other
things, not a commodity to be measured by other measures.
Therefore, we had better change the term ‘time
value of money’ to the ‘time value of goods’, which are
measured by money for the sake of monetary economy.
This is because money is not any thing itself; its value is
derived from the commodities it represents, except the
case when it is a commodity-money like gold and silver.
If somebody wants to make money out of money, s/he
should not only deal with it, but correlate any monetary
transaction with a real asset, i.e. a commodity of which
value changes according to the daily supply and demand
conditions, thereby making a profit or a loss.
It should be noted here that, while the value of any
currency as a unit of measure should not change by the
time, its value changes of course compared to other
currencies. That is why exchange rates of different
currencies frequently change.
In fact, the value differentiation between the present
goods and the future goods is pointed out by the Prophet
Muhammad fifteen centuries ago who therefore prohibited
delayed sales saying,
“Sell gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for
wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, and salt for
salt — like for like, equal for equal, and hand-to-hand;
if the commodities differ, then you may sell as you wish,
provided that the exchange is hand-to-hand.” 6
Based on the time value of money; capitalism

requires the debtor to pay a fixed interest to the creditor,
deciding at the very beginning of lending that this value
differentiation will always be against the debtor; although
it might appear for either side, -for the creditor against
the debtor or for the debtor against the creditor-.
As regards the position of Islam that is based on
the saying of the Prophet Muhammad on the
differentiation of value, it does not agree to set a price
for ‘time’ during which a sum of money is loaned, or a
due payment is postponed to a future time, since it is not
possible to know what ‘time’ will bring for either side.
This is because a great importance is attached to the
value equality between the two items that are exchanged.
In this respect, a ready €100 can not be exchanged for a
delayed €110 for it is impossible to foresee the future
and to forecast the outcome of the business at which a
loan with a fixed interest is used. Hence, these two
amounts may not be equal in value at the maturity; it is
probable that €100 of today may turn to have the value
of €90 next year due to the revaluation of that currency;
there may be a negative time preference instead of positive
one. For instance, it might be better to have 90 m 3 natural
gas for heating now in the winter than having 100 m 3 in
the coming summer. Likewise, a refrigerator, now in the
winter, may be worth less than it will be in the summer
to come. As seen, not always the present goods are more
valuable than the future ones and it is not possible to
determine the exchange rate between them.
Likewise, since it is impossible to predict for which
side (for the creditor or the debtor) the value
differentiation would appear, Islam has forbidden all
delayed sales in order to protect the financial rights of
both sides. Thus, while a ton of iron can be exchanged
today for 100 packs of cement at the market price, the
same exchange is not permitted in case one of the two
goods is delayed. Nor the two goods of the same kind
are allowed to be exchanged because of the possibility of
value differentiation in one of the two goods, even if
they are of the same amount. Thus, a ton of coal in summer
can not be exchanged for the same amount of coal to a
term in winter, let alone for an excess amount of it.
Financial Bubbles
A more important example that can be suggested to
have given way to the financial bubble after the burst of
which the 2008 Global Financial Crisis occurred is the
sale of, say, a financial certificate of $100 with 10% rate
of interest and 1 year time for a higher amount and/or
for a higher interest for two years time. Thus, a financial

6
Muslim, Abu’l-Husain b. al-Hajjaj. (1955). Al-Jami’ al-Sahih, ed. M. Fuad Abdulbaqi, 1. ed., 1374/1955 (in Arabic), Kitab al-Musaqat,
81. Similar hadiths (sayings) of Prophet Mohammad are available at http://www.usc.edu/schools/college/crcc/engagement/resources/texts/
muslim/hadith/muslim/010.smt.html [accessed on 16 November 2009] and at http://www.financeinislam.com/article/10/1/552 [accessed
on 16 November 2009].
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bubble is built if the nominal increase in the value of the
financial certificate is not balanced with a real value
increase in the underlying assets upon which the financial
certificates or derivatives are based.
In short, because it is not possible what ‘the time’
brings in the future, any exchange on a deferred basis is
not allowed in Islam in order to avoid any financial loss
that may arise on behalf of either side while capitalism
seems to favor only the creditor.
There is an exception to that prohibition: Islam does
allow sales in which one of the two items exchanged is
‘money’ as is the most part of the daily trade transactions.
This is so for several reasons. First, people need for
delayed sales because they may not have a ready
purchasing power -cash money- while the need for good
or service to be bought is urgent and pressing. Second,
common reliance is placed upon money as a unit of
measure of value more than on other units of measure.
Thus, while people do not consent to measure the value
of any commodity with another commodity, they agree
to do this with money due to its being a standard value
unit. Third, people are indifferent to the differentiation of
value between ‘money’ and ‘goods’ because of their being
of different kinds, and because market conditions may
cause commodity prices to change any time.
Similar to interest, Islam prohibits gambling, a zero
sum game where one party loses while the other gains,
and any trade where one of the items traded is uncertain,
that is called gharar, in order to protect both buyer and
seller. Gharar is the sale of probable items whose existence
or characteristics are not certain, due to the risky nature
that makes the trade similar to gambling. 7 Specific
examples of gharar transactions are e.g., selling the birds
in the sky or the fish in the water, the catch of the diver,
an unborn calf in its mother’s womb etc.
Comparison of Interest with Rent
Say, one has a sum of money, who wants to make
money out of it. What is the difference between “the
interest income” he gets by lending his money at interest
and “the rental” he gets by leasing a house he has bought
with the same money?
The element of differentiation between interest
income and rental-fee depends on the fact that if the thing
is non-consumable and capable of being used without

changing its essence and without damaging its intactness,
the benefit received from it would be a good consideration
for the rental-fee. This benefit may be a service rendered
by persons or a usufruct 8 (right to use) of things.
On the other hand, where the borrowed/rented thing
is consumable and perishes when it is used, -as in the
case of money, food, and drink-, the rental paid for the
use would be in excess of what is owing, that is the
principal, by the lessee. This excess so paid is interest,
regardless of the fact that it is called ‘rental’. 9 This is
because the advantage of the rented thing -which is nonconsumable- is certain, for it is always ready to be used
in any case, and it is strongly possible for it to be handed
over by the lessee 10 to the lessor.11
Comparison of Interest with Profit
As for the relationship between interest and profit;
profit is a surplus to assets, shared between capital and
entrepreneur, resulting from investing a certain amount
of money in an economic activity such as agriculture,
industry and commerce, and then it is re-transformed
whether into a larger sum (where profit is realized) or, a
lesser sum (where actual loss is suffered). Thus, profit
and loss are twins.
Profit is a result and consideration of an actual
supplement and contribution to the revenue of the
community by capital coupled with entrepreneur. When
the owner of capital participates in a business only with
his capital, he has to take risks of loss in that business to
deserve a profit. Therefore, profit can be seen as the
return for bearing risk. For, after all, business is subject
to failure; so in profit, the principle is: “nothing ventured,
nothing gained”.
One of the elements that make profit permissible is
its being a ratio of the ‘realized positive outcome’ at the
end of the business, not the ‘rate of return on the loan’
itself that is predetermined as in the case of interest. While
profit is a result of a positive result, interest has nothing
to do with the result of the business regardless it is a
positive or a negative sum game.
In profit, when the investment results in a loss, the
owner of capital is directly affected by it, whereby the
community is affected indirectly. But, interest is an income
given to money loaned, in any case, even when it does not
add any value to the assets, or revenue, of the community.

El Gamal, Mahmoud Amin. (2000). A Basic Guide to Contemporary Islamic Banking and Finance. Rice University. June 2000, http:
//www.witness-pioneer.org/vil/Books/MG_CIBF/chapter_1.htm, accessed on Nov. 20, 2008.
8
Usufruct is the right of using and enjoying the profits of an estate or other thing belonging to another without impairing the substance.
In other words, it is a legal right to use and enjoy the profits of any property belonging to someone else provided that the property itself
is not injured or damaged in any way.
9
Homoud, op. cit. p. 133-34
10
A person who has use of a building, an area of land, etc. on a lease.
11
A person who gives sb the use of a building, an area of land, etc. on a lease.
7
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In interest, when there is a loss, capital is not affected by
it, although that loss directly concerns the capital itself
and all the community is affected by it. That is to say,
interest income may be earned at the expense of all others
in the society. Interest may be ‘taking without giving’ while
profit is made only when the capital contributes to the
community and in proportion to its contribution.
Interest-free Banking: From Theory to Practice
Although Islam prohibits the option of interest in
the business life, it offers a wide variety of many other
options in a way that there is not need left to interest any
more in order to carry out all kinds of economic activities,
and interest-free banking in particular.
In Islamic economics, interest is substituted with
profit, rental, commission, and wage, all of which are
regarded as legitimate earnings of trade, its derivatives,
joint venture and partnerships, leasing, and other lawful
and real economic activities. So many kinds of sale and
equity participation with its many alternatives, which are
precisely defined in the Islamic law books, can be said to
be enough to meet the needs of the modern communities.
Moreover, there is no limit to devising and formulating
new methods provided they are cleared of interest.
Here, Islamic banking is a system of banking that is
consistent with Islamic economics that prohibits interest
as well as investing in unlawful businesses such as
alcohol, pork, pornography, and gambling, etc. Although
Islamic economics favours a genuine free market where
prices are freely determined by supply and demand, profit
maximization in Islamic banking and other economic
activities is only limited by social and moral values.
Therefore Islamic banking is multi-purpose and not purely
commercial and it is strongly equity-oriented.
Islamic banks differ from the traditional banks in
that they operate according to the principles of Islam;
they trade in commodities not in money; and there is
more to Islamic banking than maximizing the profit in
contrast to the traditional banks as it aims to contribute
towards a more equitable distribution of income and
wealth, and increased equity participation in the economy
(Chapra, l982). Apart from traditional banks and financial
institutions with their character of mostly lending, Islamic
banks are either trader, or lessor or partner in business
transactions.
Profit and loss sharing (mudaraba) and equity
participation (musharaka) are the most favored modes
of finance of Islamic banking. Mudaraba is an
arrangement between a capital provider and an
entrepreneur, whereby the entrepreneur can mobilize

funds for its business activity. The entrepreneur provides
expertise and management and is referred to as the
Mudarib. Any profit made is shared between the capital
provider and the entrepreneur according to a pre-agreed
ratio. Supply of, and demand for, capital and enterprise
are the basic determinant of this ratio besides the
bargaining power of the parties. Only capital provider
bears any capital loss if occurred while the entrepreneur
bears the loss of his labor since he has toiled for nothing.
Participatory arrangements between capital and
labor, as in the case of mudaraba, reflect the Islamic
view that it should not be only the borrower who bears
all the risks and costs of a failure in business, resulting in
a balanced distribution of income and not allowing lender
to monopolize the economy as with the most outstanding
outcome of interest mechanism.
Musharaka (joint venture or equity participation) is
a partnership contract by the mutual consent of the parties
for sharing of profits and losses in a joint business. Here,
the bank provides funds, which are mixed with the funds
of the business enterprise, and others. All providers of
capital are entitled to participate in management, but not
necessarily required to do so. The profit is distributed
among the partners in pre-agreed ratios, while the loss is
borne by each partner strictly in proportion to respective
capital contributions.
In equity participation (musharaka) or in a profit
and loss sharing (mudaraba), what makes profit
permissible is the profit-sharing ratio of the realized
positive outcome at the end of the business, not the rate
of return on the loan itself that is predetermined in the
case of interest. While profit is a result of a positive result
of the business and in proportion to it, interest has nothing
to do with the result of the business regardless it is a
positive or a negative sum game.
Islamic banks normally operate three broad
categories of account, mainly current, savings, and
investment accounts. The current account, as in the case
of conventional banks, gives no return to the depositors.
It is essentially a safekeeping (alwadiah) arrangement
between the depositors and the bank, which allows the
depositors to withdraw their money at any time and
permits the bank to use the depositors’ money. Cheque
books are issued to the current account deposit holders.
Islamic banks provide the broad range of payment
facilities clearing mechanisms, bills of exchange,
travelers’ cheques, credit/bank cards etc.
The savings account is also operated on an alwadiah 12 basis, but the bank may pay the depositors

12
Al-wadiah is safe-keeping with guarantee. It refers to money or goods deposited with another person for safe-keeping. As al-wadiah
is a trust, the depository guarantees repayment of the whole amount of the deposit when demanded. The depositors are not entitled to any
share of the profits but the depository may provide returns to the depositors as a token of appreciation.
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a positive return periodically at its absolute discretion,
depending on its own profitability. Such payment is
considered lawful in Islam since it is not a condition
for lending by the depositors to the bank, nor is it
predetermined. The savings account holders are
issued with savings books and are allowed to
withdraw their money as, and when, they please.
(Ariff, 1988, 51)
The investment account is based on the mudaraba
principle, and the deposits are term deposits which cannot
be withdrawn before maturity. If withdrawn, no profit is
paid. The profit-sharing ratio varies from bank to bank
and from time to time depending on supply and demand
conditions.
At the investment portfolio end of the scale, Islamic
banks employ a variety of instruments. The mudaraba
and musharaka modes are supposedly the main channels
for the outflow of funds from the banks. In practice,
however, Islamic banks have shown a strong preference
for other modes which are less risky. The most commonly
used mode of financing seems to be the ‘mark-up’ device
which is termed murabaha.
In a murabaha transaction, the bank finances the
purchase of a good or asset by buying it on behalf of its
client and adding a mark-up before reselling it to the client
on a ‘cost-plus’ basis. It may appear at first glance that
the mark-up is just another term for interest as charged
by conventional banks, interest thus being admitted
through the back door.
What makes the murabaha transaction legitimate is
that the bank first acquires the asset and it assumes certain
risks in the process between purchase and resale. The
bank takes responsibility for the good before it is safely
delivered to the client. The services rendered by the
Islamic bank are therefore regarded as quite different
from those of a conventional bank, which simply lends
money to the client to buy the good, and which is mostly
not interested in how and where the loan is used other
than securing the return of the loan with some measures
such as collaterals and mortgages.
Leasing or ijara is also frequently practiced by
Islamic banks. It means selling benefit or use or service
for a fixed price or wage. Under this mode, the banks
would buy the equipment or machinery and lease it out
to their clients who may opt to buy the items eventually,
in which case the monthly payments will consist of two
components, i.e., rental for the use of the equipment and
installments towards the purchase price.

Islamic banks have also been resorting to purchase
and resale of properties on a deferred payment basis,
which is termed bai’ muajjal. It is considered lawful in
fiqh (jurisprudence) to charge a higher price for a good
if payments are to be made at a later date. According to
Islamic law, it is not interest, since it is not a lending
(money-for-money) transaction but a trading one (moneyfor-goods). Here, the higher price corresponds to the
earlier use value of the property by the client rather than
saving money first for a period of time and then buying
the property on his behalf, thus having to postpone the
use value of it.
A pre-paid purchase of goods, which is termed
salam, is a means used to finance production by Islamic
banks. Here the price is paid at the time of the contract
but the delivery takes place at a future date. This mode
enables entrepreneurs to sell their output to the bank at a
determined price in advance.
Similar the salam, but more extended than it,
istisna’a is a contractual agreement for manufacturing
goods and commodities, allowing cash payment in
advance and future delivery. It can be used for providing
the facility of financing the manufacture or construction
of houses, plants, projects, and building of bridges, roads,
and highways.
These are basic modes of Islamic banking.
Similarities with conventional banking are only
superficial resemblances since Islamic banking is
necessarily based on real businesses. Notwithstanding
the areas of operation, differences lie in the modes of
transactions and their associated practical arrangements.
For example, whereas an Islamic bank may charge a
fixed markup in murabaha financing, the thing provided
may not be repossessed, payment delays/defaults will
not justify any compensatory claims, and the client may
not claim rebates for early settlement. Of course, the
bank can make recourse to some covers in order to
protect its financing.13
These modes of Islamic finance, especially
mudaraba, were practiced predominantly in the Muslim
world throughout the Middle Ages, fostering trade and
business activities. In Spain and the Mediterranean and
Baltic States, Islamic merchants became indispensable
middlemen for trading activities. It is claimed that many
concepts, techniques, and instruments of Islamic finance
were later adopted by European financiers and
businessmen.14 The commenda of the Medieval Europe
was originally the Muslim mudaraba contract as forcefully

13
Tahir Sayyid.(2007). “Islamic Banking Theory and Practice: A Survey and Bibliography of the 1995-2005 Literature”. Journal of
Economic Cooperation, 28,1 (2007), p. 21.
14
http://www.islamic-banking.com/ibanking/whatib.php, accessed on Oct 10, 2008.
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argued by Udovitch,15 and by Ashtor.16 As a form of
partnership, the commenda was most common in the
sea trade of the Mediterranean, but it was also used in
overland travel. In Genoa and other Italian cities, as early
as the twelfth century many individuals who were not
actually active in trade invested in trade by this means. 17
A recent International Monetary Fund study by Iqbal
and Mirakhor (l987) has found Islamic banking to be a
viable proposition that can result in efficient resource
allocation. The study suggests that banks in an Islamic
system face fewer solvency and liquidity risks than their
conventional counterparts. 18
Islamic banking is steadily moving into an increasing
number of conventional financial systems. Today, Islamic
banking is estimated to be managing funds to the tune of
US$ 200 billion. 19 According to another estimate, the
volume of Islamic financial assets has reached US$ 500
billion, even to another it is US$ 750. 20 Its clientele are
not confined to Muslim countries but are spread over
Europe, United States of America and the Far East.
Islamic banking continues to grow at a rapid pace because
of its value-orientated ethos, which enables it to draw
finances from both Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
Islamic bankers, keeping pace with sophisticated
techniques and latest developments have evolved
investment instruments that are not only profitable but
are also ethically motivated.
In fact there are currently more than 300 Islamic
financial institutions operating world-wide and spread
over more than 50 countries including non-Muslim as
well as Muslim countries, plus well over 250 mutual
funds that comply with Islamic principles. A mutual
fund is an investment company that pools the money of
many individual investors to purchase stocks, sukuk or
other financial instruments. Over the last decade, this
industry has experienced growth rates of 10-15 percent
per annum -a trend that is expected to continue. 21 The

size of the total Islamic financial assets is estimated to
reach US$ 1 trillion. 22
The countries where Islamic financial institutions
are functioning include: (in alphabetical order) Albania,
Algeria, Australia, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, British
Virgin Islands, Brunei, Canada, Cayman Islands, North
Cyprus, Djibouti, Egypt, France, Gambia, Germany,
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Ivory Coast,
Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Luxembourg,
Malaysia, Mauritania, Morocco, The Netherlands, Niger,
Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Palestine, Philippines, Qatar,
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, South Africa, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Trinidad & Tobago,
United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharja), United
Kingdom, United States, Yemen.23 Similarly, countries like
India, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Syria have recently
granted, or are considering granting, licenses for Islamic
banking activities.24
Conclusion
The issue of interest is a complication to all the
economies and a problem for all the mankind. Since it is
naturally a reason for an unavoidable inequitable distribution
of income in any interest bearing transaction, Quran
explicitly identifies interest with injustice either for borrower
or lender and rejects it as a way of income distribution
Interest is an unearned income when realized rate
of return is lower than initially determined interest rate
and an unequally distributed income when realized rate
of return is unexpectedly higher than initially determined
interest rate. Since a middle way that both parties are
equally satisfied is one of too many probabilities, any
interest rate, like a both-sided cutting saw, is a reason
for an unavoidable financial loss for either party; therefore
it is prohibited by Quran in order to protect financial rights
of borrower and lender in an all-embracing manner.
Interest also represents the allocation of an imaginary
income, which is assumed to have been born out of the

Udovitch, A. L. (1962). “At the Origins of the Western Commenda: Islam, Israel, Byzantium”, Speculum 37, pp. 198-2007. See also,
Cizakca, Murat. 196). A Comparative Evolution of BusinesPartnerships, the Islamic World and Europe with Specific Reference to the
Otoman Archives, Leiden: E. J. Brill.
16
Ashtor, E. (1977). “Banking Instruments between the Muslim East and the Christian West”, Jounal of European Economic History,
1977/1, pp. 553-3.
17
Cameron, Rondo.(1997). A Concise Economic History of The World, 3rd Ed., Oxford University Press, p. 67.
18
Ariff, Mohamed. (1988). “Islamic Banking”, Asian-Pacific Economic Literature, Vol. 2, No. 2 (September 1988), p. 55, available at
http://www.witness-pioneer.org/vil/Articles/economics/islamic_banking.html#litpra, accessed on Oct 10, 2008.
19
http://www.islamic-banking.com/ibanking/ifi.php, June 20, 2009.
20
Katilim Bankalari 2008 (Participatory Banks 2008). Turkiye Katilim Bankalari Birligi (Association of Participatory Banks of
Turkey), Istanbul, p. 30.
21
Solé, Juan. (2007). “Introducing Islamic Banks into Conventional Banking Systems” IMF Working Paper, Monetary and Capital
Markets Department, July 2007, WP/07/175, p. 3.
22
Katilim Bankalari 2008, ibid.
23
http://www.islamic-banking.com/ibanking/statusib.php accessed on Oct 10, 2008.
24
Solé , ibid.
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exchanges of the derivatives on the basis of their nominal
values. Thus, the main reasons for the recent financial
bubble that resulted in the Global Financial Crisis of 2008
can be said to be the interest bearing transactions, in the
Islamic sense, of the financial derivatives.
That unacceptable nature of interest has given way
to the introduction and development of Islamic banking
based on so many substitutions for interest available in
Islamic economics.
In Islamic economics interest is replaced with so many
other options based on the kinds of participation, trade,
exchange, and leasing in a way that no need is left to interest.
Thus, interest income is substituted for profit, rental, wage,
commission; each having a concrete consideration of value
in the economic sense in contrast to interest that has not
any comparable equivalent in loans or exchanges.
With a different function depending on the client’s
situation Islamic bank sometimes acts as trader and
provides capital financing through the salam or istisna’
modes, and recover its financing by having standing
arrangements with final buyers for things produced in
the name of the bank against the financing. It may adopt
the option of ijara if the client is interested in leasing an
asset. It can provide financing on partnership basis mudaraba or musharaka.
Islamic banking mostly favors the modes of profit
loss sharing and equity participation. However, since these
modes of business activities demand such humanistic/
ethical values as trust, honesty, integrity and
professionalism, they are the limits to the ultimate success
of interest free banking in all societies.
Even in its present form that prefers risk free or
less risky kinds of transactions, Islamic banking can
be taken as a considerable step and an opportunity for
the whole mankind towards a more equitable world.
This is because Islamic banking, with its interest-free
and real value based character, does not seem to create
at least financial bubbles the interest mechanism has
caused recently, and may cause any time; the bubbles
that, once they can not be sustainable and burst
eventually, shake all the global markets. It has
something to give all.
The attachment of Islam to the equal distribution of
income by prohibiting the interest, one of the most
influential reasons for the unequal distribution of income
and the discouraged investment, can be said to help
alleviate the problem of poverty since the equal distribution
of income causes the aggregate demand to increase,

which gives way to an increase in the aggregate supply,
aggregate output and employment. Moreover, crisispreventive nature of interest-free policies contributes to
the economic stability and the common welfare.
More importantly, Islamic banking can be a bridge
between the Western communities and the Muslim
societies, thereby contributing to the world peace as well
as the common welfare. The roots of this cooperation
are available in the common origins of the Jewish,
Christian and Islamic traditions that prohibit interest.
Resisting the interest for 1500 years, longer than the
lifetime of Islam since its birth, the Vatican accomplished
its historic mission by referring to the Islamic banking
system to the current western financial world, 25 which
can be regarded as the beginning of a new age when the
whole mankind can expect a better future in terms of
peace and socio-economic welfare for all.
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Ismail Ozsoy. Islamic banking: conceptual
fundamentals and basic features
Islamic banking is a phenomenon of the finance and
banking world in the recent decades. Rejecting interest policy

as an instrument for any business activity, Islamic banking
is based on the substitutions for interest that are profit, rental,
commission, and wage, all of which are regarded as legitimate
earnings of trade, its derivatives, joint venture and
partnerships, leasing, and other lawful and real economic
activities. Before explaining the interest free finance and
banking methods, this paper first criticizes the interest policy,
tries to uncover its nature, and its prohibition reason by the
Quran. Then, it makes brief ‘interest-rental’ and ‘interestprofit’ comparisons. The paper also deals with the
foundations and some basic characteristics of Islamic
banking together with its practical appearances in the world.
Key words: interest/usury, Islamic/interest-free
banking.
Ісмаїл Осзой. Мусульманська банківська
справа: концептуальні принципи та особливості
Мусульманська банківська справа — явище, що
набуло поширення у фінансовому та банківському світі
в останні десятиліття. Відкидаючи вигідний поліс, як
інструмент для будь-якої ділової активності, Мусульманська банківська справа заснована на замінах для
інтересу у вигляді доходу, рентного доходу, комісії,
заробітної плати, що розцінюються як законна виручка
від торгівлі, спільних підприємств і товариств, оренди
та іншої законної і реальної господарської діяльності.
Автор статті критикує вигідний поліс, намагається розкрити його природу та причину заборони кораном.
Ключові слова: інтерес/лихварство, Мусульманське/безвідсоткове банківське діло.
Исмаил Осзой. Мусульманское банковское
дело: концептуальные принципы и особенности
Мусульманское банковское дело — явление, получившее распространение в финансовом и банковском мире в недавние десятилетия. Отвергая выгодный полис как инструмент для любой деловой активности, Мусульманское банковское дело основано на
заменах для интереса в виде дохода, рентного дохода,
комиссии, и заработной платы, которые расцениваются как законная выручка от торговли, совместных
предприятий и товариществ, аренды и другой законной и реальной хозяйственной деятельности. Автор
статьи критикует выгодный полис, пробует вскрыть
его природу, и причину запрещения кораном.
Ключевые слова: интерес/ростовщичество, Мусульманское/беспроцентное банковское дело.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR BALANCE SETTING-UP AND REPORT IMPROVEMENT
POSSIBILITIES
Introduction
The key source of information regarding the
financial state of an enterprise is the volume of financial
accounting while the key account to achieve the above
set objective is the one concerning the balance. It is as if
a cornerstone aimed at attracting new investors, partners
and clients to the enterprise. Since the balance sheet is
one of the key elements of the system of accounting, it
has been paid major attention in all countries and anytime
in the recent history.
As a result, in order to assess the financial state of
an enterprise on the grounds of the balance data, standards
have been developed both at national and international
levels, various methodologies and criteria of assessment
have been designed.
However, neither the entire set of financial
accounting nor one of its constituting elements, namely,
the balance sheet are sufficiently informative at the
moment. As market economy efficiently functions only
when extensive information is available, accounting is to
be improved.
The object of the research is balance accounting.
The goal of the research is to compare the
requirements of key international and national law acts
on drawing the balance and to present some possibilities
for improving the balance.
In order to achieve the goal, the following objectives
are dealt with:
1. To compare Accounting Standard 1 “Disclosure
of Accounting Policies”, Fourth Council Directive and
Requirements of the 2nd business accounting standard
“Interim Financial Reporting” for drawing the balance sheet;
2. To present possibilities suggested by authors for
balance sheet presentation improvement.
The methods used in the research: logical analysis
and synthesis, comparison.
1. Requirements for drawing the balance sheet
In Lithuania as well as in the entire European Union
(further referred as EU), the set of financial accounting
is regulated both at international and national levels. The
usage of specific accounting standards in the business
area in the EU countries is presented in Table 1.
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

As seen from the data of Table 1, EU countries are
using international accounting standards (further referred
to as IAS) while each country possesses its own
accounting standards; however, many countries also
single out standards for small businesses.
Lithuania applies both international and national
standards for the requirements of drawing the entire set
of financial accounts as well as for one of its constituting
elements, namely, the balance sheet. P. Walton and W.
Aerts [2, p. 225] indicate that in EU countries, IAS has
been compulsory for listed constituting a consolidated
set of financial accounts. Lithuania does not make
exclusion here.
Other entities of limited civil responsibility seeking
profit by their activity are to follow Article 3, Part 4 of
the Law of the Republic of Lithuania [3] on bookkeeping
which states that “in the process of bookkeeping, follow
business accounting standards or international accounting
standards”. However, this law also contains a restriction
that “this choice cannot be altered earlier than after 5
years (except for cases when a juridical personality of
limited civil responsibility seeking profit by its activity
becomes an enterprise of an enterprise group)”.
1st Business Accounting Standard (further referred
to as BAS) “Financial Accounting” [4, p. 6] states that
“non-adhering to Business accounting standards is
allowed only if it is necessary for the rightful presentation
of the financial state of an enterprise and the results of
its activity”. However, if the annual set of financial
accounts is drawn by an enterprise not adhering to BAS,
reasons must be presented in an explanatory document.
Unfortunately, even though most enterprises in
Lithuania are of small and medium size, no specific
accounting standards have been created for small businesses.
The currently valid national standards, i.e. BAS, are not fully
adapted to small businesses. That is why currently
discussions have been more and more frequent that lower
requirements should be established for the set of financial
accounting of smaller businesses in Lithuania [5, p. 3].
Key international regulations of financial accounting
which are the most topical for the bookkeeping balance
are the IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements” and
the Fourth Council Directive concerning the accountability
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Table 1
Accounting standards used in the business sector of the EU countries
Title of standards
International accounting standards

National accoun ting standards

Accounting standards for small b usiness
enterprises

Comment
Followin g a decision of the EU, from 200 5 onwards, these standards have been
mandatory to enterprises maintaining consolidated fin ancial accountin g that are
publicly traded. Other enterprises are allowed to use these standards
independently.
Accoun ting rules and methods which were gradually established in various
countries. In Lithuan ia these were business accounting standards. As a rule,
national standards are either a simplified copy o f international standards (e.g. in
Lithuan ia) or present significant differences from international standards (e.g. in
Fran ce).
These standards are sp ecifically modified for family-run and other small
businesses. Most countries develo p independent rules and methods for small
business accounting; however, EU institutions foresee unification o f small
business standards throughout all the memb er co untries.

Source: [1, p. 85].

of certain types of companies (78/660/EEC). Actually, in
the IAS 1, the balance sheet is referred to as the account
of the financial state of the end of the period.
Consequently, most probably, it is not accidental that
Lithuanian authors occasionally formally refer to the
balance sheet by applying this term [6, p. 124]. It is also
to be mentioned that in the public sector, the account
which is adequate to the balance sheet is also called the
account of the financial state [7].
On the other hand, the IAS 1 permits an economy
subject to use other titles of accounting than the one
established in the Standard.
Financial accounting in every country is regulated
by law acts passed by the government or the parliament
which are in agreement with IAS, directives of the
European Council and normative documents established
by other international organizations. Even though BAS
valid in Lithuania have been developed after considering
IAS and the Right of the EU, however, having compared
these regulations, one may observe not only similarities,
but also differences. The key differences concerning the
balance sheet form and content between the international
law acts and the most important national law acts relevant
to this piece of accounting are laid out in Table 2.
IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements” does
not identify the format of the sequence of article
presentation in the balance sheet; however, according to
this standard, the balance sheet is to contain at least the
following articles:
(a) property, plant and equipment;
(b) investment property;
(c) intangible assets;
(d) financial assets (excluding amounts shown under
(e), (h) and (i));
(e) investments accounted for using the equity
method;

(f) biological assets;
(g) inventories;
(h) trade and other receivables;
(i) cash and cash equivalents;
(j) the total of assets classified as held for sale and
assets included in disposal groups classified as held for
sale in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held
for Sale and Discontinued Operations;
(k) trade and other payables;
(l) provisions;
(m) financial liabilities (excluding amounts shown
under (k) and (l));
(n) liabilities and assets for current tax, as defined
in IAS 12 Income Taxes;
(o) deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets,
as defined in IAS 12;
(p) liabilities included in disposal groups classified
as held for sale in accordance with IFRS 5;
(q) minority interest, presented within equity; and
(r) issued capital and reserves attributable to owners
of the parent [8, p. 12-13].
Contrary to the IAS 1, Fourth Council Directive
and the BAS 2 indicate forms of balance sheets. Fourth
Council Directive presents an alternative for member
states to choose either of the two or both schemes of
balance sheets presented in Articles 9 and 10 of this
Directive. In case a country selects both schemes, the
right to choose one of the two schemes may be
transferred to enterprises [9, p.23].
The key difference between the presented balance
sheet schemes is that the layout of articles differs. In the
first balance sheet scheme, articles are joined into assets
and liabilities chapters which is absent from the second
scheme. The second scheme of the directive initially
presents information on all the assets further withdrawing
all short-term obligations.
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Table 2
Comparison of international and national law acts regarding the drawing of the balance sheet
IAS 1 "Presentation of
Financial Statements"

Fourth Council Directive

BAS 2 "Balance Sheet"

Forms of balance sheet
Pasirašytas neapmokėtas
kapitalas

Not indicated
Not presented among the
mandatory items

Full and brief
May b e shown either in assets
or lia bilities part

Full and brief
Presented in the owned
capital and liabilities part

Formatio n costs

Not presented among the
mandatory items

Presented if national law acts
allow showing it as property

Not recognized as assets

Costs of research work

Not presented among the
mandatory items

May be presented in the part
o n intangible assets provided
it is allowed to be used as
property by national law acts

Not presented in th e balance
sheet

Criteria

In vestment property
Amounts of assets to be
received within a year

Required to present
Required to p resent the
amounts of assets to be
received

Prepayments and
accumulated income

Not presented among the
mandatory items

Owned sha res

Not presented among the
mandatory items

Non-distributed profit
(losses)

Not presented among the
mandatory items

Article on dotations and
subsidies

Not presented among the
mandatory items

Accumulated expenses and
forthco ming income

Liabilities to sub sid iary
entities

Not required to p resent
Presented belo w short-term
assets

The amou nt is p resented in
the property part

Required to present
Presented within the
structure of long-term
finan cial assets
Accumulated income is
shown in the receivables
part; expenses of the
forthcoming perio d are
shown in received
prepayments part

Presented in the financial
assets part if allowed to be
shown on the balance sheet by
national law acts
Presented for the year of
accou ntin g and for previous
years

Presented for the year of
accounting and for previous
years

Not singled out

Singled out

Not presented among the
mandatory items

Presented in the liabilities part

Accumulated income is
shown in the receivables
part; expenses of the
forthcoming perio d are
shown in received
prepayments part

Not singled out

Singled out

No t singled out

Presented in the owned
capital part

Source:[8, p. 12-13; 9, p. 23-28; 10, p. 9-11].

Conditions are previewed under which enterprises
are allowed to draw shortened balance sheets. At the level
of the EU, this is regulated by the Fourth Council Directive
while in Lithuania it is regulated by the Law of the alteration
of the law of financial accountability of enterprises of the
Republic of Lithuania (2008, No. X-1633). These
conditions are presented in Picture 1 (sums presented in
European units of accounting may be increased no more
than 10 per cent when converting to the national currency).
Forms of shortened balance as presented by Lithuanian
enterprises are contained in BAS 2 “Balance sheet”.
As it is seen in Picture 1, the two initial conditions
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

for drawing the shortened balance are far stricter in the
Fourth council directive are far stricter than the
requirements Law of the alteration of the law of financial
accountability of enterprises of the Republic of Lithuania
(2008, No. X-1633) while the third condition, to the
contrary, is stricter in Lithuania.
As seen above, requirements for drawing the brief
balance sheet are more flexible in Lithuania. Since IAS 1
contains no requirements upon the brief balance sheet,
BAS 2 takes an intermediary position if the above
mentioned regulations are compared as the major part of
EU requirements is stricter.
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Source: [9, p. 28; 11].

Fig. 1. Comparison of requirements imposed on the brief balance sheet

If requirements set not only upon the balance sheet
form but also on the content by IAS 1, Fourth Council
Directive and BAS 2, several differences may be found.
As seen from the data of Table 2, most articles as required
by TAS 1 are not stated as mandatory by Fourth Council
Directive and BAS 2; however, as well as all the referred
accounting standards dealing with the drawing of the
balance sheet, it allows including additional articles if their
content is not included into the content of the mandatory
articles “whenever this presentation is mandatory for the
understanding of the financial state of a market entity”
[8, p. 13].
Fourth Council Directive presents alternatives for
some articles of the balance sheet; i.e. these are allowed
to be shown in various parts of the balance sheet or not
to be shown at all, e.g. … according to Fourth Council
Directive may be shown either in the assets or the
liabilities part. Thus selectively it may be presented in
the parts of owned capital or liabilities. As in this part it is
posted with the minus mark and as according to E.
Bertasiute and K. Valuzis [12] this position means a debit
debt, it should be presented in the subpart on debits.

Owned shares in the Lithuanian version of balance
sheet are also posted with the minus mark. As this
represent a part of financial property, in the framework
of Fourth Council Directive their presentation in the part
on financial property is completely motivated.
Formation costs and research work cost in the
framework of Fourth Council Directive may be presented
in the balance sheet if national law acts allow to show
them as property; however, BAS 2 does not present these
articles in the balance sheet; these are posted in the parts
on profits or losses of the accounting document.
Fourth Council Directive singles out prepayments
and accumulated income as a separate article in the
property part. BAS 2 shows accumulated income in the
article on receivables while the costs of the forthcoming
period are posted in articles on prepayments. Besides,
Fourth Council Directive in its part on liabilities delivers
an article on accumulated costs and forthcoming income
while the Lithuanian version of the balance sheet shows
accumulated costs among other liabilities, and the income
of the forthcoming period is posted in the articles on the
received prepayments.
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Besides, a comparison of the above mentioned
regulations for drawing a balance sheet leads to an insight
into the difference that in Fourth Council Directive all the
receivables including the receivables within a year and the
receivables in the further future are to be presented below
short-term assets while in the Lithuanian form the receivables
of the forthcoming year are shown as a constituent part of
the long-term financial property. According to N. Stonciuviene
[13, p. 257], as a result of this, there is no logical sequence
in Fourth Council Directive in terms of property presentation
as both tangible assets and debit debts are to be presented in
terms of the increase of market liquidity. It is sensible to
agree with the author’s statement that the Lithuanian balance
form is more consistent.
Some aspects of information are more detailed and
elaborate in the Lithuanian balance sheet form than it is
required by Fourth Council Directive, for example, the
Lithuanian balance sheet form singles out investment
property and includes articles on external material assistance
and subsidies which are not present in Fourth Council
Directive. On the other hand, investment property is required
to be posted by IAS 1 while the article(s) on external material
assistance and subsidies is not singled out, either.
Fourth Council Directive in its part on liabilities
additionally singles out liabilities to subsidiary entities while
this is not included into the Lithuanian balance sheet form.
Thus a comparison of IAS 1, Fourth Council
Directive and BAS 2 demonstrates that Fourth Council
Directive and BAS 2 pose stricter requirements of drawing
a balance sheet than IAS 1 which is relatively flexible.
However, B. Basoglu and A. Goma [14] as well as
V. Klanaite [15, p. 2] consider the flexibility of
international standards to be a drawback rather than an
advantage. The authors claim that the feature of allowing
the choice of alternatives for enterprises may lead to
ambiguities. It is worth agreeing with this attitude since
different interpretations may lead to disagreements and
incompatibilities between enterprises.
V. Klanaite [15, p. 2] also observes that IAS is not
sufficiently
extensive
as
methodological
recommendations are missing. V. Bruzauskas [15, p. 2]
also observes lack of methodological recommendations.
He remarks that according to this set of standards, small
businesses are facing relatively complicated requirements.
On the other hand, in spite of all the drawbacks of
IAS, H. Chen, Q. Tang, Y. Jiang et al. [16, p. 4] discovered
in a research that the quality of accounting after the
beginning of application of IAS increased in EU
enterprises; thus the standards demonstrated positive
impact on the quality of accounting.
It is sensible to single out the advantages of the above
mentioned standards. Among the advantages of IAS, M.
Pamazanova and E. Salnikova [17] mention hard economyЕкономічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

based logic, possibilities of application of the practice of
highly advanced countries in the field of accounting and
the opportunity for users to conceive the information of
the set of financial accounting anywhere in the world.
As a consequence, the comparison of fundamental
law acts setting requirements upon drawing the balance
sheet permits to conclude that BAS 2 “Balance” essentially
corresponds to the requirements of IAS 1 “Presentation
of Financial Statements” and those of Fourth Council
Directive upon drawing a balance sheet. The presented
information in BAS 2 is more detailed than that in IAS 1
which allows more freedom of choice for enterprises.
2. Possibilities for balance sheet improvements
Even though the balance sheet the way it is used in
Lithuania essentially corresponds to the attitudes of
international regulations concerning the drawing of balance
sheets, it is still insufficiently informative. Consequently,
some Lithuanian authors when dealing with the form of
the Lithuanian balance sheet deliver suggestions
concerning improvements of this constituent part of the
set of financial accounting.
2.1. Possibilities for improving the assets part
of the balance sheet
Assets may be defined as likely benefits in the future,
obtained or controlled by an entity as a result of former
deals or events [18, p. 93].
When dealing with the assets part of the balance
sheet, K. Valuzis [19, p. 7] finds a drawback of the balance
sheet in terms of the absence of information concerning
the amount of assets as a downpayment when getting a
loan and the balance value of these assets. The author
also indicates that this information is not required in the
letter of explanation, either.
K. Valuzis [20, p. 5] observes that the real value of
the assets of an enterprise which is actually under the
control of the enterprise would be best reflected if the
letter of explanation not only singles out the balance value
of downpayments but also the value of the insurance of
the property on loan as well as the total value of the part
of the balance without the value of assets functioning as
downpayments in addition to the total value of the owned
capital and liabilities in the balance sheet not including
the loans which were received for assets functioning as
downpayments. Only the possession of this data allows
the calculation of the financial capabilities of an enterprise.
C. H. Gibson [18, p. 123] finds a major issue in the
fact that some enterprises do not recognize some of their
elements as assets, e.g. qualities of excellent employees,
unpaid management activities and the properly selected
location are not mentioned in the balance.
Information for Better Markets [21, p. 3] also claims
that the balance sheet does not consider the newly created
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value, such as relationships, reputation and knowledge.
As the accumulated property is not shown while expenses
on this property are included into the balance, asymmetry
of information develops.
One of the articles on short-term property in the
balance sheet is the indebtedness of purchasers. In case
of delayed payments, not only the regular activity of an
enterprise may suffer but also major losses may be incurred
by an enterprise, consequently, E. Suliauskaite and
K. Valuzis [22] suggest that the part on the debts of
purchasers in the balance sheet should contain a more
detailed article on doubtful debts, “specifically singling out
debts delayed under three months and more than three
months”. The authors base their opinion on the fact that
BAS 1 “Financial Accountability” indicates that enterprises
when publishing the annual set of financial accounts may
omit non-mandatory articles and that additional articles may
be supplied in order to correctly reveal the financial state
of the enterprise; thus additional lines may be inserted.
Besides, K. Valuzis [19 p. 7] treats the absence of
information of the amount of non-recovered doubtful
debts and defaulted loans is one of the major drawbacks
of the balance sheet.
The article on doubtful debtors is suggested to be
included by V. Bruzauskas and A. Navickaite [23, p. 18]
as well. Besides, N. Stonciuviene [13, p. 261] suggests
presenting more detailed data on debit debts. She also
suggests [13, p. 260] that the balance sheet should show
the completed production, articles for sale, incomplete
production and their alteration during the relevant year in
more detail as, according to the author, this would better
reveal the activity of the enterprise during the year for
which the account is written.
As a result, when dealing with the part of balance
property, authors find the absence on doubtful debts in
the article on the indebtedness of purchasers as the main
drawback of the balance sheet. This article would be
useful first of all because it would provide information
on the part of debts of purchasers on the day of account
presentation that constitutes doubtful debts while the
additional details in the article would reveal information
concerning the part of debts that are delayed most of all
and possess the highest likelihood that these debts will
not be recovered.
Besides, in the part on property balance, the authors
suggest showing the balance value of the
downpayment(s) and to present more detailed information
on the reserves of the enterprise.
2.2. Possibilities for improving the part on owned
capital and liabilities of the balance sheet
The part of balance where the structure of property
and debts is presented is called the part on owned capital
and liabilities.
The owned capital is defined as the remaining

interests of the owners to the property after all liabilities
have been met [18, p. 114].
G. Kalcinskas [24, p. 633] claims that the liabilities
of an enterprise may be not uniform, i.e. both positive and
negative ones. On one hand, if the debts of an enterprise
are large, it may find it more difficult to get credits and is
not attractive to investors, it is less likely to be relied upon
by business partners as well. On the other hand, having
trade debts for which the interest is usually not paid,
enterprises frequently benefit since they thus get an interestfree loan, i.e. in order to earn its own income, the enterprise
is able to attract property belonging to a third party.
When the financial state of an enterprise is assessed,
its inability to pay may be revealed by defaulted credit
debts. Thus in order to properly show the financial state
of an enterprise, the balance part on the debts to suppliers
should be supplied with an article on delayed debts by
singling out “debts delayed by fewer or more than three
months” [22].
Even though it is claimed that in case of revealing
such enterprise data as debts to other entities in terms of
payment dates as included into the deals, the prestige of
the enterprise may suffer and commercial secrets may be
revealed, this may still be contradicted. K. Valuzis [20,
p. 5] claims that commercial secrets would not be revealed
as neither specific suppliers nor the specific assets nor the
type of production or its cost, etc. would be revealed.
K. Valuzis also suggests [25, p. 15] that the balance
sheet or at least the letter of explanation should specify such
additional data as delayed remuneration and related taxes.
G. Kalcinskas [24, p. 633] remarks that debts have
to be observed due to two reasons. First of all, they must
be noted as in case of payment delay, the enterprise will
have to pay fines or penalties; besides, these debts may
unexpectedly turn into income. The author notes that
this may happen in case of the bankruptcy of the creditor
when its accounts are closed in banks or when the creditor
alters its bank and location address and forgets to refer
this information to its debtors. The debtors being sure
that their liabilities will not have to be covered may get to
treat them as income from other activities.
K. Valuzis [26, p. 175] observes that one of the
characteristics of dealing with suppliers and purchasers
is that the bills are in this type of accounting are singled
out into active and passive ones.
Bills featuring payments by purchasers are strictly
active while bills dealing with providers are strictly passive.
As most entities with whom transactions are made may
be both debtors and creditors, R. Patasiene [27, p. 267]
remarks that in case of such strict distribution of bills into
active and passive ones, enterprises are obliged to use twice
as many bills. D. Zinkeviciene [28, p. 126] when dealing
with this issue also remarks that the same entity may be
both a debtor and a creditor as this may happen due to
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prepayments. Consequently, in order to establish the sum
of debt of an enterprise to another one or vice versa on a
selected date, data of at least two bills is to be compared.
As a result, even though the principle of active versus
passive bills is criticized by the partisans of the “modern
accounting”, according to the above mentioned author, it
is still quite convenient for the practice of accounting.
R. Patasiene [27, p. 267] agrees with the opinion that
the principle of usage of active versus passive bills in payment
accounting provides opportunities to make fewer inscriptions
in registers while the data of accounting with purchasers
and providers are presented more vividly. She also claims
(ibid.) that the absence of this principle, i.e. the use of
separate accounts for debtors and creditors is unacceptable
in terms of technology. In this case, labour costs increase,
and the use of data gets more complicated. K. Valuzis even
notes that the usage of accounting bills “with such narrow
application or non-usage of them has no impact on the
financial results or on the amount of taxes paid to the state.”
He also observes [26, p. 175] that the derivative accounting
balance in the active account and the debit balance in the
passive account is just a methodological violation. As this is
not related with tax calculation, the enterprise cannot be
punished for that in any scenario.
R. Patasiene [27, p. 267] generalizes that the
distribution of accounting bills into active and passive
ones is artificial, and its rejection would lower labour
costs of the accounting staff, and the user would be
provided with the information sooner; it would be
presented in a clearer way. D. Zinkeviciene [28, p. 126]
agrees with this opinion.
Consequently, when dealing with the part of owned
capital and obligations, in order to show the financial state
of an enterprise correctly, various authors suggest the part
of debts to suppliers to be supplied with an article on delayed
debts to clarify what debts under and over three months the
enterprise is facing on the balance drawing day.
Besides, a few authors suggest not to involve such
strict division of accounting with purchasers and suppliers
into active and passive ones as this requires the usage of
almost twice as many bills.
Conclusions
1. The comparison of international and national
requirements for the establishment of brief balance, it has
been discovered that these regulations in Lithuania are at
the intermediate level between IAS 1 and Fourth Council
Directive as IAS 1 does not regulate it at all while the
major part of the requirements of Fourth Council Directive
for drawing the brief accounting sheet is stricter than the
requirements set by the normative documents in Lithuania.
2. The comparison of IAS 1, Fourth Council
Directive and BAS 2 shows that stricter requirements
for drawing a balance sheet are outlined by Fourth Council
Directive and BAS 2 while IAS 1 is more flexible.
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

3. Even though a comparative theoretical research
demonstrates a number of differences between
international and national law acts in terms of requirements
set upon the form and content of a balance sheet, these
differences are not essential; it may thus be concluded
that BAS 2 part “Balance sheet” essentially corresponds
to IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements” and
requirements of Fourth Council Directive set upon
drawing a balance sheet.
4. The absence of information of delayed doubtful
debts to an enterprise and its own debts with delayed
terms is mentioned as one of the essential drawbacks of
a balance sheet.
5. According to numerous authors, significant
additional information which should also be included into
the balance is the data on the value on downpayment and
more detailed information on the reserves of an enterprise.
Strict division of accounting with purchasers and suppliers
into active and passive bills is not suggested, either.
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Gipiene G., Matuseviciene L. Requirements for
balance setting-up and report improvement
possibilities
Object of the article research is balance report. A
theoretical research is done in the article where requirements
of international and Lithuanian acts for balance content
and form making are compared and differences between
them are presented. Because it is assessed that balance is
not informative enough balance improvement possibilities
are introduced in the article by the authors.
The article consists of introduction, two chapters,
conclusion, and references.
Key words: balance, IAS 1, Fourth Council Directive,
BAS 2, improvement of balance sheet.
Гипене Г., Матусявичене Л. Требования к установлению баланса и потенциал развития
Предметом статті є балансовий звіт. Авторами
зроблено теоретичне дослідження, де порівняні міжнародні і литовські правові вимоги до змісту балансу та
його форм, представлені їх відмінності. Оскільки баланс не є достатньо інформативним, автори статті представляють можливості поліпшення балансу.
Ключові слова: баланс, 1-й МСФО, 4-а Директива Ради, 2-й БСБУ, поліпшення балансу.
Гипене Г., Матусявичене Л. Требования к установлению баланса и потенциал развития
Предмет статьи — балансовый отчет. Авторами
сделано теоретическое исследование, где сравнены
международные и литовские правовые требования к
содержанию баланса и его формам, представлены их
различия. Поскольку баланс не является достаточно
информативным, авторы в статьи представляют возможности улучшения баланса.
Ключевые слова: баланс, 1-й МСФО, 4-я Директива Совета, 2-й БСБУ, улучшение баланса.
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PECULIARITIES OF CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT IN CREDIT UNIONS
Introduction
Currently, economic downturn and financial
markets instability activates discussions about the
difficulties in banking sector. Though, credit unions are
acting in the same retail banking sector as the banks,
they often remain “unnoticed”.
Most of the scientists describe credit unions as
cooperative — autonomous and voluntary organizations
of people, functioning to fulfill the financial needs of its
members. Credit unions are financial-social institutions
trying to strive financial and common bond goals. These
organizations are spread all over the world and serve to
communities in various regions of different economic
development level. In year 2008 there were about 50
thousands credit unions active in 97 world countries,
uniting more than 186 million members [1, p.2]. One of
the main activities of credit union is lending, so credit
risk management becomes the primarily problem of every
credit union. Besides, due to peculiarity of credit union
functions, it is necessary to analyze credit risk in details
and to have a sound mechanism of credit risk
management.
Though variuos authors discuss issues of credit
union management the problem of credit risk management
are not the object of their research.
The object of this research paper is credit risk
management of credit unions investment portfolios.
The goal of the research paper is to analyze the
peculiarities of credit risk management in credit unions
and suggest a model for effective portfolio management.
The methods of the research: analysing the
specialties of the credit risk management in credit unions
were applied methods of sistematical analysis and
synthesis of scientifical references and empirical
investigations.
The research in the field of the credit risk
management in credit unions is significant as a
background for the futher academic and practical
researches, also it would be ensured to the possibility to
shape future perspectives of the sound credit risk
management mechanism in the context of social aspects.

1

Conception of the Credit Risk in Credit Unions
World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU)
compiled PEARLS 1 monitoring system. This system
measures assets, liabilities and capital, and recommends
an „ideal“ structure for credit unions. The following
ideal targets are promoted: 95% productive assets
composed of loans (70-80%), and liquid investments
(10-20%); 5% unproductive assets composed of
primarily fixed assets (land, buildings, equipment etc.)
[2, p.6]. The philosophy of credit union ( lot.per se —
in itself) prescribe the direction, how the credit union
should conduct. By depending and giving an opportunity
to borrow, the credit union gets its clients loyalty.
Considering the unique form of such organizations,
there also should be active “credere” (trust) principle
that determines confidence from both (client and credit
union) sides.
Scientists distinguish 3 main principles of rational
crediting: profitability, liquidity and security [3, p.13],
[4, p.266]. It must be pointed out that simultaneous
observing of all 3 basic principles is impossible, because
they contradict and form “triangle” among themselves.
It is shown in figure 1.
The triangle reflects the basic directions of the
commercial bank crediting policy, however, credit
unions are social-financial institucions that do not require
maximum profit, so this triangle could be transformed.
Greater attention should be paid to security and liquidity
dimentions. Crediting activities are not oriented to the
capital gains only. Despite of that in the competitive
environment of financing system aim for minimal profit
is the basis for the survival and the stable functioning.
Credit union should provide liberal credit policy that
meets its mission and goals. So, this enables to draw a
conclusion that credit union should function in a socially
and financially optimal way. However at this point credit
risk becomes the main risk aspect that must be
particularly analyzed.
Usually the conception of credit risk is described
as stochastic dimension, emphasizing the possibility
of potential loss and also paying attention at the point
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Fig. 1. Crediting principles for credit unions.
Source: extended by authors based on [3 p.13], [4 p.266].

of deliberate default. On the other hand credit risk may
be characterized as “loss category”, determined by the
quality of debtor creditworthiness, however generally
it is risk of loss that is necessitated by possibility of
default. The significance of loss might be measured
by interest rate and evaluated by future cash flow. But
adapting this credit risk conception for credit unions
should be taken into consideration the social — reliance
perspective and then the risk of loss might be evaluated
with lower interest rate, because of two reasons; firstly
the profit of crediting is not the premier purpose,
secondly there should be rejected assumptions of
deliberate default. In addition credit unions usually
charge lower interest rates on loans, and this
conditionally decreases the possibility of delinquency.
Besides intercommunication inside the common bond
creates social responsibility and therefore this should
determine better credit repayment rate. Consequently,
analyzing creditworthiness of credit union member’s,
must be paid attention at the features of credit risk
and the uniqueness of credit union as social-financial
institution.
Overview of the Level of the Problem
Investigation
The credit risk of credit’s unions is different because
of several reasons: size, geographical concentration,
liquidity needs and extension of credit only to their
members [5, p.19].
As we have mentioned above credit risk
management for credit unions is topical. Investment
issues of credit unions require qualified decisions and
are complicated enough, because it needs to combine
different aims: maximization of shareholder’s wealth,
minimization of risk and staying social organization
that distributes resources in order to satisfy the
different needs of credit union’s members. Analyst deal
with large amount of data, complex policy guidelines,
and several other historical factors that need to be
considered for making future investment decisions.
They are required to weight all the data and information
and make the recommendation that puts the credit in
the best spot — balancing the upside opportunity with
minimum possible risk. To accomplish this task,

analysts need flexible professional tools and techniques
for construction of efficient portfolio from available
loan products.
Most of the studies have identified the credit risk
management system development needs of commercial
banks. There are a few studies which have focused on
credit unions.
There were analyzed credit risk management of
variuous countries from the legal side, that regards
regulatory institutions designated requirements [6,
p.151]. Researches of credit unions risk management
made in Ireland, Lithuania, Poland, USA and Britain
showed that credit risk regulation depends on
economical situation of particular country as well as
credit unions development stage [7, p.71-73]. The
higher stage of development of credit unions system
it was in particular country, the lower juridical and
legitimate regulation influence manifested on credit risk
management of credit unions. For example credit union
systems in Ireland or USA operate in upper
development stage, so there are lower capital adequacy
requirements. In addition, in more advanced credit
union systems there are more liberal requirements of
loan collaterals and loan provisioning/charge schedules
are more flexible [8, p.184-187].
In year 2009 Australian scientists support the
hypothesis that credit unions manage their capital
position by setting a short term target profit rate (return
on assets) which is positively related to asset growth
and which is aimed at gradually removing discrepancies
between the actual and desired capital ratio. Desired
capital ratios vary significantly across credit unions.
There is little evidence of short run adjustments to the
risk of the asset portfolio to achieve a desired capital
position. [9, p.448-450].
However, another research revealed [10, p.271279] that credit unions are not useful to pursue shortterm goals. The latter authors applied statisticalregression analysis and studied changes in Australian
credit union crediting policies. It was observed the
following patterns:
1) Credit unions with a higher proportion of total
revenue in the form of interest on residential loan and
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Fig. 2. Credit concentration risk
Source: compiled by authors based on [12 p.96]

lower proportion of revenues in interest on personal loans
have significantly lower risk and returns.
2) Credit unions that diversify by increasing the
revenue share of transaction fees on loans and deposits,
matched by the reduction in the revenue share of interests
on personal loans, will increase their risk while reducing
returns.
These statements have asymmetric effects: lower
risk and lower returns due to increased interests of
residential loan have a lower decline rate than the
increased risk and reduced returns due to increased
transaction fees[10 p.280].
The results [6, p.155] provide some support
(regression coefficient of the Herfindahl concentration
index is positive and statistically significant) to the
traditional view that diversified credit unions have lower
risk exposure. Besides, credit unions that offer wide range
of loans attracts more members
Credit unions face to geografical concentration
risk that limits the need for evaluation of relative
financial strengths and ability to assess and adequatelly
monitors the risk of the investments [5. p.19].
Concentration of credit risk can be divided [11, p.36]
in following groups:
• A few large credits or big correlation of creditrelated borrower;
• Loans related common risk factors (economic
activity, type of a loan, currency, members etc.)
If the credit portfolio consists of a number of
large and correlated credits (fig. 2, ball 1) then both
credit concentration groups are significant. Conversely,
if there is a large amount of non-correlated loans —
credit concentration risk disappears (fig. 2, ball 2).
Credit institutions try to manage this risk combining
amount of the credit and reliance of credit risk (fig. 2,
ball 3) [12, p.97]. Credit unions provide large amount
of small credits and they have high correlation level
(fig. 2, ball 4), therefore credit concentrations risk
management in credit unions becomes very
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

complicated. Scientists [13, p.2] offer to analyze and
estimate correlation level between the borrowers.
Managing concentration risk it is also necessary to
analyze such concentration sources as: duration and
collateral of the credit [14, p.21].
Credit risk managers in credit unions should also
take into account the unemployment trends and
business infrastructure in the region. The study [15,
p.93-94] based on the business activity of the
employer/parent organizations, two subgroups of
occupational credit unions were examined — one with
parent organizations in relatively stable industries and
other with parent organizations in relatively unstable
industries:
• Credit unions with relatively unstable parent
organizations invested about 68 percent of their assets in
various types of loans. By comparison, credit unions with
relatively stable parent organizations invested a higher
share of their assets (over 72 percent) in their loan
portfolio. If the loan portfolio is a credit union’s riskiest
way to hold assets, these relative proportions suggest
that credit unions with relatively unstable parent
organizations appear to be adjusting appropriately for
increased risk by being less “loaned up”.
• Credit unions with relatively unstable parent
organizations allocated smaller shares of their loan
portfolios to unsecured loans. This appears to be a prudent
decision given the employment volatility of the parent
organization and the greater potential for members to
become unemployed or employed elsewhere. Since the
management and directors of the credit union are likely
to have less information about the “creditworthiness” of
members no longer employed by the credit union’s parent
organization, obtaining collateral for loans is one way of
reducing risks.
• Finally, credit unions with relatively unstable
parent organizations allocated a smaller share of their
loan portfolios to real estate loans. This too appears to
be a risk reducing lending strategy. Credit unions
(particularly small ones) generally have less experience
with this type of loan. Not only do these types of loans
tend to be more costly to administer, they also have
figured prominently in recent credit union insolvency
problems.
Credit union credit risk management problems
involve estimation of desired target levels which cannot
be precisely defined because a condition with a strictly
binding condition has no practical value. Therefore
assigning imprecise target levels to some or all objectives
rather than fixed targets is more reasonable and is possible
in modeling using Fuzzy Goal Programming techniques
(FGP) [5 p.20].
FGP is based on fuzzy logic, not on traditional logic.
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Fig. 3. Solution procedure
Source: compiled by authors based on [5 p.18-20]

Traditional logic makes decisions “yes” or “no”, there is
no third resolution. But real world problems have both
quantitative and qualitative assessment, so there is some
kind of uncertainty, to solve these problems helps fuzzy
logic [16 p.81]. FGP applications can provide better
solutions in creating efficient portfolios for credit unions,
it is proposed simple and weighted additive FGP models
for creating and rebalancing efficient portfolios for credit
union portfolio management considering multiple and
conflicting fuzzy objectives.
Fuzzy Goal Programming Model as the Tool of
Credit Risk Management
Fuzzy goal programming model development
requires estimation of the fuzziness in variables such as
resource availability, annual return, and operating costs
related to investment decision problems. Although
associated goals with the variables are defined based on
the best estimation of management, yet they are in fuzzy
sense [5 p.21].
The steps and flowchart (see figure 3) of the

solution procedure for both models can be presented as
follows:
Step 0: calculate credit risk concentration level in
credit union (Herfindahl index);
Step 1: formulate FGP model;
Step 2: to identify the direction of fuzzy type of
goals and specify lower tolerance limits for „ ~
> “type goals
and upper tolerance limit for „ ~
“type
goals.
>
Step 3: construct the membership function of the
fuzzy goalsbased on the desired tolerance limits.
Step 4: apply the model. For the simple additive
model go to Step 4.1 or for weighted additive model go
to Step 4.2.
Step 4.1: solve problem, go to Step 5.
Step 4.2: solve problem according to weights for
different goals. If the results do not serve, then solve the
problem using different weighting structure. Go to Step
5. Continue until the solution is satisfactory.
Step 5: if the solution is satisfactory then report
the solution as the best compromised solution in the
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current decision aking context. Otherwise, go to Step 2
and specify different lower and upper tollerance limits
and continue.
Step 6: calculate newly formed credit risk
concentration level and compare the results.
The following notations will be used in the general
model of the credit union investment problem:
Index: i — index for the loan i Î {1,2, ... I};
Variables and parameters:
Xi :amount of the money invested in produc (loan)
type i;
T : total available funds for the investment;
Ii : interest income from product (loan) type i;
II : total interest income from all products;
Oi : average loan operating cost per product (loan) i;
O : total operating cost for all products (loans).
Fuzzy goal constraints. Fuzzy goal constraints are
defined in the formulations of the general mathematical
model of the credit union portfolio investment problem
as follows:
1. Total Investment: The fuzzy goal equation for
available funds can be expressed as:
I

åX

i

i =1

~
<T;

investment in comparison to other secured loans
because the value of a house appreciate and loan
balance decreases with the passage of time. Therefore,
the total investment in this category must be at least
certain percentage af all available funds. The goal
constraints can be expressed as:
hn

åX

h = h1

å I i X i ~> II ;
i =1

3. Operating Costs: the goal equation for operating
costs of investment can be defined as:
I

åO X
i =1

i

i

~
< O;

4. Management of Limits of variuos investment
products:continious monitoring of the limits of different
investment types is one of the most challenging task for
credit unions. These limits for product types can be
defined mathematically as follows:
a)
Cash and Money Market Securities
(Products): to ensure liquidity, a minimum amount is
required to be invested in short term sequrities such as
Fed funds or money market funds. The goal equation
can be defined as follows:
cn

åX

c = c1

c

³ a %T ;

Where {c1, c2, ..., cn} are the cash and money market
fund investments and {c 1, c2, ..., cn}Í {1,2, ... I}.
b) Home Mortgages products: Historically,
home mortgage loan products have been the safest
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

³ b% å X i ;
i =1

Where {h1, h2, ..., hn} are the home mortgage loans
and {h1, h2, ..., hn}Í {1,2, ... I}.
c) Personal Loan Products: Personal loan products
are usually unsecured loans with a higher interest rate to
compansate for higher risk, and therefore, shuold have
strict limits on this category of loans to minimize risk.
The goal constraints can be expressed as:
pn

I

åX

£ c%å X i ;

p

p = p1

i =1

Where {p1, p2, ..., pn} are the personal loans and
{p1, p2, ..., pn}Í {1,2, ... I}.
c) Small Bussiness Loan Products: small business
loans usually are medium terms (3-5 years). The goal
constraints can be expressed as:

2. Investment Income: The fuzzy goal equation
for investment income can be defined as:
I

I

h

sn

åX
s = s1

I

s

³ d %å X i ;
i =1

Where {s1, s2, ..., sn} are the small business loans
and {s1, s2, ..., sn}Í {1,2, ... I}.
e) Agricultural Loan Products: agricultural loans
have parallel risk as small business risk. The goal
constraints can be expressed as:
zn

I

z = z1

i =1

å X z ³ e% å X i ;

Where{z1, z2, ..., zn} are agricultural loans and {z 1,
z2, ..., zn}Í {1,2, ... I}.
e) Other Loan Products: this group of the loans
include loans for education, loans for work trips etc.
The goal constraints can be expressed as:
kn

f)

åX

k = k1

I

k

£ f %å X i ;
i =1

where{k1, k2, ..., kn} other loans and {k1, k2, ...,
kn}Í {1,2, ... I}.
Similar to the above constraints or limitations, other
limitations can be included for the model formulation. At
this moment this model is in the stage of testing . The
LINGO (version 10) software has been used to run these
models.
We may conclude, that credit risk management
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depends on the goals and the strategy of the credit union,
crediting policy aspects, macroekonomic situation,
regulation and social environment. Therefore, dealing with
problems of the credit risk, decision maker should rely
not only on traditional credit risk management models,
bul also integrate other areas of science and rely on new
methodologies.
Conclusions
• Credit unions as financial intermediation provides
both financial and social functions, therefore, credit risk
management becomes complex and complicated process.
At this pont of view credit risk management becomes
unique- balansing needs of the credit unions members
with minimum posible risk.
• The analysis of theoretical and empirical
literature seeking to reveal the pecularities oc credit
risk mangement enabled to draw the following
conclutions; Firstly, level of the credit risk depends
on the single credit union policy guidelines (lending
policy and priorities, composition of the credit
portfolio, amounts of the operating income etc).
Secoundly, credit unions making investment decisions
should involve the estimation the concentration of
credit risk in order to escape high delinquencies and
foreclosure of loans. Thirdly, funds allocating process
are very sophisticated and risk mangement systems
should take into consideration a wide range of
featu res related to liq uidity ne eds, geografic
concentrations, unemployment trends and business
infrastructure in the region etc. All these aspect should
be stated in the corpo rate ris ks management
strategies.
• Quality of the credit portfolio and the level of the
delinquent loans depend on economical, political, legal
and social environment as well as the credit union
prudence in lending activities and loan allocating process.
So, credit unions in decision making process should rely
not only on traditional credit risk management models,
bul also integrate other areas of science and rely on new
methodologies.
• Fuzzy goal programming techniques can be
efficiently applied in developing sophisticated investment
decision making models to provide feasible solutions for
credit union portfolio management problems for
constructing efficient portfolios regarding specific credit
union credit risk and social environment.
• FGP models have considerably promise in terms
of control, flexibility and real world applicability over
the traditional models, providing investment planning
and management tools and techniques for credit
unions. FGP models can be easily integrated to the
existing risk analysis and management models
available for credit unions for rebalancing of

investment portfolio based on economic conditions,
demand of products and risk factors more often.
These models are flexible enough to be extended to
handle large sizes of portfolio for example portfolio
of whole credit unions sector.
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Freitakas, E., Rim š ien ė , V. Peculiarities of
Credit Risk Management in Credit Unions
This artical examines credit risk management with
the view based on theoretical and practical aspects in
credit unions. The analysis of the scientifical references
and empirical investigations showed that quality of the
credit portfolio and the level of the delinquent loans depend
on economical, legal and social environment as well as
the credit union prudence in lending activities and loan

allocating process. Fuzzy goal programming techniques
can be efficiently applied in developing sophisticated
investment decision making models to provide feasible
solutions for credit union portfolio management and credit
risk problems.
Key words: credin union, credit risk management,
fuzzy goal programming.
Фрайтакас Е., Рімшиєне В. Особливості управління кредитним ризиком у кредитних спілках
У статті досліджено теоретичні й практичні аспекти управління кредитним ризиком в кредитних
спілках. На основі теоретичних і практичних досліджень обґрунтовано, що якість кредитного портфелю
і кількість прострочених кредитів залежать і від економічного, юридичного та соціального середовища, і
від обережності та обачності кредитної спілки у процесі надання кредитів. Методи fuzzy goal програмування можуть бути успішно використані при створенні
складних моделей управління портфелем кредитів і вирішенні проблем управління кредитними ризиками в
кредитних спілках.
Ключові слова: кредитна спілка, управління кредитним ризиком, fuzzy goal програмування.
Фрайтакас Э., Римшиене В. Особенности управления кредитным риском в кредитных союзах
В статье исследуются теоретические и практические аспекты управления кредитным риском в кредитных союзах. На основе теоретических и практических исследований обосновывается, что качество
кредитного портфеля и количество просроченных
кредитов зависят как от экономической, юридической и социальной среды, так и осторожности и осмотрительности кредитного союза в процессе предоставления кредитов. Методы fuzzy goal програмирования могут быть успешно использованы в создании сложных моделей управления портфелем кредитов и решении проблем управления кредитными
рисками в кредитных союзах.
Ключевые слова: кредитный союз, управление
кредитным риском, fuzzy goal програмирование.
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ATTRACTING THE EUROPEAN INVESTMENTS TO CONCESSION AGREEMENTS
IN UKRAINE
Problem statement in general and its relationship
with important scientific or practical tasks. In today’s
world an essential condition for normal functioning of
the mixed economy is a constructive collaboration among
business and state. The nature of this interaction and
specific forms may differ greatly. Meanwhile, the state
is never free from its social responsibility functions related
to securing national interests and business, in turn, is
always the source and the motive force of development
and increase of social wealth. The very special kind of
business-and-state collaboration, so-called “public private
partnership” (PPP), is actively being formed in
economies of some developed and developing countries
in recent decades.
The importance of PPP and concession agreements,
as one of the PPP forms, is widely recognised by many
governments as a policy tool which is reflected in their
budgetary allocations, legislation and in developing of the
appropriate programs. In the crisis situation it is PPP
which is able to become a fruitful form of cooperation
between the state and business, because stable demand
of the state is an essential tool of reducing investment
risks and confidence-building of banks.
However, despite the widespread recognition of PPP
as an essential tool to improve the national
competitiveness, implementation of PPP mechanisms in
the Ukrainian practice is extremely slow. An undeveloped
regulatory framework at all levels, a number of unresolved
methodological issues of transferring to the partnership
between the state and business, lack of experience of
this partnership and bureaucratic obstacles are hindering
the implementation of PPP in Ukraine, which stipulates
the topicality of this article.
Analysis of the latest research and publications in
which the given problem solution was initiated. Many
works are dedicated to understanding the PPP’s role in
modern economies, among which the following scientists
and international institutions as Gaydutskiy A.P. [1],
Savankova N.Ye. [2-3], V.G. Varnavskiy [4], Makhlyn
M. [5], Katasonov V. Yu. [6], Neil K. Patterson [7],
OECD [8], IMF [9], European Commission [10], and
others [11; 12], should be marked out. The works of
these scientists have uncovered the latest trends and
phenomena of the state restructuring in different
countries, as well as the cooperation between business
and state. But the specificities of Ukraine willing to attract
investments from the EU countries in the sphere of

concession agreements and the ways to improve
cooperation between Ukraine and the European investors
in PPP were not addressed.
Highlighting unsolved parts of the general problem
which this article was devoted to. That’s why the separate
task arises to develop recommendations for Ukraine’s
businesses’, European investors’ and Ukraine state
organs’ fruitful PPP cooperation as for concession
agreements, especially in the frameworks of preparations
for the UEFA EURO 2012.
Article purposes formulation (task formulation). The
purpose of this article is to demonstrate the role of
concession agreements in attracting investments from
the European countries and to recommend the ways of
improving the cooperation between Ukraine and the
European investors in public-private partnerships.
Summary of research main materials with full
substantiation of scientific results obtained. In recent
years in many countries dramatic changes have been
taking place in areas that are consistently in the stateowned and the government management: electricity,
roads, railways, utilities, trunk pipelines, harbours,
airports. Government transfers the right of user in the
gas and energy sector, water supply and sanitation,
transport and communication systems to private business
for temporary or long- and medium-term ownership,
keeping its right to regulate and control business activities.
On the one hand, enterprises in these sectors,
primarily network, monopoly segments, cannot be
privatised because of their strategic, social and sociopolitical significance. But on the other hand, there are no
sufficient resources in the state budget to ensure their
simple, all the more expanded reproduction. To resolve
this contradiction, in business practises abroad the
concept of PPP is applied, which is a vital alternative to
privatisation of public property of strategic importance.
In the modern sense PPP is an institutional and
organisational alliance between government and business,
which aim is to implement national and international, and
local scale, but always socially significant projects in a
wide range of areas: from the development of strategically
important industries and R&D to providing public services.
Each alliance is temporary, as created usually for a
specified period to implement a certain project and stops
to exist after its implementation [4].
Standard & Poor’s define PPP as follows: “Publicprivate partnership is a medium or long-term cooperation
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between the public and the private sector, within which
social problems are solving through a combination of
experience and knowledge of the affairs of several sectors
and allocation of financial risks and benefit”. In addition,
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) specifies PPP as “a long-term contract with the
private sector to provide services to the state, for the
state or on behalf of the state”. Further, the EBRD states
that “payments under the PPP can be made between the
concessionaire and the state in both directions” [2, 35].
Definition of Standard & Poor’s opens new
approaches to PPP: first, defines the terms of this
partnership — it is the medium and long-term, and second,
provides solving social problems (those social benefits
that market cannot tackle) and third, argues that the
government and business share the benefits and risks.
This definition already contains more factual information,
but nonetheless remains unclear what is meant by the
term “cooperation” and what “a combination of
experience and knowledge of the affairs of several
sectors” stands for [2, 36].
The definition of the EBRD has more legal nature;
in fact, it is a long-term state contract, and mostly in the
form of concession agreements. According to the Law
of Ukraine “About PPP” “PPP — is a cooperation
between the state of Ukraine, the Autonomous Republic
of Crimea, territorial communities in the person of
appropriate organs of state authority and organs of local
self-government (public partners) and juridical persons,
with the exception of state and municipal enterprises, or
physical persons-entrepreneurs (private partners), which
is realised on a contractual basis…” [13]. One cannot
notice here the aim of PPP to solve not only economic,
but also social problems as well as the distribution of
benefits and risks between the parties.
Three key players are usually involved in PPP: the
public sector, private sector and banks. Government
agencies, interested in establishing PPP, enter into a
contractual relationship (contract of service, contract of
joint activity or concession contract, etc.) with the private
sector or establish a legal entity with the private sector.
Representatives of the private sector or newly created
entities through implementation of PPP attract funds by
obtaining loans or by selling their corporate rights. The
private sector enters into contracts with major project’s
executors. There can be several such agents. The main
performers of the project, in turn, may enter into
appropriate agreements with subcontractors as a part of
their functions in PPP [11].
Typically, the foreign investors play the role of a
private business, primarily because of the desire of the
state to ensure the import of capital, including the necessary
new equipment, advanced technology and experience from
transnational corporations. However, domestic private
capital is expected to participate in partnership.
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Sources of funding also depend on the PPP
participants: state investment fund; venture fund; the
budgets of different levels; private investors (institutional
investors, private entrepreneurs, international financial
organisations) [3].
According to the world experience the following
main contractual types of PPP are: “joint business”; “joint
venture”; “concession”; “production sharing agreement”.
The same one can see in Ukraine at the above-mentioned
Law “About PPP”, clause 5.1: forms of PPP realization
are agreements on: “concession; joint venture; production
sharing agreement; other agreements” [13].
Let’s consider the first one. On the basis of the
Law of Ukraine “On Concessions”, concession is a
provision of the right of establishment (construction) and
(or) management (operation) of the object of concession
(termed paid ownership), in order to meet public needs
by means of appropriate authority or local governments,
to legal or natural persons (entrepreneurs) under a feeand term-based concession agreement, if the business
entity (concessionaire) takes responsibility of the creation
(construction) and (or) management (operation) of the
object of concession, property liability and potential
business risk. A concessioner is a body of executive
power or the relevant local authority, authorised,
respectively, by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine or
by local authorities to conclude the concession contract.
Concession is the most advanced and promising
form of PPP. First, it is a long-term contract, allowing
both parties to make use of strategic planning. Second,
in a concession the private sector has more freedom in
making managerial decisions, as opposed to joint ventures.
Third, under a concession agreement the state has enough
leverage to influence concessionaire in case the necessity
to protect the public interest because of violations. Fourth,
the state assigns only ownership and use of its property
to the concessionaire, reserving the right of disposition.
Fifth, a concession alleviates public financial burden for
the state, because concessionaires assume all responsibility
on management and maintenance of facilities given to
the concession; in addition, the concessionaire has to
pay concession fees to be channelled into the state budget.
Finally, the concessionaire is entitled to receive
compensation as a result of significant improvements of
the property or the creation of property according to
concession agreement and the right to repurchase the
facility after the expiration of its concession period.
Modern concession practise shows quite often
obstacles in the legal regulation of mixed concession
agreements that combine both works and rendering
services (for example, a combination of highway
construction and using rights for a wayside petrol stations,
shops, hotels, restaurants). It is determined that when
the service is based on the object, which is constructed
by concessionaire, concessions are meant to work (for
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example, toll road). But, if the agreement contains several
separate items, which are regulated by different rules,
one should conclude a concession agreement for services
(e.g., catering place built near the highway) [10].
Concessions in EU as a form of PPP are legally
regulated through:
1) framework and special concession national laws
(Merloni Law of 1994 in Italy, Sapin Law of 1993 in
France);
2) implementation of EU directives (2004/18/ES,
2004/17/ES, 93/36/EES, 93/37/EES, 92/50/EES) in
internal concession legislation;
3) the application of tax, investment, administration,
banking legislation, laws on environmental protection and
special regulations adopted to implement specific
concession project.
In accordance with recent changes in the European
legislation (2004/18/ES, 2004/17/ES) the term of
concession agreement may exceed 30 years, and the
compensation of the state may be more than 50% of
total spending of the concessionaire’s investments. These
EU Directives record a special kind of concession
agreements, namely the so-called “shadow concession”,
under which compensation costs, associated with
construction and operation of the object, are placed on
the state [12, 8]. One obvious example is the roads
construction in the UK, where the state provide
compensation of investment costs but not drivers,
according to special methods of calculation. Thus, the
road remains FOC, but in fact the state has to finance
the construction. In addition, the EU has the guidelines
defining concessions with indefinite duration.
Concession agreements as a form of PPP are
characterised by a number of concession schemes: ВОТ,
ВООТ, ROT, BTO, BOMT and others (often called
“Formula ?zal” because of they were successfully
implemented in the early 1980’s by the Turgut Ö zal
government (Turkey)). These are [14, 22]:
1) BOT (Build — Operate — Transfer —
construction, management, transmission) is a classical
concession, when the concessionaire builds and operates
(based on ownership) a facility at his/her own expense
and at own risk, unless the concession agreement between
the state and the concessionaire regulates to share risks
and costs of a concession facility. After the expiry of certain
period, during which the concessionaire receives income
from operation of the facility and compensation for the
building, the object of concession is passed to the state.
However, the concession agreement can fix concessionaire
rights to continue the object management. BOT
concessions are typically used for highway construction
(Italy, Spain, Malaysia, South Korea), pipelines, power
plants (Turkey, India, Thailand), airports (Egypt, Greece,
Canada), tunnels (France), stadiums and other
infrastructure that require significant investments. A special

form of the BOT is the concession model ROT (Rehabilitate
— Own — Transfer), where instead of a new facility a
reconstruction of an existing facility is provided.
2) BTO (Build — Transfer — Operate —
construction, transmission, management). The peculiarity
of BTO is that the concessionaire immediately after
completion of the object transfers it to the state, and
then performs the operations or management to return
all the costs associated with construction and profits
under the contract;
3) BOOT (Build — Own — Operate — Transfer)
and BOO (Build — Own — Operate) are types of socalled Greenfield projects. The specifics here is that
ownership of the facility is remained, or transmitted to
the investor after the expiration of a concession agreement.
The main BOO feature is that the concession agreement
is concluded for an indefinite period. Hence, it is no
surprising that BOO are not popular.
4) BOMT (Built — Operate — Maintain —
Transfer) involve mostly constructions of gas pipelines.
International banks (the IBRD, the EBRD) are
lending concession projects and act as concessioner,
exercising control over the proper performance of their
financial obligations. Otherwise, they have the right to
use “change options”, which allow lenders to transfer all
rights and obligations to another concessionaire.
Moreover, lenders are actively involved in the
development of a concession project and monitored the
creation of a concessionaire company. In particular, the
concession agreement about the construction of the
Channel Tunnel contained such conditions [6, 17], being
the world’s largest transportation infrastructure project,
which was implemented by concession scheme (15 billion
USD investments) [4].
Currently, the European Commission and the
European Parliament coordinate work with an experience
exchange among PPP members, which are involved in
generalisation the best practices. So-called collections of
completed projects of this partnership in various fields
of the economy are being created, their common features
summarised, differences structured, tips and advices
developed [15, 2].
An important role in the implementation of
concession projects in the EU plays an organisation
coordinating the government authorities and
entrepreneurs. Let’s examine the UK and Italian
experience.
The Italian experience of successful concession
activities in PPP may be extremely useful for Ukrainian
concession projects because Italy ranks first among the
European countries on the construction and operation of
highways under concession. Thus, Autostrade is a famous
Italy concession company, which manages about 50%
of the Italian highway network. Due to the activity of
Autostrade the system of toll highways was created, and
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this greatly improved the service level and profitability,
as well as provided funds for the redistribution of financial
support for other road network, quality, timely and
unimpeded access for repair [14, 22]. Autostrade
Company has entered into a concession agreement with
the state company Azienda Nazionale Autonoma delle
Strade Statali — Anas (authorised state body, which
represents the state in concession relations about the
construction and operation of highways through
concessions). Autostrade serves as the main contractor
and gives the right to do specialised work and building
design or construction to other firms. In addition, the
company reserves the right of planning road network,
customer functions in the construction of new roads and
in their reconstruction, controls the activities of builderscontractors, charges fees for transportation, provides
safety and road network maintenance, including repairs,
and scientific research work, aimed at finding new
technologies of construction and operation of roads for
improving service levels and safety of highways. In turn,
Anas Company, through its technical staff monitors the
implementation of all road works and their compliance
with the standards of the approved projects. The
specialists of Anas control the transmission of highway
in operation. In addition to Autostrade there are another
22 companies in Italy engaged in the concession activities
of operating and constructing highways. Moreover, under
PPP in Italy the following projects had been successfully
implemented: Highway Salerno-Reggio Calabria,
Pedemontana-Veneta, Brescia-Milano, and the Stretto di
Messina (bridge connecting the island Sicily with Italy)
and other objects of manufacturing and industrial
infrastructure [14, 23].
The first PPP mechanism in Britain was used during
1970-1980s. The application of PPP mechanisms gave
positive results and enabled to solve problems the public
sector was being facing with. The experience of PPP in
the UK contributed to its spread in other countries: USA,
Canada, countries of the European Union, Australia,
India and others. Thus, in the UK in the last decade
through a special program Private Finance Initiative
(PFI), PPP programs worth over 40 billion GBP, was
implemented [15, 7]. As a part of the PFI in the UK,
contracts are concluded with private consortiums, which
develop, construct, maintain and sometimes manage
such assets as hospitals, schools, prisons, roads and
railways, in the period up to 30 years. The government
pays rents to private business, which is enough to
recover capital and operating costs and revenue, as well
as penalises violations of contractual obligations by
companies.
In Britain, virtually the entire infrastructure, which
for a long time suffered from underfunding, is renovated
using PPP. Through PPP mechanism, major projects were
completed such as construction of the Channel Tunnel,
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

national airport in Hamburg, some branches of the London
subway [15, 9].
PPP in the European sense is an alternative form of
the added value creation and economic efficiency increase.
The share of private investments in EU varies in a wide
range, usually from 10 to 60%. The European Investment
Bank (EIB) often performs as a credit institution in the
financing of railway transport projects on the PPP basis.
The following PPP projects were undertaken in the railway
transport with the EIB support: Line Oresund (Denmark,
Sweden), high-speed line HSL Zuid (Netherlands), and the
Tunnel Rail Link (England). Major private investment banks
are also participating in PPP projects of railway construction:
HSBC, Deutsche Bank, Bank of America [16, 5]. “Siemens
AG” (Germany) can be the demonstrative example of
manufacturing companies-private investors. “Siemens AG”
carried out the unique design of the high-speed line HSL
Zuid in the Netherlands. The entire volume of 1.2 billion
EUR investments on this PPP project was made by private
investors, of which 90% were financed by private banks
and 10% by industrial investors, including Siemens [16, 6].
Analysis of randomly selected 915 overseas
concession projects in different countries showed that
such partnerships are successfully used in transport
(roads, railways, airports, ports, pipelines) and social
infrastructure (health, education, entertainment, tourism),
utilities (water, electricity, water, gas, etc.), in other areas
(prisons, defence, military facilities). Transport
infrastructure is a leading one, followed by social
infrastructure (Fig. 1) [17].
But while analysing the use of PPP projects in
Europe, one can see a different picture (Fig. 2). By
comparing Fig. 1 and 2, it becomes obvious that
transport infrastructure projects in the EU countries
are not on the 1st place compared with the whole world.
EU has health (536 of 170 projects) on the 1st place,
education (137 projects) on the 2nd place, highways
(50 projects) on the 3rd place (Table 1) [17]. A similar
distribution of industries is not surprising, taking into
account the particular socio-economic development of
this group.
Thus, one can conclude the following: in countries
with the market economy, with a high GDP and
consumption level per capita, a high level of social
protection, a long life expectancy, PPP is often used in
health and education spheres, which is dictated by state
policy [17].
The Economic Code of Ukraine and Law of
Ukraine “About PPP” provide mechanisms of
interaction between the state authorities and businesses
during the conclusion of a concession. Despite the
fact that the definition and general principles of
concession were reflected in the Law of Ukraine “On
concessions” of July 16, 1999 and “On concessions
for construction and operation of highways” of 14
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Fie lds that use PPP projects in the w orld
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Fig. 1. PPP projects in the world by fields of use

December 1999, concession had not become
economically attractive to private investor in Ukraine.
From 1999 to 2007, Ukraine signed just four concession
contracts: two of them, concerning highways1 and two
— wind power, and it is difficult to judge the success
of these projects so far. And the difficulties that arise
during the signing of agreements with foreign
hydrocarbons companies based on production sharing
agreements, speak for themselves [18].
The Ukrainian government has developed an
ambitious plan of infrastructure development (resolution
№ 1295 of 31.10.2007 “On approval of the state program
of preparation and holding in Ukraine of the European
Championship final 2012”). Investments needed to hold
the UEFA EURO 2012 are estimated at 126 billion UAH,
whereas local budgets will contribute 1.6%, the state share
will amount 17%, and private investors will bear the
biggest share of the necessary budget [18]. However, at
the moment the state does not cope with the announced

level of funding from foreign sources — none (!) of the
objects to the UEFA EURO 2012 is being financed by
foreign investors on August 2010 [19].
Conclusions from research and perspectives of
further investigations in this field.
1. PPP is of crucial importance to develop national
economy competitiveness.
2. Concession agreements, as one of the PPP forms,
have been proved their effectiveness both in the world
and in European Union but neither foreign nor European
investors didn’t even dare to take part in financing objects
to the UEFA EURO 2012. Consequently, Ukraine has
obvious need in concluding concession agreements with
the European investors to gain experience and promote
real eurointegration.
4. One of the fruitful directions of future research
is to substantiate which concession scheme (ВОТ, ВООТ,
ROT, BTO, BOMT) is the most appropriate for the
concrete infrastructural object in Ukraine.

Implementation of the first Ukrainian concession project concerning construction and operation of the toll road Krakovets-Lviv, with
the participation of domestic consortium company “Concession Highways”, failed.
1
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Fields that use PPP projects in European countries
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Table 1
Analysis of the use of PPP projects in Europe
Field of project
Means of placement
Brid ges and tunnels
Defence
Education
Health
Innovative technologies
Easy ground subway
Ports
Prisons
Railways
Highway
Social homes
Street ligh ting
Community facilities
Using waste
Water treatment
Total

UK
18

France
12

18
113
123
1
9

1
24
3
1

1
2
12
22
14

3
10
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Italy
4
3
1

32

12

12
2
1
1
23

2
3
1
5

4
11
97

31

1
1

19
352

Germany
6
5

56

169

Total
40
8
20
137
170
2
23
2
8
4
50
22
15
1
23
11
536
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Malyshko A. V. Attracting the European
Investments to Concession Agreements in Ukraine
The economic sense of the public-private
partnership (PPP) has been considered. The basic types
of concession contracts in PPP, world and European
examples have been analysed. The current level of
concession development in Ukraine under forthcoming
UEFA EURO 2012 was examined. European experience
in concession agreements was proposed to utilise.
Key words: PPP, concession agreements,
infrastructure, UEFA EURO 2012.
Малишко О. В. Залучення європейських
інвестицій в концесійні угоди в Україні
У статті розглянуто економічну сутність поняття
“державно-приватне партнерство” (ДПП). Проаналізовані
основні види концесійних договорів у ДПП, світові та
європейські приклади. Досліджено поточний рівень розвитку концесій в Україні у світлі Чемпіонату Європи з
футболу-2012, що наближається. Запропоновано використати європейський досвід у сфері концесійних угод.
Ключові слова: ДПП, концесійні угоди, інфраструктура, UEFA EURO 2012.
Малышко А. В. Привлечение европейских инвестиций в концессионные соглашения в Украине
В статье рассмотрена экономическая сущность
понятия “государственно-частное партнерство”
(ГЧП). Проанализированы основные виды концессионных договоров в ГЧП, мировые и европейские
примеры. Исследован сегодняшний уровень развития концессий в Украине в свете приближающегося
Чемпионата Европы по футболу-2012. Предложено
использовать европейский опыт в сфере концессионных соглашений.
Ключевые слова: ГЧП, концессионные соглашения, инфраструктура, UEFA EURO 2012.
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ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION FOODS
IN LUGANSK REGION
Formulation of the problem. Nutrition and safety
of food render the most direct influence on public health
and are important for everyone. Properly balanced diet,
which allows to satisfy the physiological needs of the
body and regular physical activity are important
prerequisite for good health.
Analysis of recent studies and publications.
Issues of food consumption covered in many
publications. They relate to the dynamics of consumption,
the typology of the national economy in terms of
development, assessing the level of food consumption,
the state’s food security. Thus, corresponding member
of UAAS B. Pashover [1] analyzes the changes in food
consumption per capita in Ukraine, calorie consumption
and cost of the product, lack of food supply for 1960 —
2005. compared with the rational standards elaborated
UkrNII nutrition and performance of developed countries
in terms of the current state of food security. Firsov, EA
[2] investigates the food consumption by age groups
reveals the reasons for the differences and their impact
on human health during the economic crisis in Ukraine.
However, these issues are not sufficiently explored at
the regional level.
The publication is intended to identify correlation
between changes in production and consumption of basic
foodstuffs in the country, an analysis of their level of
consumption, the study of changes in mortality rates in
the Luhansk region by age group, identifying their causes,
the identification of changes in fertility by age groups of

women and the direction of increasing food production ,
to improve their consumption.
Basic material. In the transition to market relations
food production has declined. This is one of the main
causes of decline in food consumption and deterioration
of their structure. Part of the output is exported, often
devoted to storage and other purposes, some products
are imported. To a certain extent affects the level of
consumption. But Table 1 shows that the increased
consumption of all foods at the same time, production
increased only when compared with 2000 for grain crops,
sunflower, vegetables and melons, milk and eggs.
Compared with the level of 1995. then a decrease in the
production of all food and increase their consumption,
and in 2009 was the production of sugar beet. This means
that consumption is met by imported food.
There is a shortage of most food products in
comparison with the norms of a balanced diet, set UkrNII
supply (Table 2).
Especially significant deficit of meat and meat
products (50,8%), milk and dairy products (53,3%), fruit
crops (65,0%). Still lower consumption of these products
in socially disadvantaged populations. Thus, in a group of
incapacitated persons consumption of meat products below
that level by 54,2%, milk — by 68.3%, fruits — by 68.4%.
Medical research found that health depends largely
on the level and balance of nutrients. Food supplies the
body not only energy resources but also ensures the
supply of proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and
Table 1

Production and consumption of food per capita in Lugansk
Production
Types o f products

Сonsu mption
Types of products

2009. versus

Cereals

1995,
(+,-),%
- 55,5

2 000,
(+,-), %
+ 16 8,4

Sugar beet
Sunflower seeds
Potato
Vegetables and melons
Fruits, berries, grapes
Meat (slau ghter weight)
Milk
Egg s

- 30,3
- 40,1
- 51,8
- 88,5
- 74,6
- 73,1
- 26,0

+ 97,0
+31,1
+ 24,2
- 61,6
- 5,6
+ 11,6
+ 11 2,5
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2009. versus

Bread produ cts

1995,
(+,-),%
+ 0 ,3

2000,
(+,-), %
+ 2,9

Sugar
Oil
Potato
Vegetables and melons
Fruits, berries, grap es
Meat and meat products
Milk and d airy
Eggs

+ 40,7
+ 60,6
+32,3
+ 70,7
+ 29,6
+ 18,6
- 14,4
+ 70,5

+ 6,4
+53,8
+ 12,3
+ 48,1
+ 33,5
+ 78,2
+ 45,6
+ 93,9
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Table 2

Meat and meat products
Milk and dairy
Eggs
Fish and fish products
Sugar
Oil
Potato
Vegetables and melo ns
Fruits, berries, grapes
Bread products
Calories kcal / day

79,9
381,6
236
17,5
48,8
13,5
98,7
99,7
37,5
124,9
3597

mineral salts, which are required for renewal of cells and
tissues of humans. Food is also needed for the formation
of enzymes, hormones and other regulators of
metabolism. Inadequate and unbalanced nutrition
significantly reduces the body’s defenses, which
contributes to the emergence of many diseases.
Significant deficits in the Lugansk region, can not
adversely affect human health. In particular, this manifests
itself in increased mortality. In 1985 and 1990 the number
of deaths per 1000 population did not exceed an average
of 12.2, then in 2000 their number had risen to 17.6, and
in 2005 to 18,3 in 2009 the mortality rate dropped to 16,
9. This apparent effect of a combination of reasons,
including changes in living conditions of people in a
transformation of the economy, the uncertainty of many
people in the future, political instability, but is certainly
important malnutrition. At the same time in the European
Union consumption of most products is close to rational
norms of consumption and in most of these countries a
decrease in mortality. For example, in Austria, the
mortality rate declined from 8.8 in 1990 to 8.4 in 2005,
in Germany, respectively, from 11,5 to 10,1, in Belgium,
from 10,6 to 10,0, the United Kingdom of 11 , 2 to 9,9,
Sweden — from 11,1 to 9,9. These data confirm the
influence of nutrition on human health [2].
Analysis of mortality in Ukraine by age groups (Table
3) for 1990, the most significant increase in mortality
occurred in the most able-bodied populations, namely in
the 25-29 age group — by 37,2%, 30-34 years — at 64,
7%, 35-39 years — at 43.7%, 40-44 years — 54,2%.
This unfortunate trend is particularly worrying, as it
increases the proportion of people of retirement age,
which can not create additional problems for the retention

22,9
121,9
131
7,6
38,7
10,6
108,0
83,2
23,6
112
2733

40,8
177,5
254
14,7
40,8
16,3
121,3
123,1
31,5
115
2874

- 48,9
- 53,5
+7,6
- 16,0
- 16,4
+ 20,7
+ 22,9
+ 23,5
- 16,0
- 7,7
- 20,1

+ 78 ,2
+ 45 ,6
+ 93 ,9
93,4
+ 5,4
+ 53 ,8
+ 12 ,3
+ 48 ,1
+ 33 ,5
+ 2,9
+ 5,2

norm
UkrNII
Food

2000

2009 Increase (+), decrease
(-) consumption
in comparison, in%
1990

2009

95
363
225
24
41
19
81
116
110
97
3456

2000

83
380
290
20
38
13
124
161
90
102
3387

Actual consumption, kg / year

1990

Actual
consumption in the
EU (2002), kg /
year

Typ es of products

Rational
consumption rate
of food UkrNII kg /
year

The consumption of basic foodstuffs per capita in Lugansk

-50,8
- 53,3
- 12,4
- 26,5
+ 7,4
+ 25,4
-2 ,2
- 23,5
- 65,0
+ 12,7
- 15,1

of funds in the pension fund. This trend can be explained
by the fact that inadequate and unbalanced diet are most
affecting the health of those groups that perform the most
difficult and responsible work. In terms of malnutrition,
they suffer nervous stress and stress, which in turn can
cause diseases of the cardiovascular system that is the
main causes of death in modern conditions. According
to official statistics, 64.1% of people die due to diseases
of the cardiovascular system [3].
During 19 last years, the population in Ukraine
declined by 5875.6 thousand people or 11,3%, Lugansk
region 535,1 thousand people or 18,7%.
To overcome the tendency to reduce the population
of no small importance is the increase in fertility. From
the data (Fig. 1) shows that in 1960 the birth rate was at
24 births per 1000 population, for 1965-1985 GG — 15
people. But since 1990, fertility begins to decline: in 2000,
its level dropped to 6,2. It also shows the impact of
economic crisis, there has been increasing fertility. Since
2002, an increase in fertility.
Undoubtedly, an important role in this played cash
benefits to families on the birth of the first, second and
third child respectively 12, 25 and 50 thousand UAH.
respectively. In 2009 the fertility rate rose in comparison
with 2005 by 25,7%. Nevertheless, the number of deaths
this year exceeds the number of births at 81,0%.
In 2009, the most significantly increased the number
of births among women from 30 to 39 years (Table 4).
Increased fertility and women aged from 25 to 29 years
and 40 — 44 years. Apparently, this shows the influence
of the experience of women in this age and well-established
way of life in their families. Virtually no increase fertility
aged 20-24 years, who before going to the market
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Table 3
Changing mortality rates in Lugansk region in general and by age

Number of deaths per 1 00 thousand resident
population including age, years
0 -4
5 -9
10 -14
15 -19
20 -24
25 -29
30 -34
35 -39
40 -44
45 -49
50 -54
55 -59
60 -64
65 -69
70 years and older

1990

2000

20 09

Increase (+), decrease (-)
2009. % of 1990

1221,1
322,8
51 ,1
38 ,6
102,2
162,0
171,6
212,3
299,8
418,5
644,2
958,0
1485,3
2094,8
2964,4
8645,1

1774,2
318,8
49,8
44,5
116,9
194,9
286,4
365,9
538,2
774,3
1092,0
1530,7
2012,9
3018,8
4140,5
10519,7

1692,9
281,1
25,8
32,1
81,2
163,1
235,5
349,6
429,8
645,4
840,8
1261,5
1656,8
2257,1
3283,2
8056,4

+ 38,6
-12 ,9
- 49,5
- 16,8
- 20,5
+ 0,7
+ 37,2
+ 64,7
+ 43,4
+ 54,2
+ 30,5
+31 ,7
+ 11,5
+ 7,7
+ 10,8
- 6,8

conditions were most prolific. An important reason for
this is the deterioration of opportunities to purchase housing
in relation to their dramatic price increase during the
economic crisis, as well as other goods necessary for
normal life newlyweds. The total fertility rate indicates the
number of children, which can give birth to an average of
one woman at the present level of fertility. It declined in
2000 to 47,1%, and in 2009 increased by 44,4%.
The analysis shows great importance to increase
food production for human health, reducing mortality in
the country. The decline in production occurred in the
agricultural enterprises for several reasons. High-value
businesses have greater potential to achieve higher
production efficiency than the small and low marketable
economy. This is due to greater capacity of large farms
in the use of such factors as the social division of labor
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

and production, more efficient use of high technology
and other scientific and technological progress. But to
realize the potential of agricultural enterprises must carry
out the objective requirements of economic laws of
commodity production, and the first of them it is a
requirement of equivalence of commodity exchange. This
demand is just not satisfied because of a disproportionate
increase in the prices of manufactured goods in
comparison with the prices of agricultural products during
the transition to market relations. In modern terms the
agricultural enterprises can not do without significant
government financial support. This is due primarily to
the fact that the industry remains competitive because of
the mass of producers. They can not influence the level
of prices for agricultural goods, while industrial
enterprises in some way use the monopoly prices for
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Table 4
Number of births per 1000 women by age in Lugansk
Women aged 15-4 9
including 20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
Total fertility

1990
49,3
64,0
145,4
79,6
39,4
14,0
2,8
0,1
1,7

2000
23,8
29,6
81,1
42,5
19,4
5,4
1,0
0,0
0,9

2009
36,5
31,1
83,7
71,6
44,6
16,7
3,0
0,1
1,3

their products consumed on farms. As a result, part of
the income generated in agriculture, is distributed through
the price mechanism in other sectors of the economy.
It must be noted and the need to reduce quotas on
food imports of agricultural products, especially those
that can be done in Ukraine. Minister AIC believes that
Ukraine is already 3-4 years can double the production
of agricultural products [4]. These issues will be covered
in more detail in further studies on the problem of food
security of the country and regions.
Conclusions and suggestions. The analysis of
production and consumption showed that the decrease in
agricultural production has negatively affected the food
consumption and health. Necessary to increase the volume
of agricultural production. The experience of developed
countries, in modern terms the essential foundation for the
success of agricultural enterprises is to regulate the state of
parity prices for farm products and manufactured goods
consumed in agriculture, and direct government subventions
to agricultural enterprises. Such assistance is actually the
way to restore an equivalent exchange between agriculture
and other sectors of the economy. Restriction of entry of
imported food will also help support domestic producers.
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2000% to 1990
48,3
46,3
55,8
53,4
49,2
38,6
35,7
52,9

2009 % to 2000
153,4
105,1
103,2
168,5
229,9
309,3
300,0
100,0
144,4

comparison of the experiences of developed countries,
is justified, that in modern conditions the essential
foundation for the success of agricultural enterprises is
to regulate the state of parity prices for farm products
and manufactured goods, financial support of the state
and the restriction of entry of imported food products.
Key words: food production and consumption,
agricultural production, price parity, the support of the state.
Вольвак С. О. Аналіз виробництва та споживання продуктів харчування в Луганській області
Розглядається вплив виробництва на споживання продуктів харчування в Луганській області на здоров’я людей. Приведено порівняння досвіду розвинених країн, обґрунтовано. що в сучасних умовах найважливішою основою успішної діяльності сільськогосподарських підприємств є регулювання державою
паритету цін на сільськогосподарські продукти і промислові товари, фінансова підтримка держави та обмеження ввозу імпортних продуктів харчування.
Ключові слова: продукти харчування, виробництво та споживання, сільськогосподарське виробництво, паритет цін, підтримка держави.
Вольвак С. А. Анализ производства и потребления продуктов питания в Луганской области
Рассматривается влияние производства на потребление продуктов питания в Луганской области на здоровье людей. Приведено сравнение опыта развитых стран,
обосновано, что в современных условиях важнейшей
основой успешной деятельности сельскохозяйственных
предприятий является регулирование государством паритета цен на сельскохозяйственные продукты и промышленные товары, финансовая поддержка государства и
ограничение ввоза импортных продуктов питания.
Ключевые слова: продукты питания, производство и потребление, сельскохозяйственное производство, паритет цен, поддержка государства.
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EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC WASTE COLLECTION MODELS
Topic problem explanation
Electronic waste (e-waste) is the most rapidly
growing segment of the municipal waste stream. It
contains toxic materials such as lead, barium, mercury,
and cadmium that require proper management as well as
valuable resources that should be recovered. Agencies
that collect, transport, recycle, or dispose of e-waste
need specific guidance to assure that the growing waste
flow of end-of-life electronic products is managed in a
way that protects public health and the environment and
conserves resources. The volume, weight, storage needs,
and costs of e-waste management present special
challenges, as compared to managing solid waste or
household hazardous waste.
The problem of the e-waste management is a topical
for the most of the developing countries where primitive
methods and technologies are used for its burning and
processing, there is no recycling infrastructure and legal
regulations of e-waste management. One of the most
important stage of e-waste effective management
development in Ukraine is to choose and implement the
right models of its collection. This subject is learnt in a
number of foreign authors works such as Washington
C. [1], Davis S. [2], Matthews H. [3], Tonetti R. [4],
Remolador M. [5] and others. Researches of Ukrainian
and Russian scientists in this area are limited. That is
why it is important and necessary to make the analysis
of the e-waste collection models operating in developed
countries and scientifically explain the suitability of the
chosen models. That is the aim of the present work.
A number of models for e-waste collection are
available. These models are used in the most of developed
European countries for collection of recyclables, bulky
goods, and household hazardous waste. The most
common currently used collection models are the
following:
1. drop-off event (one-day or multiple days);
2. permanent collection facility;
3. collection on request (curbside collection);
4. retail collection;
5. nonprofit/thrift retail collection.
1. Drop-off event (one-day or multiple days). A
drop-off event is a one-day or multi-day program that
allows residents to bring their electronic waste to a central
location for recycling or reuse. Typically, the sponsor
chooses a well-known and centrally located site to
conduct the program. On-site activities include unloading
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

vehicles and sorting and packaging wastes, followed by
transportation to a recycling facility. At the end of the
event, the facility or parking lot returns to its original
function. Most special waste collection programs begin
as one-day events. Some programs go on to provide
services at permanent facilities, while others find that
special events are a better solution. Special events are a
good way to serve residents in geographically large and
diverse regions, because services can be brought to
residents.
2. Permanent collection facilities. Permanent
collection facilities offer regular collection hours for
residents to bring electronic waste for recycling. These
facilities are often combined with other municipal services
such as recycling centers, household hazardous waste
facilities, or solid waste disposal facilities. If the facility
already has a fee collection infrastructure and staffing,
sharing those resources may be a possible cost savings
solution. Permanent programs require a larger up-front
investment than one day collections, but they have the
potential to reduce costs through use of municipal
employees instead of contractors.
3. Collection on request. Curbside collection
programs often are available in urban areas to handle bulky
waste. These programs may operate as special spring or
fall cleanup events, on-call pickups, or regularly scheduled
pick-up. E-waste can be added on to an existing curbside
program. Waste haulers can deliver the electronic waste
to a central consolidation point or directly to a recycling
facility.
4. Retail collection. A local store might be willing
to allow residents and/or small businesses drop off
specific types of e-waste at their retail location. This type
of partnership is most often made with a business that
sells electronic products. Sometimes the business is
willing to give discounts on the purchase of new
equipment if the resident brings in their obsolete
equipment at the time of purchase.
5. Nonprofit/thrift retail collection. This
collection model is similar to the retail collection model
but is focused on nonprofit or thrift stores. These types
of stores already accept donation of other used items
(such as clothing, furniture, etc.) and have a complete
infrastructure in place to do so.
Before making conclusion about the most suitable
collection model it is necessary to make a comparative
analysis which is presented in the table 1.
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Table 1
Electronic waste collection models comparative analysis [1, p. 33]
Collection mo del
Drop-off event

Permanent collection
facility

Collection on request

Retail collection

Nonpro fit/ thrift retail
collectio n

Advantages
-low up-fro nt (setup) costs;
-po ssib le spon sorship opportunities;
-may use vo lunteers to offset labor cost;
-media attention to raise awareness;
-collect large quantities in sh ort time;
-cost control by limitin g hours and frequency of
collection events;
-turnkey co ntracts eliminate need to hire
additional municipal staff;
-could be adjunct to an existing program using
special events for collection;
-suitable model for rural communities and firsttime collectio ns;
-sho rt time to implement (no
permitting/construction barriers).
-increased access to collection by extending
hours of op eration;
-econ omies of scale po ssible because equipment
is stored onsite;
-extended time for diverting material for reuse;
-can be an adjunct to another program (solid
waste recycling; household hazardous waste);
-year-ro und collection;
-no setu p/breakdown needed;
-particip ants b ecome familiar with site;
-permanent workers have no
training curve with each event.
-convenient for residents;
-could be adjunct to existing
pro gram (bulk y waste);
-can be operated as neigh borhood cleanup or by
resident appoin tment;
-neighborhood-specific promotion possible;
-promotion through solid waste or utility billing;
-cost per pound may decrease
with increased volume.
-program flexibility;
-retailer can p romote new
equipment sales (take-b ack
pro gram in return for produ ct d iscount);
-retailer gets “green” reputation;
-op portunity to pursue shared
costs of transportation and
recyclin g with retailer.
-drop-o ff infrastructure availability;
-pickup in frastructure availability.;
-better potential for resale an d reuse as
compared to other mo dels;
-provides nonprofit with inventory source;
-po ssib le job training opportunities.

It is possible to have one or more of these models
in place for the collection of other types of materials,
and it’s important to decide whether to collect e-waste
onto an existing program or hold a separate event. The
use of more than one model is applicable. Considering all

Disadvantages
-requires extensive staff plann ing time;
-publicity is primary driver for participation and
will increase demand for service;
-limited time for diverting equipment for reuse;
-expensive contract costs;
-long waiting lines to drop off e-waste;
-may con flict with other events;
-setup and breakdown must be done for each
even t; time consuming;
-hard to predict participation numbers witho ut
appointment system;
-hard to plan proper staffing levels;
- difficulties in finding a site.
-need permanent staff;
-increased operational hours can increase
staffing needs;
-existing sites may not have adequate storage;
-new construction is cost-prohibitive;
-difficult to find lo cation to p ermit facilities;
-permitting and construction takes a lo ng time;
-solid waste facilities are o ften isolated and not
convenient to participants;
-not mobile; cannot move to accommodate
d ifferent geographic areas.
-pro gram (not resident) becomes responsible for
transportation costs;
-e-waste could end up dumped illegally;
-cleanup events encourage illegal dumping from
o ther jurisdictions that are not contributing
financially to the program;
-overall costs higher due to higher labor co sts
and increased quan tity of waste;
-more difficult in rural areas.
-retailer recycling contracts may not meet
agen cy environmental requirements;
-retailers may not have adequate storage space;
-take-back is not a core retail busin ess activity;
-difficult to get corporate approval to particip ate.

-possible increase in illegal dumping at donation
stations;
-no trained staff for refurbishing/repairing
electronic equipment;
-may not have adeq uate storage;
-may not be able to resell du e to technical
o bsolescence.

advantages and disadvantages of e-waste collection
models and also European experience of the e-waste
collection in this work is recommended to use two models:
1) retail collection;
2) collection on request.
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Table 2
The results of survey
N

The varian ts of the an swers on
the first question

1.
2.

Leaving it ho me
Resell it

Th e quantity of
answers
n umber
%
48
50,5
26
27,4

3.
4.
5.

Dump it
Present it
Oth er

12
5
4

The variants of the answers on
the second question
No
Yes (considering the collection
points’ proximity, equipment
sizes etc.)

12,6
5,3
4,2

The suitability of these two models for the use is
explained further.
The most of Ukrainian population prefer to leave
their outdated electrical and electronic equipment at home
than to bring and give it to the collection points of ewaste free of charge. It is confirmed by the results of
the survey made among the group of people. The
respondents’ selection was made on the basis of the
spontaneous sampling.
For the purposes of the sample representativeness
the following formula was used for its calculation:
2

n=

0,25 * T * N
2

A *N

+ 0,25 * T

2

,

T

Standart devation =

— the volume of the general totality;
— the confidence level of sample;

2

— the coefficient, which considers sample
error and confidence probability.
The general totality of the survey is the residents of
Donetsk at the age of 20-60, which according to the
population census made in 2007 is nearly 55% of all the
population of the city. There are 1033 thousand people
reside in Donetsk [6], it means that the general totality is
568 thousand people ( N = 568000 ).
The confidence level of sample is 5% (
The coefficient

T

2

A

= 0,05 ).

according to the Student’s table

tends to one because a large volume of the sample is
provided, i.e. n >30 (

T

2

= 0,95 ).

After putting the given parameters into formula (1)
the value n can be obtained. The volume of the sample
is 95 people.

n=

It means that this volume provides the maximum
of the sample representativeness.
The following questions had been asked:
1) What are you doing with the outdated electrical
and electronic equipment?
2) Are you ready to transport and give outdated
electrical and electronic equipment to the e-waste
collection points in case of its opening free of charge?
The results of the survey after its ranking in
decreasing order are presented in the table 2.
The standard deviation on the separated obtained
indicator is calculated on the formula 2:

(1)

where n — the volume of the sample;

N
A

The quantity of
answers
number
%
79
83,2
16
16,8

0,25 * 0,95 * 568000
» 95
0,0025 * 568000 + 0,25 * 0,95
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indicator,% * (100 - indicator,%)
. (2)
sample volume

It means that the value of the indicator is located in
the interval «indicator + standart devation», i.e. 83,2%
(table 2), which is obtained while making survey, its equal
83,2 ± 3,83% and can possess the value between 79,37%
and 87,03%.
Thereby, for the general totality (568 thousand
people) these values will be 450822 £

N

£ 494330 .

The results of the survey confirm the unavailability
of the population to transport and give the outdated
electrical and electronic equipment to drop-off or
permanent collection facility points. There are two
possible variants of the population stimulation to bring
their e-waste to the collection points: legislative stimulation
with the use of fines in case of its breach and financial
stimulation. The discounts given when purchasing the
item at the retailer of the electrical and electronic
equipment are the main financial stimulus. The suitability
of the first collection model adoption is also explained by
the possibility of the cost reduction because the retailer
will cover the part of expenses on transportation and
recycling of e-waste.
In the most of the EU countries the collection of ewaste by request is the additional model to the existent
program of the waste collection. The main part of ewaste is bulky electrical and electronic equipment, thus
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the use of this model will help to avoid the problem of
the transportation outdated equipment to the collection
points by people themselves. Collection of the bulky
equipment is done by request, which is issued as an
application, during a week.
Resume
Best management practices are guidelines for
selecting the most environmentally desired methods for
managing a waste stream. E-waste collection programs
need guidelines to assure that products are managed in a
way that protects public health and the environment and
conserves valuable resources. End-of-life electronic
equipment contains valuable resources such as precious
metals, engineered plastics, glass, and other materials, all
of which require energy to manufacture. If these resources
are not recovered, additional pollution will be generated to
manufacture new products out of virgin materials.
E-waste collection models which usage in Ukraine
explained in this work is approved by Ukrainian enterprise
AOZT “Donetskvtorresursy-V’ and by Maltese state
enterprise “Malta Waste Serv. Ltd.”.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF PROVIDING THE ETHICAL STANDARDS
IN THE UKRAINIAN BUSINESS IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
Problem actuality. In the last years, dozens of
ethics centers and programmers devoted to business
ethics, legal ethics, bioethics, medical ethics, engineering
ethics, and computer ethics have sprung up. These
centers are designed to examine the implications of moral
principles and practices in all spheres of human activity
on our lives and that today the role of ethical aspect is
essential.
Rising interest to the ethics in business in
Ukraine is based on several reasons. First, is that
development and the specification of business
stipulate for reaction on society problems, the increase
role of corporate culture, managing the relations with
employees, cooperation with the government, the
impact of the competition on the business conduct
and the way of running business. On the other hand
there is an international community and the tendency
that the EU forms common European policy of
busin ess ethics. The Ukrainia n entering to
international business makes it inevitable to assimilate
the principles of this policy. The development of
Ukrainian business and the integration to the global
economic system set up a number of tasks connected
with ethical questions.
These issues were examined with such foreign and
Ukrainian authors as O.C.Ferrell, Craig E.Jonson, George
S. Yip, K. Sanford, G. Ebersole, Jed A. Reay, L. Anam,
T. Barnett, Sydorenko S.V., Pidrobsky U.V., Zabolotny
V.M., Shovkun I.G., Noviskiy V.E., Momot T.V., Glushko
T.P., Gugina T.O. and others. Foreign literature devotes
much attention to the developing business strategies in
connection with ethical aspects. Ukrainian authors have
achieved results in the sphere of approving the importance
of ethical component for business life. But there is still
need to examine firm links between ethical behavior and
profitability. Another side is the importance of estimation
of ethical level of the company or country.
The objective of the article is to estimate the
level of ethics of Ukrainian business, finding indices
and figures that could reflect the current situation and
give relevant information. On the other hand it is also
important to show the short comings of the ethical side
of Ukrainian business.
Starting with Ukrainian business and its ethical
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

features it is necessary to give the definition of ethics.
Ethics can be viewed from two aspects, normative and
prescriptive.
First, ethics refers to well-based standards of right
and wrong that prescribe what humans ought to do,
usually in terms of rights, obligations, benefits to
society, fairness, and specific virtues. Ethics, for
example, refers to those standards that impose the
reasonable obligations to refrain from rape, stealing,
murder, assault, slander, and fraud. Ethical standards
also include those that enjoy virtues of honesty,
compassion, and loyalty. And, ethical standards include
standards relating to rights, such as the right to live, the
right to freedom from injury, the right to choose, the
right to privacy, and right to freedom of speech and
expression. Such standards are adequate standards of
ethics because they are supported by consistent and
well-founded reasons.
Secondly, ethics refers to the study and
development of personal ethical standards, as well as
community ethics, in terms of behavior, feelings, laws,
and social habits and norms which can deviate from
more universal ethical standards. So it is necessary to
constantly examine one’s standards to ensure that they
are reasonable and well-founded. Ethics also means,
the continuous effort of studying our own moral beliefs
and conduct, and striving to ensure that we, and our
community and the institutions we help to shape, live
up to standards that are reasonable and solidly-based
for the progress of human beings. Business ethics is an
integral part of responsible business conduct. It provides
a basis for business decisions and conduct.
Typically, business ethics presumes that decisions
will conform to standards articulated in law and
regulations; internal policy and procedures; a set of
core values determined by owners and managers,
including honesty, integrity, respect, and fairness; and
commercial principles such as profitability, customer
satisfaction, product quality, health, safety, and
efficiency. Business ethics issues range from practical,
immediate ones, such as an enterprise’s duty to be
honest with its employees and customers, to broader
social and philosophical questions.
Ethics is based on the responsibility (as free moral
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agents, individuals, organizations, and societies are
responsible for the actions that they take) and
accountability (individuals, organizations, and society
should be held accountable to others for the
consequences of their actions). In most countries there
is a system of laws which codifies the most significant
ethical standards and provides a mechanism for
holding organizations, and even governments
accountable.
Thus, Ukraine needs to understand the role of
ethical conduct especially in the context of European
integration.
The analysis of studies and publications shows
that Ukrainian business is on the right way of running
ethical business. Despite the low level of indicators
that reveal the countries ethical positions there is a
trend to increase the role of business ethics and
improve the moral basis of Ukrainian business. In
acknowledgment of this is the fact that a number of
Ukrainian companies join The Global Compact, most
of the companies that operate on international market
have the codes of conduct and provide the
transparency of running business. But there is still a
lot of misconduct and high level of corruption [1].
To estimate the ethical level is a complicated
problem, but it could be made through the analysis of
indicators which is indirectly connected with business
ethics and could reflect the basic trends.
It is interesting to estimate Ukraine’s ethical position
through the Global competitiveness index (GCI).
According to Global competitiveness report Ukraine’s
performance for the past year reflects the daunting
challenges the country has faced during the global
economic crisis. The country drops by seven positions
to 89th. A particularly severe weakening of its already
poor macroeconomic stability contributed to this slide,
as has a more negative assessment across many of the
areas measured by the GCI.
The country nevertheless maintains the
characteristics that made up its competitive strength in
the past years. A well-educated population, flexible and
efficient labor markets, and a large market size continue
to set a good basis for the country’s future growth
performance.
The new government announced an ambitious
reform agenda that, according to the GCI, should
address as a priority the country’s weak institutional
framework (134th place) and the highly inefficient
markets for goods and services (129th place), which
stifles competition and prevents entrepreneurship from
flourishing. In this context, the country’s recent
accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO)
should contribute to intensifying competition in the

country, through reducing both trade barriers and
domestic obstacles such as ineffective anti-monopoly
policies (126th position).
Priority should also be given to fostering the
development of the financial sector (119th position), the
major weaknesses of which exacerbated the effects of
the crisis on Ukraine. Both financial market efficiency
and trustworthiness have continued, down to ranks 123rd
and 115th, respectively.
There are many determinants driving productivity
and competitiveness. The competitiveness is an impact
of many different components, each measuring a
different aspect of it. These components are grouped
into 12 pillars of economic competitiveness:
1. First pillar: Institutions
2. Second pillar: Infrastructure
3. Third pillar: Macroeconomic environment
4. Fourth pillar: Health and primary education
5. Fifth pillar: Higher education and training
6. Sixth pillar: Goods market efficiency
7. Seventh pillar: Labor market efficiency
8. Eighth pillar: Financial market development
9. Ninth pillar: Technological readiness
10. Tenth pillar: Market size
11. Eleventh pillar: Business sophistication
12. Twelfth pillar: Innovation
Obviously, this index can reflect the ethical side in
the context of first pillar. According to the Global
competitiveness report the Institutions as a pillar of
competitiveness includes ethics (Figure 1).
This pillar has a considerable influence on GCI,
its share is approximately 25%. So the conclusion is
that ethics today could be regarded as the factor of
competitiveness. If we refer to the GCI 2010-2011, the
Ukrainian position is 89, in comparison with 87 in 2009.
Let’s compare Ukrainian positions with other countries
(table 1)
Let’s examine in details the position of Ukraine
according to the GCI and define the role of ethics in the
process of improving the competitiveness. At first
consider the problems for doing business in Ukraine.
Figure 2 shows the questionnaire including list of 15
factors, respondents were asked to select the five most
problematic ones for doing business in their country and
to rank them between 1 (most problematic) and 5. The
bars in the figure show the responses weighted according
to their rankings (Figure 2).
According to this data the conclusion is that most
of the problematic factors for doing business in Ukraine
today correspond to the ethical aspects. Another figure
that could reflect the level of ethical aspects of Ukrainian
economy is included in table 2. It can evaluate indicators
of GCI through detailed analyzing.
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Fig. 1. The Institutions system as a competitiveness factor [4]
Table 1
The Ukrainian Global Competitiveness Index 2010—2011 in compare with other counties [9]
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Country /Economy

Rank
1
4
7
27
39
63
67
77
89
91
139

Switzerland
United States
Finland
Ch in a
Poland
Ru ssian Federation
Ro mania
Croatia
Ukraine
Honduras
Ch ad

Fig. 2. The most problematic factors for doing business in Ukraine [9]
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Table 2
The detailed rank of Global competitiveness index of Ukraine in the aspect of Institution pillar [9]
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Indicator
Property rights
Intellectual property protectio n
Diversion of public funds
Public trust of politicians
Irreg ular payments and bribes
Judicial in dependence
Favoritism in decisions o f go vernment officials
Wastefu ln ess of government sp ending
Burden o f governmen t regulation
Efficien cy of legal framework in settling disputes
Efficien cy of legal framework in ch allenging regulations
Transparen cy of gov ern ment policymakin g
Business costs of terrorism
Business costs of crime and vio lence
Organized crime
Reliability of police services
Ethical behav io r o f firms
Strength of au diting an d reporting stand ards.
Efficacy of corporate boards
Protection of min ority shareholders’ interests
Strength of investor p rotectio n

The conclusion is that today Ukraine is on low
position almost in every indicator, but it has some positive
trend. These analyzing arises a questions: where is the
links between ethics and economics and other one is:
why does Ukraine in need of providing ethical standards
and conduct?
An essential for any business enterprise on the way
to a market economy is to improve its own business
performance. For all business enterprises, this is the first
step toward making profits and contributing to economic
progress. To prove this let’s consider the link between
values in general, trust in particular, and profitability. The
link is based on an increase in creativity, support of
management decisions, knowledge sharing, and pride,
among other factors (Fig. 3).
A business ethics program provides a toolkit of
leadership and management practices to aid any
enterprise — large or small — in the responsible pursuit
of its envisioned future. It helps owners and managers
ensure that their employees and agents comply with
applicable laws and regulations. It also helps them
minimize risk to the enterprise, improve the enterprise’s
reputation, and bring value to stakeholders by adapting
emerging global standards of responsible business
conduct and best practices.
Another indicator that reflects the ethical
transformation of the country is The Index of
Economic Freedom. Economic freedom has farreaching positive impacts on various aspects of human

Rank of the country from 139
13 5
11 3
12 9
12 2
12 7
13 4
12 7
13 1
12 5
13 8
13 8
11 4
58
65
11 6
12 2
13 0
12 8
90
13 8
93

Fig. 3. Links between Values, Trust and Profitability [4]

development. Economic freedom correlates with
poverty reduction, a variety of desirable social
indicators, democratic government, and environmental
sustainability.
Today, to the opinion of Wall Street Journal research,
the Ukraine’s overall score of economic freedom is lower
than the world average. It is 46.4, making its economy
ranking 162nd freest in 2010 Index. Its score is 2.4 points
lower than last year (Fig. 4).
According to the Wall Street Journal and The
Heritage Foundation research the main problems lie in
the field of:
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Fig. 4. The estimation of components of economic freedom in Ukraine [6]

— creating an entrepreneurial environment and
eradicating corruption;
— progress in privatization and attracting foreign
investment has been slow;
— bureaucratic hurdles make many commercial
operations and business formation challenging;
— the judicial system lacks independence and
capacity;
— Legal procedures are commonly subject to
corruption.
As it shown the lowest position Ukraine has in
components of Investment freedom and freedom from
corruption. Both components directly connected with
the ethical behavior of companies and government
according. To the opinion of global community,
corruption is one of the most problematic factors of
economic development for today. According to the
Economic Freedom index research corruption pervades
all levels of Ukrainian society and government and all
spheres of economic activity and is a major obstacle to
foreign investment. Low public-sector salaries fuel
corruption in local administrative bodies such as the
highway in Police and tax administration, as well as in
the education system [5].
It goes without saying that today all elements
economics are based on the policy of ethical behavior
and it should be supported by the on state regulation as
well as support from international organizations, individual
investors, and large companies.
Among the prospects of continuous studies in this
area are outlining the strategy for the Ukrainian
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

companies of adapting to the conditions of global
competition in the aspect of business ethics and getting
the economic effect through providing the ethical
principles of doing business.
Global community expects cultural and managerial
change in firms that will create the basis for sustainable
development. Ethical practices might be a way of
committing businesses to contribute to sustainable
economic development, since being a part of sustainable
development efforts is the most influential reason for all
companies.
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Zyuzgina A. S. The current state of providing
the ethical standards in the Ukrainian business in
the context of global competitiveness
The article examines the role of business ethics in
the economic development of Ukraine. It mentions the
links between values, trust and profitability and analyses
positions of the country using the results of global
competitiveness index. In the opinion of the author, it is
imperative to analyze the ethical conduct at such a political
and socioeconomic stage of development as Ukraine is
today. The article lists ethical standards as the
determinants driving productivity and competitiveness,
their essence and outlines the prospects for their further
development in Ukraine.
Key Words: business ethics, global competitiveness,
ethical standards, ethical conduct, economic freedom.

Зюзгина А. С. Сучасний стан впровадження етичних стандартів ведення бізнесу в Україні в контексті глобальної конкурентоспроможності
У статті досліджено роль ділової етики в економічному розвитку країни. Зазначено зв’язок між
ціннісними засадами, довірою та прибутком, також проаналізовано позиції України в цій сфері за показником
глобального індексу конкурентоспроможності. На
думку автора, аналіз етичної поведінки саме на політичному та соціально-економічному рівні розвитку, на
якому перебуває Україна, є актуальним. У статті зазначається перелік етичних стандартів, як детермінант, що
сприяють підвищенню продуктивності та конкурентоспроможності, а також виділяються перспективи для
подальшого розвитку цих факторів в умовах України.
Ключові слова: ділова етика, глобальна конкурентоспроможність, етичні стандарти, етична поведінка, економічна свобода.
Зюзгина А. С. Современное состояние внедрения этических стандартов ведения бизнеса в Украине в контексте глобальной конкурентоспособности
В статье исследовано роль деловой этики в экономическом развитии страны. Определена связь ценностными характеристиками, доверием и прибылью,
так же проанализирована позиция Украины в этом
аспекте согласно показателю Индекса глобальной конкурентоспособности. По мнению автора, анализ этичного поведения именно на политическом и социально-экономическом уровне развития, на котором находится Украина, является актуальным. В статье указывается перечень этических стандартов, как детерминант, которые благоприятствуют повышению продуктивности и конкурентоспособности, так еж выделяется перспективы для дальнейшего развития этих факторов в условиях Украины.
Ключевые слова: деловая этика, глобальная конкуренция, этические стандарты, этичное поведение,
экономическая свобода.
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NEGATIVE FACTORS THAT IMPEDE THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORT
IN UKRAINE
Problem statement. Currently, solution of the
economical development of Ukraine is one of the first
tasks for our country. Particular attention is drawn
transport, which has become a topic of everyday ordinary
Ukrainian. For Ukraine’s economic development is
important to enhance the role of transport that supports
the population, the development of the country’s economy,
saving capability and the ability to achieve high external
economic relations of the country. The transport system
of Ukraine is represented by different types of transport:
rail, road, sea, air, etc.
Analysis of recent studies and publications.
Economic problems of the transport industry have devoted
their research such Ukrainian and foreign scientists as O.P.
Golikova, V.G. Shynkarenko A.I. Abramov, A.V. Velmozhyn,
A.I. Vorkut, B.L. Geronimus, E.A. Zhukov, V.N. Ivanov,
V.E. Kanarchuk, L.V. Kantorovich, and others. Scientists
studied the development of a comprehensive transport sector,
gave advice and suggested ways of ensuring the effective
functioning of this important sphere of economic complex
of the country.
Despite the recognition of the priority area of
transport activities to be supported by the state, financed
and developed to meet international standards at an
appropriate level, there are several problems that impede
the development of transport and process integration.
The article is the current state of research and study
of problems in functioning of the transport of the country,
hampering its development.
The share of transport sector in the gross domestic
product of Ukraine (the State Statistics Committee of
Ukraine) as of 2008 was 9,3%. The number of workers
the industry is almost 7% of total employment.
Ukraine has a developed infrastructure of rail and
water transport.Ukraine ranks second in Europe for the
length of the railway network.(21,7 thousand kilometers
of railways), the Black Sea, Azov and Danube Basin is
located 18 sea trade ports, the length of inland waterways
in the largest European rivers Danube and Dnepr — 2,2
thousand kilometers.
The advantageous geographical position of Ukraine
stipulates the passage pan-European transport corridors
№ 3, 5, 7, 9; corridors of cooperation of railways (ORC)
№ 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 and the Transport Corridor Europe —
Caucasus — Asia (TRASECA).
Significant transit potential of Ukraine allows to
develop exports of services, which in 2008 reached 7.6
billion. USA. In the total export of services transport
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

services account for nearly 70% in imports — about
20%, resulting in transport of Ukraine shows a steady
positive balance of foreign trade in services.
In 2008, the transportation system provided
transportation 1.9 billion tons of cargo and more than 8.3
billion passengers. As the global financial crisis and lower
demand for major export commodities were falling volume
of freight traffic on 29,1% for 9 months of 2009 compared
to same period in 2008, passenger traffic — by 7%.
According to the program document «Ukraine 2020:
national modernization strategy,» promising the economy
of Ukraine optimistically estimated as investment and
innovation, which must provide to enhance its
competitiveness. If the 2009-2012 biennium provides for
braking of the global crisis, the period 2013 — 2020
years has become an important step in accelerating
economic and social development of Ukraine and ensure
GDP growth at 6 — 6,5% per year.
Envisaged that in the period 2009 — 2012 years
average annual rate of increase in freight traffic will
amount to 3,7%, passenger — 2,3%. This period requires
the support of the transport sector to conduct an effective
tariff, tax policy and investment promotion. In the postcrisis period (2013 — 2020 years) the expected average
annual growth rate of freight will reach 6,3%,2,8% —
passenger [1].
It is expected that in 2020 the volume of cargo
transportation will increase compared with 2008 to 43,1%
and amount to 2535 million tons of cargo in the state of
sea trade ports — by 43,2%, which amount to 233.4
million tons, the volume passenger transport — by 30,4%,
which would be 10867.3 million passengers.
The transition to investment-innovation stage of
economic development, WTO accession, entry into
associate membership in the European Union requires
the development of transport on a qualitatively new basis.
Today the transport sector in Ukraine generally
meets only basic needs of the economy and population
in traffic. The level of safety, quality and efficiency of
passenger and freight transportation, energy efficiency,
technological burden on the environment don’t meet
modern requirements.
There is a lag in development of the transport
network, particularly in the development of public
highways on the pace of motorization of the country. In
the last twenty years of their length practically didn’t
increase, while during the same period in Europe rapidly
built highways. As a result, the density of roads in Ukraine
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in 5,9 times less than in France (respectively 0.28 and
1.65 km of roads per 1 square. Kilometer area of the
country). The length of express roads in Ukraine is 0.28
thousand km in Germany — 10,9 thousand km in France
— 7,1 thousand km, and the level of funding each
kilometer of road in Ukraine, respectively, in 5,5 — 6
times less than in those locations [3].
This is due to a number of objective reasons, in
particular, such as the heavy burden of maintaining the
transport network per capita compared with European
countries because of relatively low population density
(78 people per 1 square. Kilometer) and low purchasing
power of citizens (1/5 of purchasing power Eurozone),
a relatively small fleet and a large territory.
Imperfect transportation operational condition of
roads: 51.1% did not meet the requirements for equality,
39,2% — for durability. The average speed on roads in
Ukraine 2 — 3 times lower than in Western countries.
In the global economy is self-evident: the higher
the density of communications in the country, the higher
the level of economic development. As an example: almost
equal in area in France is 14.5 times more road than
Ukraine. Hence the level of development. The historical
experience of many leading countries shows that it is
due to the development of road connections they come
out of the economic crisis. This is because the
construction of roads involves a large number of jobs
necessary for the elimination of unemployment, which
is one of the main factors of economic crisis. Germany
and the USA passed this way in 30 years of last century.
On the European Railways introduced a high-speed
movement of passenger trains at speeds of 200 — 250
and more kilometers per hour and high frequency motion.
At the railway transport of Ukraine also introduced
movement of passenger trains at speeds up to 160
kilometers per hour, but this should solve the problem
quite complicated distribution network in line with most
freight and passenger traffic and usually increase the
frequency of passenger trains. However, the capacity of
railways towards the Crimea expires [4].
Seaports of Ukraine for quality, technical
characteristics such as depth, handling and storage
facilities, the conditions of berths and equipment, the level
of automation and computerization, remaining at the end
of 80”s — early 90-ies.
Airports need substantial upgrading, especially in
the cities to prepare participants to take the 2012 European
Cup.
The unsatisfactory state of the national innovation and
high-tech component of the transport industry is explained
by insufficient investment, low rates for socially significant
passenger traffic, subject to state regulation, limited funding
from state and local budgets, lack of money for simple
reproduction of fixed assets due to underestimation of their
cost and the low depreciation, lack of investment in terms

of concessions, public-private partnership mechanisms
imperfect asset. Lack of investment has led to a rapid aging
of rolling stock and transport infrastructure that leads to
failure of technical and technological level of domestic
transport European requirements.
The low level of customer service isn’t use enough
the existing transit potential and advantageous
geographical position of the country. There is a lag in the
development of transport infrastructure, transport and
logistics technologies multimodal transport,
containerisation level that leads to high share of transport
costs in production costs.
Mass motorization of the population is becoming an
alternative to public transport, creating a new lifestyle and
provides mobility. Number of cars in private ownership by
2003 — 2008 years in Ukraine increased by 22% or 1100
thousand units. This leads to congestion in cities, increasing
environmental burden and significant energy costs, because
transport is the largest consumer of light oil.
At the same time deteriorating social standards as a
passenger on such indicators as filling a vehicle of urban
electric and large buses, the regularity of movement. More
than 15 years operated trams 92%, 78% of subway cars,
trolley buses 63%, over 25 years — 58,9% of passenger
rail cars. Public passenger transport characterized
margins due to low tariffs, inadequate compensation from
the budget for travel expenses of privileged passengers,
inefficient system for collecting revenue from urban and
suburban passenger transportation by public transport
In 2008 the transport sector enterprises spent almost
21.6 billion investment, representing 9.3% of total
investment in Ukraine. However, industry feels the acute
shortage of funds for development. Most of the
investments in transport sector carried out by transport
enterprises own funds and loans banks. Due to incomplete
structural reforms, private capital is not a significant
factor in development. In the transport sector from the
state budget of Ukraine in 2009 planned to allocate 12.9
billion, representing only 4,7% of total budget. However,
development of transport infrastructure in the EU is one
of the major items of budget expenditure [5].
There was nonuniform competitive environment in
transport : from fully privatized in the early 90 th century
road and river transport to the hundred-percent state
ownership of railways and sea ports. Countries in Europe
and most CIS countries have already held a railway
reform, separating commercial from regulatory functions,
natural monopoly infrastructure from potentially
competitive market operator companies. Management
system needs reform and in sea and river ports on the
allocation of regulatory and commercial functions.
Transport creates considerable technogenic load on
the environment is a third source of emissions of harmful
substances in Ukraine. Most of it concerns road transport
in cities, where its share in the emission reaches 90%.
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Conducted in 2008 legislative changes in the field
of road safety in general possible to improve the level of
road safety. While in 2007 the average per night, 26 people
died Auto, in 2008 this figure dropped to 21, and in 2009
— to 14.6. The number of deaths per 100 thousand
population in Ukraine decreased from 20 victims in 2007
to 11.9 — in 2009. For example, the corresponding figure
for Austria is 11.5 persons, Germany — 8 UK — 6,1,
Sweden — 5,9. However on public transport in 2009
was marked increase in accidents by 17%.
According to the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO), the relative performance level of
safety in Ukraine is much worse than average global
indices. During the period 1998 — 2007 years in the
field of civil aviation accidents happened in 1916, 31
accident, 76 serious incidents. Aircraft domestic airlines
after the control of safety at European airports by SAFA
program repeatedly came to the «blacklist». Because of
the bad system of navigation safety State Flag of Ukraine
is included in the blacklist of the Paris Memorandum [2].
Conclusions. Ukraine is actively involved in global
socio-economic processes: joined the World Trade
Organization, recognized the strategic goal of obtaining
associate membership in the European Union.
Transportation as infrastructure sectors, should evolve
faster in order to promote rapid economic and social
development and its participation in the international
division of labor.
The efficiency of the transport system needs a
comprehensive program of renovation and modernization
of transport, which include measures of legal security
and create favorable investment climate, taking into
account budgetary and off-budget sources of investment.
Purpose of this strategy is to identify key issues,
objectives, principles and priorities of the transport
system of Ukraine in terms of national needs and interests.
The implementation of transport strategy will significantly
increase the efficiency of the transport system as a whole,
sustainable economic development and welfare of the
Ukrainian people.
Today Ukraine differs from other countries that a
significant number of these cities are on the traditional
transport and communication routes Eurasian continent.
The state has very high factor transitivity (transport
attractiveness), but this figure can be realized only in a
serious competition with other states. Purposeful
incorporation potential opportunities of Ukraine to achieve
a new level of development to the implementation of its
main priorities, including the provision of transport services.
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Chernyavskaya T. A. Negative factors that
impede the development of transport in Ukraine
The comprehensive analysis of problems and
develop the transport sector of Ukraine in the light of
threats and risks including the crisis processes. Special
attention is paid to achieve stabilization and optimization
of functioning transport sector due to competitive
advantages and potential opportunities.
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Чернявська Т. А. Негативні фактори, які
гальмують розвиток транспорту в Україні
У статті здійснено комплексний аналіз стану та
проблем розвитку транспортного сектору України у
світлі загроз і ризиків, пов’язаних у тому числі з кризовими процесами. Значну увагу приділено питанням
досягнення стабілізації та оптимізації функціонування
транспортного комплексу за рахунок конкурентних переваг та потенційних можливостей.
Ключові слова: транспортний комплекс, транспортна мережа, транзитний потенціал, транспортноексплуатаційний стан.
Чернявская Т. А. Негативные факторы, которые тормозят развитие транспорта в Украине
В статье осуществлен комплексный анализ состояния и проблем развития транспортного сектора Украины в свете угроз и рисков, связанных, в том числе
с кризисными процессами. Значительное внимание
уделено вопросам достижения стабилизации и оптимизации функционирования транспортного комплекса
за счет конкурентных преимуществ и потенциальных
возможностей.
Ключевые слова: транспортный комплекс, транспортная сеть, транзитный потенциал, транспортно-эксплуатационное состояние.
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STRATEGIC INTEGRATION OF THE ENTERPRISES:
CONCEPTUAL MODEL BASED ON KNOWLEDGE OF THE PERSONNEL
The economy of Ukraine and its further development
depends more and more on universal tendencies and
processes occurring in the economic globalized space.
Ukraine which is geographically located between EuroAtlantic and Euro-Asian areas feels sharply both negative
and positive effects of the globalized processes complicated
by the world financial and economic crisis that captured
almost all vital spheres of a society. Economic globalization
has sharpened the competition level between commodity
producers. It has also complicated activity of the enterprises
which have appeared not ready to work effectively in crisis,
constantly changing environment. The necessity of
adapting to these conditions if they want to preserve their
viability compels the enterprises to make innovative
changes having a strategic value.
Innovative changes in the given context should be
understood as the development of a new model by the
enterprises or the behavior form in market conditions that
should find the reflection in mission, vision, values, that is
both in the strategy and under strategic management.
P.Senge pays attention to this feature in the work «the
Fifth discipline» «... In realities of the global market there
is no such concept as« the end result », and is continuously
progress to the next object in view» [1, p. 17].
It would seem that objective changes which are
derivatives of expansion and deepening globalization
processes should promote active application of such
methods of strategic management by enterprises, which
are directed not only to internal business processes of
creation of cost, but also to long-term presence in the
markets, synchronization of the basic business processes
and model of planning and management on the basis of
uniform information channels with suppliers and
consumers on all extent of a logistical chain, specialization
on key competencies of all participants, expansion of
partner relations for increasing the general level of
competitiveness of managing subjects interconnected
among themselves. However, the analysis of 80 industrial
enterprises in Ukraine has shown that «they have yet
crystallized complete system of strategic management
though some of them have its separate elements which

yield results» [2]. It is represented that such position,
along with the reasons of subjective character (a lack of
knowledge among top-managers and top managers
concerning receptions and «conducting» methods to the
planned purpose, its inexact formulation, the frivolous
relation to the statement of a question on necessity of
changing and working out of the effective strategy with
its obligatory conformity to available potential) is
substantially caused by insufficient development of
theoretical and methodological approaches which would
consider strategic management as the doctrine of
organization of changes in unity with other scientific
directions, and first of all with such ones as institutional
economy and economy of knowledge within the limits
of a uniform model. Such conclusion arises in connection
with a postulate that tendencies of the institutional national
economy developments should coincide with a vector of
economic development. And it means that ability of the
enterprises to reach successes in competitive struggle
appreciably depends on working out and realization of
the cooperative-integrated strategy which provides a
constant transfer of innovative knowledge between
subjects of economic or social relations for achieving a
financial synergy, creation of social and cultural images
of interaction and improvement of interrelations of
production that is characteristic for the institutional
economic theory and important for «investment» of
knowledge in the goods, process of its creation, in the
purpose of the enterprise and actually in knowledge of
the personnel [3]. Such interpretation allows to use
simultaneously the neoclassical economic theory,
institutional economic theory and the theory of interested
parties. However, in the given work we did not put the
aim to reveal advantages of any theory, and found
possibilities of their association within the limits of a
uniform paradigm of strategic management.
As the key factor of solution of these tasks, works
of many known foreign and domestic scientists and
experts are devoted to the problems mentioned above,
and also the problems of formation and development of
the human capital. The results of investigation of the
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problems concerning the organization of strategic alliances
and strategic integration, management of knowledge,
creation of a synergy of the organization by means of
the balanced system of indicators, balance of interests
of interested parties in management of business processes
are presented in several fundamental monographs [4-10].
However, in these and other works a complex
consideration of questions concerning strategic
integration in such sphere as strategic management is
insufficiently described.
In the given article the attempt is made to present a
functional-methodological model of integration
communications which would give the chance to
understand interrelation of different scientific directions
(theories) in questions of strategic changes in the context
of strategic management of modern enterprises.
Conceptually, as a starting point in creation of such
model was taken the theory of interested parties. Charlesbackground-Klauzevits, the great German strategist of the
19th century, underlined that the first problem of any theory
— accurately to define terms and concepts to avoid mess
[11]. Following this advice, we will state substantive
provisions of the theory of interested parties. One of the
first ideas of the account of interests in company
management was formulated by the economist R.Frimen
in 1984 who has proved that strategic management of
firms of private sector can be much more effective and
more productive if managers consider the interests of
different interested parties (stakeholders) [4]. Assuming
as a basis the given thesis, it is possible to refer to the
stakeholders shareholders, investors, suppliers, clients
(consumers, buyers), managers and the personnel of the
enterprise, competitors, the state structures, public
associations and other interested groups. The stakeholders
are considered by us as active participants of aim setting
process, and their strategic interaction is carried out through
the system of straight lines and feedback.
The mutual relations shown in the model which have
the name «contracts» are considered as contributions of
various interested parties in exchange for benefits and
stimulus which are provided by the enterprise. Thus,
contributions can be material, monetary, physical and nonmaterial (knowledge). Stimulus (benefits and
indemnifications) also can get various forms, including
an exchange of knowledge which is provided by the
enterprise to interested subjects. Contributions and
stimulus (benefits) have a relative character that does an
exchange between two parties mutual. Mutual is also the
responsibility which is incurred by the parties. Therefore,
the practical value of the theory of interested parties can
be notable only when there is a correct definition of
stakeholders’ structure (parities of interests), systems
of measuring instruments and an estimation of mutual
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

influence of the various parties which has been described
by a well-known adviser F. Nikols in 2000. It has also
entered into the theory as the system of indicators of
responsibility (Accountability Scorecard — ASC) [12].
The complicated model of interested parties consisting
of 8 groups is presented. However, in a concrete practical
situation it is not necessary to complicate the model as
orientation of the enterprise to a great number of groups
of interested subjects that leads to «washing out» of
strategic targets and enterprise’s priorities. Key interested
parties for any enterprise are consumers (buyers, clients),
proprietors (shareholders), suppliers, managers and the
enterprise’s personnel. Other interested parties (investors,
state structures, competitors, public associations) can be
important only provided that their contribution to the
enterprise will be powerful and considerable.
Thus, we have outlined an external contour of
strategic integration model of the enterprise which
conceptually is a component of strategic management.
For construction of an internal contour of model
we will take the advantage of the general concept of the
balanced system of indicators (Balanced Scorecard —
BSC) and strategic cards (Strategy MAPS) which have
been described by professor Robert Kaplan and a wellknown adviser David Norton [6, 13]. The given concept
is based on the idea that any system constructed round
any direction of management, whether it be cost for
shareholders, management of clients, management of
business processes, quality, key competence, innovation,
human capital, information technology, organizational
structures, training, does not give the integrated and
complete approach to working out of the strategy though
each of these directions is all-important. And only having
connected BSC with existing systems of management it
is possible to describe the strategy and to construct the
general model of this strategy on visualization of
relationships of cause and effect in the form of a strategic
card which is a link between strategy formation and its
embodiment through strategic management.
Not denying value of the given conceptual position,
it is necessary to focus the attention on the fact that the
major leitmotif of the concept that in our opinion should
be an organic part of all chain of creation of cost is not
absolutely accurately traced. It is a question of a
prerogative of intangible assets, that is knowledge of the
personnel in its forms, creation of cost for clients,
shareholders and community in spite of the fact that they
influence and have financial results not directly, and
through a chain of relationships of cause and effect. The
practice testifies that any changes which are planned in
the internal environment of the enterprise can fail mainly
because of too great attention to technology of their
realization and the insufficient account at all stages of
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the human factor. The main thing in any project is people
with their knowledge, abilities, and competencies.
Thus, strategic card BSC, proceeding from the
subject of our research, represents the model in which
the process of consecutive transformation of intangible
assets in long-term cost for shareholders and production
for consumers is reflected.
It is obvious that both external and internal contour
of strategic integration model of enterprises is their
orientation to the interests of interested parties that gives
the grounds for construction of the general model and
working out of strategy of the integration interaction
which key direction — a transfer of innovative knowledge
of all interested parties.
Thus, the presented conceptual model allows to solve
the important scientifically-practical task which has been put
in the work. Feature of the offered approach is its connection
with modern economic theories and system of transformation
of mutual relations of participants of a logistical chain of
creation of cost. This approach leads to planning of changes
both in the internal structure and strategic mutual relations
with interested partners that promotes formation of a new
shape of socially-focused corporate governance.
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Воронков Д., Гриньов А. Стратегічна інтеграція підприємств: концептуальна модель, заснована на знанні персоналу
У статті описані проблеми формування і розвитку людського капіталу як ключового чинника вирішення складних завдань на підприємстві. Розглянута
теорія зацікавлених сторін. Представлений опис ускладненої моделі зацікавлених сторін. Розроблена і
описана стратегічна інтеграційна модель підприємства
на основі трансферту знань.
Ключові слова: знання, коопераційно-інтегрована стратегія, розвиток, зміни, менеджмент, стратегічний менеджмент, трансформація

Voronkov D., Grynyov A. Strategic integration
of the enterprises: conceptual model based on
knowledge of the personnel
In the article problems of formation and
development of the human capital as a key factor of
solution of enterprise’s tasks are described. The theory
of interested parties is considered. The description of
the complicated model of interested parties is presented.
The strategic integration model of the enterprise on the
basis of knowledge transfer is developed and described
Key words: knowledge, cooperative-integrated
strategy, development, changes, management, strategic
management, transformation

Воронков Д., Гринев А. Стратегическая интеграция предприятий: концептуальная модель,
основанная на знании персонала
В статье описаны проблемы формирования и развития человеческого капитала как ключевого фактора
решения сложных задач на предприятии. Рассмотрена
теория заинтересованных сторон. Представлено описание усложненной модели заинтересованных сторон.
Разработана и описана стратегическая интеграционная
модель предприятия на основе трансферта знаний.
Ключевые слова: знания, кооперационно-интегрированная стратегия, развитие, изменения, менеджмент, стратегический менеджмент, трансформация.
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PECULIARITIES OF STRATEGIC PLANNING IN THE CRISIS CONDITIONS
Putting the problem. Crisis is a “litmus paper”
for enterprise management. It exactly defines how
effectively can we react to negative changes of external
environment and “extinguish” them, how can we change
and improve, giving the enterprise a chance to survive in
crisis. The majority of managers consider the plan as a
necessary instrument for managing enterprise in crisis
times. But there are a lot of statements about the vanity
of this “expensive pleasure” under conditions of
unforeseen, changeable modern organization, about nonappropriateness of enterprise spirit prohibition with the
help of planned tasks, about the substitution of planning
function by the direct action of market forces in any
industrial-economic organization.
The analysis of the experience of modern American
(and also Japan and western European) enterprises
shows, that the intra-firm planning is generally accepted
in their practice [1,3,5]. This function, which is generally
realized on the level of corporation and also departments,
their groups, factories and other organizational
subdivisions, sets a stamp on all kinds of activity of a
modern firm and has own specific character in crisis
conditions.
What peculiarities in realization of enterprise strategic
planning do help to manage productively in crisis
conditions? What approaches, methods and instruments
are effective today? Answers on these questions are very
actual and important for all managers and also for
managers of the Ukrainian enterprises.
Analysis of recent investigations and
publications. Analysis of native and foreign investigations
in the field of the strategic management in crisis conditions
shows that consideration of its specification allows
increasing the productive reliability, surviving in crisis
conditions and even guaranteeing stability of enterprise
development.
To the problems of strategic management, especially
in the crisis conditions, are devoted works of І. Ansoff,
R. Acoff, О. Bielorus, О. Vikhanskyi, І. Ignatieva,
О. Miroshnyk, М. Martynenko, А. Naumova,
D. Syrotkina, S. Smirnova, А. Strickland, А. Tompson,
Z. Shershnyova etc.
At the same time, there is a row of questions, which
expect further theoretical and practical investigation. In
this regard, it is necessary to analyze strategic planning
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specification in the crisis conditions, including the
Ukrainian enterprises.
Putting the task.
The purpose of this article is to reveal peculiarities
of strategic planning in the crisis conditions, and to
elaborate recommendations on its effectiveness increasing
for the Ukrainian enterprises.
Results.
You shouldn’t be afraid of the word “planning”.
Working out the long-term plans is already widely used
in many economically developed countries. Being in the
waiting mode is not only dangerously nowadays, it will
lead to the serious economical expenses in any situation,
to crisis or even to the death of the enterprise. Many
leaders of native enterprises try to find out the way from
the nowadays situation. The questionnaires conducted
in the big Ukrainian trade organizations (supermarket
“METRO Cash & Carry Ukraine”, hypermarket of
building materials, supermarket “Absolute”, hypermarket
“MegaMax”) prove it.
The real way from the crisis could be elaborated on
the basis of strategic planning and management. To plan
in the old manner is not allowed, but not to plan at all
would be a deadly mistake. It is the strategic management
that can be used in the difficult, crisis situation when the
activity of enterprises is influenced by many external
factors, which are dynamically changed, and difficult
situation characterized by internal factors (technological
condition of enterprise, waste of circulating assets, nonpayments and, as a result, non-payment of the salary).
Undoubtedly, the majority of our managers did not
gain the work experience and its planning in the crisis
conditions. In fact, strategic planning — is a kind of art
(foresight, planning, management of global and local
strategies). A specialist of strategic planning and
management must have a good knowledge of
management, marketing, planning, be able to develop
global and local strategies and manage them.
Today, it is very important to be able to develop
many-variants, alternative business plans, correct the
strategy and planning indexes.
It is impossible to plan without consideration of a
specific product (service) life cycle and management of
the assortment policy on the basis of the product (service)
life cycle strategy.
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Planning in “chaos” conditions, as say our colleagues
from Germany, USA is possible and necessary on the
basis of portfolio analyze usage, АВС-analysis and other
methods.
All this is new and unknown for the Ukrainian
managers. But this is the instrument, with the help of
which it is possible to get out of from the crisis and
work effectively in the conditions of market economy.
Exactly the planning indexes are the elements of
stability in the crisis chaos. Moreover, the planning must be
not only quick, but also mid-term. But the notion of midterm is a bit changed in the crisis conditions. In the stable
period a mid-term is 1-3-years plan, now it is only 1 year.
In the crisis situation the role of year plan in
enterprise management is changed. First of all, the plan
becomes not only a row of financial indexes, but the
instruction for action depending on the realization of
different risk factors. Purposes at the same time must be
“wisely vague”, that is set the development direction and
designate priorities of the enterprise, remaining freedom
in its sense. It allows saving one direction of actions
during the planning, remaining the ability to choose the
ways of enterprise development. Besides, exactly during
the crisis the significance of coordination function in the
plan increases, it guarantees the coordination of anti-crisis
activities of all enterprise’s departments.
The plan must allow making quick decisions in
response to current changes of the external environment.
But excessive pressure of strict budgets may decrease
the effectiveness of ordinary management decisions,
limiting thus the flexibility of reactions to the market
conditions changes.
The leader of the enterprise must pay maximum
attention to the effective information exchange between
the departments and guarantee a feedback on all levels of
management, sometimes even on the contrary to the
information safety. This type of information exchange is
called “the star” [1].
For the managers the plan fulfils a psychoanalytical
function — experiencing troubles before their appearance.
The plan that works well adds confidence that any troubles
may be overcome [4].
Thus, the key peculiarities of the planning approach
during the crisis are decreasing of detailing, increasing
of flexibility and drive.
Concerning flexibility and drive of the planning,
experts highly estimate such instrument as the slipping
planning [5].
By the considerable variability and flexibility of midterm and quick plans, strategic plans of enterprise should
be changed only in special cases — it is impossible to
change strategic plans with the same flexibility, enterprise
in the crisis times must be “dynamically stable”. It means

that if strategic plans and mission are not changed, quick
plans must totally correspond to the realities of the
business.
From the first sight, in crisis situation, the planning
approach at the enterprise is being unified. Planning
becomes more flexible, less detailed, but at the same time
more critical for the enterprise. Planning instruments set,
which is usually used, is also saved.
But a more attentive analysis reveals that there are
different priorities in planning at different enterprises. For
one people the survival of the enterprise is critically
important, for others — the behavior of macroeconomic
factors. For third persons practically nothing changes [6].
In this relation, it is possible to distinguish three
approaches to planning in crisis conditions: the “living
wage”; the scenarios of the external environment
development; the purposeful indexes. Let’s consider them
in details:
1. Approach “the living wage” is rather widespread
nowadays. A key task in this approach is support of
enterprise’s liquidity. But in the real life other indexes are
also used.
2. Approach “the scenarios of the external
environment development” is critically significant for
enterprises, which business depends on the
macroeconomic indexes and authority decisions. In
contrast with a previous approach, the key indexes in
planning are such indexes, as dollar course, oil price.
3. Approach “the purposeful indexes” is typical for
enterprises, which business is not so influenced by crisis.
As a rule, indexes for planning are the same both in crisis
and stable periods. However, for the majority of
enterprises it is problematically.
The differences between these three approaches
could be shown well, when enterprises try to solve the
basic financial management problem: guaranteeing of
liquidity and profitability. For the first approach it is
“guaranteeing liquidity with the minimal level of
profitability”, for the third approach — “guaranteeing the
set level of profitability with the permissible level of
liquidity”.
The most important peculiarity of the planning in
crisis conditions is a high level of future uncertainty.
There are some rules how to do a crisis plan more
realistic: make an assumption from the pessimistic
prognosis; use experts’ opinion; make a quick reaction
to changes; probably to create at the enterprise special
groups of managers, which will do monitoring of the
basic industrial and macroeconomic indexes, and transmit
results for quick reaction; keep the stability of a trade
system [7].
But, undoubtedly, the key instrument of planning in
the conditions of high uncertainty is the scenario planning.
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For Ukraine there are two scenarios of
development [3].
The first one says that post-crisis development will
be realized by the way of increasing the volume of
production in such traditional branches of the national
industry as metallurgy and chemical industry; moreover,
it will be realized on the technologically retarded, recourse
and energy base. Such approach expects quantitative but
not qualitative increase.
The second scenario of development in crisis
conditions expects concentration of all the powers on
the realization of specific purposes with the active usage
of conducting policy — active intrusion of the
government in the economy management.
As a result of this policy, based on the theory of a
French economist F. Peru about the principles of indicative
(recommendation) government planning in privileged
points of economy, a big sector of government economy
was created in France, as well as industrial branches,
credit-financial establishments [11].
Each enterprise has its own ways of scenarios
elaboration. The guru of scenario planning Peter Schwartz
distinguishes such steps of scenario planning:
1. Defining the key strategic ways and questions.
2. Ascertainment of the key factors of the near
external environment.
3. Ascertainment of the key factors of the internal
environment.
4. Thinking about the importance and level of
uncertainty. Scenarios will be distinguished according to
the factors and tendencies, which were defined higher.
5. Defining the logic of each scenario.
The results of the above steps can be called “logical
pivots”, that are alternative logics of each scenario
development.
6. “Cleaning” of the scenarios.
Every factor and tendency is being analyzed.
7. Conclusions.
8. Defining the typical indexes.
With the development of actual events it is advisable
as quick as possible to recognize, what special scenario
made is the closest to the reality. Exactly that must be
shown by so called “typical or leading indexes”.
In the work [9] 5 basic stages of scenario planning
at the enterprise are distinguished:
1. Defining the key factors of external environment,
which have influence on the enterprise. It is very
important to have an individual approach for the factors
defining. The amount of factors which really influence
can be small.
2. Qualitative formulation of scenarios. Very
attentively formulate qualitatively different ways of
development in scenario planning.
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

3. Digitization of scenarios — prognosis of factors
and markets development.
4. Defining the risk and possibilities for the
enterprise in each scenario.
5. Elaboration of critical events and defining the
control points of scenarios development.
On this stage two types of indexes are defined:
events of external environment arising of which will be
an indicator for scenario change; indexes by which
scenarios development is kept regularly.
In general, these are identical approaches, which
are different only in the differentiating the stages. Thus,
enterprises must choose the most comfortable one.
Planning in the crisis conditions — is a work for all
top-managers of the enterprise, its results must be open
to every collaborator.
Accepted planning system and prognosis methods
must be successive and not changed “ad hoc”, i.e. not
by chance.
If the pessimistic variant doesn’t allow saving the
positive surplus of money and comply the duties, defining
the purposeful indexes is needed, connected with the
motivation (sale the warehouses, activation of actions
by the demands of the debit debt).
In the crisis conditions the approach of “zero”
budgeting is used, when budgets are formed not
depending on the previous period, but depending on the
methods of strategic and quick planning, planned on the
calculation period.
It is necessary consciously to distinguish surplus
amount of measures, led to the compensation of the
“problem ruptures” (money deficit, income deficit). But
it is important not to fall into things which will destroy all
the efforts — you could have no effects at all.
Conclusions.
In the crisis conditions enterprises including the
Ukrainian ones mustn’t refuse the practice of strategic
planning and management. It is recommended to take
into consideration the following points:
1. The term and role of plan in the enterprise life
are changed. Detailing of plans is decreased; their
flexibility and quickness are increased.
2. Plan must allow making quick decisions in
response to the current external environment changes.
3. It is necessary to guarantee effective information
exchange between the departments and guarantee a
feedback on all levels of management.
4. 3 approaches to planning in the crisis conditions
can be distinguished: “the living wage”; the scenario of
external environment; the purposeful indexes.
5. Plans must be elaborated according to the
pessimistic prognosis, use experts’ opinion, react to
changes quickly, guarantee the support of the trade system
stability.
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6. Analyze and elaborate the scenarios of events
development.
7. Consciously guarantee the surplus amount of
measures, led to the compensation of the “problem
ruptures”.
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The features of the strategic planning are considered
in the conditions of crisis at the enterprises of Ukraine.
The recommendations on realization of strategic planning
and management under crisis conditions are offered for
the leaders of the Ukrainian enterprises.
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INVESTMENT PROMOTION AGENCIES ARE EFFECTIVE IN ATTRACTING FOREIGN
DIRECT INVESTMENTS
It is commonly acknowledged that foreign direct
investment (FDI) plays an important role in worldwide
economic development. By acknowledging the benefits
of foreign investments, governments in many transition
countries are devoting significant effort to attract FDI
flows into their economies.
There are many different methods used to attract
FDI, including use of targeted financial incentives (tax
concessions, cash grants and specific subsidies),
improving domestic infrastructure and local skills to meet
the demands and expectations of foreign investors,
improving the general business climate of a country by
decreasing administrative barriers, and promotional
programs [1].
Investment promotion by governments today is an
important tool for improving the investment environment
and for attracting FDI to their countries. At the same
time, however, there is increasing competition for FDI
investments among both developing and transition
countries. As a result, a trend has developed for many
countries to form investment promotion agencies on
national and increasingly, on a sub-national level. Few
IPAs existed 20 years ago, while today there are more
than 160 national IPAs and more than 250 sub-national
agencies worldwide [2]. The sub-national IPAs represent
regions of the country. Recent research shows that
economies in transition are succeeding in attracting more
FDI when they have agencies that assist potential and
current foreign investors, and these agencies increasingly
follow the IPA model [3].
Promotional efforts to attract FDI often become
the focal point of competition among developed and
developing countries. This competition often extends to
the sub-national level, with different regional authorities
pursuing their own strategies and devising their own
strategies or incentives to attract new investments.
Despite the competition, countries around the world
have moved to a common approach for IPA promotional
techniques and similar structures. Recent research
assesses the impact and trends related to both promotional
techniques and structural approaches.
Investment Promotion Agencies:
A Historical Review
It was only fifteen years ago when the Foreign
Investment Advisory Service (FIAS) published a paper
entitled “Marketing a Country: Promotion as a Tool for
Attracting Foreign Direct Investment,” which offered
what has become the standard approach for the structure
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

and function of agencies that promote foreign direct
investment [4]. The original paper focused on strategies
for developing countries.
The original work hypothesized that countries
needed to adopt an industrial marketing approach to market
the country to foreign investors, just as major industrial
organizations market their products to large customers.
Wells and Wint described a model for IPAs that recognized
the close parallels between industrial buying and the
investment decisions. They also noted that the
promotional techniques that are most effective in
attracting FDI are similar to the techniques that are most
effective in selling industrial products to corporations [4].
The initial approach for country marketing focused
on three basic investment promotion techniques: image
building, investment generation and investor services.
Wells and Wint contended that “the weight assigned to
these techniques, or the strategy of an agency, should
reflect the task that the particular country faces in
marketing itself to investors. For example, a country that
has recently changed its policies toward foreign direct
investment could benefit from an emphasis on image
building, since it might need to convey new information
to potential investors who would otherwise be unaware
of the changes.”
In 2001, Authors Wells and Wint revised their
analysis and report to include strategies for transition
countries. They described the evolution of IPAs as
experience validated the impact of basic promotional
strategies and demonstrated how countries added new
promotional techniques.
Wells reported that a fourth promotional technique
has evolved in many countries [4]. The fourth technique
involves active work by IPAs to improve the investment
climate in their countries, and in 2001 UNCTAD found
this technique embraced by about 80% of IPAs [5].
Main Functions of an Investment Promotion
Agency
Today, IPAs around the world focus on: providing
information to potential investors, creating an attractive
image for the country as a place to invest, providing
services to prospective investors, and working to improve
the overall investment climate. Promotion in this context
does not include any effort by a country to provide
incentives to foreign investors, screening of foreign
investment or negotiation with investors [4].
FIAS describes the basic promotional functions as
follows [2]:
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1. Image building creates the perception of a country
as an attractive site for international investment. Activities
commonly associated with image building include focused
advertising, public relations and events. For example:
• Advertising in general financial media
• Advertising in industry- or sector-specific media.
• Cultivating journalists to seek favorable news
stories.
• Participating in investment exhibitions.
• Conducting general investment missions from
source country to host country, or from host country to
source country.
• Conducting general information seminars on
investment opportunities.
Investor facilitation and investor services refer to
the range of services provided in a host country that can
assist a current or potential investor in analyzing
investment decisions, establishing a business, and
maintaining it in good standing. Activities in this area
include information provision, “one-stop shop” service
aimed at expediting approval process, and assistance in
obtaining sites, utilities, and so on. For example:
• Engaging in direct mail or telemarketing campaigns.
• Conducting industry- or sector-specific
investment missions from source country to host country
or vice versa.
• Conducting industry- or sector-specific
information seminars.
• Engaging in firm-specific research followed by
sales presentations.
Investment generation entails targeting specific
sectors and companies with a view to creating investment
leads. Activities include identification of potential sectors
and investors, direct mailing, telephone campaigns,
investor forums and seminars, and individual presentations
to targeted investors. Investment generation activities can
be done both at home and overseas. For example:
• Providing investment counseling services.
• Expediting the processing of applications and
permits.
• Providing post-investment services.
Policy advocacy consists of the activities through
which the agency supports initiatives to improve the
quality of the investment climate and identifies the views
of the private sector on that matter. Activities include
surveys of the private sector, participation in task forces,
policy and legal proposals, and lobbying. For example:
• Participating in policy task forces.
• Developing lobbying activities.
• Drafting laws or policy recommendations.
• Reporting investor’s perceptions.
Structural Approaches for an Investment
Promotion Agency
Countries creating IPAs have two basic options, a
government-controlled agency or a private-sector agency,

tasked to carry out the non-traditional government activity
of investment promotion. Wells and Wint [4] observe
that governments may not be able to acquire the skills
needed if the investment promotion activity is to be
managed effectively. Alternatively, governments may
choose to delegate the investment promotion activity to
the private sector where it would function independently,
or autonomously. The risk with the latter alternative is
that the private sector may not be able to effectively
manage the tasks that require government management,
such as helping businesses with applications or permits
or other government requirements.
Wells and Wint report that many countries pursue a
quasi-governmental or semi-autonomous structure to bring
together the skills and capabilities required to manage the
key functions of the IPA. Such quasi-governmental agencies
report to the government but are not part of government
and do not carry many of the burdens government agencies
must carry. Additionally, the quasi-governmental agencies
have greater success acquiring the skills and management
expertise needed to manage the promotional effort, and
management controls enable the quasi-governmental
agencies to function under government oversight. Finally,
quasi-governmental agencies do not have the problems a
private agency would face with no direct access to
governments to expedite investment servicing. The quasigovernmental agencies usually have boards or directors
and advisory groups that bring together government and
private-sector participants, while the agency functions with
day-to-day autonomy in carrying out the designated
functions. The Bleyzer Foundation reports that among the
14 national IPAs operating in the CEE and CIS regions,
seven are either autonomous or semi-autonomous
governmental agencies [3].
Research on Effectiveness of Investment
Promotion Agencies
FIAS authors Wells and Wint conducted research in
the late 1990s as they were revising their earlier work on
“Marketing a Country;” including basic research on the
effectiveness of IPAs. They found that the investment
promotional activities tended to be most successful in
attracting foreign investment when the investment is focused
on export-oriented investment, whether for export to world
markets or regional markets [4]. Their research showed
less success when IPAs focused on seeking firms to invest
to serve domestic markets. Firms that are seeking sites to
serve export markets can choose from a variety of countries.
Their research indicates that investment promotion activities
probably influenced their investment decisions.
Later research conducted by the Foreign Investment
Advisory Services (FIAS) of the World Bank provided
compelling evidence of the overall effectiveness of IPAs.
[2] Authors Jacques Morisset and Kelly Andrews-Johnson
surveyed 75 IPAs around the world in 2002, gathering
data on the 2001 results for those countries.
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Morisset and Andrews-Johnson found that the
effectiveness of IPAs was greater when the IPA was under
a supervisory board with representatives of the private sector,
and when the IPA had a direct reporting relationship to a
country’s president or its prime minister. In their report, it is
suggested that, in a transition economy, an IPA that has a
self-governing or semi-independent structure can be more
effective because it can help to strengthen the government’s
commitment to market reforms and affirm the agency’s
credibility and visibility in the business community.
Research from Morisset and Andrews-Johnson at
FIAS and from UNCTAD [5] suggests that the
effectiveness of investment promotion activities depends
on the functions the IPA performs, as well as the
organization, status, budget and personnel of an IPA. The
FIAS research on «The Effectiveness of Promotion
Agencies at Attracting Foreign Direct Investment» found
that 35% of all IPA activities involve image building, 33%
to investment servicing, 22% to investment generation,
and only 10% to policy advocacy. The recent UNCTAD
study reports that 80% of IPAs are involved in policy
advocacy services. The FIAS research report notes that
policy advocacy appears to be the most effective activity
to attract FDI, followed by image building and investor
service; further, it notes that investment generation is
not associated with higher FDI flows, despite the fact
that it tends to take the greatest share of most IPA budgets.
The various research on effectiveness calls attention
to the importance of management and personnel.
UNCTAD has done a number of studies on IPA personnel
and the correlation of their quality and performance to
the success of the IPA. Similar studies have gathered
data on the role and contributions of advisory boards,
particularly those composed of representatives from both
private and public sector. The involvement of private
sector representatives contributes to transparency, of
course, but also appears to help the IPA better understand
how decisions are made in the private sector [3].
The FIAS report on the effectiveness of IPAs
identifies a special advantage of a structure that brings
together public and private sector representatives. The
report suggests that policy advocacy may be the IPA
function most closely associated with FDI flows when
the IPA has both public and private sector participation.
The IPAs are in a strategic position to carry out policy
advocacy because the IPA is the interface between the
public and the private sectors. IPAs build a relationship
with private firms that can help IPAs identify the real
problems that investors in the country encounter, rather
than identifying such matters from a distance [2].
As IPAs grow worldwide, various special training
programs have been developed to prepare public and
private sector individuals for work within the IPA
structure. UNCTAD conducts programs on investment
promotion for diplomats from developing and transition
countries, which can prepare them to support IPA image
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building activities. The World Association of Investment
Promotion Agencies [6] conducts training programs and
regional meetings for IPA personnel. A World Bank unit
also supports IPAs through the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (MIGA), which provides a toolkit of
international best practices in investment promotion,
designed to help national and local investment entities
attract and retain foreign direct investment [7].
Investment Promotion and Ukraine
An Investment Council was established in Ukraine in
2004, and a May 2005 report [8] indicates that President
Victor Yushchenko was named Head of the Council. That
2005 report also identified original Council membership to
include 10 Ukrainian Government officials, as well as 14
private-sector representatives, including such leaders as
the Head of Microsoft, the Delegate of the German
economy in Ukraine, the Head of Kraft Foods of Ukraine,
and other important business individuals. Various proposals
have been offered on how to organize and staff the
appropriate investment promotion agency for Ukraine,
including establishment of related working groups with
both public and private sector participants. Based on the
original Council approach, one might assume that Ukraine
is following the quasi-governmental approach with both
public- and private sector involvement. As noted above,
FIAS research shows that political visibility and participation
of the private sector are two characteristics that are
associated with IPA success in attracting FDI [2].
IPA observers point to important trends that may
be relevant for Ukraine and for those in the country
working to attract FDI. As reported above, IPAs
commonly focus on four functional areas. In practice,
however, investment promotion can cover many services,
ranging from the provision of market information to the
undertaking of feasibility studies and environmental impact
assessments. UNCTAD studies confirm that different
IPAs emphasize different aspects. Agencies in OECD
countries and other developing countries apply the most
focused approach to investment promotion with investor
targeting and after-care as prime functions. However,
UNCTAD reports that IPAs in economies in transition
tend to take up more tasks, [5] which presumably would
include policy advocacy and image building.
Investment promotion is increasingly sophisticated.
UNCTAD research of IPAs shows that investment
promotion is increasingly seen to be client-oriented, with
IPAs reporting that personal contacts with investors are
preferable to non-personal methods of promotion. IPAs
report a considerable share of promotional budgets is
devoted to arranging meetings with foreign companies,
attending conferences and trade fairs, as well as
undertaking missions abroad [5].
Research also indicates that the Internet is widely
seen as a critical tool in investment promotion. Websites
play a function as display windows on what countries and
regions have to offer and provide agencies with the
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opportunity to advertise their services. There are great
differences in the use of the Internet. In developed
countries, the World Wide Web serves as a prominent
research and marketing tool for IPAs. UNCTAD notes that
the information technology infrastructure also has an impact
on investment decision, and well-functioning IT and
telecommunications may become a necessary requirement
to attract certain kinds of investment. Considering these
issues, the use of IT will continue to be important for
most IPAs in the coming years. It may be worth noting
here that in December 2005 the Ukrainian Foreign
Investments Promotion Agency does not yet have a website,
although the Ukrainian Foreign IPA is listed as a member
of the World Association of Investment Promotion
Agencies [6]. The Kyiv Post reported in December 2005
that the Ukrainian government has issued a request for
proposals from public relations agencies to work with the
government on image building. It is not clear from the
news reports, but perhaps that work might support the
investment promotional activities related to image building.
Sub-national investment promotion is developing in
certain areas. Transnational corporations often are attracted
to specific locations or clusters of economic activity. Where
sub-national agencies exist, a new challenge will arise.
UNCTAD calls attention to “the need to coordinate policies
across various administrative levels within a country.
Without coordination, there could be competition among
regions within a country that may lead to “fiscal wars”
and result in waste as far as the welfare of the country as
a whole is concerned. It also increases the risk that
promotion agencies, if they are unable to coordinate with
other policy-making bodies in the country, will be unable
to deliver on promises to investors. The challenge is of
particular importance in large countries” [5].
A final trend of possible interest for Ukraine is the
development of regional cooperation among IPAs. UNCTAD
notes that some countries come together to promote their
region to foreign investors, and UNCTAD cites the Baltic
Sea Region and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations.
It is unclear the extent to which such cooperation among
potential competitors actually can have an impact on the
ability of individual countries to attract FDI.
Looking ahead, Ukraine has important opportunities
to attract foreign direct investment. It has established under
the President an Investment Council with significant
participation from leading private-sector representatives
from around the world. The Ukraine Foreign Investment
Promotion Agency is established and, as press reports
suggest, it appears work is moving forward on image
building for the country. The country has strong subnational organizations that can lead on regional investment
promotion. International organizations exist to provide a
broad variety of support and assistance to Ukraine’s national
or sub-national IPAs. Research by leading organizations
provides important information on what makes IPAs in
transition economies successful in attracting foreign direct
investment, calling special attention to the importance of
involvement of private-sector representatives and the need

for coordination between national and sub-national IPAs.
In summary, a direction is set and Ukraine can benefits
from the experience and learnings of IPAs around the world
to achieve even greater success in attracting foreign direct
investment for Ukraine.
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инвестиционных агентств в привлечении прямых иностранных инвестиций.
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are effective in attracting foreign direct investments
In article the role of national investment agencies in
attraction of direct foreign investments is considered.
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THEORETICAL BASIS FOR EVALUATION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS
PART I
Statement of problem. The continuing growth of
interdependence and interconnection of national economies
during the distributing processes of economic globalization
makes issues more pressing to ensure their competitiveness
as a prerequisite for sustainable economic development.
This requires a comprehensive analysis of Ukraine’s
economic competitiveness and development of integrated
strategy to increase national economic competitiveness.
In the world there are many generally accepted methods
of evaluation of country’s international competitiveness,
but as international experience has shown, it is important
that the system of indicators of national competitiveness
not simply duplicate foreign benchmarks, and takes into
account the internal peculiarities of economic development.
Thus, systematic study of methodological approaches to
assess the international competitiveness of countries in
terms of global structural transformations is very important
both in theoretical and practical aspects.
Analysis of research and publications. Current
research and approaches of defining the essence of national
economic competitiveness, development of methodologies
to assess the country’s competitiveness and its directions
are in the works of A.A. Cherniavsky, A. Brandenburger,
M. Porter, S. Kindelberg, J. Tobin. Scientists S. Haminin
and Y. Kindzersky focused their attention on assessing the
competitiveness of Ukraine’s economy and national
economic competitive priorities of Ukraine, and in studies
of Kostusev the basic objectives of competition policy in
the modern period are defined. Above-mentioned
information indicates the growing importance of evaluating
of national economic competitiveness in terms of market
relations in our country.
Purpose of the article. The main objectives of this
article are to examine factors which affect national
competitiveness of country and analysis of existing
methods of competitiveness assessment of country’s
economy.
Description of main material. At the turn of the
millenniums world distribution of political and economic
forces has essential structural changes. There is a
dynamic capacity accumulation of individual countries,
which is capable to affect powerfully the strength of
force centers on the map of international political coexistence in political and, first of all, economic spheres.
Characteristic features of the current period of
globalization are:
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— increased competition among countries for
sources of production factors (capital, labor, resources,
technology);
— increased competition between the centers of
economic power (NAFTA, EU, Southeast Asia) for the
distribution of global markets and spread of their influence
on other countries;
— creation of new regional leaders and expansion
of their influence in the region (China, India, Poland,
Uzbekistan, etc.);
— more intensive trade and payments imbalances,
increased economic differentiation of the world;
— more intensive fight for placing in the territories
of countries with the most profitable industries according
to modern technologies;
— increased interdependence of national financial
markets, increased speculative currency and financial
flows between countries;
— strengthening and implementation of more
refined methods of protectionism in response to attempts
to align international economic and legal environment and
expand regional and world leaders;
— expanded practice application of economic
impact to address the political goals;
— increased intervention of international organizations
in regulating global goods and resources flows;
— increased weight of transnational corporations,
increased monopolization of world commodity markets,
increased influence of pressure groups on government
by the representatives of multinational corporate interests.
Schematically the main features of contemporary
economic globalization can be written as follows (figure 1.1).
The competitiveness of national economy, as one
of the basic economic categories, is a subject of numerous
professional and public debate, often it appears in
scientific and publicistic literature as characteristic of the
country’s ability to survive and develop in a “hostile
environment” of global economy. Formation of a
competitive economy is always mentioned among priority
tasks of socio-economic policy of a country, repeatedly
fixed by Addresses of President of Ukraine, government
programs, and other high-level documents. Affirmation
of Ukraine as competitive high-tech state is defined by
Strategy of economic and social development of Ukraine
(2004-2015 years) “By way of European integration” by
fundamental principle of strategic course [1, p. 8].
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Fig. 1. Signs of modern economic globalization

Meanwhile, despite the wide currency of this notion,
in research studies there is still no uniform definition of
national economic competitiveness. Ukrainian and foreign
authors emphasize different components of this
multidimentional category, presenting them as the main
criteria. Thus, a spectrum of definitions is ranging from
purely technical, arising from extended treatment of the
competitiveness of company, to extensive socio-economic
ones, which consider competitiveness to be generalized
indicator of sustainability of socio-economic system.
Categorial variations lead to the erosion of target
policy priorities of ensuring national economic
competitiveness. In the western economic literature there
is a common “universal” interpretation of competitiveness
as the ability of country or company to design and
produce goods and services or of high quality, or at prices
which are significantly lower as compared with
competitors [2, p. 20]. This approach is presented in
detailed form in the studies of the World economic forum.
According to the World economic Forum, a
competitiveness is determined by real and potential
opportunities for firms to design in existing for them
conditions, to produce and sell goods that according to
price and quality characteristics are more attractive for
consumers than competing products are [3, p. 129].
A logical development of this approach is the
interpretation of national economic competitiveness as
characteristic of its commodity producer’s position in the
world market. In particular, Ukrainian researcher B.
Gubskiy considers competitiveness as caused by
economic, social and political factors, steady state of the
country’s domestic and foreign markets, the ability of party
of competition fight to resist international competition in
the domestic market as well as foreign markets [4, p. 41].

Meanwhile, a change of competitive party from a
particular firm to the national economy causes a change in
number of authors’ understanding of competitive object
and corresponding primary criterion. Thus, in broader
interpretation a competitiveness is perceived as the ability
of economy to balance its external proportions and avoid
the restrictions that are caused by external economic
sphere, and as the country’s ability to reproduce by itself
the improvement of its world economic links [5, p. 72].
Important in this context is the awareness of secondary
characteristic of specific substantial content of competition
process. The subject of competition, then, is not directly
the product, but the viability of economy. In the best way
it corresponds to essence of concept of competitiveness
at the national economy level. In the implementation of
specific products in one segment of the world market,
competitiveness can not be regarded as a sign of national
economic competitiveness and vice versa: the loss of certain
markets should not be construed as a loss of
competitiveness level by national economy (Fig. 1).
The need to ensure a high-level competitiveness of
national economy as a means of improving the society’s
welfare was emphasized by one of the leading researchers
in modern problems of competitiveness in the world —
M. Porter, who said that competitiveness was not an end
in itself. “The main purpose of the state — he wrote —
to provide rather high and rising standard of living for
their citizens. The capacity of the state to do it depends
not on some amorphous term “competitiveness”, but on
the fact how efficiently the national resources are used
— labor and capital “[6, p. 18].
Today more and more obvious becomes the impact
of globalization in all spheres of human activity, whether
political, economic, cultural or other processes. The
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evidence of it can be increased flows of information,
goods, capital, services, which are acquiring global scale.
The world changes and develops, being in constant
development and improvement, and rate of growth of
world markets often takes the lead over development rate
of institutions, that have to manage economic and social
spheres of the country, which ensure participation in
globalization. World practice shows that the world
economy is adequate to those countries, the institutions
of which are effectively integrated into world financial,
production and social structures. But those countries that
did not rebuilt in proper time the system of social and
economic relations will fall out of the globalization process
and ultimately may find themselves in the periphery of
the world economy. In this respect Ukraine faces a
difficult task, solving of which determines, particularly,
whether it will enter in the world community as a full
party or remain only an rich in raw materials area.
Currently, gaining a large scale, there is a general
level of competition. In these circumstances the degree of
activity and the country’s participation in global processes
are determined, above all, by the competitiveness of its
economy, that is by the ability to produce goods that meet
international standards and, therefore, that are in demand
in world markets. To be successful in this regard, the
countries should position themselves as the interesting trade
partners, supplying high-tech and even unique production
that meet the requirements and interests of world
consumers [7, p. 14].
From an economic point of view, a competitiveness
means the country’s ability to achieve high economic
growth. One of the important indicators in this context
is, particularly, the level of its citizens’ welfare, the main
parameter of which is the continuous increase of average
GDP and increased level and quality of population life.
Creating and maintaining the environment, ensuring the
competitiveness of its economic entities, the state provides
the high competitiveness of the nation as a whole.
The increased competition problems were the subject
of scientists’ research at various stages of market
economy development. Many aspects of this scientific
problem remains unsolved and ungrounded. In studying
the genesis of the competition, its driving forces, we can
conclude that the notion of “competition” is ambiguous.
Its character and shape are different in different markets
and in different market situations. Theoretical foundation
for studying of the phenomenon of competition became
the studies of A. Smith, who was one among the first
developers of absolute advantage theory. The main idea
of this theory is the productive efficiency of some
countries with other ones. Scientists proved that in the
absence of restrictions on trade, the countries specialize
in manufacture of production, that has competitive
advantages. Specialization of the countries in the
production of competitive products in the market
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promotes productivity growth of labor and requires
increased skill level of labor force and reduced time for
switching from one activity to another.
A significant contribution to scientists’ theoretical
explorations of those times was made by D. Ricardo, who
put forward the theory of comparative advantage. One of
the main conditions for effective economic development
he saw free competition. The scientist concluded, that
only under free market “country, especially if it allows
free import of products, can accumulate capital in sufficient
quantities without significant increases of land rent” [6. p.
45]. International competitive advantages, in his opinion,
may result from technological differences, which provide
advantages in cost.
According to other authors, E. Heckscher, B. Ohlin
and L. Kravis [8. p. 118], this concept raises doubts about
the possibility of its practical use. In this regard, it is
recommended to consider within a unified theory of
production factors.
In the theory of production factors a special place
occupies a human capital. According to this theory, the
international trade is examined in terms of quantitative
differences in the intensity of such production factors as
labor and capital. Heckscher-Ohlin’ theorem is a reflection
of main ideas and statements of this theory. Its point is
that the countries export those goods, for the production
of which they have excess production factors [8, p. 120].
Thus, L. Kravis noted that manufacturers, who
focus on exports, offer higher wage than those who
compete with imports. He stressed that the difference in
wage reflects the different qualifications and skills level,
and direction of trade is due to different systems of
education and further education.
A special attention to the characteristics of country’s
competitiveness was paid by M. Porter. He noted that
some economists understand this term as a
macroeconomic phenomenon, which is determined by
such variables, as exchange rates, interest rates and budget
deficits. However, many countries managed to raise rapidly
living standards despite budget deficits (Japan, Italy), the
fall of the domestic currency (Germany, Switzerland)
and high interest rates (Italy and Korea). He also stressed
the importance of human capital in creating competitive
relationships. M. Porter pointed to the important role of
high-level education in the international competitiveness
development [9].
Along with the above-mentioned factors J. Vanek
[10] and L. Kravis [11, p. 64] consider natural resources
as an important factor in international trade activization.
It should be noted that the classical concepts of
competitiveness, that examine conditions of its
achievement in stable market environment, often can not
respond to what actions should be taken by its business
entities to preserve and improve it in the modern business
environment. And the speed of these processes practically
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has not leave time to implement adequate regulation. In
event of crisis, the methods of reducing crisis were
developed at the national level, sometimes the countries
united their efforts. However, thoroughly the causes of
the crisis were not examined, the anti-crisis measures
are unable to eliminate real reasons, which were formed
as a result of economic system disparity. At the present
stage, when negative consequences become apparent, in
particular in highly-developed countries (non-payments
for granted loans, overproduction, increased migration
to these countries, financial crisis, etc.), more often there
are questions about the necessity of regulation and
increasing of the state’s role in maintaining
competitiveness, that undergoes emergency strikes from
mentioned effects [12, p. 28].
Therefore, in the late ХХ c., when competitive
conditions were much complicated, the scientistseconomists developed a range of new concepts, aimed at
effective competition in the domestic and international
markets. They were also characteristic for individual market
segments, or individual forms of management [12, p. 25].
The next theory — the theory of technological space
examines competitive advantage, due to international
differences in the technologies. According to M. Posner,
export provides for orientation on output that is either new
or competitive with analogues [13]. According to the
mentioned theory, goods are exported from the country,
which is a technology leader and offers higher wages.
The founders of the theory “Training in international
trade” were M. Posner and C. Erou. This theory is based
on the assertion that technology of individual country is
determined by the total number of manufactured products.
That is a country with higher volumes of production due
to learning curve effect achieves lower costs, that is
creates the best technology and has better opportunities
for exports than a country with a low volume of
manufactured products.
Further research in the theory of competition are
associated with the explanation of competitive advantage,
oriented to account of not only changes of international
trade specifics, but also of the peculiarities of the domestic
market development. The first group of theories includes:
the theory of internal sector trade (T. Levitt); a theory of
excess technology (M. Perlits); theory of
internationalization (R. Coase, P. Barkli, M. Kesson,
J. Tees); concept of international strategy formation —
model of globalization (M. Porter); eclectic theory
(J. Dunning).
Competitive advantages in the domestic market are
discovered in the theory of monopolies (S. Hammer, S.
Kydleberher, H Johnson, R. Kraws). In the mentioned theory
the direct investments are suggested to consider as a controlling
motive of competitive relations. Monopoly theory of direct
foreign investments is based on the fact that foreign entities
try to implement quasi-monopoly profits which can be

obtained by advantages in technologies, better access to capital
and product diversification. In this theory special attention is
given to the effect of economies of scale. This group of
theories should include also a search theory of competitive
advantages in the context of globalization (H. Azov,
A. Cherenkov). Scientists do not only focus on competitive
advantages of firms, but, in general, on condition and trends
in the competitive environment development.
The problems of non-price competition, cooperation
and interaction of domestic producers to gain new
geographic outlets are highlighted by representatives of
scientific centers of Japan (H. Takeuchi, H. Koboyasi,
M. Tsuchiya, T. Noguchi) [14, p. 21].
The idea of combining cooperation and competition
was developed in the theory of “joint-competition”
(A. M. Brandenburher, B. J. Neylbaffer). According to
this theory in competitive fight not one, but all members
can get the advantages [15, p. 29].
The formation of network economy, the fundamental
elements of functioning of which is the dominance of
advanced computer and information technologies,
communications, etc., has influenced the behavior of
economic entities, the nature of their interaction,
processes of creation and distribution of added value,
standardization and product diversification,
interconnection of macro-and microeconomics [15, p.
35]. It is accordingly affected competition, thus having
changed both the meaning of concept “competition” and
a sources of competitive advantage formation.
Conducted generalizations make it possible to
determine the competitiveness of national economy in
globalization process as an economic category, which
characterizes social relations in the state to ensure
environment of a stable national production growth,
adapted to changes of world state of business and
domestic demand on the basis of national competitive
advantages and achievement of better socio-economic
parameters in comparison with the competitors. The
proposed definition focuses on the conditions of economic
environment formation of competitiveness and allows to
treat national economic competitiveness as the ability of
the economic system to ensure socio-economic optimality
under any influence of internal and external factors.
In an economic literature the questions about
composition and content of the factors which shape and
form the level of country’s competitiveness, has
controversial nature. Just complete factor classification,
influencing the level of competitiveness is presented in the
work of I. Makasyuk — “State Regulation of Economy”,
based on so-called conjuncture-forming factors [16,
p. 125]. However, it is very generalized approach. The
same trend is observed in the works of A. V. Pykulkyn
and W. Tsybulkin — “The system of government” [16,
p. 37]. Various competition-forming factors much
differently affect the country’s competitiveness. There are
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Strategy of companies, their structure
and nature of competition between
them

Parameters of

Parameters of production

production factors

demand

Related and supporting sectors
Fig. 2. Determinants of competitiveness (“National diamond”) [10, p. 56]

many approaches to select factors that affect
competitiveness, so you need to consider several
approaches to determine factors, affecting the
competitiveness of the country, namely: M. Porter’s theory,
methods of Worldwide Economic Forum, the methods of
the International Institution of Management Development
and Methods of Worldwide Bank.
Highly-productive economic territories — are the
territories with a close connection between industrial
sectors and enterprises. These relationships is that
characterizes industrial clusters. Porter explains industrial
clusters as “quadrilateral benefits” (Fig. 2).
According to Porter’s theory, there is a quadrangle
of interacting factors that result in rapid growth of
productivity. These four factors are:
а) Parameters of production factors:
1) number, skills and personnel costs;
2) quantity, quality, availability and cost of the natural
resources of the country, such as land, water resources,
mineral deposits, timber, hydropower, fish lands;
3) knowledge resources which exist in the country,
including scientific, technical and marketing knowledge
that affect the quantity and quality of goods and services;
4) volume and cost of capital available to finance
economic activities;
5) type of quality and spending on infrastructure
for user, including transportation of the country, system
of communication, health and other factors that directly
affect the quality of life in the country [10, p. 89].
б) Parameters of production demand:
1) composition of demand in domestic market,
expressed in various existing market niches, customer
demands and how well the needs of buyers in the
domestic market provide for needs in other markets;
2) volume and rate of domestic demand growth;
3) ways of internationalization of domestic demand
and country’s production and services output to foreign
markets.
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в) Related and supporting sectors:
1) availability of internationally competitive
industries-suppliers that create these benefits of the next
sectors in the manufacturing chain through effective, early
or easy access to their cost-effective contribution;
2) competitive internationally linked productions,
which can coordinate and implement activities together
in a chain of additional cost, or producers of
complementary products.
г) strategy of companies, their structure and nature
of competition between them:
1) ways, by which a company is managed and its
competition;
2) goals, which companies seek to achieve,
motivation of their employees and managers;
3) volume of internal competition of creation and
sustaining competitive advantage in respective sector [10,
p. 91].
Systemic nature of this quadrangle favours
formation of clustering. Porter found that this interaction
is enhanced and expanded under geographical
concentration of leading competitors within the same
industry.
(To be continued in № 4 of 2011)
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Chernova H. Theoretical basis for evaluation
of national economic competitiveness
In this article, under review there are the
methodological problems of definition of competitiveness,
factors that influence the formation of national economic
competitiveness, their modification under economic
globalization, and also existing methods of evaluation of
country’s competitiveness level of economy are examined.
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Чернова О. Теоретична основа для оцінки національної економічної конкурентоспроможності
У статті розглядаються методологічні проблеми визначення поняття конкурентноздатності, чинники, що впливають на формування конкурентноздатності національної
економіки, їхньої модифікації в умовах економічної глобалізації, а також аналізуються існуючи методики оцінки
рівня конкурентоспроможності економіки країни.
Ключові слова: конкуренція, оцінка, національна
економіка.
Чернова Е. Теоретическая основа для оценки национальной экономической конкурентоспособности
В статье рассматриваются методологические проблемы определения понятия конкурентоспособности, факторы, которые оказывают влияние на формирование конкурентоспособности национальной экономики, их модификации в условиях экономической интеграции, а также
анализируются существующие методики оценки уровня
конкурентоспособности экономики страны.
Ключевые слова: конкуренция, оценка, национальная экономика.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES OF AGRO-INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION IN UKRAINE:
THE IMPACT OF EXTERNAL EFFECTS
Agro-industry is an important part of the economy.
Its progress directly affects the level of national welfare
and food security. At the present stage of Ukrainian
economy development agro-industry is exposed to many
external effects, often adverse, and in consequences it
could change its structure. External effects or
externalities are so called external effects of unregulated
markets, which have an influence on the economic entity
as a result of activity or transactions where this entity
opt out. The main tenets of the theory of externalities
were formed in the works of foreign scientists such as
R. Koas, A.Pigou, P. Samuelson, J. Stiglitz, A.I. Borodin,
O.F. Balatsky, A. Golub, A.A. Gusev, M.L. Kozeltseva,
etc. These effects can both possess positive and negative
character [4]. One can single out more than one major
negative externalities, which can undergo agro-industry:
1) the negative impact of one part of agricultural
production on another part of it; 2) the negative impact
of agricultural production on another sector of the
economy; 3) activities in non-agricultural sector could
have a negative impact on agricultural sector.
The dynamics of changes in the structure of

agricultural production in Ukraine under the influence of
external effects can be traced through individual
components of its structure. One of the major components
of the agricultural structure is the human factor, as it plays
a decisive role in the development of economic activity,
improving of its organization and management. According
to a statistical digest of Ukraine agriculture on the number
of employed agriculture ranks third place (16% of total
employment) after the trade, hotel and restaurant sector
(23%) and industry (18%) (fig. 1).
The high share of employment accounts for by the
fact that agriculture is one of the most important sectors
of the economy of any state. However, despite this, the
number of employed population in agriculture does not
increase, but from year to year declines, while total
employment grows (fig. 2).
One can observe the trend of increasing the number
of people employed in construction, services (trade, repair
of motor vehicles, household appliances and personal goods,
the activities of hotels and restaurants (fast pace), transport
and communications, financial services, real estate, rentals,
services to individuals ) and social (education, health, social

Fig. 1. Number of employed population by economic activity
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of the employed population in agriculture sector relative to total employment

Fig. 3. Nominal average monthly wages of agricultural workers in comparison with the level of wages in general
in all sectors (UAH)

care, community and personal services, the sphere of culture
and sports — a little slower), but the number of people
employed in industry and agriculture is declining. This
dynamics can be attributed to the general trend of population
urbanization. Urban enterprises and service facilities are more
competitive than agricultural enterprises. Possibility of better
living conditions, better wages in town (the average wage
of agricultural workers in comparison with the average salary
in general in all sectors of the economy is growing
disproportionately — every year the gap between these rates
increases (fig. 3)) and the prestige of urban life creates an
external effect by urban enterprises and facilities services
for agricultural enterprises, as it diverts a lot of labor force
from them.
Agricultural enterprises are in need of formation of

the agrarian labor market, which would provide the
companies with key workers of mass occupations [1],
as well as to balance supply and demand of manpower
resources, to improve working conditions and quality of
life in rural areas, to form a more prestigious image of
agricultural labor.
Another important component of the agricultural
structure is land and land relations. In Ukraine, the
agricultural lands account for 71% of the total land area
of the country (data at the end of 2008). Structural
changes in property relations at the expense of the
permanent assets of agricultural production, land use and
land relations, forms of management are also involve
changes in the structure of agricultural production.
Reforming of the collective agricultural enterprises
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Table 1
Area of agricultural land by categories of landowners and land tenants (thousands ha)
1990

1995

2000

2004

2005

2006

2007

2 008

Agricultural enterp rises,
including:

38 705,4

3 5184,0

29878,0

23502,4

22116,7

21199,1

21047,0

21019,3

— n on-state

28 778,0

2 8068,2

28030,1

22213,7

20886,5

2022 ,1

19941,4

19954,4

— state е

9 927,4

7115,8

1847,9

1288,7

1230,2

1177 ,0

1105,6

1064,9

Citizens

2 669,0

5588,6

8543,4

13819,3

14922,7

15602,4

15707,7

15584,5

41 374,4

4 0772,6

38421,4

37321,7

37039,4

36801,5

36754,7

36603,8

Total

and privatization of state enterprises on the basis of private
property in the village offers a choice of economic activity
forms and the formation of a private owners’ class. It
also solves the problem of land ownership and its
implementation in the system of industrial relations of
the agricultural sector [3]. Despite the fact that agriculture
is one of the most important sectors of the economy and
agricultural lands occupy most of the entire country, the
total area of agricultural lands of both enterprises and
citizens have been decreasing since 1990 (tab. 1).
Reduction rate of agricultural lands was increasing
till 2000 (reduction from 1990 to 1995 was 601.8 thousand
ha, and from 1995 to 2000. — 2351.2 thousand ha), and
then began to decrease (from 2000 up to 2005 — 1382
thousand ha, since 2005 until 2008 — 435.6 thousand
ha). A similar trend was to be observed in the structure of
sown areas of crops (from 1990 to 1995 sown areas
decreased by 1443 thousand ha, from 1995 to 2000 — by
3790 thousand ha, from 2000 to 2005 — by 1129 thousand
ha and since 2006 a growth trend is observed). This can
be explained by the transition to the crop production in
agriculture, creating of institutional and legal framework
of agricultural production and positive changes in it in the
early 2000”s. Several legislative acts were adopted during
2000-2002 concerning the functioning improvement of
food markets, the prohibition of administrative interference
in the interregional movement of agricultural products,
building of marketing infrastructure and organization of
agricultural service cooperatives [3].
If to consider the structure of agricultural land by
categories of landowners, one may note that the share of
agricultural enterprises (both state and private) in total
area of agricultural lands is decreasing, while the
percentage of civil landowners and land users is growing.
Most of them occupy the commodity production and
private farming.
In a market economy, land is a commodity which
is constantly increasing in price that is one reason for
increased cost of agricultural output and inflation at the
consumer market. In all countries land as natural resource
is public property regardless of their ownership. The state
conducts environmental activities, provides funds for
maintenance of soil fertility. In order to solve the growing
environmental problems in the agricultural policy of
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

developed countries an independent branch was formed
— sustainable development of rural areas. Organization
of land administration system under circumstances of
private property requires higher transaction costs than
under the state ownership of land. However, despite
improvements in the legal framework regarding private
land ownership, agricultural market participants feel the
incomplete process of the legal and institutional
framework formation, especially concerning the
protection of private property rights, access to objective
information on market prices, antimonopoly regulation
and unnecessary transaction costs [3], which are caused
by external effects in activities of agricultural enterprises.
Material and technical basis, as a structural part of
agricultural sector, takes into account the availability and
adaptability of production space, age of the equipment,
and compliance of available material resources with
production program. Qualitative composition of
manufacturing facilities and its provision of agricultural
enterprises have a direct impact on the structure of
agriculture itself. Objective evaluation of their formation
process creates prerequisites for the intensification of
production, the sustainable development of the enterprises,
the living standards improving of rural population. The
problem of the formation and usage of fixed assets acquired
special importance in connection with the acceleration of
scientific and technological progress, increased competition,
the influence of external effects and changes in the market
of raw materials and finished products of companies in
agricultural sector and related industries.
The cost of fixed assets has been declining until
2008, while the total value of all assets in the overall
economy grows (fig. 4). This can be explained by the
strong physical and moral deterioration of the material
and technical agricultural base, lack of production
facilities, buildings, machinery, equipment, etc., as well
as inadequate investment in the agricultural sector. Only
since 2008 one can observe a tendency of the fixed assets
increasing in the agricultural sector.
However, the cost of the fixed assets in agriculture
in 2008 occupies only 3% of the total assets value in the
economy (fig. 5). Its share in total value of fixed assets
in economics since 2001 has decreased by 7.2%.
An actual problem of the agricultural sector
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Fig. 4. Dynamics of the total fixed assets value in the economy relative to fixed assets in agriculture

Fig. 5. Fixed assets in the economy by types of economic activity

development is to provide the mechanized production for
competitive agricultural products that is sufficient
scientifically-based composition of the machine-tractor
fleet. Available machine-tractor fleet does not meet modern
requirements of agricultural production. The agricultural
sector is provided with the main types of farming equipment
only at 48-66% [3]. The number of all types of agricultural
machinery is gradually decreasing. In addition, the lack of
funds for the purchase of spare parts does not allow
performing a sufficient volume of repair works, so the
preparedness of agricultural equipment to the appropriate
season is reducing, and part of the machinery is not used
because of technical malfunctions. There is also not enough
new equipment to replace the decommissioned one. As a
result of the low purchasing power, Ukrainian agricultural
enterprises are forced to buy foreign-made equipment that
was already in use for 3-8 years and by this token technique
of domestic production often have lower specifications.
Due to the reduction of quantitative equipment composition
and decreasing its level of preparedness for work, the load

on one unit of equipment is increasing, which leads to
violations of the farming requirements, time magnifying
for the execution of work and loss of crops. It is therefore
necessary to take urgent measures for improving of the
technical capacity of the agricultural sector and more
efficient use of its potential.
Low share of fixed assets of agriculture in the
structure of fixed assets of the economy in general depend
on low investment in agriculture compared with other
economic sectors (fig. 6).
For the full reproduction of the material and technical
base of agriculture there is high need to renew and buy
annually new equipment, machinery, spare parts and repair
materials. Investment policy plays an important role in
shaping of the technical staff of the fixed assets in
agriculture and agro-industrial complex as a whole. As it
can be seen from fig.6 investment in fixed capital relative
to other agricultural sectors of the economy is much
smaller. According to the 2008 they occupied only 7.2%
of the total fixed capital investment in all economic sectors.
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Fig. 6. Investments in fixed assets by economic activities (mil. hryvnas)

There is a significant reduction of investment in
agricultural machinery, agricultural equipment and
manufacturing industries. This can be explained by the
fact that at the present stage of development agriculture
is not a profitable industry, so it’s less risky and more
profitable for investors to enter into agreements with more
profitable nonagricultural enterprises. In this situation one
can speak about the negative externalities which affect
the agricultural enterprises, because enterprises in other,
more profitable industries which operate in the market,
is diverting investment resources away from them. A lack
of getting funds adversely affects the structure of the
fixed assets of material and technical base of agriculture.
Financing sources for the acquisition of agricultural
machinery is also profits and depreciation. However, the
profits of agricultural enterprises are falling, and thus the
depreciation contribution of agricultural producers is
reducing. This is because prices of industrial products used
in agriculture, grow more rapidly than the prices of
agricultural products, as well as increased costs for repair
of obsolete equipment. All this can create negative
externalities for the agricultural enterprises from the part of
manufacturers of engineering products and machine building
plants that benefit from the higher demand to specialize in
the manufacture of machines for other industries. Since
these producers do not specialize in manufacturing
technology and machinery for agriculture, so they do not
tend to improve the quality of agricultural technology and
innovation in this field. This externality will adversely affect
the structure of logistics, engineering and technological
support for agricultural production. It is also necessary to
develop the domestic automobile and engineering industry
by improving product quality and innovation, because the
appearance of strong competitors in the person of Russia
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

and Belarus, in turn, is a demonstration of the external effect
for the Ukrainian manufacturers.
If one considers the dynamics of change in sectors
of agriculture and the results of their activities, it may be
noted that in 1990-2000 the production of the gross
agricultural production decreased. In 2000-2005 it begins
to increase and stabilize, until 2007 is lowering, and in
2008 there is again increasing (fig. 7).
Agriculture is a part of agro-industrial complex and
includes two main sectors — crop and livestock
production. In the production of major crops according
to croppage index of 2008 an overall increase is to be
observed in gross output of crops (notably — on
indicators of cereals, legumes and sunflower gross
harvest the remaining crop is relatively stable, except for
sugar beet, the collection of which decreases (fig. 8)).
It can be explained by the fact that in recent years,
yields of all crops has increased, and then there is a shift
in the direction of crop development in agriculture
alongside with the increase of the sown areas. The same
trend is observed for the production of basic crop
products per 1 person and for the the gross collection —
by 2008 there is growth in performance of cereals,
legumes and sunflower. The production of other crops
per 1 person is relatively stable except for sugar beet
which production is reducing.
In the structure of animal breeding until 2000 there
was a decrease in livestock, except for hog breeding and
poultry keeping where livestock population, on the contrary,
is growing. Since 2000 due to the implementation of
measures for suspension of the recession in agriculture
and improving of industry’s efficiency [3], one can notice
the slow growth of livestock, whereas generally poultry
keeping is growing, though the cattle population is
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Fig. 7. Dynamics of gross agricultural output (mil. hryvnas)
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Fig. 8. Gross yield of major agricultural crops (thousands tons)

decreasing. If we compare the structure of livestock and
poultry keeping by farm categories, we can note that for
2008 a large proportion percentage wise for all types of
livestock and poultry keeping belongs to the population
enterprises, rather than agricultural one.
Production of major livestock products until 2000
has been declining, but then since 2000 up to 2006 it has
been steadily increasing (fig. 9), and the major share of
livestock manufacture is made up from the production
of honey, eggs and milk, while wool and meat production
is in relatively very small proportion. For the production
of major livestock output per 1 person, the same trends
are naturally determined as for livestock products in
general. The main commodities are milk and eggs.
Gross agricultural output in all categories of farms in
2008 accounts 103,977.9 mil. hryvnas: 62% (64,889.1

mil.) and 38% (39,078.8 mil.) for to crop and livestock
production, accordingly. It should be noted that most of
the gross output collection belongs to population farms —
56112.5 mil. hryvnas (54%), while the share of agricultural
enterprises — 4786.4 mil. hryvnas. (46%) of them are
state-owned enterprises — 1448.8 mil. hryvnas (1,4%)
and non-public entities — 46416.6 mil. hryvnas (44,6%)).
The reduction of livestock population and the
transition to crop development direction create negative
externalities for the agricultural enterprises that specialized
in the production (growth) of feed crops, the construction
of barns and ancillary buildings for cattle. Moreover it
would lead to the increase of demand for fertilizers,
engineering products. So, it’s, as mentioned above, not
always advantageous for enterprises to specialize exactly
in the production of agricultural equipment and machinery.
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Fig. 9. Production of major livestock products

Fig. 10. Changes in rate of return of agricultural production (%)

The current problem of agricultural production at
present is the problem of further improving of the industry’s
efficiency, i.e. its effectiveness. Summary measure of
economic efficiency of agricultural production is an
indicator of profitability. Basing on the analysis of average
levels of profitability one can determine which products
and which business units provide greater profitability. It
becomes especially important in today’s market conditions,
where the financial sustainability of the enterprise depends
on specialization and concentration of production.
Production efficiency of agricultural enterprises in
Ukraine is not stable. Livestock industry was unprofitable
(in 1995-2004 as well as in 2006-2007) and their level of
profitability during these periods was negative, and in
2008 it was equal only 0.1% (fig. 10). In crop production,
a positive profit and positive rate of return is to be observed
(the lowest one in 2005 — 7.9%, the profit amounted to
900.2 mil.). The most profitable products for 2008 were
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

grapes (58,8%), sunflower (18.4%), grains and legumes
(16.4%), while products of the livestock industry generally
have a negative rate of return, except for milk, dairy
products (4.1%) and eggs (13%). The rate of return such
as cattle brought in up to 24.1%. The lowest rate of
return was -74.7% (wool).
If we consider the structure of agricultural
enterprises’ production costs compared with 1990, one
can note the upward trend in material costs which were
included in production costs — the cost of feed, seeds
and planting materials, fertilizers, electricity, petroleum
products, fuel, spare parts and building materials,
depreciation, etc. (in 2008 they were 86,7% of total
expenditure on agricultural production, although the
depreciation cost of fixed assets has decreased), and
reduce of labor costs (10,7%). Also there is decrease of
the costs of social events (fig. 11). It had a negative
impact on employment in agriculture.
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Fig. 11. Cost structure of agricultural output production
on farms

To improve the efficiency of agricultural production
one should not only increase the output of products, but
also efficiently use it in economy and distribute marketing
channels. Agricultural enterprises are interested in rapid
implementation of its products as it directly affects the
financial condition of the economy, contributes to its
strengthening. Agricultural products can be sold to
processing companies, population, market and other areas.
Directly to the public, it is implemented in very small
quantities, as the key realization areas are processing plants.
In the sales structure a crop production is sold in
Ukraine more than livestock. Throughout 1990-2000
selling of crop production has been decreasing, but then

since 2000 it had an unstable tendency to increase, and
up to 2008 reached a larger volume than in 1990. Most
of the selling structure took grains and legumes. With
regard to livestock production, its selling during 19902000 has been decreasing rapidly, and since 2000 it slowly
began to grow. In its structure the most part took eggs,
milk and dairy products.
The ultimate goal of agricultural production is to meet
the food needs of the population, so it is important to consider
the consumption structure of food products (fig. 12).
As it can be seen from Figure 12 the basic food
products for Ukrainians are milk and dairy products, eggs,
grain products, potatoes and vegetables. Consumption of
meat, fish, livestock, dairy and fish products, fruits occupy
a smaller proportion in dietary intake of Ukrainian citizens
because of their higher price. However, not all nutrients
contained in these products can be fully replaced by other
cheaper food products. Rational nutrition, full and balanced
dietary intake are very important for human health, so the
structure of the average daily consumption of basic micro
and macro elements in the food products has a direct impact
on its health, and it must meet the standards defined by
the Ministry of health protection of Ukraine. Thus there is
a negative externality for consumers due to the deformation
of the interindustry proportions in agriculture and its crop
branch of development. As most of the major micro- and
macro elements are consumed with crop sector products,
and, accordingly, the share of crop sector in total croppage
and sale of products is greater than in cattle sector, it will
affect the price of the final output and consumer choice.
Agro-industry is a vital sector of the economy, which
determines the level of peoples’ welfare. Food independence
of the country is depending on it. The results of the
agricultural production are largely dependent on the state

Fig. 12. Consumption of food products (for 1 person, per year, kg)
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and structure of its resource potential. Resource potential
of the agrarian sector is formed by the interaction of
climatic conditions and basic factors of production
agriculture: the quantity and quality of agricultural lands,
the state of logistics, and availability of labor force employed
in agriculture. The main goal of producers is the profit,
the mass of which would enable to ensure the
implementation of expanded reproduction. Improving of
the economic efficiency of agricultural production is
intended to solve another problem — to ensure the
sustainable development of the agricultural sector in the
country and its regions, its way out of the systemic crisis,
and solving of the pressing social problems of the village.
Innovation measures are very important for the
competitiveness improvement of domestic agricultural
enterprises that require appropriate investment. However,
taking into account the increasing of production’s
deformation and destructiveness, the uncertainty of the
environment, the influence of external effects, as well as
the emergence of new risks in a production environment,
it is not enough for agro-enterprises just to take certain
innovation measures. Structural changes are taking place
in Ukraine under conditions of technologically backward
economy with low competitiveness and susceptibility to a
set of externalities. In order structural changes were a
progressive trend in the development, there is a need to
assess the prevailing proportions, determine the factors
influencing them, reveal the relationship of structural
changes and efficiency of economic growth and
development of high-tech industry [1]. In determining their
strategy domestic companies should consider the impact
of various external effects, determine and identify the
direction of their actions and take measures to prevent
negative externalities and to overcome their negative effects.
Taken together, this will form the structure of the national
economy, stable to negative influences of external effects.
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Omelchenko O. Y. Structural changes of agroindustrial production in Ukraine: The impact of
external effects
In the article influence of external effects is examined
on the agroindustrial production of Ukraine. It show the
dynamics of structural changes of agroindustrial production
of Ukraine concerning its separate elements, which serves
as investigation of external effects. It states in the article,
that for providing of the positive structural changes of
agroindustrial production the exposure of interconnection
of structural changes and efficiency of the economic
growth are needed. It is recommended for domestic
enterprises during process of strategy determination to take
into account influence of different external effects.
Key words: external effects, agroindustrial production
of Ukraine, a structure of production, structural changes.
Омельченко О. Ю. Зміни структури агропромислового виробництва України: вплив зовнішніх
ефектів
У статті розглядається вплив зовнішніх ефектів на
агропромислове виробництво України. Показана динаміка структурних змін агропромислового виробництва України по її окремим складовим, яка є наслідком зовнішніх
ефектів. В статті наголошується, що для забезпечення позитивних структурних змін агропромислового виробництва необхідно виявлення взаємозв’язку структурних змін
і ефективності економічного росту. Вітчизняним підприємствам пропонується при визначенні своєї стратегії враховувати вплив різних зовнішніх ефектів.
Ключові слова: зовнішні ефекти, агропромислове виробництво України, структура виробництва,
структурні зміни.
Омельченко О. Ю. Изменения структуры агропромышленного производства Украины: влияние внешних эффектов
В статье рассматривается влияние внешних эффектов на агропромышленное производство Украины. Показана динамика структурных изменений агропромышленного производства Украины по ее отдельным составляющим, которая является следствием
внешних эффектов. В статье отмечается, что для обеспечения положительных структурных изменений агропромышленного производства необходимо выявление взаимосвязи структурных изменений и эффективности экономического роста. Отечественным предприятиям рекомендуется при определении своей стратегии учитывать влияние различных внешних эффектов.
Ключевые слова: внешние эффекты, агропромышленное производство Украины, структура производства, структурные изменения.
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DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT AND BENEFITS OF BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS USAGE
I.
The developers and technologists of information systems
design and explore decision support systems over 35 years.
They emerged at the beginning of the distributed computer
processing, but their history is not so straightforward and
linear. That is why it is necessary a short retrospection and
analysis of their development to be made, before exploring
the contemporary systems of such type.
Before 1965 it was too expensive to design a broad
range information systems based on high class computers
and that is why, the big companies have accepted more
practical and effective (from cost point of view) approach
to develop Management Information Systems (MIS).
These systems centered on supporting managers by
structured, periodical reports, gathering information
mostly from accounting and transactional systems.
In the end of the 1960s there emerged in practice
so called model — oriented DSS or Decision-Making
Support System (DMSS), which have been used mainly
for supporting investing managers in their administration
of a clients’ stock portfolio. Peter Keen and Charles Stabell
are pioneers in the field of DSS.
From technological point of view, very important is
DSS designed by J. Little in 1975, called Brandaid, by which
he pointed out several criteria for designing models and
decision support systems, which are valid until today when
evaluating the contemporary DSS, e.g. robustness, ease of
control, simplicity, and completeness of relevant details.
Except by Americans, DSS conception (in French —
SIAD) is developed independently also in France by
scientists, working on the SCARABEE project (1969-1974).
In 1979 John Rockart (Harvard Business School)
published a key paper, which outlined the main ideas for
designing and developing of so called Executive
Information Systems (EIS) and Executive Support
Systems (ESS). Later, some other authors created the
theoretical range of the knowledge oriented DSS, showing
how important for development of DSS Artificial
Intelligence and Expert Systems are. The First International
Conference on DSS was held in Atlanta in 1981.
Of course, in the area of DSS have been working
many more researchers and designers whose achievements
can not be given in this paper in details, but it is important
the following remark to be done. Up to the end of 1970s are
developed a variety of interactive information systems based
1

on data and models supporting the managers in analyzing of
semi-structured problems but all of them were called with
the common name decision support systems. In this early
time there were considerations, that DSS could be designed
to support decision makers at every organizational level; to
support operations, financial management and strategic
decision making using spatial data, structured
multidimensional data and unstructured documents. In DSS
were applied different models, including optimization and
simulation ones and their establishment were founded
predominantly on statistical program packages.
In the early 1980s, academic researches developed
new category of software to support group decisionmaking — group DSS.
Gradually EIS evolved from single user modeloriented DSS toward data-oriented ЕIS and improved
products for relational databases. More specifically, at
the beginning of 1990s data warehousing and on-line
analytical processing technologies started expanding the
area of EIS and defined a broader category of dataoriented decision support systems. Bill Inmon (who
first used the term “data warehouse” in literature) and
Ralph Kimball are ones of the most active supporters of
the idea for DSS, based on usage of relational database
technology. Meanwhile, the term “business intelligence”1
emerged describing a set of conceptions and methods
for improvement business decisions making through facts
supporting systems use. It could be said, that business
intelligence systems (BIS) are data-driven DSS.
In the beginning of 1990s, a main technological
revolutionary change happened — a shift from DSS
working on mainframe platforms toward DSS, based on
client/server technology. At this time, some desktop online analytical processing (OLAP) tools were introduced,
too. DBMS producers realized the importance of OLAP
technology and started implementing real OLAP
capabilities into their databases. The two key technologies
— EIS and data warehousing — overlapped. In 1995,
when data warehousing and World Wide Web began to
influence the work of practitioners and researchers
working in the area of decision making support
technologies the first Web-based DSS appeared.
Today, in decision making process support are used
systems, operating on different management levels and
the most important of which are Knowledge Work

The term “business intelligence” (BI) was proposed by Howard Dresner from Gartner Group in 1989.
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Systems/Knowledge Management Systems (KWS/KMS)
and Office Automation Systems (OAS) at the level of
knowledge management, Decision Support Systems
(DSS) and Management Information Systems (MIS) at
the management level, and Executive Support Systems
(ESS) at the strategic level2.
KWS/KMS help companies to find, organize and
integrate new business knowledge. Working with
knowledge are people, who possess university degrees
and often are members of recognized professions —
engineers, doctors, lowers and scientists. In comparison
the OAS support and manage documents and the
document flow throughout the enterprise. Working with
data people (secretaries, accountants, clerks, or
managers) possess less formal modern scientific degrees
and do not create information, but they process, use,
manipulate and disseminate it.
MIS aggregate and create weekly, monthly and annual
reports about the essential operations in the company and
are oriented almost exclusively to internal (not external)
events. They serve functions of planning, controlling and
decision making at the middle management level, work with
structured questions and use routine procedures. They are
not flexible and have weak analytical capabilities. At the same
level work DSS, but they however support semi-structured,
unique and fast changing decision making utilizing internal
and external sources. DSS have significantly more analytical
power, allow users’ direct work through their user-friendly
interface and are interactive.
ESS serve the top strategic firm management. These
systems deal with non-structured decisions, they are
designed to be able to collect data from external events
but simultaneously they aggregate the information from
internal MIS and DSS. They filter, compress and track
critical business data using the most contemporary
graphic software, and less analytical models.
Throughout the years there have been designed
decision making support systems in various functional
areas, earmarked for execution of strategic, tactical and
operative business goals at a given moment, according
to the overall economic development and market
traditions3. Recently however, under conditions of the
global competition and fast changing market environment
the management puts forward new requirements about
this kind of systems in order to let the organization remain
competitive and flourishing:
—> Faster information synthesis and a more
intelligent analysis — the business environment is much
more competitive today, because organizations became
decentralized, products life cycle shortened, too. In order
to function in such environment, organizations need more

intelligent analyses and technologies to connect their
operational performance with the strategic goals;
—> More and more increasing needs for exact,
essential and timely data — today, when the information
volume increases all the time and the changes in business
environment are highly dynamic, corporative decision
making will get worse if basic data are defective,
inaccessible or obsolete. Therefore, companies want to
have well timed access to various, but reliable information
sources to make adequate decisions 4;
—> A requirement for making better decisions faster
— as the main assumption for decision making is the
information, which is fast changing by nature, it is too
difficult for the business to cover and evaluate these changes.
Better decision making process demands the envelopment
and evaluation to be improved, in order to receive less wrong
and much better decisions, which support the corporative
goals. Because of the competition the opportunities for
business are extremely time sensitive and that is why, there
is a need to make not only better, but faster decisions using
quicker access to relevant information;
—> Real time working — in contemporary
conditions it becomes very necessary to establish
enterprises which could work with so called zero latency.
This means that the goods manufactured by a respective
producer have to be realized fast without using warehouses.
This could happen only by using real time systems;
—> Competitive power improvement — since ecommerce has changed competition parameters in all
industries oriented toward production or services,
companies repeatedly seek for new technologies and new
ways for their usage in order to take possession and make
use of their sources effectively and on this basis — to
remedy their competitive situation on the market;
—> Management and staff productivity
improvement — recently the focus is shifting more toward
the management productivity in contradiction of
production effectiveness improvement only. While
managers make decisions, not goods, their productivity
is measured by quality and timeliness of these decisions.
Companies consider that managers’ decisions are more
important for organizational productivity than operative
activities automation and therefore, they look for methods
for its short-term and long-term improvement;
—> Using comprehensible models and
transformations for insight — business users want to
analyze and acquire thorough insight of their data using
more comprehensible models. They do not desire
complex statistical conceptions — they want to employ
tools for direct visualization and to obtain immediate
respond to their tasks results;

Laudon, K. C., Laudon, J. P., Management Information Systems: Organization and Technology in the Networked Enterprises, 6th
Edition, Prentice-Hall, ISBN 0-13-011732-3, 2000.
3
For more details about the purpose of the DSS types see: Power D. J. A Brief History of Decision Support Systems,
DSSResources.COM, version 4.1. http://DSSResources.COM/history/dsshistory.html Cited 23.09.2010.
4
Business Intelligence — THE MISSING LINK, July 2000, http://www.cherrytreeco.com.
2
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—> The analytics as a part of a larger system —
consumers want the analytical capabilities to be built
within the systems instead of realized through additional
tools subsequently. Such improvements could be sought
mostly in the areas of data collection, generation of unique
identifiers, integration with multiple data sources, etc. 5.
From all said above, one can realize, that the decisions
support systems based on information technologies are
not as new as an idea, but they have gone a “long way” of
development and improving in order to reach the
contemporary business intelligence tools and systems.
II.
Throughout the years the term Business Intelligence
significantly expanded it scope and turn to an important
aspect of the management information support. In order
to clarify this term6 many books, papers, etc. have been
written and research performed, but the most important
thing is that the development of the realizing it intelligent
technologies and tools has lead to emerging of new type
of decision support information systems — Business
Intelligence Systems (BIS).
An important advantage of BIS is that with their
assistance the decision makers can understand not only
what has happened (the main task of the MIS in the past),
but also why and what could be done. Discovering answers
of the questions why and what could be done, BIS helps
managers to drill down to the roots of the emerged
problems for preventing the appearance of such similar
matters in the future.
First BIS use too many of so called data marts7, data
warehouses (described later) and operative databases. But
meanwhile however, business intelligence activities expand
in order to include other type of data, information and
knowledge, oriented toward the future. BIS is centered
mostly on the management of external and internal
information, knowledge and the resulting intelligence to
be able to create competitive advantage related to the
achievable and measurable goals of the company. On the
other hand BIS could be viewed as a set of tools and
applications, which help the decision makers to collect,
organize, analyze, distribute and act on critical business
issues aiming to support the companies to make faster,
better and more informed business decisions.
Therefore, BIS could be defined as business

information systems, which transform selected data,
information and knowledge into specific intelligence
in order to let the decision makers to gain business
profit8. The type of BIS and the software, which is used,
depend on the situation. BIS use various analytical,
interactive and linked tools and the infrastructure of the
available databases in network environment.
We could say that BIS provide the decision makers
with the opportunity to understand (e.g. intelligence for
achieving a deep insight) of relations within the represented
facts in the form of data, information and knowledge in
order to conduct activities toward a desired and achievable
goal. They provide the decision makers with relevant data,
information and knowledge for finding problems and their
solutions.
BIS could be represented by the scheme on the fig. 1:
The source data could be internal (related to
production, consumers, suppliers and the partners) and
external (data from third parties). The database sources
are mostly relational, but there are also some text files or
electronic spreadsheets. The data fro heterogeneous
sources are transformed, aggregated and copied into the
data warehouse by usage of extracting, transforming
and loading tools (ETL). Very often the data is
transformed and validated “on the way”, and their transfer
to the data warehouse is done in the format of packets,
which are automatically scheduled. An example of such
an ETL tool is the Microsoft’s Data Transformation
Services (DTS), a part of SQL Server 2000.
The data warehouse contains read only data,
illustrating the status of the organizational information in
some specific periods of time — weekly, daily, hourly.
Important parameters of data warehouses are the quality
of data and the speed of queries sending and processing.
The data warehouse, however (when it is implemented
as a relational database) does not respond fast enough to
some complicated queries. That is why lately in order to
fill this gap, more and more often multidimensional cubes
are used (MD Cube). The MD Cub e is a complicated,
effective and specific data structure, which includes data,
aggregated data and information about security. Cubs
operate much quicker 9, when replying to complicated
queries. The data in them are compressed in such a way,
that they contain ten of millions of records. The Cube

Emerging Trends in Business Analytics, Communications of the ACM, Volume 45, Number 8, Aug 2002, pages 45-48.
BI is not only a single product, a technology or a methodology — BI combines products, technologies, and methods to organize key
that management needs to improve profit and performance. Williams S., Williams N. The Profit Impact of Business Intelligence. Mogran
Kaufmann Publishers, San Francisco, 2007. p. 2. ISBN-13: 978-0-12-372499-1.
7
These are special repositories for data, containing information of a specific functional area, which serve separate organizational units
in the enterprise.
8
Thierauf R. J., Effective Business Intelligence Systems, Quorum Books, Westport, Connecticut, London, ISBN 1-56720-370-1, page
23, 2001.
9
From an architectural point of view the multidimensional cube is also a type of database with multidimensional architecture (in the
references it is also known as OLAP database) and it is a type of fast working memory. On fig. 1 the corporate data warehouse is illustrated
as a combination of two types of architectures — a relational database and OLAP database. But from a conceptual point of view it can be
implemented as a relational database, OLAP database or as a combination of both. For more details see, for example: Vitt E., Luckevich M.,
Misner S., Business Intelligence: Making Better Decisions Faster, Microsoft Press, ISBN 0-7356-1627-2, page 62, 2002.
5
6
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Fig. 1. A conceptual scheme of a business intelligence system.

updating very often is done during the night as a part of
the ETL package work.
There is quite a large variety of standard applications
in the end-user tools, but there could be created some
specific ones when needed. The customers’ applications
operate in several areas:
1. OLAP — in the on-line analytical processing the
end-user has direct/on-line access to the cube through
analytical software, installed on his PC. The free browsing
in information allows spontaneous actions, which make
easy tracking the trends and relations;
2. Statistic/live reports — the statistical reports
represent an information insight, arranged preliminary in
a specific way — for example, the sales during a month
in regions. The live reports allow the end-users
interactively to manipulate the information and to reach
greater details;
3. Balanced scorecards — they emphasize on the
frequent and timely measurement the individual or team
performance to key financial and non-financial aims;
4. Budgeting/forecasting — BI budgeting offers
advantages as: better forecasting, faster aggregation and
possibility to analyze up till a minute aggregations, by
using the reach capabilities of the OLAP tools;
5. Data mining — the aim of these tools is pattern
recognition in data and relations which are not obvious
for the simpler analytical methods;
6. Exceptions and notifications — the modern
systems for exceptions and notifications allow the endusers or managers to connect the events (when there is
a registered event beyond the limits of some key
performance measurements) with some appropriate
notifications;
7. Process input — in the past the people have
transferred the information from a process to another
process. Today an automated system for purchasing can
receive information directly from BIS, in order to create the
basis of a made analysis the necessary quantity, to determine
what is on the production floor of purchases, etc.
Recently the development and implementation of
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

BIS includes use of combination of techniques and
technologies. These processes must be correctly planned
and conducted, in order to be really effective in appropriate
data information and knowledge and their resulting
intelligence acquisition as well as making managerial
decisions on their basis.
The development and implementation of BIS contain
the following four basic components:
• Usage of the working recent information systems
as a foundation for upgrading them with new BI modules
— the recent IS, which could be upgraded in this way
and developed to BIS are DSS, EIS, OLAP and KMS.
These systems provide an opportunity to the decision
makers for a data, information and knowledge access in
ways, which were not possible in the past, in order to let
them better understand the company’s operations, which
necessary for answering the global competition today
and in the future;
• Usage of methods for finding of the knowledge
(data mining) and BI methods and software for better
understanding of all operations of the company, now and
in the future — appropriate software is used, in order to
collect data, information and knowledge and to develop
the necessary intelligence and share the results with other
people. Today there exists a large number of software
packages, which meet the needs of the decision makers
for operative BI and only the concrete circumstances
determine which package should be selected and used;
• Establishment of effective data warehouses and
computer systems working in real time, where the focus is
on many factors, related to Internet, Intranet and Extranet
— this component includes establishment of an appropriate
infrastructure for the data, information and knowledge,
which is related with data marts, data warehouses and
operative databases. Normally, before BIS to start working
effectively using some selected software, a large quantity
of aged and/or real time data, information and knowledge
must be available in order to be resolved/explored current
or future problems/opportunities;
• Usage in highest degree a computer network
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processing, related to e-commerce as a way of doing
business with company’s customers and suppliers — the
forth component has the capability to change the way in
which the companies work with their customers,
suppliers and employees. If it is applied correctly, the
intelligent network processing could help companies to
simplify significantly their operations, because it allows
companies’ information systems to “talk” to each other.
And e-commerce provides an opportunity to businesses
to optimize their daily operations.
***
In conclusion there could be said, that the
establishment of BI environment and implementation of
BIS usually costs millions of dollars for organizations
beginning such initiative. This step requires new
technologies to be considered, some additional tasks to
be performed, roles and responsibilities to be exchanged,
and applications for analysis and decision support with
acceptable quality to be provided. 10 But the properly
developed and implemented BIS ensures a number of
advantages — material (increasing the volume of sales,
increasing the profit, etc.) and non-material (for example,
improvement of the organization reputation and image,
etc.), which are hardly measurable in monetary value.
In spite of the advantages, however, if BIS initiatives
could not be linked to specific problems and strategic
goals of the organization, they would not be approved by
top management. But as we know, the main aim for BIS
development and BI tools usage is to provide new
intelligent ways for decision making and effective
management in order to keep the organization competitive
in today’s fast changing market environment.
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systems design and explore decision support systems
over 35 years. They emerged at the beginning of the
distributed computer processing, but their history is not
so straightforward and linear. That is why it is necessary
a short retrospection and analysis of their development
to be made, before exploring the contemporary systems
of such type.
Key words: decision, system, development, business,
benefit.
Maринова Н. Розвиток систем забезпечення
ухвалення рішень і вигоди від використання систем штучного інтелекту в бізнесі
Розробники і технологи інформаційних систем
проектують та досліджують системи забезпечення ухвалення рішень понад 35 років. Вони з’явилися на
початку розподіленої обробки даних, але їх історія
не так проста і лінійна. Тому необхідно коротко
проаналізувати сучасний розвиток, що й здійснено
в цій статті.
Ключові слова: рішення, система, розвиток,
бізнес, вигода.
Maринова Н. Развитие систем обеспечения
принятия решений и выгоды от использования
систем искусственного интеллекта в бизнесе
Разработчики и технологи информационных систем проектируют и исследуют системы обеспечения
принятия решений свыше 35 лет. Они появились в начале распределенной обработки данных, но их история
не так проста и линейна. Поэтому необходимо короткое
размышление о прошлом и анализ их развития, которое сделано в настоящей статье, перед исследованием
перспектив современных систем такого типа.
Ключевые слова: решение, система, развитие,
бизнес, выгода.
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60% of BI projects end up with abandon or failure, due to the non-adequate planning, missed tasks, not met deadlines, bad
management and so on — source: Larissa T. Moss, Shaku Atre, Business Intelligence Roadmap: The Complete Project Lifecycle for
Decision-Support Applications, Addison Wesley, ISBN: 0-201-78420-3, 2003.
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TECHNOLOGICAL PARKS AS A MECHANISM FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF INNOVATION POLICY OF THE STATE
Introduction. The level of the technological
development is one of the main factors, which defines
the degree of social and economic development of the
state, its economic and political independence.
Unfortunately, due to the problems connected with the
becoming of Ukraine as an independent state, struggle of
different political trends, branches of power, the economic
crisis, which has been too long, problems with reforming of
property and formation of the market mechanisms, Ukraine
essentially has been behind the global economic and
technological development. The share of high technological
production at the world market is insignificant and does not
correspond to the scientific potential of the country.
In conditions of globalization of the world economic
system, the search of new, more effective methods and forms
of economic management, the role of innovations has been
increased in the development of the economy. Key elements
of innovative system of the developed countries of the world
are zones of high technologies. One of the main kinds of
them are technological countries (technoparks), which favour
to introduction of innovative processes.
The research object of this article is the technoparks
activity as an effective mechanism of implantation of state
innovation policy.
The subject of this study is the effect of the
technological parks on the development of economy of
the country.
The purpose of study is to substantiate the relevance
of creation of technoparks for the development of
economy of Ukraine.
The problems of innovational development of
economy of Ukraine and functioning of technoparks have
been studied by many Ukrainian scientists, such as S.O.
Tulchnskaya [1], V.I. Tutashunsky [2], A.A.Mazur [3].
Theoretical framework. In accordance to Ukrainian
legislation, technological park is a legal person or group of
legal persons, who operate under the contract about general
activities without creating a legal person and without union
contributions to create organizational principles of execution
of technological parks with the introduction of production
high technology development and ensure industrial output
of globally competitive products [4].
The main purpose of technoparks is to achieve
maximum spatial approximation necessary for scientific
research facilities, which is owned by industrial production,
the human component of the country’s scientific potential,
which generates the most favorable conditions for the
development of innovate processes. It is though
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

technoparks significantly reduced the decreasing of
innovation cycle «science — production — consumption».
The proximity of objects, that are part of technopark,
promote the convergence of science and industry,
increasing the efficiency of investment [2, p.102].
From the main tasks assigned to the parks, in the
first place should be following:
1. Accelerating the transfer of results of fundamental
and applied research in the sphere of scientific and
technological development, and directly into production;
2. Promoting innovation in areas of
entrepreneurship, the formation of effective innovation
zones due to the involvement of research teams that
implement their own development;
3. Implementation of state policy to promote exports
from Ukraine’s scientific production and its integration
into the global economic system.
4. Meeting the needs of the regions in certain types
of high-tech products of mass demand, which is the
subject of import [1, p.13].
In order to realize technoparks projects legislation of
Ukraine provides implementation of the budget program of
state support for technology parks by full or partial interestfree loan projects of technological parks and full or partial (to
50%) compensation of interest paid by performers of projects
to commercial banks and other financial and credit institutions
for project financing of technology parks [5, p.97]. However,
in Ukraine, as a rule, the activity of technoparks is financed at
the expense of firms that operate in them, bank loans, income
from own enterprises and income from the sale of scientific
and technical products, sponsorship, etc
Results. The practice of work of technological parks
during the last nine years confirms their high efficiency
in the process of Ukraine’s economy (table 1). Parks
contribute to the domestic market, reduce dependence
on imports, rapidly increasing volumes of export deliveries
of high-tech, globally competitive products, create new
workplaces and provide an opportunity for the scientists
and highly qualified specialists of Ukraine to implement
their intellectual potential [3, p.104].
Based on the information given in the table 1 we can
conclude, that during the activity of innovative projects,
905 million UAH were transferred by technoparks into the
budget and state trust funds, the amount of 505.5 million
UAH investments were attracted into Ukrainian economy
while the budgetary allocation was 51 million USD. During
for nine years of technoparks functioning the sold products
amounted to 13.976 million UAH.
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Table 1
The indicators of technopark’s activity in Ukraine [6]
20002001

2002

2003

2004

2 005

2006

2007

2008

2000-2008

Technoparks projects
- taken

60

29

11

8

0

0

2

6

116

- performed

29

52

55

53

51

31

13

11

295

Product sales for the TAs mln
UAH, total

177

618

1284

1787

2 273

2280

2557

3000

13976

Including exports

74

83

143

294

367

350

311

99

1721

Impo rt volums mln UAH
Accrued taxes mln UAH, total
Including listed in the budget
- tax incentives
Created new jobs, units
In vestment volumes, mln
UAH

71
32
7
25
314

160
97
37
60
6 10

287
219
91
128
623

373
289
116
173
828

115
183
149
34
399

129
265
230
35
166

88
231
209
22
201

278
69
66
3
222

1501
1385
905
480
3363

0.5

0

320

129

11

8

6

31

505,5

Indicators

Implementation of innovative projects has allowed
to develop the innovations in the intervening period, to
create a stable production of competitive products,
constantly increasing its production and transfer to the
budget and extrabudgetary funds.
The annual production of innovative products
(fig. 1) for projects in the parks has increased by 16.7
times (from 0.18 billion in 2001 to 3 billion USD in 2008).
The average annual growth rate of output was about 50%
(5-7 times higher than the average for industry) [6].
During this period the sold innovative products have
amounted to 12.3 million UAH, of which over 14% — abroad.
The positive balance of foreign economic activity
parks totaled 216 million USD (1505 million UAH —
imports 1721 million UAH — exports).
Budget balance of the technoparks (the difference
between payments to the budget and support) was 424
million UAH (contributions to the budget — 906 million
UAH, support — 482 million UAH) [6].
Despite the high efficiency of the technological
parks, state support is lacking. There are no changes in
legislation and the reduction of financial support. As a
result of suspension of the Law of Ukraine «About special
regime of technological parks» in 2005, there are such
consequences as:
1. Number of active projects parks decreased 7fold (from 108 to 14);
2. Implementation of innovative products in the
special-regime in the I quarter of 2008 compared with I
quarter of 2007 decreased by 3,6 times (from 560 to
155 million USD);
3. Payments to the budget and the state trust fund
in 2006 started to decline;
4. Reducing the volume of exports from 2006.
The result of the deterioration in spite of current
legislation conditions of the parks is also a loss of
confidence of foreign and domestic investors in the
stability of the legal framework of innovation activity in

3000
2500
2000

including the
projects of
technoparks

mln UAH 1500
1000
according to the
Ukrainian Law

500
0
20002001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

year

2008

Fig. 1. The annual volume of sales [6]

Ukraine and the collapse of their participation in the
financing of risky innovation projects, which leads to a
decrease in innovation in general.
In order to continue the «innovative way of
development» of the state, it is necessary to renew and
develop the activities of technology parks further.
The operations to save the parks, which are
necessary to ensure the earliest possible date, belongs
the demand for the unconditional implementation of the
provisions of the Law of Ukraine «About special regime
of technological parks», including the restoration of bills
of payment of customs VAT.
For a fundamental change in the situation it is
necessary to resume a legal and regulatory framework
development and operation of parks, successfully operated
in 2000-2004, and include such measures of state support:
1. Exemption from tax;
2. Exemption from VAT;
3. Duty exemption;
4. Exemption from payment of VAT when the goods
are imported;
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5. Funds received in foreign currency from sales
of products are not subject to compulsory sale;
6. Calculations on export-import transactions are
conducted in up to 180 calendar days;
7. Accelerated depreciation of fixed assets.
Given that innovation is becoming one of the most
important systemic factors of social and economic
development, national security, the Government’s
adoption of appropriate measures to help Ukraine to
withdraw from the crisis.
Conclusion. The globalization of the world
economy favor the continuous development of the
economy at all levels and become the driving force of
scientific and technological progress. Convergence of
material and technical base of industrial production with
the intellectual potential of the country, reducing the term
cycle «science-production-science» creates favorable
conditions for innovation.
Thus, technological parks are very relevant today,
as they may have an important role to help Ukraine out
of a difficulty. Their work will help:
1. To accelerate the pace of development of hightech products, real support for domestic producers;
2. To increase export potential, reinforce domestic
products on the world market of scientific and technical
products, to promote the growth of foreign exchange
earnings from exports;
3. To form a favorable investment climate, revive
investor confidence and increase the flow of both
domestic and foreign investment to address the problems
of Ukrainian economy;
4. To improve the organization of scientific and
technical activities;
5. To contribute to the improvement the financial
security research in the technoparks and scientists’ pay;
6. To improve the attractiveness of work in social
science and scientific services, reduce the outflow of
personnel;
7. To create new jobs;
8. To improve work conditions, reduce man-caused
impact on the environment.
To conclude it must be said that existing in Ukraine
innovative structures in the form of technology parks are in
need of development, government support and the availability
of investors willing to invest in new developments.
Years of experience of the world leading
technological parks, growing needs in the development
of innovations and technologies that define the economic
image of Ukraine in the future, as well as limited use of
industrial resources, all this proves the need for the
creation of technological parks in order to the further the
development of innovative economy.
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Maltseva S. V., Piddubna O. A., Khomenko Ya. V.
Technological parks as a mechanism for the
implementation of innovation policy of the state
The article presents the concept of technopark, his
primary purposes and tasks. The indicators of
technopark’s activity in Ukraine are analyzed. Urgency
of creation of technological parks for maintenance of a
sustainable development of economy of Ukraine is proved.
Key words: technological park, innovation activity,
investments, investor, high technological production,
export potential.
Мальцева С. В., Піддубна О. А., Хоменко Я. В. Технологічні парки як механізм реалізації
інноваційної політики держави
У статті розглянуто поняття технопарку, його основні цілі та задачі. Проаналізовані показники діяльності технопарків в Україні. Обґрунтована актуальність
створення технологічних парків для забезпечення
стійкого розвитку економіки України.
Ключові слова: технологічний парк, інноваційна
діяльність, інвестиції, інвестор, високотехнологічна
продукція, експортніи потенціал.
Мальцева С. В., Поддубная О. А., Хоменко Я. В. Технологические парки как механизм реализации инновационной политики государства
В статье рассмотрено понятие технопарка, его основные цели и задачи. Проанализированы показатели
деятельности технопарков в Украине. Обоснована актуальность создания технологических парков для обеспечения устойчивого развития экономики Украины.
Ключевые слова: технологический парк, инновационная деятельность, инвестиции, инвестор, высокотехнологическая продукция, экспортный потенциал.
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PROBLEMS OF INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT
IN THE REAL SECTOR OF UKRAINIAN ECONOMY
Rising of the problem. The successful forming
of the innovative sphere is a result of foremost, political
and social terms which are folded in the society that is
why role of the Government in solving of the problem
which is rising up is determining. It includes forming of
effective innovative policy, correct determinations of its
priorities, strategy and mechanisms embodiments which
must be concentrated on technological update on
improvement and enrichment of personnel’s
qualifications, on satisfaction of market’s demand in the
products of high scientific and technological level.
To improve the economical situation in Ukraine it is
necessary that an innovative policy to become basis of
state conception of long-term socio-economic
development of the country. The main goals of innovative
policy must be modernisation of industry, preserving
country’s natural resources, increasing and developing
of scientific potential of Ukraine.
The importance of researching a problem of national
innovative sphere development is conditioned at first, by
the necessity of scientific ground of directions of
transition from raw material industrial economic
development to the innovative type of development of
national economy. Secondly, by the world economic
processes of integration and globalization, which are
orientated on modern science, technology, human skills
and productions which determine the competiveness of
Ukrainian economy and possibility of development in the
dynamic world of present century.
The analysis of the problem mentioned above is
lighted up in works of foreign and national scientists like
P. Druker, G. Mensh, Y.Shumpeter, O. Vasilenko,
M. Zavlin.
The main purpose of scientific research is to
analyze a problem of development of innovative activity
in the real sector of Ukrainian economy. To achieve this,
it is necessary to carry out the analysis of structure and
types of innovations, define intercommunications of
technological and economic potentials of innovations.
Exposition of main material of research. Recent
reforms which were conducted in Ukraine for some time
now were mainly directed on changing of relations of
private property, types and forms of businesses and

market infrastructure. Thus innovative potential was
actually eliminated from a number of strategic government
priorities, and problem of forming of innovative sphere
which provides the update and improvement of
production, issue of competitive products, and efficiency
of the national economy were on quite a poor and low
level. It resulted in substantial reductions of domestic
scientific and technical potential, the state of which today
is poor.
Progressive reduction of scientific potential from a
world level without the lead through of radical changes
is unavoidable. Absence of strategic priorities in
development of science produces negative tendencies in
development of all components of national scientific
potential.
The place of the country among a world association
in a great deal depends on the state of innovative potential,
its ability to generate scientific knowledge and take them
to practical realization. At this time Ukrainian share in the
world market of scientific products is less than one per
cent. At the same time the volume of world market of
scientific products is estimated in 23 billions US dollars.
At this figure, USA share is 39% , Japan is 30%, Germany
is 16% share. Development of the Government program
on the increase of innovative potential of the country can
become the important factor of steady socio-economic
development of Ukraine.
Innovative activity must be effective on each of the
stages “research cycle-production-realization-after
service”. The theoretical ground of reasons and possibility
of successful realization of innovative processes in the
period of passing to the next stage of economic
development gives Shumpeter [2]. Practical introduction
of innovation is carried out in the field of production as a
result of new scientifically organizational combination of
production factors
Efficiency of innovative activity also to a great extent
depends on what phase of cyclic development the
macroeconomic system and its industrial sector are in.
Innovative activity will be able to work in domestic
economy effectively only in case that personal interest
of businesses in innovations will be created.
In modern terms pre-eminently an intellectual capital
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presents a major value for the shareholders of the
company and efficiency of the management depends on
quality of management of this current assets. In a concept
“Current assets” and “efficiency of management of
current assets” should be included investments in
intellectual capital, trade mark, qualifications of manager
and personnel, corporate culture etc. Successful
companies, the leaders of new economy have adopted
the new practice of management, management of
intellectual assets, new knowledge and skills.
This modern approach to successful functioning in
a new economy comes from the analysis of differences
of differences of administrative practices in an industrial
economy.
There are few types of traditional administrative
practices in an industrial economy:
• price and non-price competition policies for
existing markets;
• cost cutting dew to introduction of new
technology;
• confluence and absorption for the capture of
markets and technology;
• exit from the second rate sphere of activity for
the sake of concentration of efforts and resources in a
sphere where a firm has key jurisdiction.
In the conditions of new economy these rules of
administrative practice are also present, however the
purpose of strategic management is forming of capacity
to respond to innovations which create a cost for the
users of products and services, are based on principle of
“Just in time knowledge” and “Knowledge is exact in
time“ Identifying an innovation is conducted not from
position of technological perfection but from point of
accordance with business strategy where a highest cost
is brought by an innovation which creates new markets
Modern basis of innovations is skilled management
of knowledge which is a concept far more difficult than
just a combination of information, theory or practical
experience. The solving of strategic problem of the use
of knowledge for the firm appears to be more complex
task than management of tangible assets, financial or
labour resources. Realization of the strategy of knowledge
management allows companies to start innovative
process long before their competitors.
Conception of strategic management, except of
identifying strong and weak sides of the company,
assumes the necessity of determination tendency of
dynamic changes of external environment and presents
the special importance for the company which realizes
strategy of innovative development successfully.
The key components of innovative environment of
a new technology are the levels of development of
enterprise, technology and availability of necessary
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

financial recourses. They require detailed consideration
in order to define a progress of the proper sphere of
innovative environment trend.
A modern enterprise differ not only stimulant
industrial possibilities but also other factors which assist
development of innovative processes. For example,
growth and differentiation of solvent demand, increases
of efficiency of small businesses and individualized
production.
Decline of growth of traditional industry of “Old”
economy, based on mass and serial production stimulates
serious structural changes, changes in sets of values of
different social groups, foremost, young people, towards
self-realization and personal independence, mass
distribution of higher education and other forms of
professional skills development.
It should be mentioned that innovative processes
which are realized in modern economic terms as a
necessary
condition
of
success
assume
intercommunication of enterprise, technology, finances.
The external and internal market innovative environment
of a new economy is impossible without close network
co-operations which includes plenty of participants.
The innovative process is very noticeable in new
economy; it results in high increase of new ideas. The
result of these processes is permanent reduction of
innovative and vital cycles of products and services and
appearance of new forms of competition. Thus, new
knowledge got a result of fundamental and applied
researches increase the value as potential source of
additional cost.
The active factor of economic development of the
country, commercialization, creative activity of developers
of new technique, in the conditions of market economy
an innovative enterprising becomes. In economic literature
there are 2 types of enterprise: Classic and Innovative
First model is traditional, conservative enterprise,
when a businessman aims to organise work with a
calculation of a maximal return of resources. It is
considered that pre-eminently within the framework of
classic model conception of management growth of
production is formed, embodiment of which requires time
for the lead through of row of measures due to external
factors for example subsidizing and protectionism from
the side of government.
Second model is called an innovative enterprise; it
is a special type of commercial activity that has a goal of
making profits by creation and active distribution of
innovation in all spheres of national economy. Unlike
classic enterprise, innovative is based on the searches of
new ways of development of the enterprise. It can be
new products, technology, markets, and forms of
management.
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Innovative activity in Ukraine develops in a very
contradictory way. Within last few decades domestic
industry practically does not offer new technology for
going into a world market, majority of the developed
countries in the world work today above forming of new
scientific industries on the base of different areas of
science, creating the innovations of untraditional types.
Innovative activity is divided into two different
models. First is the traditional linear assumes that
development goes from fundamental researches to the
applied development of production and
commercialization, that an innovation is based on the
results of SREDW , the highly skilled specialists are
attracted on the first stages of innovative processes.
Second model is a new interactive in which an
innovative idea is generated on all stages of innovative
cycle, including production and realization. Fundamental
researches are present at all stages of innovative cycles,
on all stages of to the innovative process the specialists
of different qualifications and professions are brought
over [5, p.71].
The problem of not only creation but also
introduction of innovation costs in Ukraine. Majority of
domestic enterprises are engaged in infrastructural,
organizational and marketing changes. More actively the
innovation is used in the realization of new products,
new styles of services. Such activity is not directed on
new technology and require minimum of scientific efforts
and professional skills.
The reason of such situation is the circumstance
that in Ukraine there is a low level of solvent demand on
research work and scientific and technical production
not only from the side of businesses but also from the
Government. Thus, there is a gap and disparity between
the innovative and production side of activity of
enterprises in our economy.
All scientists meet at the opinion, that problem of
crisis of innovations in economic policy which was
conducted from the beginning of the 90th, namely, in
transformation of relations of property in the field of
science and industry. Low interest of the businessmen in
financing scientific researching projects to a great extent
was determined their orientation on the current state of
affairs of market and receiving rapid incomes. [6, p.34].
Many enterprises do not have the program of
strategic development on the basis of advancement to
the market of highly technological product. Numerous
changes of civil law and terms of privatization ,change
of the norms of taxation, transformation of shareholder’s
rights, methods of currency controls have not done any
favour to the economic system, have brought an
uncertainty in future for most of the businesses. In such
a situation the investments in scientific researches even

with a sense of potential return in medium-term prospects
are very risky.
Thus, the Ukrainian enterprises are unable to
become the innovative factor of the proof economical
growth without serious support from the side of the
government.
Measures of transforming economy on the
innovative way of development is needed to be done
immediately, as there is a considerable wearing out of
capital assets, senescence of highly skilled staff,
downstream of highly technological commodities and
increasing reorientation of the economy on the imported
technological base. Scientific potential which is saved so
far allows realizing the strategy of innovative development
declared by the Government.
Economically developed countries are adopting
today innovative way of development. Under innovative
development is understood that all hierarchy of institutes
which can increase human capital augmentation is build.
Therefore, the process of innovative development needs
stimulation of activity in scientific organization , perfection
of ways and methods of introduction, in the real industrial
production of the newest scientific and technical
achievements and providing of harmonious co-operation
between government and businesses. Priorities of public
consciousness behave to their number [6, p.35].
While people do not realize the importance of
innovations and innovative development of the economy,
while they will not to learn to think in innovative way, it
is difficult to suggest that the process will get a dynamic
forward movement. It is difficult to accept that a major
part of our demand in food, electronics, appliances are
in a great deal are satisfied by the import of foreign
commodities. And Ukrainian own industrial products
remain uncompetitive on global market.
Conclusion. To make a model of innovative
development attractive will be possible only when all
citizens, first of all scientist and economists, developers
and businessmen will see the real advantages and benefits
of the innovative process and investments in innovations
for themselves and for the country.
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увага приділена використанню інновацій у якості чинника розвитку реального сектора економіки України.
В рамках дослідження доведено, що головними цільовими орієнтирами інноваційної політики повинні стати
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SOME ASPECTS REGARDING THE QUALITY OF THE ACCOUNTING INFIRMATION
AND ITS USERS
The accounting information is a corner stone when
making appropriate managerial decisions and providing
economic indicators to external contractors. To this end
it is necessary that while keeping business accounts the
enterprise should provide neutrality of the information
coming from it, i.e., it should exclude one-sided
gratification of the interests of certain groups of
information users, if through a selection of a definite from
of presentation it impacts the decisions and assessments
made by them in view of reaching predetermined results
and ramifications.
In this case the difficulty lies in the fact that the
very concept of “users” is rather indefinite and obscure:
in fact, the users are many and each of them has certain
interests. The latter stem mainly from their interests,
though many of them do not become aware of their
interests. One should aim at striking a balance between
the interests of the various groups of accounting
information users.
In order to study the relation of the accounting
information users to the fairness principle it is necessary
for one to outline target groups of information users,
who are interested, one way or another, in its correct
handling and utilization.
This is a possible classification of accounting
information users:
The business’s managerial bodies are interested in
receiving information for making managerial decisions
within the entire spectrum of issues: strategic and
practical planning, short-term and long-term funds
management, current management of assets and liabilities,
etc…Therefore, the managing board is interested in using
high-quality information in view of achieving a fair
assessment in reducing the risks of the managerial
decisions made.
The company’s personnel need information enabling
them to predict stability and solvency of the employer’s
business, who duly disburses salaries and provides steady
work for those employed in the business. In so far as the
level of salary and bonuses impacts the business1s profit,

1

the assistants are not interested in the fair value of the
economic performance outcome in cases when the
financial result is underestimated. However, when the
amounts for salaries are harshly devaluated owing to
inflation and factors related to the world economic crisis,
the employees incur a direct material and moral damage
the adoption of the principle of fair price is a key social
guarantee to the company“s personnel.
Shareholders can directly participate in the business/
the ones included in the internal users/ and those having
shares in the business. Both show an increased interest
in the capability of the business to provide income to
their invested capital, as well as owing to the possibility
of their shares“ value being increased. Therefore, they
should show an obvious interest in the quality of the
information concerning the fair evaluation of the
performance outcome. Jacques Richard is of the
following opinion on this issue: “…in a rather trivial
fashion current shareholders and their managers are not
interested in more information, but in more short-term
money, and accountancy plays a key role namely with
regard to these demands”. 1 It is necessary that many
more shareholders heed the quality of information.
The suppliers and creditors providing to the business
their commodity and financial resources are interested in
information enabling to determine the reliability of the
contractor, the probability of timely disbursement and
securing the credits made. The more the supplier depends
on the business client, the more carefully they keep track
of its financial status and results to assess its performance,
which is related to the degree of reliability and timeliness
of disbursement. The given group of information users
is also very interested in its operational utilization.
The clients and buyers are dependent on the business
in so far as they look upon it as a supplier of the necessary
goods and services and they are interested in the
steadiness of deliveries and in the conducting of the
services. The stronger the clients are dependent on the
supplier the more interested they are in the stability of its
financial condition and from here comes their interest in

Jacques Richard. The New Accounting Capitalism. In Le monde diplomatique, Bulgarian edition, issue 7/2006, p. 7.
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observing the contractual obligations. This is also
accomplished by the availability of high-quality- and duly
received information.
The state authorities embodied by the tax
administration in most cases are opponents of adopting
the principle of the fair price of financial results. They
are not interested in the principle of fair price, neither are
they interested in prognostic information. Very often they
are guided by their own rules regulated in normative acts
for endorsing and evaluating the objects of accounting.
Although there is an ambiguous relation of the fair price
principle to the interests of the treasury, in fact its
acceptance in separate cases results in tax profit lowering
or taxes on assets rise owing to the effect of the fair
value on the size of the local taxes and charges.
Thus, the principle of the fair evaluation of results
impacts the quantities of the financial indicators. It affects
differently the business sharers and the users of financial
information as far as each group pursues its own goals
and carries out its own tasks. Most often the interests of
accounting information users are opposing as concerns
the employment of the fair price principle. In this light it is
very difficult for one to characterize the concept of “users`
needs”. In some cases the needs are related to the interests
and they complement one another. In other cases needs
and interests can be various, even unbounded and often
radically different. In yet other cases sometimes users do
not themselves realize the needs and then things become
even more difficult. To this end, it is necessary that each
concrete case be studied with regard to the necessary and
useful accounting information for each user.
Financial economic indicators are leading in
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determining the necessary accounting information. The
interaction of the fair evaluation principle with the other
principles of financial accountancy has an impact on
organizing and keeping the accounts of the business. It
is obvious that the assets and liabilities critical to the
business at a specific point in time should necessarily be
subject to a fair evaluation. The methods of keeping
financial accounting presume the fact that without
knowledge of those methods it is impossible for one to
make an authentic evaluation of the financial status of
the business. For that purpose one is faced with the
necessity of studying the existing criteria, which rank
the information as essential to the individual users of
accounting information.
In some cases accounting information can be
viewed as essential provided the knowledge gained from
that information is crucial to the users of financial
accountancy. In fact, the essence as a quality of
information should impact the decisions made by the users
of the financial accountancy. It helps one determine the
tactic of the business“s behavior to select the sequencing
and related consistency of their accounting policy. For
example, the relatively cheap assets can be accounted
for as outlays at the point of their acquisition, although
they themselves can be used within a longer timeframe.
This is useful in some cases. In other cases the approach
should be vise versa — the value of cheap assets should
be incorporated in the newly created product for a longer
period of time.
The stance of the International Financial Reporting
Standards /IFRS/ recognizing information as essential is
when its non-releasing would impact economic decision-
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making. For this purpose they ought to be acknowledged
by most of the explorers of the report when using their
information. Here the most important of all the
requirements is that essential information should impact
decision-making. One can say that essence is established
as a selection of criteria for information, though it is a
different issue whether those criteria are unequivocal.
The essence can be set by qualitative or quantitative
characteristics. Qualitative characteristics are typical of
the facts on the business being crucial to the users of
reporting in a situation of unpredictability, non-typicality,
in a crisis situation.
We can also note that information essence depends
on the size of the object or the mistakes assessed in
concrete conditions as lapses or contortion. Thus, the
essence is a starting threshold or point and not a key
qualitative characteristic, which must embrace
information, concerning what would be useful.
The quantitative features of the essence are even
more difficult to determine, so often there is no unanimous
interpretation of such features. Thus for example, we
can assume that the margin between the reported amount
and the amount found as a result of the conducted
verification exceeding 10% is recognized as essential.
Should the margin be between 5-10%, the decision
whether this is essential is made by the analysts —
managers, accountants, auditors — at their discretion. A
margin not exceeding 5% is considered immaterial. In
some countries as the USA the concept of information is
not set as per quantitative indicators. In the USA the Board
of financial reporting standards /Statements of Financial
Accounting Concepts — SFAC/ in the Formulations of
the conception on the financial report lays stress on the
relativity of the concept of essence. Information essence
is determined by frameworks /beyond which/whereby
accounting may be reduced or presented incorrectly.
Disregarding those frameworks may deceive the users
of information or impact them by partly reduced or
misrepresented information. When determining the
essence of information in various countries it must be
tied down to the currently applicable laws related to the
performance of each business and country.
In the practice of Bulgaria often the category of
essence is viewed from the standpoint of taxation. The
reasoning on this topic is along the lines of the following:
as far as a piece of information is significant from the
standpoint of taxation, it is also essential to the users of
financial reporting, and thence as accounting information.
Te sequencing of setting up accounting indicators
for a given business extends its independence when
evaluating the indicators for essence. Specifically, it is
recommended that an indicator be considered essential if
its inability to be unveiled may impact the economic

decisions of the interested user made on the basis of the
financial information. Also the business“s decision as to
whether an indicator is essential is conducted depending
on the evaluation of the indicator, its nature and the
concrete circumstances of its origin. In other words,
the business has the right to make its own decision. To
recognize whether a piece of information is essential or
not, one can also employ as a reference point the quantity
or the individual weight of the indicators within the totality
of indicators. Information must also be regular and stable
within the framework of one reporting period of time.
In conclusion, from the stance on the quality of the
accounting information, its essence must be determined
by the accountant and he should pursue and employ his
professional skills and reasoning in their capacity as
arguments in the organization of the entire accounting
process.
Accountancy is the key information system of the
business. Accounting as an organized system of
information in the first place must determine the place of
the balance of payments as a basic form in the system of
information. In general, in economic science the concept
of balance is used for designating a system of interval
indicators characterizing the resources in view of their
utilization for a given period of time/interval/ and their
sources depicted in definite tables as of certain dates.
From a technological standpoint the functioning of
the accounting system of the business constitutes a
process of uninterrupted aggregation of data. In this
process it is important that an optimum be established.
The low degree of data aggregation results in a lack of
system and uncontrollability of huge volumes of
circulating information. The overwhelmed aggregation
of data, including accounting ones results in a harsh
reduction of the synthetic and analytical nature of
information. The level of data aggregation determines the
degree of analytical nature of the balance sheet and in
this case the relation is contrariwise proportional: the
higher the level of aggregation the less analytical is the
balance. For this reason the issue of expedience and the
necessary degree of complexity are a matter of discussion.
This concerns the necessity of extending entries,
introducing additional groups, etc… Particularly, this issue
was handled by the science of balances, which came
into being at the turn of the 19th century in Germany.
Within this school of thought balance requirements were
set up: precision, completeness, clarity, fair-dealing,
continuity and unity. These requirements in their greater
part are valid today as well. They also determine the
requirements to the accounting information contained in
the balance sheet.
The degree of precision depends on the opinion of
jurists and managers, i.e., the law and objectives put forward
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by the high-ranking administration of companies. At the basis
should be stipulated the requirements of the Commercial
Law, Accountancy Law and other related laws.
The requirement for clarity is related to the fact
that the balance sheet should be comprehended by a
specialist as well as everyone who is interested in the
matter. Recognizing all of the accomplishments of the
theory and practice of financial reporting, we can
differentiate several reasons concerning the lack of
possibility for the clear understanding of the balance sheet
and its information capacity:
1. Inaccurate name of the entries and sections in
the balance sheet, and insufficiently established balance
sheet terminology. The key concepts of economic activity
in practice and theory are interpreted in different fashions;
2. Non-systematic, in some cases illogical
sequencing of the balance entries. In order for the balance
sheet to be clear and comprehensible it is necessary that
one should pursue the road of a simplified balance —
without regulating entries, via grouping of several entries
into one, etc…;
3. Ambiguity with regard to the accounting
information in the balance sheet;
4. The contradictions, which are often made
manifest among accounting information users.
In line with the requirement for a fair price of the
property the balance sheet must be drawn up recognizing
the requirements of the normative foundation based on
primary documents. There are many factors having an
impact on the authenticity of the balance sheet:
1. Correctness in composing the primary
information bearers;
2. Correctness in covering the facts of economic
life on the accounts;
3. Precision of the accounting reports;
4. Validity of the balance sheet and covering the
results of the conducted stock-takings;
5. The methods employed for reporting the
accounts;
6. The accounting software, and
7. Other.
By continuity we mean sustaining through the
corresponding years the structure of the balance and
maintaining the principles of evaluation from precious to
current year. This is necessary for the continuity of the
very accounting information by calendar years.
By balance unity we mean that the balance of the
mother company must incorporate the results of the
balances of the daughter companies. In contemporary
accounting practice the issue of accounting data aggregation
in the balance sheet to date is extensively being discussed
by specialists. The accounting report/in particular, the
balance sheet as well/ must be concise and embracing a
Економічний вісник Донбасу № 4 (22), 2010

small size of paper bearers. But in practice the balance
sheet information is utilized by various information users
with various information requirements. In this light we
must note that it is expedient that several forms of balance
sheet be drawn up, oriented to different users.
The requirements aimed at the balance sheet relate
to a large extent to the other components of the financial
report as well — the Profit and Loss Account, the
Monetary Flow Account and the Capital Account. All of
them provide the necessary accounting economic
information received via the accounting reports of the
different categories of users. On this topic there is
incremental talk concerning the composing and employing
the financial account for taxation, statistical and other
purposes, which results in distorting information. We
deem it necessary to support the opinion of composing a
unified account meeting the requirements of all
information users.
Those requirements can be complemented by the
indication — purpose of composing the account /in
particular, the balance sheet/: in view of showing the
financial result /dynamic balance sheet/, evaluation of
assets /static balance sheet/ or other. For example, when
diminishing the value of the depreciated assets a correct
financial result is reached, but given a contingent
realization their value would be distorted. And vise versa,
assigning a correct market price to the asset, we inevitably
distort the results — the profit and loss.
The accountancy balance sheet as a component of
the accounting method incorporates as follows:
— A formal section — requisites, dates, etc…;
— An information section — composition and
structure of entries;
— A methodical section — principle of making up
entries;
— A target-oriented section — users’ requirements.
It is well-known that the consumption value of
accounting is its information usefulness. In order to form
the most acceptable accountancy regarding the various
groups of users and judging from the principle of fair
evaluation of assets, capital and liabilities we should be
guided by the principles indicated in the following diagram.
In addition to the above diagram we should note
that the formal and information sections in total constitute
the form of accounting and the presented formally logical
scheme is feasible to accountancy as well as to managerial
reporting since it includes most general postulates needed
for its formation.
In conclusion, in the process of organizing and
keeping business accounts, which are a company’s key
information system, we can point out that accountancy is:
1. An element of communication between the
information users of the financial account and the
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accou nting sc heme, i.e ., it provides o utput
information;
2. An element of link between the users of
accounting and the accounting system, i.e., users would
be able to correct and complement the forms and
indicators of accounting in the process of development
of the object of management and the external
environment;
3. A method of control of the business and the
participants in it;
4. A stimulus for investors;
5. A guarantor to creditors;
6. A source of information on the state budget
proceeds.
All of the above underlies the receiving of highquality information by the various users.
Dochev M. Some aspects regarding the quality
of the accounting infirmation and its users
The accounting information is a corner stone when
making appropriate managerial decisions and providing
economic indicators to external contractors. To this end
it is necessary that while keeping business accounts the
enterprise should provide neutrality of the information
coming from it, i.e., it should exclude one-sided
gratification of the interests of certain groups of

information users, if through a selection of a definite from
of presentation it impacts the decisions and assessments
made by them in view of reaching predetermined results
and ramifications.
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Дочев М. Деякі аспекти якості звітної інформації для її користувачів
Облікова інформація — наріжний камінь для ухвалення відповідних директорських рішень і забезпечення
економічних показників для зовнішніх контрагентів. Вона
повинна виключити одностороннє задоволення інтересів
певних груп інформаційних користувачів.
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Учетная информация — краеугольный камень для
принятия соответствующих директорских решений и
обеспечения экономических показателей для внешних
контрагентов. Она должна исключить одностороннее
удовлетворение интересов определенных групп информационных пользователей.
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